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1I. SUMMARY OF WORK PERFORMED

In the discussion that follows the numbers in parenthesis refer to the listing of papers

contained in Section III.

The continuing rapid evolution of high density integrated circuits has required a careful

examination and control of all the vital materials involved. The thin insulating layer (SiO,)

used for MOSFET's is a crucial material that plays a dominant role in modern high density

integrated circuit technology. Projections for future extensions of the technology indicate the

need to have the capability of making thin (10 nm) layers of this material with improved yield

and reliability. In addition non volatile memory devices are utilizing complex structures

imbedded in this materal. The accomplishments of this project have been centered around

these requirments.

Our continued work with the Si rich SiO, has enhanced our conviction that this material

offers the greatest possibilities for application to charge injectors in the non volatile devices of

the future. We have made the Si rich material in three different IBM locations, using atmos-

pheric chemical vapor deposition processes, low pressure chemical vapor deposition processes

and rf plasma assisted deposition processes. The basic characteristics of the material have been

reproduced in all these cases, although minor differences exist, it is evident that the process

chosen for final use can depend on manufacturing considerations. This clearly demonstrates

the reproducibility of the characteristics that we have previously described of this material.

The IBM Raleigh Laboratory has made 36k bit fully functional chips. This clearly demon-

strates the application of the technology to large scale memory applications and shows that

suitable cell designs can be realized that are compatible with the peripheral circuits circuits

located on the same chip. One of the most important features of this development is the use of

tooling that already exists in the semiconductor manufacturing plants.
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The Double Injector Structures that we have proposed enable us to write and erase the

floating gates electronically. Some previous designs required other techniques for erasure. They

also avoid the high fields required for the usual tunnel oxide structures. We believe this avoids

problems associated with yield and reliability that occur with high field devices. It has been

gratifying to observe that the enhanced injection of the Si rich charge injectors only plays a

role when the fields required for writing and erasing are used and that when the lower fields

used for normal device operation are applied the effective barrier height is the same as for the

Si-Si0 2 interface. This results in the same charge loss characteristic as for the usual floating

gate structure. As a result, the charge retention characteristics are excellent and we do not

have to make the usual compromises associated with MNOS Devices.

The number of useful write-erase cycles for floating gate structures is limited by electron

trapping in the oxide dielectric. This limits the number of these cycles to be about 105 to 10l.

Since the electron trapping behavior of the usual oxides is controlled by the content of the

water related species, this can be improved somewhat by improvments in this respect, never

the less large improvments had not seemed likely. It also seemed unlikely that a better

insulator than SiO 2 could be found since the electron trapping rate in SiO 2 is already very low

in comparison with other known materials. As result it was completely unexpected by us that

a substantial improvment could be made. Never the less, it turned out that, as a result of a

suggestion by one of our people (David Dong). a substantial improvment has been made in

this respect. With this improved material it has been possible to increase the number of useful

cycles from 106 to 1010. This is accomplished by using Si rich SiO, material for the interven-

ing oxide as well as for the injectors. In this case the Si content is lower than used in the

injectors. The drastic reduction in the trapping rate is confirmed by trapping studies as well as

by the device cyclability studies. Although the mechanism for this large improvment is still

under investigation, two possibilities are being considered:
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1. Since the current in this material is largely carried by electrons with a tunneling

process, these electrons are not as effectively trapped as electrons flowing through the

conduction band of the SiO,.

2. The presence of the excess silicon particles in the vicinity of the normal traps

provides sites that the trapped electrons can tunnel into and as a result they do not

build up charges in the insulator.

We are excited about this recent observation and we expect this will open up new

opportunities for use of these devices that would not be feasible otherwise. It would be

expected that the use of too much excess Si would degrade the charge retention characteristics

and this is the case: however it has been observed that a useful range exists before this

problem becomes excessive. This work briefly described above is discussed in the papers by

D.J. DiMaria. K.M. DeMeyer, C.M. Serrano, D.W. Dong (14), by D.J. DiMaria, D.W. Dong.

C. Falcony, S.D. Brorson (22). and by D.J. DiMaria, D.W. Dong, F.L. Pesavento (30).

We have been able to use our charge injectors for other practical applications in addition

to the application to non volatile memory devices. This arises due to the possibility of injecting

large current densities (10-100 amp/cm2) into the SiO 2 . One application of this type is the use

of these injectors in conjunction with an electroluminescent material to make an efficient

device for emitting light that operates with the application of a dc voltage. It is realized that

many future applications of this type will develop in the future. The application of the Si rich

technology to these devices is described in the paper by Robbins. D.J. DiMaria. C. Falcony.

D.W. Dong (26).

Our experience with the reproducibility of the injecting characteristics of our charge

injectors has suggested another application involving the storage capacitor of a dynamic

memory device. The use of a soft contact between the electrode and the SiO, greatly reduces

the incidence of low field breakdowns and thus significantly increases the yield of useful

Ik;
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devices. Another interesting observation concerning this application is the elimination of

destructive breakdown as a result of the passage of large currents through the device which

frequently occurs with the absence of the soft contact. This contact works best if it can be

used at the negative electrode. Studies of this application are reported in the paper by S.K.

Lai. D.J. DiMaria, F.F. Fang (29).

In addition, the ability to induce these large current flows through the SiO, has made

possible scientific investigations that were previously impossible. One of the investigations of

this type is concerned with the energy spectrum of hot electrons in SiO 2. This spectrum is of

considerable practical interest due to the need for a better understanding of electrical break-

down mechanisms is SiO,. One of the techniques that we have used to study the energy

distribution is to measure the spectrum of the surface plasmons generated when electrons fall

from the conduction band of Si0 2 into the Fermi level of the gate electrode. This work would

be impossible with out the ability to induce the large current densities in the SiO 2. Our results

to date indicate that a considerable electron heating occurs due to the electric field applied

which is contrary to a number of theories that have been suggested for SiO,. This new work

has been discussed in the published papers by Theis, Kirtley, DiMaria, Dong (24). and by

Kirtley, Theis, Tsang, DiMaria (25).

The combination of the ultra sensitive IR total reflectance technique with our electron

trapping measurments has enabled us, Hartstein and Young, (1) to identify some traps that

had been previously observed. These traps are related to water related species in the oxide. It

had been observed that the cross section of the dominant trap in a sample without a post

metallization annealing treatment was Ix IO - 17 which decreased to 2x 10- 8 after a 400*C

post metallization treatment. The IR studies identified these traps as Si-OH and loosely bound

H 20 respectively. These results are in keeping with our long range goals to gain a microscopic

understanding of the traps we have been studying.

6&A& W
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The developments in increasing the density of Si integrated circuits are placing increasing

importance on a continual decrease in the thickness of the insulator (SiO 2 ) used. One of the

limitations in the minimum useful thickness is the increase in the relative importance of the

distribution of devices with a premature electrical breakdown. As a result of considerable work

done at IBM we have concluded that electron traps play a vital role in improving breakdown

characteristics by electrically screening out the effects of defects at the conductor-insulator

interfaces. This suggests that the problem associated with a thin insulator may be due to the

small number of traps contained in the bulk of this material since the total number of traps

decreases as the thickness decreases. Considerations of this type are discussed in the paper by

Lai (2).

A major concern has been the damage to the insulator resulting from the radiation applied

during the construction of the device. One process of interest in this respect is Reactive Ion

Etching. The papers by Ephrath and DiMaria (3) and by Ephrath, DiMaria and Pesavento

(11) are concerned with this problem and discuss means for minimizing this effect. The effect

of the processing environment on the electron trapping characteristics of SiO, has been the

basis of considerable work in the past and continues to be important. We have observed that

the use of very careful processing conditions can decrease the electron trapping characteristics

of SiO 2 by almost two orders of magnitude. The precautions required to achieve this result are

concerned with the oxidation procedure and require the reduction of the water related species

that are inadvertantly added to the oxide during the oxidation procedure. This work is

described in the paper by Lai, Young, Calise and Feigl (8).

Electron trapping in SiO, is dominated by the water related species that are inadvertantly

incorporated into the oxide. The paper previously referred to shows that large reductions in

the trapping rate can be made if precautions are taken to reduce the concentration of these

species. To learn more about the role of water we have deliberately exposed the SiO 2 to a low

temperature (100-300*C) water vapor ambient to learn more about the effect of water
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diffusion on the trapping characteristics. The results of this work are described in the paper by

Feigl, Young, DiMaria, Lai and Calise (7). This paper also describes the role of water species

on the generation of donor states at the Si-SiO 2 interface.

As the thickness of the oxide layer decreases the relative importance of interface effects

increases. As a result, it becomes increasingly important to gain an increased understanding of

interface effects. One type of effect is concerned with the buildup of slow states (donor

states) at the SiO 2 interface as a result of the passage of a current through the oxide for a

prolonged period of time. This effect had been previously observed and discussed by IBM

workers. New work concerning these slow states is discussed in the papers by Feig, Young,

DiMaria. Lai (4), by Lai, Young (5), by Feigl, Young, DiMaria, Lai, Calise (7), and by Lai,

Young (9). In addition to the generation of slow states, fast states are also generated. These

fast states are described in the papers by Lai and Young (5), by Lai (6), and by Lai and

Young (9).

In conjunction with some of the IBM manufacturing activities it was observed that there

was an anomalous charge located at an interface between SiO 2 and Si 3N4 resulting from an

impurity remaining from a wafer cleaning step. Further investigation revealed that this

impurity was Al. It was postulated that this impurity was originally on the surface of the

silicon and that as a result of oxidation this impurity was transported to the outside surface of

the oxide. In other words, the oxident was transported through the Al (probably A120 3 ) and

the oxide was grown underneath. When the subsequent Si3N4 was applied by a CVD process

the Al remained at the interface. This effect was simulated and described in the paper by

DiMaria, Reuter, Young, Pesavento, and Calise (16). In this case an approximately monomole-

cular layer of Al was evaporated on one half of a silicon wafer. An oxide layer was thermally

grown and then a SiO 2 layer was deposited by a CVD process. The portion of the wafer with

the Al had an electron trapping rate that was 2-3 orders of magnitude greater than the portion

of the wafer ithout tb- . In addition it was found, using photo I-V measurments, that the

___ 1 ,
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trapped charge was located at the interface betwen the thermal SiO 2 and the CVD SiO'. In

addition SIMS measurments located the Al at this interface. This work clearly demonstrates

the sensitivity of structures with interfaces of this type to impurities residing on the Silicon

wafer.

The statement of work proposed to be performed under this contract is as follows:

1. Continue our basic studies of electron and hole trapping in SiO,, investigation

of radiation damage effects encountered during device construction, and

measurments of the effect of various annealing procedures with emphasis on

thin insulators (~ 100 A).

2. Extend our measurement capability to enable us to evaluate thin-high dielectric

constant gate insulators.

3. Develop technologies for making useful thin-high dielectric constant _ate

insulators.

4. Measure barrier height for oxynitride films and evaluate hot electron injection

for practical devices using these films.

5. Study radiation damage effects for thin-high dielectric constant gate insulators

and determine the effect of various annealing treatments to eliminate this

damage.

6. Investigate means to reduce the voltage required for charge injection using

charge injector structures.

7. Evaluate other materials for charge injectors (at the present time we are using

Si rich SiO 2) and compare CVD techniques with RF plasma techmiques as

means for making these materials.
4x
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8. Continue basic studies of charge injection mechanisms responsible for

operation of charge injectors.

9. Study the effect of a large number (- 105 ) of write-erase cycles on the

EAROM structures using charge injectors and develop means to increase the

number of useful write-erase cycles.

CONCERNING THE ORIGINAL PROPOSAL

1. We have continued our study of electron trapping in SiO 2, we have identified the

chemical nature of the water related species, we have studied the effect of radiation coming

from reactive ion etching and developed means to minimize the damage created in the SiO 2

and an annealing procedure has been developed that results in an oxide with an ultra low

electron trapping rate.

2. We have worked on the problems associated with measurments of the properties of

thin insulators and realize the increasing importance of the Si-SiO, interface on the resultant

characteristics. Bulk effects are not completely dominant as in the case of thick insulators.

3. We have applied the Si rich technology to thin insulator structures and have shown

that this technology can improve the yield of devices using thin insulators.

4. The work on oxynitride has not progressed as expected.

5. The radiation damage work has been concentrated on the effect of reactive ion etching

which has been studied extensively with conclusions that the damage created is not excessive if

reasonable precautions are taken.

6. The voltage for charge injection in charge injector structures has been reduced by

determining the optimum Si rich composition and by decreasing the oxide thickness. As a
1

Lj
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result it has been possible to make fully functional circuits using this technology with integrat-

ed circuits for addressing and readout as well as for the storage function.

7. Cermets using metal particles have been investigated as a possible alternate technology

to Si rich SiO,. These materials also work but do not offer sufficient advantages to warrent

further consideration. The use of Si rich material offers the major advantage of using existing

manufacturing tooling and therefore a departure from this technology would only be made if a

significant improvment resulted which did not occur.

8. Papers have been published describing the basic operation of the Si rich charge

injectors as particle-particle tunneling with field enhanced injection into the SiO,.

9. Materials have been developed for the intervening oxide (also Si rich SiO 2) that enable

us to increase the number of read-write erase cycles from 105 to 101 ).

We have also included work that was not originally proposed since it resulted from

unexpected developments. This work includes the evaluation of a new Electroluminescent

device, light emission from Tunnel and Electron Injector Structures, and work on diffusion of

the oxidant in SiO 2 using a delay time technique.

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS

I. Water related traps identified in SiO,.

2. Evaluated damage to SiO, resulting from radiation generated by reactive ion

etching process.

3. Studied two step process associated with hole trapping and electron capture

which generates surface states at the Si-SiO, interface.
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4. Explored the effect of water diffusion on electron trapping in SiO, and

interface state generation at the Si-SiO, interface.

5. Model developed for double injector structure using Si rich charge injectors.

6. Extended cyclability of electrically alterable Si-rich charge injector structures

from 10 5 to 10"° .

7. Measured light emission from tunnel junctions and from charge injectors as a

new technique for studying hot electron energy distributions in SiO,.

8, Made a new electroluminescent device using Si rich charge injectors.
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Read-Only-Memories using Off-Stoichiometric Silicon Dioxide Films". D.J. DiMaria,

D.W. Dong, F.L. Pesavento. C. Lam and S.D. Brorson.

8. "Ellipsometry Measurements of Polycrystalline Silicon Films", E.A. Irene and D.W.

Dong.

9. "Silicon Oxidation Studies: Measurement of the Diffusion of Oxidant in SiO, Films".

E.A. Irene.

The first paper by Theis et al. is concerned with light emitted as a result of Surface

Plasma Polaritons generated when electrons fall from the conduction band of SiO, into the

Fermi Level of a metal. This is a new technique for studying the hot electron energy distribu-

tion in SiO-. These results also imply the importance of hot electron injection (by elastic

tunneling) as a driving mechanism for luminescence from tunnel junctions. We are interested

in pursuing work of this type as a means of gaining insight into the important problem of

electrical breakdown in SiO, which has never been understood.

The second paper by Kirtley et al. is closely related to the first paper and consists of a

study of light emission from Metal-insulator- metal tunnel junctions. The results of this work

clearly demonstrates that the light emission results from the hot electrons instead of inelastic

tunneling mechanisms. It has been shown that this light results from the hot electrons falling

from the conduction band of the SiO, into the Fermi level of the metal where they excite

surface electromagnetic resonances that are coupled out as external radiation through surface

roughness.
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This work continues to support our contention that these techniques offer new methods

for obtaining valuable new information concerning the behavior of hot electrons in SiO..

Measurments of this type require the ability to pass relatively large current densities through

SiO, without destroying the samples. This is possible in our case by the use of the Si-rich

charge injector technology. The current densities available with the use of this technology far

exceed earlier expectations.

The third paper by Robbins et al. involves a practical use of the Si-rich charge injectors in

conjunction with an active luminescent ZnS:Mn layer to build a new novel Electroluminescent

Device. It is clear from this work that there are many new device possibilities that can be

expected that would use these charge injector structures.

The fourth paper by Yokoyama et al. clearly demonstrates that Si rich SiO can be made

using a plasma-enhanced CVD technique as well as the more conventional CVD technique

previously used. The relative insensitivity of the first order characteristics of these layers

increases our confidence that this technique can be adapted for use in a manufacturing

environment. This paper also explores in detail the dependence of the characteristics as a

function of composition and demonstrates as expected that an optimum composition exists that

is a weak function of the actual structure under consideration.

The fifth paper by DiMaria et al. is concerned with the electronic transport characteristics

of Si rich Si0 2 and demonstrates a new application for use in the intervening oxide in Charge

Storage Devices (with a lower excess Si concentration) as well as in the Charge Injectors. This

application resulted from the surprising observation that the presence of the Si rich material in

these intervening layers greatly reduces the electron trapping effects. This has great practical

significance since electron trapping in these layers limits the number of useful write-erase

cycles for these devices. It has been observed that the use of this technology enables us to

increase the number of write-erase cycles from 106 to 101( which opens up many new uses for

these charge storage devices. The excess silicon present in the off-stoichiometric oxide grows
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in clusters, probably < 30 A in diameter. These silicon islands behave as potential energy

wells 3 eV to 4 eV deep from the bottom of the conduction band of the SiO 2 . The dominant

conduction mechanism is controlled by the tunneling of electrons between the silicon islands.

The sixth paper by Lai et al. describes another use for Si rich SiO 2 layers. This applica-

tion is concerned with the use of these layers to improve the electrical breakdown characteris-

tics of thin SiO, capacitors for application to storage capacitors in dynamic memory devices.

Previous work had shown that electron traps near the electrode can shield out effects due to

the high electric fields present in the vicinity of asperities and thus result in a tighter break-

down distribution. This paper shows that Si rich SiO 2 layers located adjacent to the metal-

insulator interface can also produce this effect. Although some improvment has been observed

if the Si-rich layer is located at the anode the greatest improvment is observed when it is at

the negative electrode (cathode). One concern for this application has to do with the response

time of capacitors using this technology. Some field effect transistor structures have been

made to investigate this point. It was observed that the response time is less than 2 nanose-

conds and could not be resolved by this measurment. We conclude that the response time does

not seem to be an important limitation.

The seventh paper covers material that is closely related to the material covered in the

fifth paper.

The eighth paper is concerned with the use of ellipsometry to measure the thickness of

polycrystalline silicon films and suggests techniques to make this possible to account for the

scattering properties of these films.

Finally, in the ninth paper the diffusion of the oxidant in SiO, is studied using an

oxidation delay time technique. This is possible due to the in situ ellipsometer which makes

such measurements feasible.
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Surface plasmon polariton mediated luminescence is observed when electrons are

injected into thin Al films from the conduction band of SiO 2 . These electron injector

structures are strikingly similar to light emitting tunnel junctions, although tunneling can be

ruled out as the driving mechanism. The emission arises from the energy relaxation of the

steady-state hot electron distribution which exists in the metal under continuous current

injection. The same mechanism must explain muchof the luminescence from tunnel junctions.
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Since the seminal papers of Lambe and McCarthyl.2, it has been generally accepted

that light emission from metal-insulator-metal (MIM) tunnel junctions results from a two-stage

process. First, an electron tunnels inelastically, losing its energy to a collective excitation of

the junction. Second, in the presence of surface roughness, this excitation may radiate. Since

the energy loss occurs in the insulating region of the junction, 3.4 inelastic tunneling should

most efficiently excite electromagnetic modes with large energy density in this region. Theo-

retical attention 4 .5 was therefore initially focused on the "slow wave" or junction mode, 6 with

fields concentrated between the metal electrodes. However. radiation from electrodes

consisting of many small metal balls 7-9 has been shown to be mediated by localized

plasmons. 9- 11 More recently light emission has been demonstrated v~a the "fast" surface

plasmon polariton, which has a maximum energy density at the outer electrode surface. 12-15

To explain the efficiency with which the fast mode is excited. Laks and Mills 16 proposed a

phenomenological model in which the inelastic tunneling current fluctuations extend into the

metal electrodes on both sides of the insulating junction. However, the excitation efficiency

appears to be much higher than predicted by this theory. 14 This and several other puzzling

results, discussed at length in Refs. 14 and 17, have suggested the importance of an alternate

excitation mechanism, the injection of hot electrons into the metal by elastic tunneling.

If this mechanism is correct, it should not matter how the electrons are injected, as long

as they enter the metal with energies several eV in excess of the Fermi energy. Here we

report the observation of surface plasmon polariton mediated light emission when electrons are

injected from the conduction band of SiO, into a thin Al film. The SiO, layer is sufficiently

thick (50 nm) that no direct tunneling into the metal, elastic or inelastic, is possible. Neverthe-

less, the distinguishing features of light emission from tunnel junctions are reproduced. A

similar process when the current injection is by elastic tunneling is strongly implied.

The devices used in these experiments are called electron injector structures.1'4.)')

Figure I shows the energy band diagram of such a device under positive bias. It is a ,nctal-

22
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oxide-semiconductor sandwich, with a layer of silicon-rich oxide (Si-rich Si0 2 ) between the

stochiometric oxide (SiO) and the degenerately doped n-type Si substrate. The Si-rich

material is two phase, containing many tiny (<- 5nm) inclusions or islands of Si in an Si0 2

matrix 2(l. Conduction through this layer is predominantly by direct tunneling from Si island to

Si island. Electrons subsequently enter the conduction band of the stochiometric oxide at

thermal energies by Fowler-Nordheim tunneling. Local enhancement of the electric field near

each Si island allows the tunneling to proceed at comparatively low bias voltages, yet the

islands are packed densely enough that the fields and currents in the bulk of the SiO, are

laterally uniform I8

Once in the SiOP conduction band, electrons are quickly swept to the opposite interface.

Injected into the metal electrode, they rapidly lose energy by electron-electron and electron-

phonon interactions on a time scale of - 10-15 sec. In contrast, the generation of a surface

plasmon polariton via an electronic collision with the outer wall of the metal electrode, as

shown in Fig. 1, requires - 10-12 sec. 21 Continuous current injection thus produces in the

metal a steady-state distribution of hot electrons with energies depending on both the initial

injection energy and the relative strength of the various energy loss channels. The relatively

weak plasmon loss will give rise to light emission without greatly affecting the distribution.

In order to unequivocally demonstrate this luminescence mechanism, we have fabricat-

ed electron injector structures on periodic corrugated gratings. The gratings were ion milled

into Si substrates as described in Ref. 14. Successive layers of Si-rich SiO, and stochiometric

SiO, were then formed by chemical vapor deposition. 1 .20 preserving the corrugated pattern as

shown in Fig. 2a. Following a 1000*C-N,-anneal, circular Al electrodes. - 0.017 cm, in area

and 25 nm thick, were evaporated through a mask. This was followed by a forming gas anneal

at 400'C for 20 min.

The devices could typically be biased at 20-25 volts with time averaged current

densities of about 10-2 A/cm2. As current was passed through the devices, charge was
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trapped in the oxide, lowering the field at the Si-rich SiO, - SiP, interface. The bias voltage.

therefore, had to be gradually increased to maintain a constant current. It was possible to

pass about 2 coul, cm2 through a typical device before sufficiently large fields were built up to

cause a destructive breakdown. The emitted light was collected by a spherical mirror, focused

at the input of a single pass monochromator, and detected by photon counting techniques. An

aperture in front of the collecting mirror allowed angular resolution of the spectra.

Referring to the coordinate system of Fig. 2a. light was collected in the plane defined

by 0=0, while 8 could be varied. The resonance condition for coupling of a surface plasmon

polariton of wave number q to light by a grating of periodicity a then takes the simple form

k 1 -(Lf'c) sin 0 = q±n(2r,,'a) n = 1,2..... (1)

where k is the wave number parallel to the surface. For a fixed value of 0. Eq. (I) is

satisfied only at discrete energies, resulting in characteristic, angle-tunable peaks in the

emission spectrum. One such peak is evident in the spectrum in Fig. 2b, obtained at 0=130

from a device fabricated on a grating of 815 nm period and 36 nm amplitude. Tl, .;as

voltage was adjusted to maintain a constant current of 100 A±A. Also included in the figure is

a plot of the specularly reflected light from a collimated white light source directed at the

sample at an angle of 0=-13' and detected in the same geometry as the emitted light. The

reflectivity dip corresponds to the satisfaction of the resonance condition, Eq. (1), and the

conversion of incident photons to surface plasmon polaritons. The exact match in energy

between this dip and the emission peak shows that the same mode is involved in the emission.

The peak position is well predicted by Eq. (1) with n=1 only if the emission is mediated by

the "fast" surface plasmon polariton with maximum energy density at the Al-air interface and

a dispersion which closely follows the light line.2 2 Luminescence from tunnel junctions

fabricated on corrugated gratings is mediated by the same mode. 12. 5
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The emission peak sits on a continuum background. A calculation following the method

of Laks and Mills" ' indicates about half of this background is mediated by surface plasmon

polaritons. In other words, much of the integrated intensity is not beneath the sharp peak.

This is because surface modes are strongly damped on Al, which is a relatively lossy metal

compared with, for example, Ag. The remainder of the background is apparently due to

luminescence from the oxide layer, as discussed below.

If the periodic grating is replaced by random roughness with transverse correlations of

widely varying length, the result will be a broad band emission spectrum. Smooth substrates

were roughened by deposition of a 250 nm thick layer of n-degenerate polycrystalline Si. The

roughness of this layer was enhanced by thermally growing and then chemically stripping 50

nm of oxide. Injector structures were then fabricated on the substrates as before. In Fig. 3

the spectrum from a charge injector fabricated on a smooth substrate is compared with that

from a device fabricated simultaneously on a rough substrate. The electrical characteristics of

the devices were virtually identical. The bias voltage was a pulsed square wave. driving a

time-averaged current of 10 pLA through the sample. The pulse width was I msec with a low

duty cycle of 1:20 which helped to discriminate against detector dark counts. The spectra

have been normalized for the relative throughput of the spectrometer and detection system.

with the throughput at 3.5 eV set arbitrarily to I.

The radiation from the nominally smooth forward biased sample appears to be dominated

by luminescence from the bulk of the oxide as reported by others. 3 -24 As would be expected

in that case, a nearly identical spectrum (not shown) is obtained if the sample is reverse biased

so that electrons flow from the metal to the substrate. By contrast, the roughened sample has

a dramatically different spectrum in forward (but not in reverse) bias. The increase in

brightness with surface roughness is evidence that the additional light emission, the difference

spectrum of Fig. 3. is mediated by surface plasmon polaritons. This spectrum is peaked in the
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visible and decreases linearly toward a high energy cutoff. It thus strongly resembles the

luminescence spectrum of a tunnel junction fabricated on a roughened substrate.]

For tunnel junctions the cutoff has been explained as a consequence of the inelastic

tunneling model.'-" but the difference spectrum of Fig. 3 shows that hot electron injection

can also produce this feature. We propose a simple explanation based on the fact that the

average injected electron which generates a surface plasmon has already lost energy through

other channels. Neglecting any angular dependence of the initial electronic state occupation

function, f(E). in the metal, the number of photons emitted with frequency v within an

interval d;, can be written as

L(,) = ff(E)[-f(E - hv)]P(&,E)dE, (2)

where P(,,E) is a slowly varying function of s and E involving the density of surface modes.

and the surface plasmon polariton excitation and radiation probabilities. We assume

f'(E) = f1 (E) + Af(E), where f,(E) is the thermal Fermi distribution, and A.f(E)<< I. If the

plasmon loss channel were strong enough to dominate electron-electron and electron-phonon

losses, the appropriate hot electron distribution would be a delta-function. Af(E) - M(E-E,).

at the injection energy, E,. Since P(v,E) depends weakly on energy and since E,>>kT, this

would result in an abrupt, step-function cutoff, L(v) P(i.E)E(E,-hv). However, because

surface plasmon polariton generation is a weak channel for energy loss it is more accurate to

assume a relaxed hot electron distribution Af(E) - 8(E,-E) resulting in the linear onset

which is in fact observed: L(v) - P(v.E)(E,-hp).

The injection is indeed approximately monoenergetic as assumed above. The minimum

energy with which electrons enter the metal corresponds to the potential step. E.-E,. between

the bottom of the SiO, conduction band and the Al Fermi level. A value of 3.6 eV was

obtained by Solomon and Dimaria 5 from internal photoemission measurements on similarly

processed samples. From the cut off at 4.5 eV we deduce that the electrons are injected with
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average energies about I eV above E,.. We emphasize that the cutoff cannot be associated

with a lack of small scale roughness for radiative coupling at high energies. since it is observed

to move to much higher energies as the field at the SiO,-AI interface is increased. This is the

first direct evidence of strong electric field heating of carriers in the oxide conduction band.

Such measurements are of great interest in understanding dielectric breakdown in wide band

gap insulators, and a report of initial results is being prepared. 26

The difference spectrum of Fig. 3 yields a total luminescent quantum efficiency of

about 10-1 photons/electron, somewhat lower than the best values reported for tunnel

junctions with Ag or Au electrodes. ,2.s.9 However. the radiative efficiencies of surface

plasmon polaritons are much higher for Ag or Au than for the Al electrodes of our injectors.

The model of Laks and MillsS.io, which gives a very good account of the radiative properties

of MIM tunnel junctions, 14 predicts that injectors fabricated with Ag electrodes should be

about 100 times brighter. The extrapolated efficiency of 10-1 is then easily comparable to the

best tunnel junction values.

We have demonstrated that light emission from the metal electrodes of suitably

roughened or patterned electron injector structures is mediated by surface plasmon polaritons.

The luminescence is both driven by and indirectly probes the steady-state distribution of hot

electrons excited in the metal and, through the cutoff energy, provides information about the

energy distribution of carriers in the injecting oxide conduction band. We have emphasized

that these results imply the importance of hot electron injection (by elastic tunneling) as a

driving mechanism for luminescence from tunnel junctions. However. another important

application of our results may be in the study of conduction processes in wide band gap

insulators.
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic drawing of an electron injector fabricated on a substrate with a corrugat-

ed grating surface. Luminescence spectra were obtained in the 0=0 plane as a function 0. (b)

Luminescence spectrum from the sample at 0=130 (dots). The sharp emission peak at 1.95

eV corresponds well to the surface plasmon polariton dip in the specular reflection for light

incident at 0--130, shown by the solid curve.
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Fig. 3 Luminescence spectra from rough and smooth electron injector structures. The

difference spectrum represents the surface plasmon polariton mediated emission from the

roughened sample.
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Hot-electron picture of light emission from tunnel junctions *

1. R. Kirtley, T. N. Theis, J. C. Tsang, and D. J. DiMaria
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center. Yorktown Heights. New York 10598

tReceived 8 November 1982)

Metal-insulator-metal tunnel junctions emit optical radiation when biased at voltages in
the range 2-4 V. We argue that a complete picture of this radiation process includes hot
electrons, which excite surface electromagnetic resonances, which are in turn coupled to
external radiation through surface roughness. This picture is supported by measurements of
the temperature and second-metal-electrode thickness dependence of the emission intensi-
ties, and by light emission from surface plasmons excited by optical pumping and by charge
injection.

I. INTRODUCTION marily at the Ag-air interface, and propagates at a

speed quite close to that of light in free space. Sur-
Lambe and McCarthy' pointed out that tunnel face roughness is required for either mode to radiate

junctions emitted optical radiation when biased at light, since energy and momentum cannot be simul-
voltages Vo in the range 2-4 V. The emitted radia- taneously conserved in a radiative transition without
tion became more intense if the junctions were inten- roughness scattering.
tionally roughened. The emitted radiation from ran- It has also been reported that radiation from tun-
domly roughened junctions was broadband with a nel junctions is dominated by the junction mode.) 0

characteristic linear onset below a critical frequency In this view the coupling to surface plasmons is rela-
vc, related to the junction bias voltage by hv' =eVo . tively efficient, since the slow mode has large field
Light-emitting tunnel junctions have some of the at- strengths in the tunneling region, but that the radia-
tributes of an attractive display device: They are tive step is relatively inefficient. The inefficiency of
flat, operate at room temperature in air, require low the radiative step could be attributed to the large
dc bias voltages, have emission frequencies with an difference between the wavelengths of the junction
upper cutoff tunable through the visible, and are modes and light. Roughness on a scale of 1-10 nm
inexpensive to make. However, the best demonstrat- would be required to efficiently couple the junction
ed external quantum efficiencies (the number of mode to light. Roughness on this scale, while possi-
photons out divided by the number of electrons bly present, is difficult to characterize to test these
crossing the tunneling barrier which are approxi- ideas experimentally.
mately the external power efficiencies) are of order By fabricating tunnel junctions on holographically
10-4.21- It is, therefore, of practical as well as fun- produced gratings with single Fourier components
damental interest to understand the emission pro- of roughness of order 800 nm, we were able to show
cesses. that radiation from the fast mode was an important

Several papers have described light emission from mechanism for light emission from tunnel junctions
tunnel junctions in terms of a two-step process: (1) in general, and, in fact, dominated over radiation
inelastically tunneling electrons excite collective from the junction mode in our samples. '
electromagnetic oscillations of the junction. and (2) Since the electric fields associated with the fast
the electromagnetic oscillations emit external radia- surface mode extend throughout the metal-
tion.1' -  There are two classes of electromagnetic insulator-metal structure, and are strongest at the
oscillations relevant to the tunneling junction Ag-air interface, the coupling between the tunneling
geometry. - The first is the junction or slow mode. electrons and the surface plasmons may well occur
This mode has fields and energies located primarily outside the tunneling barrier region. Wc therefore
in the junction region, and can be described as pri- make a distinction between inelastic tunneling and
marily electrostatic. Because of the screening be- hot-electron coupling to surface plasmons: We
tween the two metal-insulator interfaces, the junc- describe a process in which the electrons lose energy
tion mode has a speed of propagation much slower in the harrier region as inelastic. Conversely, we
than that of light in free space. The second relevant describe a process in which the electrons first tunnel
mode is the Ag-air interface fast surface-plasmon into one of the electrodes before losing energy as
polariton. It has fields and charges localized pri- hot. A complete description of the tunneling-
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eiectron-surface-plasmon coupling process would experimental details here. AI-AI203-Ag tunnel junc-
include both events as appropriate limits. While tions were fabricated on (80-1 200)-nm periodicity,
such a comprehensive description does not at (0-100)-nm amplitude and holographically pro-
present exist, important qualitative conclusions duced corrugated gratings. In some samples the
about the dynamics of the system result if we make photoresist was itself used as a substrate, while in
this distinction. other samples the pattern was transferred from the

As noted above, light emission from randomly resist to a Si substrate by ion milling. Tunnel junc-
roughened tunnel junctions has a linear onset below tions were formed on the grating substrates. The
a critical frequency. This can be explained quite junctions were formed by evaporating 2-mm-wide,
naturally in the inelastic tunneling picture in terms 10-mm-long, and 40-nm-thick Al films through
of the linearly increasing final density of states mechanical masks, oxidizing the films, and then
available to the tunneling electrons with decreasing completing the junctions with a long 2-mm-wide
energy loss.8 However, it is difficult to make this (15-80)-nm-thick Ag film. All electrical measure-
qualitative explanation fit the data quantitatively. ments were made with a four-terminal technique.
As will be shown below, when the energy depen- The substrates were mounted on the cold finger of a
dence of the tunneling matrix elements are taken closed-cycle refrigerator with optical windows, and
into account, the predicted onset below the critical run in vacuum. The emitted radiation was frequen-
frequency is slower than linear, and is, in fact, cy analyzed using a single-pass monochromator and
slower than observed experimentally from tunnel photon counting. Only the light through a narrow
junctions on gratings. aperture 1.4" wide and 9.5" high, in the plane de-

Further, we will present in this paper a number of fined by the junction normal and the grating period-
experimental results which are difficult to explain icity wave vector, was allowed to enter the spec-
using the inelastic tunneling picture: (1) The emis- trometer.
sion from junctions on gratings becomes exponen- The emitted light was composed of narrow angle-
tially less intense as the second-metal electrode is tunable peaks superimposed on a broad background.
made thicker. The characteristic intensity falloff Analysis of the peak energies as a function of emis-
length does not match the optical screening length, sion angle showed that the radiation was dominated
and is dependent on sample-preparation procedures; by emission from the Ag-air interface fast surface-
(2) the emission-peak intensities increase dramatical- plasmon polariton. It is possible that the broad
ly as the junction temperatures decrease, even background we observed had contributions from the
though the junction current-voltage characteristics junction or localized plasmon modes. All of the
and optical properties are not strongly temperature data presented here has had the broad emission sub-
dependent; (3) similar external efficiencies and radia- tracted from the fast-mode peaks. This allowed us
tion patterns result if the surface plasmons are to anlyze only the radiation from well-characterized
pumped by optical radiation or by charge injection, modes.
In neither the optical nor the charge-injection case is Our experimentally measured dispersion curves,
inelastic tunneling present. linewidths, and dependence of peak intensities on

All of these results can be understood using a grating amplitudes agreed well with a theory of
three-step or hot-electron model: (1) Hot electrons Laks and Mills' 3 using the inelastic tunneling
are injected into the junction structure; (2) the inject- model. This should not be surprising since these
ed hot-electron distribution relaxes primarily properties depend only on the electrodynamics of
through the emission of phonons and cooler elec- the system. However, there were serious discrepan-
trons, but also through the emission of surface cies between theory and experiment for those prop-
plasmons; (3) the surface plasmons couple out to erties which depended on the coupling between tun-
external radiation through surface roughness. The neling electrons and surface plasmons. For example.
hot-electron model has important qualitative conse- the observed intensities were at least 35 times
quences which will be explored, stronger than predicted theoretically.'

One of the remarkable points of agreement be-
II. TUNNELING RESULTS tween the theory of Laks and Mills' 3 and our experi-

We have described light emission from tunnel ments occurred when we compared the integrated
junctions on gratings previously. 6'7 In these papers peak intensities for a single sample for a series of
the results were analyzed in terms of the inelastic bias voltages. Laks and Mills, " following a sugges-
tunneling picture. We will show in this paper how tion by Hone et al.,8 wrote the radiation from a tun-
the old results and new results to be presented below nel junction as
are more consistent if viewed in the hot-electron pic- dP AW~d.0
ture. We will merely outline previously presented dil dto
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where dP/dildw is the power radiated per unit 1o4

solid angle, per unit frequency interval, A (o,d,e) is
an "antenna factor" which depends on the dielectric -0o275

properties of the junction structure, but does not de-
pend on the bias conditions, and 1 I(o) is the _

power-spectral density of current fluctuations across 10LI
the junction, which does depend on the details of the ,

charge transport across the junction. We define the
operator I for current across the junction as

I TqAp+TqkC)(2) 0 I'sv
k.qs To'- / 2.0 V

where T4 is the tunneling matrix element from a n 22 V

state k in one metal electrode to a state q in the oth- • 2.6 V
er, and ck and c, are the electron annihilation and

creation operators for a state with momentum k and 10-11
spin s in one metal electrode. The power-spectral ,0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

density of current fluctuations across the junction ponw,.vI
with frequency o is defined by FIG. I. Plot of the antenna factor for an Al-Al20.-Ag

(w) 1 - I (f 1i 0) 128(c -(EF-Eo) /4) - tunnel junction on a grating obtained by dividing the in-

tegrated peak intensities by the expression for the power-

(3) spectral density of current fluctuations across the tunnel
junction derived by Hone et al. (Eq. (4)). The antenna

This expression has been evaluated in the limit of factor should be independent of the bias conditions, so the
small frequencies by Hone et al.S: curves for different bias voltages should overlap, as they

do. The scatter between the experimental values and the
e!10 I o smooth polynomial curve fitted to them has a X2 value of
2 I--eV ,(4) 0.0275.

where 10 is the current per unit area through the
junction. When this simple expression is used to
divide the current fluctuation factor from the ob-
served light-emission intensities from tunneling electrons are more likely to penetrate the tunneling
junctions on gratings, the reduction is very good.' ba.7ier, low-frequency fluctuations, in which the
That is. the antenna factor is relatively independent electrons on the average have more energy, are more
of bias conditions for a given junction, as it should likely to occur than high-frequency fluctuations. A
be. This agreement is illustrated in Fig. I for an simple technique for accounting for the dependence
Al-AI20 3-Ag tunnel junction on an 800-nm periodi- of the barrier penetration probabilities on energy is
city photoresist grating for biases from 1.8-2.6 V. to split the tunneling matrix element I Tk2[ into

The solid curve in Fig. I was obtained by fitting two parts: One which transfers the electron from
the logarithm of the experimental values to a the left to the right electrode at the initial energy,
fourth-order polynomial. If we define a reduced X2 and a second which transfers the electron from the
value for the overlap of the curves as right electrode to the left at the initial energy minus

the energy associated with the fluctuation frequency.
. , M.Y(i) (5 This is clearly an approximation to the real process,

n Y( but is probably more correct than simply taking the
low-frequency limit to the barrier penetration proba-

we obtain a X'2 value of 0.0275. bilities.
However, the current fluctuation spectrum looks a If we take tht "KB approximation"4 for the elec-

good deal different if one takes into account the tronic wave fun,;.. s, the low-temperature limit for
finite-energy losses present (2-3 eV) under experi- the Fermi occupation functions, and use the nota-
mental conditions. A physical interpretation of Eq. tion and approximations that Simmons" uses for
(3) is that electrons are transferred from a high- the case of elastic tunneling, the power-spectral den-
energy state in one electrode to a low-energy state in sity of current fluctuations across the tunneling bar-
the other. and back again. Since more energetic tier per unit area is given by
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(_) 2me 2 f (eV-f.) fEFV-de [- f 0 dxKx+Qx)]

+ f e w dEX(EF-EX)exp[- f ,dx[K(x)+Q(x)] (6)

where EF is the Fermi energy of one of the metal dashed curves are the low-frequency limit [Eq. (4)].
electrodes, V is the voltage bias across the junction, As expected, the high-frequency fluctuations fall

i/2 below the curves predicted by the simple expression.

K Ix)= 2m U Ux,V) -E. I As can be seen in Fig. 3, when the power-spectral-
II density term of Eq. (6) is divided out of the experi-

and Lmental data to obtain the antenna factor, the overlap
between the curves for the different bias voltages is

1/2 appreciably worse (a X2 of 0.0637) than that ob-
QjX)- Ulx, V)+ h-E] tained using the simple expression (Fig. 1): The sim-

ple expression works better than it should. We ar-
U(x, V) is the position- and voltage-dependent bar- gue that this is because the physics involved in the

rier potential seen by the tunneling electrons, x is the emission process is very different from the inelastic
tunneling model, and that the good agreement of the

Cartesian coordinate normal to the junction inter- tunnelg mo del is that foruito
faces, I is the thickness of the barrier, and E, is the simple inelastic model is probably fortutous.Another discrepancy was observed when the
kinetic energy of the tunneling electrons normal to emission-peak energies were measured as a function

A comparison of the predictions of Eqs. (4) and of Ag-film thickness. These results have been de-
(6) ar pottedn f the fredictionsIof -Agjunction tailed and supported by numerical results in Ref. 6.

(6) are plotted in Fig. 2 for an AI-A1203-Ag junction We outline them here to emphasize the close connec-
with ----2.5 eV, 2=3.5 eV, and /---1.3 nm. The tion with the other results discussed in this paper.
curves are normalized to the zero-frequency power. The observed peak widths and energies did not
spectral density 1 (0) e 2 el/2r. The solid curves
are the results of the full expression (Eq. (61J; the

104

'2 --0.0637

1.0

0.8 - 10

~0.4

0.2 2.0 V

0 1
/ 4 V

0.0 *2.6 V
0.0 0.11 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

FIG. 2. Plot of the power-spectral density of current to 1.s 2.0 2.5 3.0

fluctuations for a tunnel junction with a trapezoidal bar- Pe Pol (OI
rier with heights 01-2.4 eV, 02= 3.5 eV, and thickness FIG. 3. Plot of the data of Fig. I for the antenna fac-
1- 1.3 nin. The dashed curves correspond to the predic- tor using the power-spectral density of fluctuations across
tions of the simple expression of Hone et al. [Eq. (4)); the the tunnel junction of Eq. (6). The curves for the dif-
solid curves result from accounting for the energy depen- ferent bias voltages do not overlap as well as in Fig. 1:
dence of the barrier penetration probabilities [Eq. (6)]. Accounting for the energy dependence of the barrier
The more complex expression falls below the simple one, penetration probability makes the agreement between the
indicating that one might expect onsets in intensity below inelastic tunneling model and experiment worse, raising
the critical frequencies that are slower than linear, the V2 value to 0.0637.
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change appreciably as the Ag was made thicker, but ings13 includes a current fluctuatien driving term
the emission efficiencies (normalizing out the bias that models the spatial and frequency dependences
currents) became exponentially smaller. Figure 4(a) of inelastic tunneling transitions in the junction. If
shows a plot of the relative emission efficiencies the inelastic transitions occur only in the tunneling
tphotons/electron sr) for a set of Al-AlO3-Ag junc- barrier region, the falloff in emission intensities with
tions on a 1.l-Mm Si grating. The emission inten.si- Ag-film thickness should be given by the optical
ties fell off with Ag-film thickness d with the ap- screening length, since the surface-plasmon fields
proximate relation I =Ce -dit, where r was about 20 decay from the Ag surface with this characteristic
nm. There may also have been some weak energy length. If, however, the inelastic transitions extend
dependence: The peaks at lower energies appeared throughout the junction volume, there should be no
to fall off more rapidly with Ag thickness than attenuation with Ag-film thickness. In neither case
those at higher energies. Also plotted in Fig. 4(a) is should coupling of the tunneling electrons to surface
the relative optical screeni;ag measured from Ag plasmons in the bulk of the junction result in an at-
films on control quartz wafers, using the attenuation tenuation length shorter than the optical screening
of the 632.8-nm line from a helium-neon laser. This length. We, therefore, interpret the results of Fig. 4
screening length does not depend strongly on energy to mean that the coupling of the tunneling electrons
in this region. The experimentally determined fall- to surface plasmons occurs not in the junction
off length was significantly longer than the optical volume, but primarily at the Ag-air interface. The
screening length for this sample. In contrast, Fig. results of Fig. 4 are then a measure of the hot-
4(b) shows the dependence of emission-peak efficien- electron attenuation length in the Ag films.
cies on Ag-film thickness for a set of junctions on The attenuation lengths for the two sets of junc-
an 815-nm periodicity grating. In this case the tions differ because of differences in sample fabrica-
characteristic falloff lengths were shorter than the tion: The first difference is that the samples of Fig.
optical screening length. 4(a) were made on an etched Si wafer while those of

The radiative efficiency of surface plasmons is Fig. 4(b) were made on a photoresist grating. Elec-
relatively insensitive to Ag-film thickness, as has tron micrographs show that the Si wafer is signifi-
been demonstrated by Moreland, Adams, and Hans- cantly smoother. The small-scale roughness present
ma." Therefore, the dependence of emission inten- in the photoresist films could act as agglomeration
sities on film thickness that we observe must reflect sites, tending to reduce the average film grain sizes.
the efficiency of production of surface plasmons by The second difference is that the Ag films in Fig.
tunneling electrons. The theory of Laks and Mills 4(a) were evaporated at 1-2 nm/sec while those of
for light emission from tunnel junctions on grat- Fig. 4(b) were evaporated at 0.2-0.4 nm/sec. The

slower evaporation rate might be expected to result
in higher defect densities. The differences in sub-10 S6 strate roughness and evaporation rates could both be

10 2.05v 10 18ev expected to reduce the hot-electron mean free path
1". ..92 eV 1.84v] for the sample of Fig. 4(b) relative to that of Fig.
0 1.80 ev 10, 161ev

-. 167@V 5 , C .49ev 4(a). The value of -20 nm for the hot-electron
_ i.mean free path at 2 eV for the sample of Fig. 4(a)
10 agrees well with 18 nm reported by Crowell and

10, Sze.""
It is reasonable to expect hot electrons to couple

6' to surface plasmons more strongly at the Ag-air in-
0 102030405o0 70 0 10203040506070 terface than in the bulk of the film. The argument
Ag Fd. ThckI,, I , Ag F Twkn,, , goes as follows: The wavelengths for electrons at

FIG. 4. Comparison of the Ag-film thickness depen- the Fermi surface of a free-electron metal are of or-

dence of emission intensities for AI-A1203-Ag light- der 0.1 nm. The surface-plasmon fields decay into
emitting tunnel junctions on gratings. Junctions fabricat- the metal with an attenuation length of about 10
ed on a relatively smooth Si substrate and with fast Ag nm. Therefore, the overlap integrals involved in the
evaporation rates have intensities that decrease with Ag- hot-electron-surface-plasmon matrix elements due
film thickness at a slower rate than junctions fabricated to the bulk of the metal tend to be small. On the
on photoresist substrates with slow Ag evaporations. In other hand, the surface-plasmon fields at the Ag-air
neither case is the characteristic length the optical screen- interface change rapidly on a scale of 0.1 nm, and
ing length. as one would expect if the interaction between the surface contributions to the matrix elements can
the tunneling electrons and the surface plasmons occurred be large. Another way of saying this is that (in the
in the barrier region. free-electron model) momentum cannot be conserned
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in surface-plasmon emission from hot electrons in aperture until the surface-plasmon emission peak
the bulk metal, but the surface can provide the re- was at 1.77 eV. Yhe sample bias current was held
quired momentum. Large surface contributions constant at 44.1 mA; the sample bias voltage was
have, in fact, been observed in photoemission from approximately 2.13 V. The temperature was swept
metals.' 8 We have developed a simple theory for down over a period of about 90 min. The junction
surface coupling of tunneling electrons to surface resistance changed slightly as the temperature was
plasmons which will be published separately.' 9 The lowered such that the voltage across the junction in-
important point for this discussion is that the depen- creased by 5% in going from room temperature to
dence of emission efficiencies on Ag-film thickness 25 K. This slight change in the bias voltage was not
in such a model does not follow the optical attenua- nearly large enough to explain the - 60% increase
tion lengths. Therefore, the interaction between tun- in the emission intensity as the sample temperature
neling electrons and surface plasmons cannot be ex- was lowered. In addition, the emission-peak widths
clusively in the barrier region. did not change appreciably as the temperature was

A second indication of hot-electron effects comes lowered from room temperature to 25 K. This indi-
from measurements of the temperature dependence cated that the damping ot the surface plasmons was
of the light emission from junctions on gratings. In not strongly dependent on temperature. We deter-
Fig. 5(a) we plot the peak intensity from an Al- mined that the optical attenuation lengths of the Ag
A12 0 3-Ag junction on a 10-nm amplitude, 1225-nm films were not changing with temperature by pass-
periodicity grating as a function of temperature. ing the beam from a He-Ne laser through a 28-nm
The sample was rotated with respect to the optical Ag film on a glass substrate and measuring the

transmitted intensity. The optical transmisssion of
the film at 632.8 nm was unchanged to within our
experimental accuracy of 10% over a temperature
range of 300-25 K.

In Fig. 5(b) we plot the Ag-counterelectrode film
resistance as a function of temperature for the same
sample as that of Fig. 5(a). The Ag-film resistance

awent down about 20% as the temperature decreased.
2M, The resistance of the film as a function of tempera-

- ture had sharp structure, presumably due to mor-
"0 phological changes. This structure was quite repro-
__ __ __ _ducible but hysteretic: The changes occurred at

300 no 100 so 30 higher temperatures when the temperature was
TM swept up than when it was swept down. The salient

point is that the structure in the Ag-film resistance
. was reproduced in the junction emission intensity.
I The changes in the strip resistance were too small to

I affect the bias of the junction significantly: The ef-
04 - fective junction resistance was about 50 fl at this

bias voltage; the Ag-strip resistance was less than 1
fl and changed less than 0.2 1l. We therefore inter-

pret these results to mean that in addition to the
lowering of the Ag-film resistance due to a freezing

01, of the metal phonons, there were also electron
rig) scattering mechanisms in the Ag film that changed

FIG. 5. Emission intensity vs temperature and Ag-film as the temperature was lowered. The hot-electron
FsiG.ta.emsonei vs temperature and anAg-nelm nc- mean free path increased as the temperature was

resistance vs temperature for an A m-A piO-Ag tunnel junc- lowered, increasing the probability for the hot elec-
tion on a 1225-nm periodicity, -nm amplitude quartz trons to get to the Ag-air interface to couple to sur-
grating substrate. The sample was rotated so that the
surface-plasmon emission peak was observed at 1.77 eV. face plasmons, and thereby increasing the emission
The junction bias voltage was held constant at 2.13 V efficiency. These experimental results are difficult
with a nearly constant bias current. As the temperature to explain in an inelastic tunneling model, since it is
was lowered the emission intensity increased, presumably difficult to understand how a change in the scatter-
because of an increase in the hot-electron mean free path ing properties of the Ag film could affect the emis-
in the Ag, as evidenced by the decrease in the Ag-film sion efficiency if the tunneiing-electron-surface-
resistance. plasmon interaction was in the tunneling region.
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III. OPTICAL PUMPING lariton. The broad emission peaks moved in fre-
quency and changed in intensity as the observation

Further evidence in favor of hot-electron effects angle was changed, just as the emission peaks from
in light emission from tunnel junctions came from tunneling pumping did. Figure b shows the emis-
expenments in which the surface plasmons were sion spectrum of the same ample. ith the same
pumped by other means. Laser radiation of a set en- collection optics, but withou- an incident laser beam
ergy incident on a tunnel junction on a grating exhi- and with the junction biased at 2.41 V and 25 mA.
bits a sharp reflectivity minimum at an angle corre- The absence of sharp Raman scattering peaks in the
sponding to the angle at which the laser couples to tunneling-pumped emission spectrum is to be ex-
surface-plasmon polaritons through the grating pected because the injected electron-energy distribu-
roughness. The decay of these surface plasmons tion was relatively broad, but the broad emission
must result in a distribution of hot electrons in the peaks are present. regardless of how (optical pump-
metal with energies up to the incident laser energy. ing or tunnel current injection) the sample is excited.
The hot electrons can subsequently excite surface Figure 7 contains a comparison of the plasmon
plasmons of lower energy, and plasma-mediated ra- emission-peak intensity as a function of peak energy
diation at lower energies is indeed observed. 2° -21 (obtained simply by rotating the observation angle)

The laser- and tunneling-electron-pumped data for tunneling and optical pumping, with the total
show striking similarities. Figure 6 shows a plot of pumping power per unit area imaged on the spec-
the Stokes-shifted radiation from a tunnel junction trometer slit normalized out. Not only does the op-
irradiated with 60 mw of laser radiation at 2.41 eV. tically pumped data show a linear onset below the
The incident laser beam was held at the resonance pump energy, but the total external quantum effi-
angle so that about 90% of the incident energy was ciency is very similar to that for the tunneling
taken out of the specular beam to excite the surface pumped case. The linear onset of emission intensi-
wave. The scattered light was apertured as ties from light-emitting tunnel junctions below the
described above and frequency-analyzed using a bias voltage energy has been used as an argument for
double monochromater. The same optical system an inelastic tunneling process. The fact that this
was used for both the laser-pumped and tunneling- linear onset also occurs, with comparable efficiency.
pumped emission described in this section. The in the optical pumping case in which there are no
junction of Fig. 6 had a molecular monolayer of 4. tunneling electrons, indicates a hot-electron light-
nitrobenzoic acid absorbed on the aluminum oxide emission mechanism.
in the Al-AlO 3-Ag structure, and therefore showed We argue that similar processes are occurring in
sharp surface-enhanced Raman scattering peaks in the two cases: Hot-electron distributions are intro-
addition to broader emission peaks corresponding to duced by tunnel injection or optical absorption. the
coupling out of the Ag-air fast surface-plasmon po- electron distributions relax in energy partially

30,
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FIG. 6. Companson of the surface-plasmon emission E,,VI

from an Al-AI:O,-Ag tunnel junction for laser pumping FIG. 7. Comparison between the plasmon emission-
and tunneling pumping. The sharp lines in the laser- peak intensities from an AI-AI:O-Ag tunnel junction
pumped case are surface-enhanced Raman-scattered light under optical and tunneling pumping. The similar linear
from a monolaer of 4-nitrobenzoic acid included in the onset below the pump energy and similar total external
junction region. The broad peaks at 2.12 eV are the quantum efficiencies indicate that similar processes are
surface-plasmon peaks. occurring in the two cases.
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through the emission of surface plasmons. and the breakdown of the SiO. layer.
surface plasmons couple out to light through the These structures had current-voltage charactens-
grating roughness. tics that approximately followed the Fowler-

Nordheim relation I =AVe -B/ '. We typically ran
IV. CHARGE-INJECTION STRUCTURES at biases of 25 V with uti to 100 ,A current through

a sample area of I mm- (10-" A/cm). As current
A third method for producing surface-plasmon was passed through the devices, charge was trapped

emission from a thin metal film is by charge injec- in the oxide, lowering the electric field at the inject-
tion. 2 A schematic of the charge-injection strut- ing Si-rich SiO-SiO, interface so that more voltage
tures. 3 ' we used is shown in Fig. 8. A single- was required to keep the current through the device
crystal degenerately n-type-doped (0.001 f1cm) Si constant. Eventually, sufficient charge was trapped
wafer was used as a substrate. A Si-rich (- 15% ex- and sufficiently large fields were built up to cause a
cess Si) SiO2 layer (20-50)-nm thick was deposited destructive breakdown. We found that we could
on the substrate by chemical vapor deposition. This pass about 2 C/cm: through the devices before they
was followed by a stoichiometric SiO, layer of about failed.
50 nm and then a gate-metal electrode of typically The charge-injection devices had some intrinsic
20-25 nm was deposited by evaporation. The con- roughness because of the Si inclusions in the Si-rich
centration of Si in the SiO, was determined from oxide. We introduced additional roughness to some
the ratio of silane (SiH 4) to nitrous oxide (N2O) in of the samples by depositing polysilicon on the Si
the gas phase during the chemical vapor deposi- substrates, doping it n-type degenerate with POCI).
tion.'.4 The Si-rich SiO, had small (< -5-nm- oxidizing the polysilicon to an SiO, thickness of
diam) Si inclusions.25 Electrons tunnel from Si in- about 50 nm, and then stripping the oxide. The ox-
clusion to Si inclusion, until they reach the interface ide grows preferentially faster along grain boun-
with the SiO, layer, where they are injected into the daries and certain crystallite orientations, leaving a
SiO conduction band through field-enhanced rough surface upon removal. Controlled roughness
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling. The electric field was also produced in some samples by etching holo-
enhancement is caused by the nonplanar shape of graphically produced gratings into the Si substrates
the Si islands. This lowers the gate voltage required before the deposition of the SiO.
for current flow. Once in the conduction band, the Figure 9 compares the emitted radiation from a
electrons proceed rapidly through the SiO and are polysilicon-roughened Al-gate charge-injection
injected into the gate-metal electrode. The principle structure (LUM24-H) with that from an identical
advantage of the charg:-injection structure over a structure laid down on a single-crystal Si substrate
planar Si-SiO'-M structure is that it can inject large (LUM24-X1). The Al-gate electrodes were 25 nm
current densities (> 102 A/cm2 ) for long periods of thick and were annealed at 400"C for 30 mm in
time at moderate gate voltages without destructive forming gas after deposition. The devices were

pulsed with the gate at about 20-25 V positive with
respect to the substrate, with an average current

F1 through the sample of 10 pA. The pulses were I-
msec wide with a 5% duty cycle. The low duty cy-

-1 cle helped to discriminate against phototube dark
UI, -.-2n counts. The spectra in Fig. 9 are normalized for the

SURFACE relative spectrometer throughput. with the
n-,ype-so ZO,- C PLASMON throughput at 400 nm set arbitrarily to 1. The emis-

s E . - sion was collected with F/4.8 mirror collection op-

So Eo EF tics. The radiation from the nominally smooth sam-
ple appears to be dominated by luminescence from
the oxide, which is planned to be described in later

o,02 publications. The additional emission resulting
DISTANCE 50flw -- METAL from roughness, indicated by the difference curve of

FIG. 8. Schematic energy-band diagram of a Si-Si-rich Fig. 9, has a linear onset below a critical photon en-
SiOrSiOrM charge-injection structure. The electrons ergy of about 4.5 eV. and falls off in intensity in the
tunnel through the Si-rich SiO, into the conduction band red, in a manner similar to that observed in light-
of the SiO!, are injected into the gate-metal film at an en- emitting tunnel junctions. The fact that the emis-
ergy corresponding to the step between the bottom of the sion spectrum changed dramatically with surface
SiO 2 conduction band and the Fermi level of the metal, roughness indicates that the additional component is
and produce surface-plasmon radiation. surface-plasmon mediated. The onset energy of 4.5
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FIG. 9. Emission spectrum from a rough (LUM24-H. a

open circles) vs a smooth (LUM24-X I, closed circles) A)- 0.
gate charge-injection structure biased at 10 MAA. The
difference spectrum, which is due to surface-plasmon- 14 16 18 2,0 2.2 2 26 2 8 3.0

coupled radiation, has a linear onset at 4.5 eV, corre- E9

sponding to the maximum energy, relative to the Fermi FIG. 10. Emission spectrum from an Al-gate charge-
surface of the metal, of the injected electrons. injection structure fabricated on a Si substrate 'with a grat-

ing profile. The sharp emission peak corresponds well to
the dip in the specular reflection caused by coupling to

eV corresponds to the maximum energy (with Al-air interface surface plasmons. The to!.d integrated ef-
respect to the Fermi level) of electrons injected into ficiency of this peak emission is comparable to that ob-
the metal electrode. This is larger than the potential served from light-emitting tunnel junctions on gratings,
step of 3.6 eV between the bottom of the conduction when correction is made for the different dielectric prop-
band of the SiO, and the Fermi level of the alumi- erties of the two types of samples.
num, obtained by Solomon and DiMaria2 6 from
similar devices using internal photoemission. Thus
the spectral cutoff tells us that on the average, the
injected electrons are heated about I V above the Also included in Fig. 10 is a plot of the specularly
bottom of the oxide conduction band. This is the reflected radiation from a collimated beam from a
first direct evidence for such heating, although it tungsten lamp directed at the Al grating of the
has been predicted theoretically. 27  charge-injection structure, using the same geometry

The total external quantum efficiency for and collection optics as for the emission experiment.
LUM24-H was about 10'6 photons/electron, which The reflectivity has a dip at the same energy as the
is comparable to randomly roughened tunnel junc- peak in the emission, due to absorption of the in-
tion efficiences of 10-4, when one takes into account cident radiation by surface plasmons. The specular-
that the Al-gate electrode has much inore highly ly reflected light is plotted on a logarithmic scale.
damped surface-plasmon polaritons than the Ag and The dip corresponds to about a 900% decrease in the
Au counter electrodes typically used for tunnel junc- reflected intensity in p polarization. The emission
tions. peaks also varied in energy in the expected manner

A more dramatic proof that part of the emission as the observation angle was changed.
from these charge- injection structures was surface- There is a continuum background in Fig. 10 that
plasmon mediated was obtained by fabricating them was larger relative to the peak size than is typically
on Si substrates with grating profiles. In Fig. 10 we observed for emission from AI-A1203-Ag tunnel
show the light emission from a charge-injection de- junctions on gratings. One reason was that the
vice with a 25-nm-thick Al gate, fabricated on an surface-plasmon resonance is weaker at the Al-air
815-nm periodicity, 36-nm amplitude holographical- interface than at the Ag-air interface because of the
ly produced grating. The emission was measured relative dielectric properties of the two metals. The
through a 7* wide and 16* high aperture. The spec- theory of Laks and Mills predicts a ratio of smooth
trum shown in Fig. 10 was taken with an observa- background to peak height of about 2 to I for the
tion angle of 130 with respect to the sample normal. Al-air interface plasmon emission at 2 V. We ob-
The position in energy of the sharp emission peak serve a ratio of about I to 1. There is prohably also
corresponded well to that predicted for the Al- a contribution to the residual background from COU:-
vacuum interface fast surface-plaismon polaritori. pling caused by the r: ndom roughness of the
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charge-injection layer, and also emission from the elastic tunneling mechanism, for light emission from
oxide itself, tunnel junctions, as well as from optically pumped

The total integrated intensity under the sharp thin films and charge-injection structures.
emission peak of Fig. 10 is 8.2x. 10-'2 A very interesting puzzle arises from these results
counts/electron sr. This is about 8 times smaller since light emission from tunnel junctions is sym-
than would be predicted by analogy with our tunnel- metric, or nearly so' with respect to the bias voltage
ing junction results using the theory of Laks and polarity (we have confirmed this observation for
Mills 3 (see, for example, Fig. 10 of Ref. 6) to take emission from junctions on gratings), but surface-
into account the differences in dielectric properties plasmon-mediated emission from charge-injection
of an Al-air interface versus a tunnel junction struc- structures only occurs when the metal gate is held
ture, grating amplitude, and grating periodicity. positive. These observations can be reconciled with
This difference could well result from the fact that the other experiments reported in this paper if the
the charge-injection structure inject at 3.5 eV, higher tunneling process creates hot electrons (or holesi on
than the - 2.5 eV for the tunnel junctions studied by both sides of the insulating region. The convention-
Kirtley et al. Electrons at higher energies have al one-electron picture of electron tunneling results
shorter lifetimes, resulting in lower external efficien- in a hot electron being injected into one electrode,
cies. Also, the charge-injection structures were run leaving a cold hole in the other. It may be that exci-
at room temperature, while the tunnel junctions tations on opposite sides of the insulating region are
were usually run at low temperatures. Emission ef- strongly coupled if the insulator is sufficiently thin,
ficiencies are higher at lower temperatures, as we possibly through the slow surface-plasmon polariton
have shown above, mode.

We interpret our results from the charge-injection Once suitable analysis methods have been
structures as follows: Electrons in the conduction developed, light emission from metal films will
band of the SiO 2 have relatively short mean free represent a probe of hot-electron dynamics in met-
paths (2-6 nm),28 and are therefore primarily near als, and charge transport through insulators, in an
(-I eV) the bottom of the SiO, conduction band at energy regime and with an energy resolution una-
the field strengths we are using.' 7 They are injected vailable to other techniques, and under a variety of
into the Al with a narrow energy distribution, but different excitation conditions. Understanding the
relax before emitting surface plasmons, giving the underlying mechanisms is therefore important for
same characteristic linear onset observed in light potential applications that extend well beyond the
emission from tunnel junctions. The very similar analysis of light emission from tunnel junctions.
emission efficiencies and spectral properties in the The hot-electron model is an aid in understanding
charge-injection structures and the tunnel junctions these processes.
indicate that similar physical processes are occur-
ring in each. Since the oxide layer is about 50-nm
thick in the charge-injection structure, direct tunnel-
ing through the SiO2 is certainly not a conduction ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
mechansim in these devices, and inelastic tunneling We would like to acknowledge the assistance of
cannot be the driving factor behind the emission. A. wou e D on ge Te and J.

A. M. Torreson, D. W. Dong, . A. Tornello. and ..

V. CONCLUSIONS A. Calise in sample preparation, C. F. Alliota for
electron microscopy, B. A. Ek for ion milling, and

The experimental evidence presented above argues D. J. Scalapino and D. L. Mills for valuable discus-
for a hot-electron mechanism, as opposed to an in- sions.
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A study of the electrical and luminescence characteristics of a novel Si-based
thin film electroluminescent device
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The results of electrical and luminescence measurements on a new, low voltage, dc, thin film
electroluminescent device structure are presented. The devices incorporate a two-phase Si-rich-
SiO 2/SiOQ electron injector layer which provides control of current, and an active luminescent
ZnS:Mn layer in which light is generated by hot electron impact excitation of the Mn- activator
in high electric field. Separation of the processes of current control and light generation into
different layers permits the effects of space charge and the average field distributions to be
determined. The electroluminescence intensity is simply proportional to the average power
dissipated in the ZnS:Mn layer when the average field is in the range 0.6-1.2 MV cm-', and when
field distortion due to electron trapping in the SiO, layer is small. When the field locally in the
ZnS:Mn layer exceeds - 1.7 MV cm -', lattice ionization competes with impact excitation of
Mn 2" and the quantum efficiency falls. A simplified model assumes that in a quasi-steady-state
condition the majority of the device current is carried by electrons accumulated in the satellite
(L, X) valleys in the conduction band of ZnS. The results are compared with previous studies, and
their general significance as regards the limiting efficiency of high field electroluminescent devices
using ZnS is discussed.

PACS numbers: 78.60.Fi

1. INTRODUCTION runaway and the resulting catastrophic breakdown.' Several
A recent letter from this laboratory' (hereafter referred methods of controlling current injection into the active lumi-

to as Paper I) has described a novel dc thin film electrolu- nescent layer have been tried; these include tunnel injection
minescent (DCTFEL) device which makes use of a two- in reverse-biased metal-insulator-semiconductor iMIS) di-
phase Si-rich-SiO,/SiO z electron injector layer as a solid odes6 and in heterojunctions formed electrically- or during
state cathode. It was shown that the two-phase material, growth, 9 and the use of series resistive layers, both thin
originally developed for use in electrically-alterable read- film ' and powder. " None of the these approaches has so far
only-memory (EAROM) devices,2 is able to deliver sufficient produced a viable DCTFEL device technology, and this re-
current density to make it useful in a solid state display de- mains an active area of display research.
vice when used in conjunction with a manganese doped zinc The performance and potential device advantages of
sulphide (ZnS:Mn) luminescent layer. The light produced is the DCTFEL structures illustrated in Fig. lIa) have been
the characteristic yellow 4T, -*A, intracenter d-d lumines- outlined in Paper 1. Current control in these devices is
cence of the Mn: ion in ZnS.' The layer structure of a achieved through a combination of electron tunneling pro-
typical device is illustrated in Fig. 1(a), and an energy band cesses in the two-phase injector layer (see Sec. 111). The Si-
diagram with the semitransparent gate electrode biased posi- rich-SiO layer, which contains small (<50 A) Si islands in an
tively (i.e., forward biased) is shown in Fig. l(b). SiO, matrix,2 serves two main functions under forward bias.

The most successful high field electroluminescence First, it screens against low-field breakdown due to imper-
(EL) technology to date is that involving ac thin film electro- fections at the Si substrate interface which forms one con-
luminescent (ACTFEL) structures.' using a ZnS:Mn layer tact, and secondly it promotes electron tunneling into the
sandwiched between two dielectric layers of high breakdown SiO2 layer at lower average fields land hence lower voltagei
strength. Devices of this kind can have good brightness sta- than would be the case for a planar Si/SiO, interface. The
bility, but the capacitive coupling requires high voltage ac stoichiometric SiO: layer is necessary to provide a barrier to
drive waveforms (typically > 100 V rms) which in turn ne- electrons moving through the Si-rich-SiO layer under for-
cessitate high cost customized driving circuitry. From this ward bias. It is the field in the oxide near the interface with
point of view a lower voltage, DCEL technology has many the Si-rich-SiO2 material which controls electron injecton
attractions. However, it has long been recognized that one of from the last layer of Si islands into the SiO, via a Fowler-
the principal problems in producing a practical high field Nordheim tunneling mechanism.2 and it is this tunneling
DCTFEL device lies in controlling the current to prevent process which provides control of current flow in the device

as a whole. However. the use of a stoichiometric SiO: layer
has one serious disadvantage which prevents practical appi-Permanent address: Royal Signals and Radar Establishment. St. Andrew, cation of these devices in their present form. The SiO, laver.

Road. Great Malvern. Worcs WR 14 3 PS. Great Britain.
Permanent address. Centre de Investigaciones del I.P. N., Dpto. de Fi ica. although of good quality, contains deep electron traps in the
Apdo. Post. 14-74O, Mexico 14, D.F.. Mexico. bulk which gradually fiil as electron current passes through
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(a) jection into the luminescent layer have been discussed for a
structure in which the processes of electron heating and light

s,-RICHl.io 2  ITO[GATE] generation are spatially separated."' One novel feature of the
~device illustrated in Fig. I is that in principal such "hot"

so " .electron injection is made possible by the potential energy
step at the SiO 2/ZnS interface which arises from the differ-
ence in electron affinity between the two materials. Elec-
trons injected from the conduction band ICBI of the SiO,.A_,__ under forward bias may increase the quantum efficiency of

zooA 5:ol -2oooA electroluminescence compared with electrons entering (or
generated in) the ZnS:Mn layer near the CB minimum for
ZnS.

Sb) The purpose of this paper is to present a detailed analy-
vACuM ENERGY sis of both the electrical and luminescence characteristics of

these new DCTFEL devices. Section II gives experimental
details concerning sample preparation and device measure-

CB ment techniques. Section III summarizes the results of the
- various measurements which were carried out, including

-GATE material analysis using secondary-ion mass spectroscopy
> BIAS (SIMS). An analysis of the electrical characteristics of the

devices is presented in Sec. IV, and of the luminescence char-
eacteristics in Sec. V. Finally, the conclusions drawn fromZ S, RICM

sio2 these analyses are discussed in Sec. VI. In particular, a sim-
plified description of the high field EL process in ZnS:Mn is-15 -- 02 sdeveloped, based on concepts arising from earlier studies ofMIS diodes, and is shown to give a consistent explanation of

Ithe major experimental observations.
DISTANCE

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
FIG. 1. iai Section through a typical DCTFEL device. Ibi Energy band dia-

gram under forward (positive gatel bias. The potential wells in the Si-nch. A. Sample preparation
SiO. layer represent small i-.. 50 A diameterl islands of Si. For simplicity.
field distortion due to space-charge accumulation is not shown. The electroluminescent devices. schematically ilus-

trated in Fig. I(a), were fabricated on (100), 0.001 D cm, n-
type silicon substrates 1.25 in. in diameter. The Si-rich-SiO.

the device.'" These traps are stable at room temperature, so and the SiO, layers were deposited by a chemical vapor de-
that a permanent negative charge accumulates in the SiO, position (CVD) process.'" The excess silicon content in the
layer. This leads to current instability at constant forward Si-rich-SiO. was introduced by adjusting the ratio (Ro) of the
bias voltage, and generates internal fields which result in concentrations of NO to SiH,4 in the gas phase. Deposition
catastrophic breakdown after a few hours dc operation.' of stoichiometric SiO, requires R =200. while Z 13% ex-

On the other hand, these devices represent a near-ideal cess atomic Si in the Si-rich oxide is obtained with R, = I.
structure for the study of the physical mechanisms underly- The presence of water-related impurities was minimized by
ing high field EL. A major advantage is the clear separation annealing the oxides at 1000"C in N. for 30 min. The
between the processes controlling current and those giving ZnS:Mn layer was deposited on the center portion of the
rise to the light emission. This allows electrons to be injected wafer through a 1.5 X 1.5 cm mask using e-beam evaportion
into the luminescent ZnS:Mn layer in a relatively well-de- with separate sources for the ZnS and Mn components. The
fined manner, without need for carrier generation within the deposited layer was subsequently annealed at 600 *C in vacu-
active layer by field ionization of traps or by avalanching um or in an N: ambient. The Mn:Zn mole ratio determined
processes, as is necessary in the ACTFEL devices. ' .4 In by x-ray fluorescence was typically -0.005. Semitranspar-
addition, the use of separate "control" devices to character- ent circular indium tin oxide (ITO1 electrodes approximately
ize the electron injector layer on each wafer, and the ability 5000 , in thickness and 1.25 mm in diameter were then
to detect changes in field at the Si-rich-SiO,/SiO. interface deposited in a lOx 10 matrix array. The ITO was dc sput-
via changes in device current, allow relationships between tered from an In.O,-SnO: target (91A M%' in an Ar am-
the space-charge distributions in the SiO 2 and ZnS:Mn lay- bient and annealed after deposition at 500 'C in ar. N. am-
ers to be established, and the average fields in the two layers bient. Some ofthe electrodes xxere deposited .n the $:O: ai a
to be determined. This detailed information about the elec. not covered with ZnS:Nin. generatirn ;.e ccrmroldc ices t
trical properties of the device provides useful insight into the electrical characterization of th, mjecor )oyer. A -t of
factors influencing the luminescence characteristics of the vices .15N-4i was fabricated wu;nout the S-iich-S' 1. iniL;-
ZnS:Mn layer. tor layer present in order to m::!,ure the caracitar..- vet

Recently the possible advantages of "hot" electron in- voltage iC- 1', characteristics c'" :he-e devicei..
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B. Messurement techniques 0 20 40 0 ,,o

The experimental arrangement for the electrical and FIG. I.l a)Current-voltageif- V) characteristics under forward ( + gatel and
optical measurements reported in this work is illustrated in reverse ( - gatel bias for wafer 9L- 14. Gate electrode polarity and location

Fig. 2. The sample was positioned on a vertical vacuum in the 10x 10 gate matrx are given in the inset. JbI Light output-voltage B-
chuck and a spring-loaded thin wire probe was used to make V) curves measured simultaneously with the I-V curves in lal bearng the

electrical contact on the top electrode (ITO gate). The emit- corresponding reference number.

ted light was collected with a 3-mm-diam quartz pipe and a
set of two convex lenses. An RCA IP21 photomultiplier portion of the curves represents a displacement current 14
tube was used to detect the emitted light. This light was arising from the capacitance C of the structure, i.e..
passed through a yellow cutoff filter. The sample and the i Cdo W the vltae raop is rvere de-
optics were enclosed in a light-tight box flushed with N,. Id= CdV/dt. When the voltage ramp is reversed to de-

A rcrease the applied voltage, the measured current eventuallyA ramped current as a function of voltage (ramp I- V) falls to a very low value and ultimately changes sign as 14

technique and a constant current injection technique have changes sign s m

been used to investigate the electrical and luminescence be- changes sign with the reverse ramp.

havior of the EL devices. The ramp I- Vcharacteristics were Curves I and 2 refer to control devices on the wafer.
obtained using a constant voltage-ramp-rate magnitude of outside the area with the ZnS:Mn layer. Curve I is measured
0.5 V sec-' applied to the sample. The electron current flow- under forward (+ gate) bias, and curve 2 under reverse
ing through the device and the light emission intensity were ( - gatel bias. The hysteresis evident in the -IVcharacteris-
simultaneously monitored as a function of the applied vol- tics arises from electron trapping in the SiO2 layer isee Sec.
tage with two log-picoammeters (Keithley model No. IV). Forward bias (curves 3,4) and reverse bias (curve 511- V
26000). The relative voltage displacements of the ramp I-V characteristics for devices including the ZnS:Mn layer are

characteristics were used for calculations of the amount of also illustrated in Fig. 3(a). It is shown in Sec. IV that, to a
trapped charge in the oxide and/or the ZnS:Mn layers. The good approximation, the voltage drop across the ZnS:Mn
constant current injection technique uses a feedback layer at any current and for a particular gate polarity is given
network that automatically adjusts the applied voltage to by the voltage difference at that current between the control
compensate for any changes ofa preset average current. Two device and the device including the ZnS:Mn layer. Hence
modes of this technique were used, one with a dc applied J V and A V, in Fig. 3(a) represent the voltages across the
voltage and the other with a triangular voltage waveform as ZnS:Mn layer under forward and reverse bias respectively.
the applied bias. Both the incremental voltage required to at a current of 10-I A.
maintain constant average current and the photomultiplier The devices behave as electrical diodes due to the prop-
output were continuously monitored. Capacitance versus erties of the two-phase Si-rich-SiO,/SiO, injector layer. Real
voltage )C-V) measurements were performed on devices particle current (i.e., I>I.) is controlled by tunneling at a
without Si-rich-SiO, layers to ensure a good substrate Si- limiting interfacial energy barrier for either gate polarity.
Si02 interface, with the minimum interface state density re- Under forward bias, current is limited by the - 3.1 eV bar-

quired for this type of measurement. A Boonton capacitance rier at the Si/SiO, interface arising from the electron affinity
meter (model number 72-BD) and a ramp voltage generator difference between Si (4.0 eV) and SiO (0.9 eV). Under re-
were used for these measurements. verse bias, the current-limiting barriers occur at the

ZnS:Mn/SiO: interface (- 3.0 eV), or, for the control de-
IlL. RESULTS vices, at the ITO/SiO, interface I -2.8 eV). This latter value

represents an effective barrier height on these devices, and
A. Ramp I-V measurements was obtained by fitting the Fowler-Nordheim tunneling

Current versus voltage JI-V) curves, measured with a equation to the reverse bias I-V characteristic of a control
voltage source ramped at a constant rate of 0.5 V sec - ' from device. This barrier height is lower than that found '"  ,r
0 V, for different gate electrode locations on sample 9L-14 In,0 3 on planar SiO./Si (-4 eV), probably because t e
are shown in Fig. 31ai. The arrows indicate directions of in- granular texture introduced by the underlying Si-rich-S&O.
creasing and decreasing ramp voltage. The constant-current layer produces some small field enhancement at the injecti.g
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ITO/SiO, interface, thereby reducing the effective barrier
by - I eV. Current injection by the Fowler-Nordheim > 2 9L -14

mechanism at a planar, homogeneous interface with effec- > 0 C o, R (-4A
tive barrier height - 3 eV requires a field of Z 5 MV cm ' in 1 '0 5 LI)O/A _
the barrier layer. " For an SiO: thickness of 500 A. as used in 8 - v (CCNTROL)

these devices, this field corresponds to ;> 25 V across the ..... PM OUTPUT (ZnS) -- (RS).

oxide layer as threshold for real particle current injection. . 6 .... - . -/
This is evident in curve 2 for the control device under reverse 4 ---- /
bias. Under forward bias, however, injection occurs not at a / c5
planar Si/SiO, interface, but from the last layers of small Si 0 - - -

islands in the Si-rich-SiO, layer. Field enhancement at sur- - .0

face irregularities on those islands'" produces injection at an 0 o 10
3  

10
4  4

average field of only -2 MV cm 'in the SiO 2 layer, corre- TIME (see)
sponding to the threshold (I> I,) of - 10 V in curve I of Fig. FIG. 4. Time-dependent measurements on wafer 9L-14 at a constant cur.
3(a). rent I, = 1 x 10- A. Changes in electric field distribution resulting from

In addition to allowing real current injection at low for- space-charge accumulation cause the light output to vary, although the de.
ward bias, and thereby generating the diode character of vice current is held constant.

these devices, the Si-rich-SiO, layer is valuable in screening
against low-field breakdown.' Under reverse bias it is not face.' " The incremental voltage A Vg is applied to overcome
possible to pass high currents I - 10-4 A) without rapid the effects of this space charge and maintain a constant field
breakdown; curve 5 in Fig. 3(a) shows current spikes due to near the injecting interface. Because of the electron trapping
localized breakdown which are quite typical for reverse bias the device has no steady-state condition even with constant
operation. Under forward bias however the space charge ac- current drive, as is evident from the form of the light-output
cumulating in the small Si islands of the Si-rich-SiO: layer curve in Fig. 4. After some period of time, which is shorter
effectively screens against local breakdown caused by irregu- the higher the current, the field generated by the trapped
larities at the interface with the n-type Si substrate. This charge becomes sufficiently large to cause catastrophic
produces macroscopically-uniform current injection, and al- breakdown of the device: this occurred after - 20 min oper-
lows sustained high current operation by preventing local ation at Ig = 1 x 10- 4 A for control devices on wafer 9L- 14,
current runaway. when A V.icontrol) -12 V. It is clear from Fig. 4 that at any

Figure 3(b) shows light-output versus voltage (B-V) given time, A Y. ZnS) <A V lcontroi). i.e.. the rate at which
curves measured simultaneously with the I- Vcurves bearing the applied voltage must be increased to maintain constant
the same reference number in Fig. 3(a). Luminance mea- current is lower for the devices with a ZnS:Mn layer than for
sured using a calibrated spot photometer gives an average control devices. This is due to the accumulation of positive
external luminous efficiency of - 0.3 lm/W for these de- space charge in the ZnS:Mn layer which partially screens the
vices.' This efficiency compares favorably with other EL negative space charge trapped in the SiO, layer. The lumi-
technologies, and has been achieved without systematic op- nescent devices can be run for a longer period of time ( -5 hi
timization of the devices. Because of the macroscopically, before catastrophic breakdown occurs, probably due to the
uniform current injection provided by the Si-rch-SiO, layer, increase in dielectric thickness introduced by the ZnS:Mn
the luminescence from the ZnS:Mn layer is generally simi- layer. However breakdown tends to occur when
larly uniform; any nonuniformity tends to arise from imper- A V, (ZnS) - 10 V, similar to the value for the control devices.
fections in the deposition processes for the ZnS:Mn and/or
ITO layers. C. C- V measurements

An independent estimate of the space charge accumula-
B. Constant current measurements tion in the ZnS:Mn layer has been made from C- V measure-

Constant current measurements (dc) were made by ap- ments on sample I 5N-4, shown in Fig. 5. This wafer has no
plying a ramp voltage source (0.5 V sec-') to produce a cur- Si-rich-SiO, layer, and the gate electrodes are thick Ni rather
rent of I X 10-  A under forward bias, and then switching in than ITO dots. The Si/SiO./ZnS/Ni structure represents a
the feedback circuitry to maintain that current by increasing MIS device with a dual dielectric layerand the capacitance
the applied voltage. The results for wafer 9L-14 are summar- of the planar Si/SiO2 interface can be used as a probe of
ized in Fig. 4. The left-hand ordinate records the increment- charge trapping in the composite dielectric layer. The I-V
al voltage A V, required to maintain I, = I X 10-" A as a characteristics of wafer 15N-4 are essentially similar to those
function of time, plotted for both a control device and a de- for 15N-5 previously reported in Paper I, the latter having
vice with ZnS:Mn layer. The right-hand ordinate records the ITO gate electrodes. The use of thick Ni is preferred for the
relative light output for the luminescent device at constant C- V measurements since it avoids any contact problems as-
current, measured simultaneously with A V, 1 ZnS). sociated with possible depletion of the ITO interface region:

As current passes through these devices, electrons are however measurement of C- V curves for 15N-s showed be.
trapped in the SiO 2 layer producing a space charge which havior essentially similar to 1 5N-4. so the results are not very
reduces the field near the injecting Si-rich-SiO2/SiO, inter- sensitive to the gate electrode material.
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side the ZnS:Mn layer do not show this effect, demonstrating
that the positive space charge is associated with the lumines-

1SN-4 (n-Si.500 A SO,2 .1800A ZnS:Mn) cent layer. I- Vmeasurements' on the electrically-equivalent
W wafer 15N-5 show that for V; <45 V there is little real parti-

320- C cle current ) < 10-' A); electron trapping in the SiO, layer is
280- 5/ /o /, / therefore insignificant in these C-V measurements. The C-V

-/'353 20/ /0_
240- 0,/ / curves are analyzed quantitatively in Sec. IV.

200-- Figure 5(b) shows the results of a sequence of measure-

S60- BIAS (V) ments in which a positive gate voltage (V; = 45 V) is first
- - .applied for a given period of time, a C-V curve taken, then a
. (,, negative gate voltage V, - 35 V) is applied, and finally

1 320 / a second C- V curve taken. The sequence is given in detail in
/2/0- /. / the bottom part of Fig. 5(bi. The accumulation of positive

240- - c-,7 - charge in the ZnS:Mn layer increases when V; is applied

2oo- _. ' for longer times. The negative bias V- = - 35 V is insuffi-

160- - (05 vsec-1) cient to produce real particle current flow through the entire
SEQUENCE a RAMP TO Vg=.45V,RAMP DOWN device, but it does return CFB to approximately 0 V. The

120- 0 . 1 .- 35V negative bias therefore effectively annihilates the accumulat-
80- b V.45V;RAPtD RESET ed positive space charge in the ZnS:Mn layer, presumably

40- b' V D-2v via recombination involving electrons injected at the Ni elec-
SC. 2V -3 LD trode.
1I V :.45V, H0O 5 mm- o V5 -'0 HOD 5 min D. Pulsed addressing

GATE VOLTAGE (V) Further insight into the diode properties of the devices

FIG. 5. Capacitance-voltage IC- VI measurements on wafer 1 5N-4. with the and into the mechanism of light emission can be obtained by
indicated layer structure. The gate electrodes were thick Ni. The structure is applying voltage pulses rather than dc bias to the gate elec-
that of an MIS device with a dual dielectric (SiO/ZnS:MnI layer. lal C-V trodes. Figure 6 illustrates the gate current and light-output
curves measured after a positive gate bias V- I of the indicated magnitude waveforms for single, 5-msec unipolar pulses of both polari-
had been applied by a voltage ramp, and then removed. Ibi The effect of
applying a positive gate bias V; = 45 V. followed by a negative bias ties. Under forward bias, with V; = 31 V [Fig. 6(ai], the
V9- = - 35 V. e sequence of curves is indicated in the figure.

The dual SiO, (500,A)/ZnS:Mn I1800, k)layer is equiva- 7N -S (4,3)
lent to a single SiO 2 dielectric - 1400 A thick, deposited on 2 5 ms PULSE ON GATE
2 cm, n-type Si with a donor concentration -2.5 X 1015 1a1 3V Ib) '15-SOY

cm - . For an ideal MIS capacitor with this structure, mwev- v +

sured at high frequency,

C1 IC, -0.84, (1) CURRENT

C. IC, - 0.48, (2)

where Ca is the flat-band capacitance, and, for an n-type --J -
semiconductor, C, and C,,. are the upper and lower capaci- -

tance limits with positive and negative gate bias, respective-
ly.2" For wafer 15N-4, from Fig. 5(a), we have:

Ci = 330 pF, (3)

C.,. = 155 pF. (4)

Therefore, C,,,./C, = 0.47, close to the ideal MIS value. Us-
ing Eq. (1) the flat-band capacitance for 15N-4 is estimated L MINESCENCE
to be Cm = 277 pF, and this value is indicated in Fig. 5(a). r -- O46Ns - -055,

The series of curves in Fig. 5(a) were obtained in se- ,..

quence, beginning with V = 0, by first applying a positive
voltage ramp to the gate electrode, sweeping up to the vol- .' -
tage indicated and sweeping down to zero, before finally tak-
ing the C-V curve. For an n-type semiconductor the C- V
curves shift in a direction consistent with positive space- FIG. t. Tr: urrent ,upperand light-output loweriCurVeson a .l.v t
charge accumulation in the dielectric layer, the amount of a sinile 5-mscc unipolar pulse to the gate electrode. ,a, Forward bias t,

Reve"re hiss. The time taken for the luminescence todecay to 1. eof its peak
charge increasing with increasing V:'. Control devices out- 'value after the end of the pulse is also indicated.
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gate current shows a displacement current spike followed by 9L14 (7,3)
a real particle current which rises towards a steady state with CONSTANT AVERAGE CURRENT <1> 105A =n
a slow (- 1 msec) time constant. The shape of this gate cur- - Vp (LEFT SCALE)

rent waveform is sensitive to the pulse voltage and length, to ---- PM OUTPUT (RIGHT SCALE) OFF

the number of unipolar pulses applied, and can be changed ; 60- ( r
drastically if negative bias pulses are applied between the (V)positive pulses 17,.2' The corresponding light output curv 40- , 1v /4o- I '

rises towards a steady state value, following the gate current, oL/Lt, / 0- vp
and decays after the end of the pulse with a time constant F32s 7 3 i .
r,- -0.46 msec. 40 _IO

Figure 6(b) shows similar measurements for reverse bias f .o5

pulses with V - 50 V, the higher reverse voltage being 20 i

necessary zo generate detectable light output. The current L
waveform is reversed in polarity, and is dominated by the 0 /
displacement current spikes; there is negligible real particle 0 100 200 0 0o 2o00

current. The luminescence waveform is quite different from TIME (sec)

that in the forward direction. It shows a peak corresponding FIG. 7. Time-dependent measurements on an active device on wafer 9L- 14

to the displacement spike on switching on the pulse, but then at a constant average current (4,) = I × 10 - 5 A. using the tnangular vol-

decays through the duration of the pulse with a time con' tage waveforms indicated in the insets and a feedback circuit. (ai Voltage
pulsed positive from 0 V. (bi Voltage pulsed positive from a negative bias

stant r - -0.55 msec. There is a second small increase in level - 35 V.
light output at the end of the pulse, arising from relaxation of
the polarized charge distribution as the voltage pulse is E. Composite structure and SIMS analysis
switched off. The decay of the luminescence waveform r, In order to determine whether EL efficiency is in-
andr,- is determined largely by the intrinsic Mn2  lumines- fluenced by hot electron injection into the ZnS:Mn layer
cence decay time, giving r,, - 0.5 msec for the ZnS:Mn ma-cencaled c te gvigce .5 mover the potential energy step at the SiO,/ZnS interface,
terial used in these devices. comparative measurements have been made on the devices

The C- V measurements have demonstrated that pos. illustrated at the top of Fig. 8. Device 9L- I I was made with
tive gate bias generates positive space-charge accumulation
in the ZnS:Mn layer,and that this space charge can be re-
moved by application of negative gate bias. In order to inves-
tigate the effects of this positive space charge on the effi- 2 ;9..L-. 3 '9L
ciency of light output, a comparison has been made of
addressing by unipolar and by bipolar pulses under condi- ___-___ -

tions of constant average gate current. Triangular voltage .
waveforms were used for this purpose, as illustrated in the -9801 7Zs 95,-c
insets to Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). Figure 7(a) plots the voltage peak .... - s0
V, (left ordinate) and the corresponding photomultiplier - s,- RIcH , -0 -
output (right ordinate) as a function of time when the voltage _-S.

is pulsed positive from 0 V and the average gate current is
maintained at (I,) = l X 10-5 A. The voltage control cir- ,o .4
cuit is switched on attime t= 0, increases to avalue V, - 43 V ~-
V to produce the required current, and then increases slowly I -] 13

with time to overcome electron trapping in the oxide and -6 ,.2 1 T

maintain that current. Figure 7(b) shows similar plots, but - i0

with a bipolar voltage waveform pulsed positive from a nega- t , 3

tive bias level of - 35 V. The voltage peak required to main- -8 4

tain the gate current (I,) = 1X 10- A is now V,- 80 V, -'I_,. 548REN
giving a peak value -45 V above 0 V. The fact that the 0 9-positive part of the pulse waveform is similar to the unipolar "case (Fig. 7(a)] confirms that the current is dominated by the ~

forward bias, and that negligible real particle current flows I
in reverse bias under these conditions. However the applica- 0 0 20 30 40 500 0 20 3C 4C 5C

tion of the negative bias increases the light intensity by - 2 GATE VOLTAG(Vi V

for the same average gate current. This arises from a reduc- FIG. 8. (Upper) The layer structure of two wafers used to investagate the
tion in the positive space charge accumulating in the effect of electron injection at the SiO:/ZnS interface. Wafer 9L.7 incorpo-

ZnS:Mn layer in the presence of the negative bias. which rates an inert layer of ZnS without Mn2 activator adjacent to the SiO.
layer. iLoweri I. Vand B-V measurements on these two wafers. Curve I is

increases the average field, and therefore the useful power, in the I- Vcharacteristic of control devices on both wafers. Cur'es 2 and 3 refer
this luminescent layer. to active devices on wafers 9L. II and L., respectivelh.
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the normal structure, except that the ZnS:Mn layer was only region of steadily decreasing Mn concentration up to the
-980 A, thick. i.e., about half the normal thickness. Device SiO2 interface, corresponding to the nominaly-undoped
9L-7 had an additional layer of - 950 A of ZnS without Mn ZnS layer into which Mn has been introduced by diffusion
deposited on the SiO 2 before deposition of a further 950 1 of from the outer doped layer. For wafer 9L- l Ithe count ratio
luminescent ZnS:Mn material. Both wafers were annealed at of Mn/Zn is > 10 at the SiO2 interface; for wafer 9L-7 the
500 'C for 1 h under N 2 before deposition of the gate elec- same count ratio of Mn/Zn is < 1. It can therefore be con-
trode matrix. Therefore, as prepared, the light-emitting lay- cluded that for wafer 9L-7 the Mn concentration near the
ers on the two wafers were similar. The Mn concentration in interface is at least one order of magnitude lower than for
both was determined by x-ray fluorescence to be - 1%, a 9L- 11. Finally, the apparent tailing of the Mn and Zn pro-
factor of -2 higher than in the thicker standard ZnS:Mn files into the SiO: layer may indicate interdiffusion which
layers. This higher Mn concentration is expected to reduce could be significant with respect to device performance, par-
the luminous efficiency. ticularly life. This tailing is, for example, much greater than

If hot electron injection at the SiO 2/ZnS interface takes observed for ZnS:Mn layers deposited directly on Si sub-
place it should in principle affect the luminescence efficiency strates.23 However it is possible that the effect is the result of
only for wafer 9L- 11, since for 9L-7 the ZnS layer adjacent to recoil during the sputtering process, combined with a higher
the SiO 2 was made nonluminescent. Before conclusions can ionization probability for the Mn and Zn atoms in the polar
be drawn, however, it is necessary to determine the extent of SiO2 matrix when compared with elemental Si. This point is
Mn redistribution during post-growth annealing. A SIMS undergoing further investigation.
analysis of both wafers has therefore been made in the area The bottom half of Fig. 8 shows I-Vand B-Vcurves for
between the gate electrodes to determine the Mn profile2 2; devices on the two wafers. The voltage required to produce a
the results are shown in Fig. 9. The steep increase in the Si current of 10- A is higher for 9L-7 (curve B) because of the
count rate defines the position of the ZnS/SiO2 interface in greater overall ZnS thickness on this wafer, but it is clear that
these plots, the light output at any given current is very similar for both

A number of conclusions can be drawn from these re- wafers. This is discussed further in Sec. VI.
suits. First, it is clear that in both wafers the Mn distribution IV. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIS'rCS
is not uniform, and that there is evidence of Mn accumula-

tion at the surface. Secondly, Mn has diffused into the un- A. Field distribution
doped ZnS layer on wafer 9L-7. This sample shows three The electroluminescent devices investigated here repre-
distinct regions up to the SiO, interface: (i) the region of sent a dual-dielectric structure sandwiched between the Si-
surface Mn accumulation, (ii) a region of uniform Mn con- rich-SiO, layer and the gate electrode. Following Ref. 12, the
centration corresponding to the doped ZnS:Mn layer, (iii) a electrical characteristics can be analyzed in terms of the elec-

Q
SIMS ANALYSIS

6 11
(a) 9L- I (ZnS Mn) ITO

ZnS Mn

-'-. , Z'I I

", -I LI

% S,

-

- % )L (ZnS/ZnS MnI O (NX ,o) '

..

4 Si 16 ' 02 0.S4

2
IlI II .. 6

o 1000 2000 3000 4C00
SPUTTERING TIME ( see) FIG. 10. Schematic diagram of electrc field 1E) and area) space-charge ,;en-

sity (NI distributions in the devices illustrated in Fig. lIai. under form ird
FIG. 9. Comparison of SIMS analyses of the two structures illustrated in bias. The quantities 1, and io are the centroid% of the positive and negative
Fig. 8 (upper). Is Wafer 9L-I 1. 1b) Wafer 9L.7. Sputtering by Ar' ions wa space-charge distributions in the ZnS:Mn and StO: layers. respectively A1
in an area between the ITO gate electrodes, distances refer to the gate electrode/ZnS:Mn tnterfac as origin.
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tric field and space-charge distributions illustrated schema- Eo = E(O + r /<)dx

tically in Fig. 10. From Poisson's equation, the electrostatic o(x) = 0  (1 <xL

field at any position x in the two layers is given by for the SiO 2 layer, where E (0) is the electrostatic field in the
= O pqx')dx' ZnS:Mn layer at the interface with the gate electrode (x = 0).

E(x)=E(O)+0 (0(x(4) (5) The subscripts 0 and z refer to the SiO2 and ZnS:Mn layers

respectively, and p(x) is the space-charge density. After inte-
for the ZnS:Mn layer, and gration one finds

IV E(-iP QI +1oi) (7)~lo
E(0) = + (er,/e 0 )I0

where V is the gate voltage, 6.. is the work function differ- Fowler-Nordheim constants a and b. 2 This treatment for
ence between the gate electrode material and Si substrate, 1P, the field enhancement will be followed throughout this arti-
is the Si surface potential, Qo(Q,) is the space charge per unit cle.
area in the SiO, (ZnS:Mn) layer, Xo(X) is the centroid of the Using the superscripts c and z to denote devices without
charge distribution in the SiO. (ZnS:Mn) layer measured and with the ZnS:Mn active layer respectively, the average
from the gate electrode interface, and co(c,) is the low fre- fields in the SiO, and ZnS:Mn layers are related to the ap-
quency permittivity of SiO2 (ZnS:Mn). For the samples used plied gate voltages by
in this work, 6.s and !, are small compared with V, and o = I - - . -P (1
will generally be neglected. Also, the voltage dropped across 0- g ms

the Si-rich-SiO, layer is negligible compared to V, for the for the control devices, and
electric field conditions of interest in this study. " Other use- + = - - (12)
ful field relationships are:

(1) For the ield at each side of the SiO,/ZnS:Mn inter- for the luminenscent devices. Using simple electrostatics,
face these average fields can be expressed as follows in terms of

the current-limiting field at the Si-rich-SiO,/SiO, interface
E +(lZ = E(0)+ and the space-charge distribution:Eo(/ , = --E EO)

Co C£o -L

8 Eo = E (x)dx/o= 'EVI- ); (8) 1
Eo Qoa -0(2) For the field at the Si-rich-SiO,/SiO, interface = E (L E -

Qo + Q, 01. Q,X-
E(L ) = LE( + ,(9) (V, - 6.. - W + e :-,"I - .) -+

Co o c 1o  C 1
where L = (14 + 4z) is the total dielectric thickness. (13)

The field E, in the SiO 2 close to the Si-rich-SiO2 inter- 1o + fa1
face controls current injection into the dielectric layers un-
der forward bias. It is known that the real particle current is
carried by electrons, the current density being determined by
the Fowler-Nordheim tunneling relationship'2": -36 A.JOWLE I R-N IM UNNELING

J = aE 2, exp[- blE,], (10) A -. aE 2 emp (-b/E)

where E, can be taken as approximately equal to E (L ). Fig- C -40 -N6AFIT: ab1471 A xi0 V2cv -

ure 11 shows data from a typical ramp I- Vmeasurement on a 9L -14 (CONTROL) A N I
control device on wafer 9L- 14 plotted according to Eq. (10), C A -
with E, = (V, //o). Agreement is good except at the highest -44-
fields, where the current density becomes sufficiently high
that significant electron trapping occurs in the SiO 2 layer. -
Although the interfacial field is assumed to be equivalent to - 1 1 1 n
the average electric fi'ld (for the case of no charge trapping 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 45
for a planar contact i SiO,), the actual interfacial field is 107/E (V'crn)
larger by approximately a factor of 2. This field enhance-
ment is believed to be caused by the size, shapeand density of FIG. 11. A plot of the I- 'characteristic of a control device on wafer QL-1 4
Si islands in the Si-rich-SiO2 layer near the SiO,/Si-rich- [e.g., curve I in Fig. 3(ai] according to the Fowler-Nordheim tunnelina

- - equation. The electric field E is taken as the average oxide field !,. The
SiO, interface. " However, this field enhancement factor can deviation between the extrapolated line and the experimental data at high
be treated, to first order, as a constant and absorbed into the current density is used as a measure of electron trapping in the SiO: layer.
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and active device under forward bias, calculated according to
f "E Eqs. 161 and 117) and using data from both ramp I-V and

E =JE(xdx/l constant current measurements on wafer 9L-14.

=la s e t oe 
EIL o - The result [Eq. (17)] that the voltage drop across the

LEILZnS:Mn layer is given by the voltage difference ( V- - V' ),
S. .1. with V' and V' measured at the same current, was derived

I V- - - _1 - .;) - Q, i 10 for forward bias conditions. In that case, the current for both
Co/ control and active devices is determined by the same inter-

14 face field, approximately E IL i. In reverse bias. however, the

1. + '1o current in the control devices is determined by tunneling atCo the ITO/SiO, interface, and in the active devices by tunnel-
where 3 = i o - 1. . For measurements on control and lu- ing at the ZnS/SiO, interface. It was pointed out in Sec.
minescent devices at identical currents, E (L ) = E (L). In III A that the effective barrier heights at these two interfaces
addition, since electron trapping in the oxide layer should be are in practice very similar. Essentially parallel arguments
largely independent of the ZnS:Mn layer, it will be assumed can then be used to show that Eq. 151 is also applicable in
that the space charge accumulating in the SiO, is propor- reverse bias, and therefore that to a good approximation the
tional only to the integrated charge passed through the de- average field in the ZnS:Mn layer under reverse bias is also
vices, i.e., for equivalent voltage ramps and at equal currents, given by Eq. (17).

0 =Q'. Hence, at a given current and for the same oxide
charge. Eq. (13) gives

= ) (15) B. Space-charge distribution

for luminescent and control devices on the same wafer. Sub- Electron trapping in the SAD_ layer at a fixed gate bias
stituting in Eqs. I 11) and 12), and neglecting small terms in V , reduces the interface field E IL 1, and hence causes the

dms and P,, gives the following expressions for the average current to decrease. An estimate of charge trapping in the
fields in terms of the measured gate voltages: oxide layer during a ramp I-V measurement can be madefrom the Fowler-Nordheim plot in Fig. 11. When trapping

Eo= V /lo, (16) is negligible (i.e., Q,-0, E IL i = Efrom Eq. 131. A plot of

E, = (1V - V )/1, (17) ln[J/(E,-"] vs e)- ' should therefore be linear at low cur-where VC and V: are measured at equal currents and for rent density, and show deviations from linearity when Q,,
g I becomes significant: in Fig. 11 this deviation occurs for de-equal integrated charge passed through devices on the same vice currents > 10- 6 A. The experimental points in Fig. I I

wafer. The circles in Fig. 12, referred to the left-hand ordi-nate, represent a plot of the average field in the ZnS:Mn layer are plotted according to the average field Eo, whereas the
nae, versstaplotof the average field in the lay or extrapolated linear fit defines a dependence on the interface
(E ) versus the average field in the Sa2 layer (E0) for an field, approximately E(L ). Neglecting thesmallcontribution

from the pre-exponential factor in the Fowler-Nordheim
tunneling equation, the difference 6E between the experi-

1.0 I I mental data and the linear fit at the same current density J is
9L-14 given approximately by

Iv ' / C QE 9- 6E 1,=E,-E (L)

q (18)

9" i For electron trapping Q, qN, where q is the electronic
-,-.0 charge and , the areal space-charge density in the SiO:

'l 0.4 / layer. From independent measurements on oxide layers of
A.f R4D V (RNS) the kind used here it is known: that the space charge is uni-

1I, CONST - formly distributed in the SiO,, i.e.. R; = 1,/2. Theretore,
ta 12CS / 10-A) -- 0.50.2 from the ramp I-V measurements on control devices, the

- RMPa~eD V. (0.5 V s"j) - trapped electron charge in the SiO. layer can be determined
0 J CONST (I0 4 A) at a particular current density from the expression

2 4 -
,WERAGE OXIDE FIELD 2a, (MV cm"

1) 6£ j Z q19

FIG. 12. Average field in the ZnS:Mn layer i,, left-hand ordinate, and the in constant current measurements li = 10 A in Fig.
relative luminescence quantum intensity Ql, right-handordinatei as a func-
tion of average field in the SiO. layer. The data points are derived from the 41, the gate voltage V, is inceased to offset the negative
analysisof bothrampl-Vandc.,)nstantcurrentmeasurementsonwafer9L- space charge tn the o'ide and maintain the field ElL con-
14 under forward bias, as dewcribed in the text. start, i.e., after a time t
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JE(L) =E(L)1, -E(L),-, ,NTERFACE FELD E,. .e; (MV

o +; -EC0  
1

0 - Edo u 15
--0 9L-14

SOat constant current. 120) SPACE CHARGE RAMPED V; 11 -CONST(C0
4 

A)

au ZnS(.N, X,/1, .
Substituting for Eo, Qo and 2 gives so I. o -,

X o4IVC q4= (21) __.;_ .("A*5,

i.e., the change in areal space-charge density ANo can be o
calculated directly from the incremental voltage A V' re- 9$
quired to maintain a constant current in the control devices. h"
The total oxide charge under these conditions is obtained by .
adding to AN, the amount of charge accumulated during
initial ramping of V; to reach the required gate current, o 0 2 -- 4 "0 2 3 4 5 6

I = 10- A. Equations (19) and (21) have been used to cal-
culate the values of No plotted in Fig. 13 as a function of
average oxide field T, using both ramp I- V and constant FIG. 13. Areal space-charge density accumulated in both the ZnS:Mn and

current measurements on wafer 9L- 14. the SiO. layers as a function of average field in the SiO,. The data points are

When No is known, the space charge in the ZnS:Mn derived from the analysis of both ramp I-Vand constant current measure-
layer can be calculated by combining Eqs. (13H 17). Since ments on wafer 9L-14 under forward bias. asdescribed in the text. The nega-
the C- V measurements described in Sec. lII C demonstrate tive space charge in the bulk of the SiO, layer is known to be uniformly

distributed. The distribution of positive space charge in the ZnS:Mn layer is
that the ZnS space charge is positive, we have not known, so that only the centroid-weighted areal density .%*i,/1, can be

Q, = qN,, (22) determined from the data. The top abscissa scale shows the field in the oxide
at the SiO 2/ZnS:Mn interface, which is higher than the average field when

and for the ramp I- V measurements electron trapping in the SiO, is significisnt.

Z Vz~C= , - v

V, + qNdI° qN Tc/° -1. (26b)
2E0 Coi /Z 4q
-- + (23) (ii) High current (constant current,I t = 10- Al:1, + :Lo. - AE,

6o AE, - 4 (26cl
where the term s 0, and W,', are again neglected. Hence

N. 0 + ENo. (26d), +o + No(24)
4. q1. £ q10 2 The following equality is obtained by simultaneously solving

Eqs. (13) and (14) for the interface field E (LFor the constant current measurements, AE (L) = 0. Hence E
from Eq. (14) + (, o- (27)N, (/  (27)

A'' X- E q 4 q Jo
-. = - When one of the pair of equations [Eqs. (26(a) and (26bi] is

specified, the other follows from this equality by virtue of the
- - V - 4V;) + ANo. (25) fact thatN o- 0 at low current and co -e,/2. Similarly, when

q1, irone equation of the pair Eqs. (26c) and (26d( is specified the

Equations (24) and (25) have been used to calculate the values other follows from Eq. 127) by using Eq. (20). and making the

of N,211 plotted in Fig. 13 as a function of E0. For the substitution To = 1/2. Hence, the form of the expressions
ZnS:Mn layer there is no available independent information (26b) and (26d) for the space charge in the ZnS:Mn is suffi-cient to determine the average field relationships [Eqs. (26a)
which can be used to fix the ratio ,,/I,, so the experimental. and (26c()], or vice versa.
ly-determined quantity is the centroid-weighted space- The form of the experimental data can be rationalized
charge density N,,/1,.

Inspection of the experimental data in Figs. 12 and 13 in the following way For low currents, when Vi-0. theshows that there are certain simple relationships between the space charge in the ZnS:Mn layer follows line A in Fig. 13.
show tht terearecerainsimpe rlatonsipsbeteenthe This line is given by Eq. (26bl, which can be rewritten asspace-charge distributions and the average fields. These are:

(1) Low current (ramp I-V data): N., _. I . (28)

A 126a) si 2q

4 since e-8 and eo-3.9. If the positive space charge were
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uniformly distributed throughout the ZnS:Mn layer (as is For Vt'= 45 V, A VF, = - 13 V after rapid reset of the
the case for the negative space charge in the oxide), then this ramp voltage, and .1 Vr, = - 18 V after V.- has been held
would reduce to at 45 V for 5 min. These flat-band shifts correspond to

-- weighted space-charge densities N, ,/I = 3.2 and
N - q with , l, 2 assumedl. (29) 4.4X 1012 cm- 2. respectively. For AVF, = -18 V and

Vj = 45 V, the average field in the oxide layer is E,-4.5
Therefore line A in Fig. 13 would be predicted for a uniform MV cm -'. From the data in Fig. 13 for wafer 9L-14, the
space-charge distribution in the ZnS:Mn layer, with an areal quantity N..i/I. predicted from line A at his field is
density N. equal to the average electric displacement in the -4.8 x 1012 cm- 2. and the total weighted density from line
SiO. layer. Under conditions of constant current I. = 10- 4  C is -6.1 X 10' cm-2. Therefore agreement between the C-
A), Eq. (21) gives an expression for the change in the oxide V measurements on wafer 15N-4 and the I-V measurements
trapped charge: on wafer 9L- 14 is quite reasonable as regards the magnitude

Ao= 24 V "o (30) of positive space charge. Also it should be borne in mind that
q1. some difference between the two techniques might be ex-

A similar expression for the centroid-weighted space charge pected from the fact that negligible current flows throughthe devices on wafer 15N-4 during the voltage ramping,
in the ZnS layer is obtained by substitution of Eq. 130) in Eq. whereas cur r - durilw thoge deviso

whereas a current/.s.- 10 -' A flows through the devices on
(25), using thickness parameters appropriate to wafer 9L- 14: wafer 9L- 14 when E,, -4.5 MV eram1

N: . 13.934 Vc -AVI)c(
____ - -AV ._.9 9. (31)

4 ql V. LUMINESCENCE CHARACTERISTICS

Since it is evident in Fig. 4 that 3.93A V' ).J V' at equal Figure 14 is a logarithmic plot of photomultiplier cur-
times in this constant current measurement, Eq. (311 reduces rent versus device (gate) current for various gate locations on
to two separate wafers; the data for 9L- 14 are taken from the

J~ ramp I-Vcurves in Fig. 3. For wafer 9L-14 the slope of this
1.3No. (32) plot is close to unity, showing that the luminescence effi-

ciency per unit current (i.e., the quantum efficiency, QE)
Using Eq. (20) for constant current conditions gives does not vary greatly over the current and field range repre-

- =sented, except for a small decrease at the highest currents.
e2qEo 4 (33) Comparing the data points for gate location (4,5) on wafer

9L- 14 under positive and negative gate bias shows that the
Therefore combining Eqs. (32) and (33) for constant current QE is not significantly different for the two bias directions.
gives the approximate relationship This was generally found to be the case for those wafers

ANzi (: Ao + 1.05AN o  (34) producing the highest light output. In some cases, e.g., wafer

2q 7N-5, the QE was observed to be higher with forward bias

Hence values of the weighted space-charge density V /1 than with reverse, but with lower overall efficiency com-Hence~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ vauso"h egtdsaecag est -VX pared with the best wafers. The QE measured in this way is
calculated from the constant current data in Fig. 4 are pre- pedith th etwafrs. the easued in t aypis
dicted to follow quite closely curve C = A + B when plotted sensitive to electron trapping in the devices, since trapping

in Fig. 13, where A =_Ec0 1 2q and B iNo. This prediction is affects the field distribution. However the fact that the best

verified experimentally. Equations (28)and (34) are roughly
equivalent to Eqs. (26b) and (26d), respectively, and are suffi-
cient to determine the relationship between the average 10.41

fieldsEoandE represented by equations (26a) and (26c) and "
demonstrated experimentally in Fig. 12. - SLOPE ---.

0

The magnitude of NRi/4, the centroid-weighted .o -' '

space-charge density in the ZnS:Mn layer deduced from the '0 +
ramp I-V and constant current measurements, can be inde- + x

pendently checked from the C- V data in Fig. 5. The flat-band -
shift for wafer 15N-4 is given by 12 SAMPLE I LOCATION I GTE

(35 x)75 '5,6 +

For this sample, with no Si-rtich-SiO layer, negligible cur- 1 .....___....___....___...._____.__
rent is passed through the devices for V, <45 V. Hence 1- ,o8  'o- c6 .. 5 ca

N, 0, and DEVICE CURREN7 P I

'j VF8 .. . . 036) FIG. 14. A logarithmic plot ofrelative light output vs device current fori tei
62 samples indicated in the inset, taken from ramp /i' data.
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devices, which had minimal trapping rates, showed equiva- rent 1I,1 = 10- ' A, the photomultiplier output is
lent QE under both forward and reverse bias suggests that Bf= 1.4 10- 2 in forward bias and B, = 2x 10- ' in re-
electron injection over the potential step at the SiO,/ verse bias, in arbitrary units. Hence, considering both bias
ZnS:Mn interface under forward bias has little effect on the directions, the light output is closely proportional to the
luminescence efficiency. average power dissipated in the ZnS:Mn layer at least in the

More insight into the luminescence mechanism can be range 0.6 < IE, I < 1.2 MV cm- ', when the field distribuion
obtained by plotting the light intensity per unit current (i.e., is not severely distorted by charge trapping in the oxide lay-
the quantum intensity, QI) as a function of average oxide er.
field Eo. This is done in Fig. 12 for both ramp I-V and con- A similar proportionality between light output and
stant current data from wafer 9L- 14, referred to the right- average power in the active layer is also evident in the data
hand ordinate. At low currents and fields, the QI increases in for the devices with composite ZnS/ZnS:Mn layers, illus-
parallel with the average field in the luminescent ZnS:Mn trated in Fig. 8. For wafer 9L- 11, with -980 A of ZnS:Mn,
layer (kE). Therefore, in the range E1 -0.6-0.9 MV cm- , the voltage drop across the active layer in forward bias is
theQi isalinearfunctionofE. and the luminescence intensi- -7.8 V at I, = 10- " A, giving an average field E2 -0.80
ty is directly proportional to the average power dissipated in MV cm -' at this gate current. Wafer 9L-7 has a total ZnS
the ZnS:Mn layer. At a field Eo - 3.4 MV cm the current thickness of - 1900 A, deposited in two steps as - 950 A of
becomes sufficiently large that significant electron trapping ZnS followed by -950 A or ZnS:Mn. In forward bias the
in the oxide occurs. At this point the ZnS:Mn field E ceases voltage drop across this whole ZnS layer is - 15.5 V at
to increase in proportion to E; it is initially roughly con- Is = l0 - A, giving an average field E, -0.82 MV cm-'.
stant, and then falls sharply as the rate of positive space The results of the SIMS analysis (Fig. 9) show that after
charge accumulation in the ZnS:Mn layer increases. At the annealing wafer 9L-7, most of the Mn dopant remains in the
same time the onset of electron trapping in the SiO 2 layer second ZnS layer next to the gate electrode, and that this
triggers a sharp drop in the quantum intensity at high cur- second layer has a composition very similar to the active
rents, as recorded in the ramp I- V measurements. This is the layer of wafer 9L- 11. Some diffusion of Mn into the first ZnS
cause of the apparent saturation of light output for the high layer on wafer 9L-7 does occur during annealing, but near
current points in Fig. 14. However this drop in QI can be the ZnS/SiO, interface the Mn concentration is more than
reversed if the high current is sustained, as in the constant an order of magnitude lower than in the second ZnS:Mn
current measurements with I, = 10- 4 A (Fig. 4). The QI layer. Comparing light output for the two wafers at the gate
under constant current plotted in Fig. 12 recovers towards its current I, = 10-4 A gives, for 9L-1 1, B = I x10 - 1 with
higher value even though the average field in the ZnS:Mn E. - 0.8 MV cm -', and for 9L-7, B, = 1.1 X 10- with
layer is decreasing because of the buildup of positive space E -0.82 MV cm- ', where the average field in the latter
charge. Eventually the QI reaches a maximum and begins to case refers to the total ZnS/ZnS:Mn composite layer. Be-
fall again as E: continues to decrease. The effect of these cause of the lower luminescence efficiency of these layers the
changes is seen in the dotted curve in Fig. 4. where it is clear measurements refer to relatively high gate currents, for
that the charge trapping in the oxide layer prevents attain- which some electron trapping in the oxide will occur. The
ment of a steady state in these devices. It is also clear that the field distribution in the ZnS layers may, therefore, be distort-
luminescence efficiency is sensitive to the detailed field dis- ed by such trapping. However, the most probable explana-
tribution in the ZnS:Mn layer, and not simply to the average tion of the close correspondence between the two wafers is
field T,. that the majority of the luminescence from 9L-7 is produced
VI. DISCUSSION in the second ZnS:Mn layer, which is similar in thickness

A. Power dependence of luminescence and composition to that on 9L- 11, and that the average field
It was shown in the previous section that in the field in the second layer is approximately equal to that in the total

regime w, s 0.6i0.9 MV cm- under forward bias the light ZnS thickness. The implication is then that similar light out-

output from the ZnS:Mn layer is simply proportional to the put results from both 9L-7 and 9L- 11 when the same average
power is dissipated in the doped ZnS:Mn layer. In particular,average power dissipated in that layer. The lower limit in it does not appear important whether this active doped layer

these experiments is set by the detectability of luminescence is djent tote im t laer, r isac f o b y r
agaist he arkcurentof he potoultplir tbetheup- is adjacent to the SiO, layer, or displaced from it by a region

against the dark current of the photomultiplier tube: the up- of ZnS with very low Mn concentration.
per limit under forward bias is determined by the onset of
electron trapping in the Si0 2 which generates significant
field distortion in the ZnS:Mn layer and triggers a fall in QI. S. The SiO2 /ZnS:Mn Interface
However, the measurements under reverse bias show that It was pointed out in Sec. II that the electroluminescent
the proportionality between light output and field extends to devices studied here incorporate a potential energy step at
average fields as high as T.- 1.2 MV cm '. For wafer 9L- the SiO/ZnS:Mn interface which in principle allows for-
14, using the data in Fig. 3. the voltage drop across the active ward bias injection of electrons into the act;ve layer at an
ZnS:Mn layer at a current ;If = 10- ' A is I Vf = 13 V in energy - 3 eV above the CB minimum of ZnS. The effect ef
forward bias, and J V, = 18 V in reverse bias: the average this hot electron injection might be observable as an increase
fields in forward ant reverse bias are. therefore, T., = 0.87 in QE of luminescence in forward bias comnared with -
and 1.2 MV cm-', respectively. At the same absolute cur- verse bias on the same device, or when comparing two c.-
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vices under forward bias where one incorporates the poten- ble. At higher currents the oxide trapping triggers a change
tial step for the active layer and the other does not. The in the distribution of space charge which tends to "pin" the
discussion in Sec. VI A has shown that no such differences in average field E,, and which causes the ratio B /I to reach a
QE have been observed, and that the light output in the field maximum and subsequently decrease despite the continuing
range 0.6 < Er. < 1.2 MV cm ' is determined largely by the increase in bias V. A similar behavior is observed at high
average power dissipated in the active layer, regardless of the current in reverse-biased MIS diodes based on n-type
bias direction or the method of electron injection into that ZnS:Mn (Refs. 31,32) and ZnSe:Mn (Ref. 33) crystals, the
layer. quantum efficiency reaching a maximum and then decreas-

However, an increase in excitation efficiency can appar- ing with increasing bias voltage. However, the low current
ently be realized in other systems when electrons are injected behavior of these MIS diodes is very different, showing a
over a band edge step. Electrons injected from SiO, into Si strong exponential increase in the ratio B /I with applied bias
have an excess kinetic energy of - 3.2 eV due to the differ- voltage, in contrast to the linear dependence at low voltage
ence in electron affinities between the two materials. Mea- evident in Fig. 12.
surements of current in a Si p-n junction following electron The marked difference in low current behavior between
injection from an SiO2 layer suggest that each electron after these MIS diodes and the forward-biased EL structures ce-
entering the Si generates on average one electron-hole pair.'4  scribed in this work is somewhat surprising, since both in-
i.e., the excess kinetic energy can be used to ionize the Si volve electron injection by tunneling through an insulating
lattice. Similarly, calculations show that electron ionization layer into a high field region in insulating or depleted
rates in avalanche diodes based on GaAs/Ga, - X Al. As ZnS:Mn (or ZnSe:Mn. One reason for the discrepancy
multilayered heterojunction structures can be enhanced by might be that the field in the active layer of the MIS diodes is
electron injection over the CB step between Ga, _ A], As significantly lower than that in our devices, and closer to the
and GaAs.25 However, in both these materials, SiO:/Si and threshold for luminescence; Gordon3 : shows the exponen-
Ga, - A l, As/GaAs, the heterojunction interface is known tial variation of B/I to occur for average fields in the deple-
to be of good quality. On the other hand, the first-to-grow tion layer in the range 0.3-0.5 MV cm -' for ZnS:Mn. This
layer of ZnS electron-beam evaporated onto an oxide dielec- would also be consistent with the lower efficiency of the MIS
tric (BaTiO 3) has been shown to have a very fine-grain struc- diodes."'
ture with poor luminescence properties26 ; annealing at tem-
peratures up to 550 "C, similar to those used here, produced D. The mechanism of light emission
no significant change in microstructure." 2" In our present It is now generally believed that electroluminescence in
device one reason for the absence of any enhancement in QE ZnS:Mn is generated primarily by impact excitation of the
due to injection at the potential step between SiO2 and Mn 2 centers by hot electrons, rather than, for example, by
ZnS:Mn is, therefore, likely to be the poor quality of the transfr of the energy of recombination of electron-hole pairs
luminescent material near the heterojunction interface. Con- created by avalanching."4' 6 The fact that in the devices stu-
siderable improvement in deposition techniques or in an- died here the light output per unit power dissipated in the
nealing procedure may be necessary before such "hot" elec- ZnS:Mn layer has reached its peak value at a uniform aver-
tron injection effects can be observed. In addition, however, age fielay has reacd i avalu at xunio aea rlatvel eficint rocss f eectic-iel-inuce elc- age field as low as 0.6 MV cm- favors impact excitation as
a relatively efficient process of electric-field-induced elec-would be a very low
tron heating in ZnS would restrict any observable enhance- field for avalanche processes to dominate Indeed. it is sug-
ment of QE due to hot electron injection to very thin ZnS feld fo valan he rese inat. ineit is-layers, and/or to low average fields. This point is discussed gested below that the decrease in quantum intensity ob-
fler, andr t. lw a e fserved at higher applied voltages (Fig. 12) results from thefurther in Sec. VI D. onset of lattice ionization processes, which would then ar-

pear to be in competition with, rather than contributing to.C. Comparison with previous workthMn luiecc.the Mn: luminescence.
It has been shown in Paper I that the external luminous The explanation of the experimental results developed

efficiency of these devices I - 0.1-0.4 im W- ') is comparable below rests firmly on the concept that the conduction band
with the best achieved with other EL technologies, both structure of ZnS (and ZnSel provides an energy "trap" (re-
powder and thin film. The dependence of light output on gion 2 in Fig. 15) in which electrons heated in an electric field
current described here (Fig. 14) is similar to that observed in rapidly accumulate, and from which it is difficult to escape
a number of thin film and epitaxial EL systems, where the because of strong intervalley scattering. The potential im-
relationship Bc I" has been reported'9'-'-:"; n is found to portance of the satellite CB valleys in hot electron phenom-
take a value close to. or just greater than, unity at low cur- ena in ZnSe is made clear by the observation of Gunn-type
rent, and to decrease at higher currents. More insight into current oscillations, with a threshold field of 3.3 x 10'
the physics of the luminescence process is obtained by con- V cm .Later Livingstone and Allen " invoked higher-va;-
sidering the quantum intensity QI f = B/I) as a function of Icy effects to explain the donor-density derendence
field. Our results under forward bias, illustrated in Fig. 12 phonon scattering length derived from measu. =ments of ior
and discussed in Secs. V aid VI A, show that B/Ix-E. for ization coefficients as a function of fie:d. Rezty1v Gordo-i
average fields E, > 0. ,1 MVm - and for low current condi- and Allen "9 proposed that the approxirnat resonanc,
tions in which electron trapping in the SiO: layer is negligi- between the Mn- excitation energy and the T - X, energy
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Z n Se Conduction Band Under steady-state conditions, equating excitation and re-
laxation rates between the Mn2 " excited and ground states,

6 and for nonsaturating current densities, Allen finds for the
Ireverse-biased diodes'

B SoC"EN.7,, (40)

>3 where W is the diode depletion width, and Y1, the radiative
efficiency for the activator excited state which is assumed

,/ / , /'..s independent of field. As noted in Sec. VI C, a plot of the
7, a 2 quantity B 11Wvs V -shows an exponential dependence atS2

w low voltage, which is attributed to an exponential increase in
aE :

uo' = oro exp( - E IE2 ). (41)

L r 7 r The value of E, has been given as 8 X lo 5 V cm ' for ZnS:
Mn, and 6x 1O' Vcm-' for ZnSe:Mn diodes.' For a re-

Wovevector verse-biased Schottky diode the depletion width Wand the

FIG. 15. Conduction band structure of ZnSe taken from Ref. 40. shown maximum field in the depletion region, Ea., are related by °

partitioned into the energy regions 1-3 discussed in the text. ZnS is expected
to be sinilar. .represents the threshold for impact excitation of the Mn-- Wa:Ems c 1". (42)
activator in ZnSeor ZnS. The shading indicates the region oft he band struc. Equation (40) can, therefore, be rewritten as
ture (region 2) in which electrons heated in an electric field will tend to accu.
mulate because of strong intervalley scattering. B aE (43)

1E.

separation in the CB of ZnSe and ZnS leads to a strong Au- where 77, is assumed constant. However, the discussion in
ger quenching of the Mn 2 + luminescence in material with Sec. VI A has shown that the analogous relationship derived
appreciable concentration of free carriers. This Auger from our data takes the form
quenching is the reverse process to impact excitatioa: BS--- constant (0.6< E, < 1.2 MV cm-. (44)

1EMn-+(6A,} + ec.(X)=:Mn2 +(4Tj) + ecBiF ).  (37) IE
Since the cross-section analysis leading to Eq. (43) is quite

Subsequently, Gordon 2 pointed out that efficient electrolu- general'y applicable, the implication of the experimental
minescence in ZnSe occurs in a field regime approximately drta is that in the quoted field range. 0.6 <E. < 1.2
an order of magnitude larger than the Gunn effect threshold, M V cm- , the cross-section a, is approximately constant in
where efficient transfer of electrons to the satellite valleys is our devices, i.e., the fraction of the electron distribution ly-
expected. In a review of work on ZnSe:Mn MIS diodes, Al- ing above the impact excitation threshold !; is roughly con-
len 3' has suggested that the drop in quantum efficiency ob- stant in this field range. Tornquist and Tuomi ° have
served at high fields in those devices results from heating of rached a similar conclusion, although they attribute the
electrons above the X3 CB minimum, with consequent loss of constancy of the hot electron fraction above threshold to a
the resonance implied by Eq. (37). These ideas form a basis "clamping" of the field. This is clearly not the case in our
for explaining the experimental results presented here. devices.

A simple theory of impact excitation in MIS diodes has The observed constancy of the cross section combined
been given by Allen 3 "3 in terms of an impact cross-section with a variation in the field can be rationalized most easily by
o,, which is a phenomenological parameter derived from an an extension of the band structure arguments originally pro-
averaging over the electron energy distribution. The impact posed by Allen and co-workers. Figure 15 illustrates the cal-
excitation rateR (4 ) as a function of electron energy is given culated conduction band structure for ZnSe (Ref. 40): that
by: for ZnS should be very similar. For the purpose of discussion

R ) = o( )il" N, (38) the band structure has been shown divided into three energy
regions, labelled 1-3; also shown is an energy threshold

where v( ) is the velocity of an electron with energy , and N. - -2.2 eV for impact excitation of the Mn2 activator.
is the activator (Mn2 ) concentration. The microscopic Electrons with energy above this threshold can be inelasti-
cros-section agt) is generally taken to be a step function with cally scattered to a lower energy region of the band by colli-
some threshold energy t. for the onset of excitation. The sion with Mn2  .The significance of these energy regions is
experimental observables are convolutions of the one-elec- as follows:
tron quantities with the electron distribution functionfig,E). (i) Region I is essentially the central valley with the CB
The field-dependent cross-section aE is then defined by mimimum at r.

(ii) Region 2 includes the low energy satellite valleys at
S(E)(v) = (ar) the L and X points. In this region the bands are comparative-

- g "f ,)dt. (39) ly flat over a large part f the Brillouin zone: electrons in this

energy region have low velocity and can be represented by
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localized wave functions constructed from the Bloch waves, fraction of electrons in region 2 with an energy above thresh-
Electrons with energy greater than the threshold , in region old for impact excitation of the activator. It was pointed out
2 therefore have a relatively high probability of impact inter- above that the strong intervalley scattering in region 2 means
action with the localized Mn 2 centers. that the average energy of electrons in this region does not

(iii) Region 3 includes all the higher bands. increase very fast with increasing field. Hence there should
Consider electrons entering a high field region. with exist a field range, just above the field required for efficient

energy initially near the r minimum in region 1. The elec- population of the L and X satellite valleys, in which the frac-
trons are accelerated in the central valley, the dominant en- tion F changes only slowly with increasing field, i.e., where
ergy loss process being inelastic polar optical scattering.4  the electron distribution is Maxwellian with a temperature
The efficiency of the latter process decreases as soon as the close to the lattice temperature. In that field range the quan-
electron energy exceeds a few times the optical phonon ener- tity on the right-hand side of expression 145bi would be
gy, so that the electrons are quite rapidly heated in the cen- roughly constant, and in accordance with the experimental
tral valley and the "temperature" of the distribution, 7,, observations expressed in Eq. (44).
increases sharply with field strength. At an energy corre- At sufficiently high fields some electrons from the up-
sponding to region 2, intervalley scattering becomes domi- per part of region 2 will be accelerated into region 3, where
nant and transfer to the satellite valleys occurs. The strong they may begin to lose energy by lattice ionization. Using anintervalley scattering ensures that the electrons in region 2 average rate and energy for ionization. 5 and expression

have a Maxwellian distribution with T, close to the lattice (45b) in this high field range can be simply modified to give
temperature, although the overall electron distribution is B .ZaF
very non-Maxwellian. The average energy of electrons in the - -.. ,461

satellite valleys does not increase very rapidly with field JE: [ 6,g + . F, + d ,,F:
strength."2 Simulations of transfer to the satellite valleys in where F. and F: represent the fractions of the total electron
GaAs devices 42 43 suggest that for fields approximately 10 X population in regions 2 and 3 with energies above threshold
the threshold field the majority of electrons will have trans- for activator excitation and for lattice ionization, respective-
ferred. Applying the same criterion to these 1I-VI com- ly. The fraction F: will increase much more rapidly with
pounds suggests that for fields Z 0.4 MV cm- in ZnSe the increasing field above threshold for ionization than will FL.
majority of electrons will transfer to region 2; ZnS should Therefore, the additional loss term appearing in the denomi-
behave similarly. At a field of 0.4 MV cm the transition to nator of Eq. (46), compared with Eq. (45), may cause a de-
region 2 could occur in a transit length of - 400 A. The slow creasein QI - B/I) as soon as the threshold field for lattice
rate of heating with increasing field strength in region 2 ionization is exceeded.
makes it difficult for electrons to escape to higher energy. The valence band holes generated by lattice ionization
However, when the field is sufficiently high that some elec- in the high field region can contribute to the positive space
trons do reach region 3, the low density-of-states at energies charge accumulating in the ZnS:Mn layer. However, this
just above region 2 allows these electrons to be rapidly accel- space charge itself tends to enhance the field in the ZnS:Mn
crated to energies exceeding the threshold for lattice ioniza- layer nearer the cathode, and to reduce it in the layer nearer
tion. For this reason the onset of avalanching may be a very the anode (gatel. This correlation between high electric field
sharp function of increasing field, as proposed by Howard et and additional space-charge generation should produce
al." in their discussion of the "memory" effect in ac thin film large field distortion in the ZnS:Mn layer. When ionization
electroluminescent devices, becomes significant in forward bias there will be a tendency

The most likely explanation of the constant power effi- for an increasingly high field region to be constrained to a
ciency represented by Eq. (44) is, therefore, that in the field steadily decreasing length of the ZnS:Mn layer near the SiO.
range 0.6 < E, < 1.2 MV cm the majority of electrons in interface; at the same time the field in the remainder of the
the active part of the device occupy region 2 in the electron ZnS:Mn layer will tend to fall. Initially, when the high field
energy space. Assuming that electrons lose energy only by region extends through an appreciable fraction of the
creation of phonons or by impact excitation of the activator, ZnS:Mn layer thickness, those high energy electrons which
the power efficiency can be expressed as an energy loss ratio: lose energy by lattice ionization may not contribute to the

Power efficiency Mn2  luminescence simply because there is insufficient
rate of energy loss to activator transit length remaining in the layer to reheat them to the-- rate of energy loss (45a) activator impact threshold. This will reduce the quantum

total rate of energy loss efficiency of the luminescence. However, as the accumulat-
Neglecting contributions from regions I and 3, this relation- ing space charge restricts the increasingly high field region
ship can be expressed crudely as to shorter and shorter distances in the ZnS:Mn layer, even

B cogF those electrons which cause ionization and emerge from the--. r . .. . .(45b
1E, [6$, + &.'F ° ] b) high field region with energies low in region I of the electron

energy space may have a high probability of being reheated
where 4, and 6. are average rates per unit length for phonon and causing impact excitation of the activator in the remain-
creation and activator excitation appropriate to region 2, ing length of the layer. providing the field in the bulk is main-
and ;, and g, the corresponding average energies. F. is the tamed above threshold for this process As a result the quan-
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turn efficiency will tend to rise again towards a value drift, can occur again over most of the active layer length,
characteristic of the medium field regime, i.e., that pertain- producing a rise in quantum efficiency to its previous value.
ing before lattice ionization becomes significant. These ef- Eventually the accumulation of positive space charge re-
fects, deriving from the field distortion in the ZnS:Mn layer, duces the average field E, below threshold for maintaining
may be the explanation of the dip in the QI values evident in the electron population in the satellite valleys, and the Mn2 "

Fig. 12. If so, this suggests that ionization of the ZnS:Mn luminescence efficiency falls. However, the data in Fig. 12
layer becomes important when the average field in the oxide suggest that the decrease in the steady-state hot electron po-
layer E,- 3.4 MV cm .Since electron trapping is only just pulation of energy region 2 does not become important until
becoming significant at this field, the field E ( 17) in the ox- the average field E, falls below -0.4 MV cm -
ide at the SiO,/ZnS:Mn interface will be close to this value. The peak external power efficiency of the devices stud-
Allowing for the difference in dielectric constants, and as- ied here is - 8 x 10-' W/W; this value is reduced from the
suming there is initially a negligible concentration of positive excitation efficiency by : combination of light trapping, ab-
space charge right at the interface, suggests an onset of ioni- sorption in the Si substrate and in the ITO gate electrode,
zation at a field - 1.7 MV cm- in the ZnS:Mn layer. This and by the radiative efficiency 17, of the Mn 2 activator if
same value for the ionization threshold has been proposed in this is less than unity. A reasonable estimate of the excitation
order to explain the hysteretic "memory" phenomenon in efficiency is probably - 10- 2W/W in our devices. The
ACTFEL devices.' right-hand side of expression (45) represents a crude upper

limit to the power efficiency, and since this is < 1 we have

E. Summary and conclusions

The explanation of the experimental results presented - -. (47)
in Figs. 12 and 13 can be summarized in the following way.
When the average field in the ZnS:Mn layer is in the range For ZnS:Mn,a -2.2 eV, and assuming energy loss to opti-
0.6 < E < 1.2 MV cm- , and when the field distortion arts- cal pnon i d in eV, -0.04 eTe impact oxci-

ing from space-charge accumulation is small, the lumines- cal phonons is dominant, . -0.04 eV. The impact excita-

cence intensity per unit current is proportional to the aver- tion rate per unit length is given by

age field, i.e., the light output is simply proportional to the A -aN,. (48)
average power dissipated in the active layer. In fields of this The cross section has been recently estimated" as
magnitude electrons are quite rapidly heated to reach the -2 X 10- 6 cm - 2, which is a geometric cross section and
satellite L and X CB minima, region 2 of Fig. 15, where they likely to be an upper limit for a spin-forbidden excitation of a
become "trapped" by the strong intervalley scattering which neutral impurity3 ; the optimum EL efficiency typically oc-
slows the rate of further heating. The hot electrons accumu- curs for a Mn: ' concentration N, - 1.5 X 1020 cm -3. These
late in this energy region. The threshold for impact excita- values give . :< 3 x 104 cm -'. An earlier analysis3 8 of ioni-
tion of Mn2  occurs at an energy within region 2, so that zation in ZnSe according to Baraff's theory suggests a
some fraction of the hot electron distribution (which changes phonon scattering length in the range 25-52 ,k; using this as
only slowly with field) can excite the activator. In fields an estimate gives -3 x 106 cm t. Hence, substitution in
E. > 0.6MV cm- the electron transit length to reach the an (47) gives a - 3 X 10 c tin s t :

impact threshold is quite short (< 400 A); a quasi-steady

state is rapidly established as the hot electron distribution F, Z 0.02. (49)

drifts down the remaining length of the active layer. Efficient The fraction is smaller than that derived by Tornquist and
heating to region 2 in ZnS would limit the advantage of Tuomi, 30 although the uncertainties in all the estimated
"hot" electron injection over the potential step at the SiO,/ quantities are too large to draw firm conclusions. However,
ZnS interface to very thin active layers, or to layers with low the general approach appears reasonable, and efforts to im-
average fields, and in practice such "hot" injection is diffi- prove the quantitative estimates of cross sections and scat-
cult to engineer because of the intrinsically poor quality of tering rates should result in better understanding of the fac-
the first-to-grow ZnS on SiO 2 . tors limiting EL efficiency.

When the local field exceeds - 1.7 MV cm -', some It is well known that Mn 2" is the most efficient activa-
electrons are excited into region 3 and are rapidly heated to tor in this kind of high-field electroluminescent device. Its
the ionization threshold. When the high field region extends advantages include good solubility in the host matrix, and
over an appreciable length of the active layer, the loss of high intrinsic radiative and luminous efficiencies, in addition
electron energy due to ionization causes a fall in quantum the luminescent divalent state with the half-filled shell con-
efficiency for the Mn luminescence. However. accumula- figuration is very stable against change in oxidation state.
tion of positive space charge near the SiO interface gradual- However, the most important factor favoring Mn"2 may be
ly reduces the penetration of the high field into the active the relatively low impact threshold energy, which allows ex-
layer, so that the medium field regime I < 1.7 MV cm ) fa- citation by a significant fraction of the hot electron distribu-
voring impact excitation is reestablished over most of the tion suggested to accumulate in region 2 of Fig. 15. The other
length of the ZnS:Mn layer. Ionization is then restricted to a activator widely %tudied in ZnS, Tb- . has an efficiency , z.
thin layer near the SiO: interface. The steady-state accumu- nificantly lower than that of Mn*. The lowest ener-.y
lation of electrons in the satellite valleys, and subsequent 'F6-D excitation occurs at an energy - 2.o eV, i.e., -, 4
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ABSTRACT

Plasma enhanced chemically-vapor-deposited silicon-rich oxides (200 A and 500 A in

thickness) of various excess silicon content were deposited onto thermal silicon

dioxide (Si0 2) layers (103, 207 and 530 A in thickness) grown on a p-type silicon

(Si) substrate. The dielectric constant, electron injection efficiency, current-voltage

(I-V) reproducibility and breakdown property of these composite structures were

examined. The dielectric constants of Si-rich oxide were observed to increase with Si

content from 3.8 for films deposited at a gas phase ratio (Ro ) of the concentration of

nitrous oxide (N20) to silane (SiH 4 ) of 150 to -10 for films deposited with Ro=0.

The Si-rich oxides with R0 55 were found to work as electron injectors. The average

oxide field needed to induce a current of 4.8x 10 - 7 A/cm2 through the SiO 2 (530 X

in thickness) decreased about 40% in magnitude by adding a Si-rich oxide layer with

the optimized Ro (- 1) compared to that of a control sample which had no Si-rich

oxide layer. For thin SiO (103 A and 207 A in thickness) samples, the decrease of

the average field was only 2% and 10% in magnitude with the optimized Ro (-2)

layer, respectively, due to the relatively large voltage drop (t -1 V) across the Si-rich
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oxide compared to that across the thermal oxide layer. The voltage drop across the

oxide is discussed in terms of a dual dielectric model. The yield, which was defined as

the percentage of capacitors that required a field larger than 2 MV/cm to obtain a

current of 9.6x 10- 4 A/cm 2 , on as-fabricated samples was larger than 90% for all

samples with Si-rich oxide. The samples were not destroyed by the passage of a

relatively high current density (1.21 X 10-2 A/cm2) through the oxide and subsequent

measurements resulted in approximately the same field to produce the specified

current as for the first measurement. The yield was found to have a maximum at

Ro=l-10 depending on the thicknesses of Si-rich oxides and SiO,. Current-voltage

reproducibility was also found to be improved by the deposition of Si-rich oxide.
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I. Introduction

Recently, Si-rich oxides with an excess Si content of about 13% made by

Atmospheric-Pressure Chemical-Vapor-Deposition (APCVD) have been used as

electron injectors for Electrically-Alterable Read-Only-Memories (EAROMs) operat-

ed at low voltages (1-3) and for yield improvement on Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor

(MOS) structures with very thin oxides (4). Slightly off-stoichiometric oxides (1% to

6% excess silicon) are also used for intervening layers in more recent EAROMs with

extended cyclability (3). The physical mechanism of the current conduction through

Si-rich oxide films has also recently been studied (5).

Various characteristics of Si-rich oxide (5-7) such as enhanced electron

injection, high capacitance, yield improvement, and low permanent trapping are due to

the special microstructure of the Si-rich oxide which has at least two phases (Si and

SiO,) (8-11). The shape irregularity of the Si islands in the SiO, matrix causes the

field enhancement at the Si-rich oxide/SiO, interface. One of the great advantages of

the Si-rich oxide is that both (top and bottom) surfaces of the film can act as en-

hanced electron injection interfaces with SiO,. This is different from polycrystalline

silicon (poly-Si) films in which only the top surface gives enhanced electron injection

(12-14). This special feature of the Si-rich oxide is necessary for making Dual-

Electron-Injector-Structures (DEISs) which are used in EAROMs (2).

Insulators like silicon nitride (15) and tantalum pentoxide (16) have been

proposed and used to give higher dielectric constants compared to that of thermal

oxide. The use of such insulators (in particular. tantalum pentoxide) is still experi-

mental and their compatibility with standard poly-Si gate processing and long term
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reliability are questionable. However. the use of Si-rich oxide is only a minor pertur-

bation in normal poly-Si gate processing. Another advantage of Si-rich oxide is the

very low permanent charge trapping in the film. These characteristics of the Si-rich

oxide in a composite stack with SiO, can be used in high-capacitance memory struc-

tures where high dielectric constants and little permanent charge trapping are desira-

ble (4).

Previous work has utilized APCVD Si-rich oxide films deposited at -700 'C

with excess Si content up to ;13% (1-7,9-11,17). However, the detailed relation

between the excess Si content and the characteristics of the Si-rich oxide films used in

composite structures as previously mentioned has not been extensively studied. It is

expected that there is a optimum excess Si content. A film with 100% atomic Si

content should be similar to poly-Si, while a film with 0% excess atomic Si content

should be SiP 2 . It is important to determine the optimum excess Si content for

application of the Si-rich oxide films in actual devices. Furthermore, from the

correlation between electronic and structural properties of the Si-rich oxide films for

various excess Si contents, the physical mechanisms operative in these films can be

more clearly understood.

In this paper the detailed relation between the gas phase ratio Ro defined as

the ratio of the concentration of N20 to SiH 4 , which affects the excess Si content in

the Si-rich oxide, and the electronic properties such as electron injection efficiencies.

current-voltage (I-V) reproducibility, and breakdown yield will be investigated.
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1i. Sample Preparation

Plasma-Enhanced Chemical-Vapor-Deposition (PECVD) was used for the

deposidon of the Si-rich oxide. This method has the advantage of low temperature

deposition and good uniformity of the film thickness. Furthermore, it is easier with

PECVD to change the excess Si content in the films from poly-Si to stoichiometric

SiO, as compared to thermal APCVD (17).

Si-rich oxide was deposited by using a capacitively coupled rf discharge system

(Plasma-therm Model PK 1250). SiH 4 (2%, diluted with Ar) and NO (100%) gases

were utilized. The gas phase ratio, Ro=[N,0/[SiH4], was varied from 0 to 150 to

change the excess Si content in the Si-rich oxide. For R0_<45, the SiH 4 flow rate was

kept constant (500 standard-cubic-centimeter-per-minute [sccm]) and the N'O flow

rate was changed. At R 0 =150, the SiH 4 flow rate was decreased to 200 sccm due to

the limit of the pumping speed of the vacuum system. Substrate temperature, total

pressure, rf (13.56 MHz) power, and the electrode distance were, respectively, kept at

350°C, 80 Pascal (Pa), 0.25 W/cm 2, and 5 cm. High temperature annealing was

done for some samples after deposition of Si-rich oxide in an NZ ambient at 1000 0 C

for 30 minutes. Post metailization annealing was done in forming gas (90% N, and

10% H) at 400*C for 20 min. After gate metallization of aluminum, Si-rich oxide

layers with R 0 _<3 were etched off by Reactive-lon-Etching (RIE) using the aluminum

gate as an etching mask. The gate areas investigated were 9.23x10 - 3 cm 2,

5.19x 10- 3 cm 2 , 2.07x 10 -3 cm 2 and 4.13x 10- 4 cm 2.

The sample configuration used here which has various thicknesses of Si-rich

oxide and thermal oxide is shown in Figure 1. This structure is called a Single-
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Electron-Injector-Structure (SEIS), as compared to the DEIS previously discussed.

For the thin (103 and 207 A in thickness) thermal oxide samples. a thick field oxide

(3500 A) was applied outside the gate area to protect the edge region. The surface

morphology of the structures was studied using Scanning-Electron-Microscopy (SEM),

and the results will be discussed briefly.

il. Measurements

Dark current-voltage measurements were done either at a constant gate voltage

ramp rate using a Keithley #26000 logarithmic picoammeter and a voltage source with

adjustable ramp rates, or point-by-point using a voltage stepping unit. The small-

signal (15 mV) ac-capacitance as a function of gate voltage (C-V) was measured at a

frequency of I MHz using a Boonton capacitance meter (model 72BD). All measure-

ments were performed at room temperature.

IV. Results and Discussion

The samples discussed in this section are SEISs discussed in Section II and

ordinary MOS structures for control samples.

A. Current conduction and dielectric constant of "bulk" Si-rich SiO,

To facilitate in understanding the properties of the Si-rich SiO, materials, a

series of samples were made which use only this material as the insulator without the

intervening SiO, layer. Figure 2 shows typical I-V characteristics of Ai/Si-rich oxide

(425 to 600 A in thickness)/p-Si structures with different amounts of excess Si.

These samples are all annealed at high temperature (000'C-N,-30 min). With
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Ii. Sample Preparation

Plasma-Enhanced Chemical-Vapor-Deposition (PECVD) was used for the

deposition of the Si-rich oxide. This method has the advantage of low temperature

deposition and good uniformity of the film thickness. Furthermore, it is easier with

PECVD to change the excess Si content in the films from poly-Si to stoichiometric

SiO, as compared to thermal APCVD (17).

Si-rich oxide was deposited by using a capacitively coupled rf discharge system

(Plasma-therm Model PK 1250). SiH 4 (2%, diluted with Ar) and NO (100%) gases

were utilized. The gas phase ratio, Ro=[NO]/[SiH 4 ], was varied from 0 to 150 to

change the excess Si content in the Si-rich oxide. For R,!545, the SiH 4 flow rate was

kept constant (500 standard-cubic-centimeter-per-minute [sccm]) and the N,O flow

rate was changed. At R0 = 150, the SiH 4 flow rate was decreased to 200 sccm due to

the limit of the pumping speed of the vacuum system. Substrate temperature, total

pressure, rf (13.56 MHz) power, and the electrode distance were. respectively, kept at

350 0 C. 80 Pascal (Pa), 0.25 W/cm2 , and 5 cm. High temperature annealing was

done for some samples after deposition of Si-rich oxide in an N-, ambient at 1000 0 C

for 30 minutes. Post metallization annealing was done in forming gas (9006 N, and

10% H,) at 400'C for 20 min. After gate metallization of aluminum. Si-rich oxide

layers with R0 3 were etched off by Reactive-Ion-Etching (RIE) using the aluminum

gate as an etching mask. The gate areas investigated were 9.23x 0- 3 cm 2 ,

5.19x 10- 3 cm 2, 2.07x 10- cm 2 and 4.13x10- 4 cm'.

The sample configuration used here which has various thicknesses of Si-rich

oxide and thermal oxide is shown in Figure 1. This structure is called a Single-
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Electron-Injector-Structure (SEIS), as compared to the DEIS previously discussed.

For the thin (103 and 207 .A in thickness) thermal oxide samples. a thick field oxide

(3500 A,) was applied outside the gate area to protect the edge region. The surface

morphology of the structures was studied using Scanning-Electron-Microscopy (SEM).

and the results will be discussed briefly.

Ill. Measurements

Dark current-voltage measurements were done either at a constant gate voltage

ramp rate using a Keithley #26000 logarithmic picoammeter and a voltage source with

adjustable ramp rates, or point-by-point using a voltage stepping unit. The small-

signal (15 mV) ac-capacitance as a function of gate voltage (C-V) was measured at a

frequency of 1 MHz using a Boonton capacitance meter (model 72BD). All measure-

ments were performed at room temperature.

IV. Results and Discussion

The samples discussed in this section are SEISs discussed in Section if and

ordinary MOS structures for control samples.

A. Current conduction and dielectric constant of "bulk" Si-rich SiO,

To facilitate in understanding the properties of the Si-rich SiO, materials, a

series of samples were made which use only this material as the insulator without the

intervening SiO, layer. Figure 2 shows typical I-V characteristics of AI/Si-rich oxide

(425 to 600 A in thickness)/p-Si structures with different amounts of excess Si.

These samples are all annealed at high temperature (1000 0 C-N,-30 main). With
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increasing R,, the resistivity is increased. The hysterisis of the I-V curve is drastically

increased at R,)=10. The abnormal behavior of the resistivity in thermal APCVD

films previously reported (17), with the resistivity of the film with R,<3 larger than

that of the film with Ro=3, was not observed. In Fig. 3, the I-V curves were fitted to

the expression for planar Fowler-Nordheim tunneling where the pre-exponential field

dependence has been neglected (18-20). The effective barrier heights are shown in

Fig. 4 hs a function of R0 . With increasing excess Si content in the films (decreasing

RO), the effective barrier heights decreased due to a decrease in the tunneling distance

between Si islands (5).

Figure 5 shows the C-V curves at a frequency of I MHz for Al/Si-rich oxide

(200 A in thickness)/thermal SiO, (530 A in thickness)/p-Si structures with different

values of R0 for the Si-rich oxide. The accumulation capacitance is decreasing with

increasing Ro . Figure 6 shows the effective dielectric constant of the Si-rich oxide as

a function of R,) derived from the accumulation capacitance of the C-V curves shown

in Fig. 5. The scattering of the data is due to the non-uniformity of the Si-rich oxide

thickness, deviation in the gate areas, and the fluctuation of the film conductance

(effective dielectric constant was determined by assuming that the Si-rich oxide is a

perfect insulator). The effective dielectric constant increases as R) is decreased. The

contribution of the non-uniformity of the Si-rich oxide thickness is consistent with the

observation that the scatter in the data for composites using thick (500 A) Si-rich

oxide layers is smaller than that for structures using thin (200 A) Si-rich oxide layers.

Effective dielectric constants larger than 6 are obtained for R.53.
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B. Electron injection efficiency and I-V reproducibility

Figure 7 shows typical I-V curves for the Al/Si-rich oxide (200 A in

thickness)/SiO, (530 A in thickness)/p-Si structures with different R where the

applied voltage was ramped at -0.5 V/sec from 0 V. The return traces were omitted

for clarity. The Si-rich oxides with R1 <5 were found to work as enhanced electron

injectors. The I-V curves for R0 <.5 are all located at lower negative gate voltages

than that of the control sample which has no Si-rich oxide layer. For R0 2 10, the

films have a high resistivity, consistent with Figs. 2 and 4. For the control and high

resistivity samples with R1 _2 10, destructive voltage breakdown occured before the

current exceeded 5 AA (9.6x 10- 4 A/cm 2). However, the samples with Ro0 5 Si-rich

oxide layers were not broken-down destructively, even for currents exceeding 5 MA.

For the second and subsequent measurements, the I-V curves were shifted to higher

negative voltages by the permanent charge trapping in SiO, layer. The Si-rich oxide

films with R0 =0 should behave like a poly-Si gate (21). For these samples. the

Si-rich oxide layer still acts as an enhanced electron injector. This could be attributed

either to the rougher interface between these films deposited by PECVD and thermal

oxide or to the possible porous nature of the thin Si-rich oxide films where the Al

metal counter electrode could penetrate in fingerlike extensions to the SiO: interface.

SEM photographs of these films did not show any porous structure within a resolution

of -200 A.

Figure 8 shows the gate voltage at I nA (1.92x 10- 7 A/cm2) for Al/Si-rich

oxide (200 A in thickness)/SiO, (530 A in thickness)/p-Si structures. Similar reults

were obtained for 500 A Si-rich oxide composite structures. The gate voltages for

samples annealed at high temperature (1000°C-N:-30 min) are smaller than for
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samples that did not have high temperature annealing. This might imply that Si grains

in the Si-rich oxide were enlarged or made rougher during the high temperature

annealing which resulted in a higher field enhancement. Another possible explanation

for this could be that the Si-rich oxide films were made more conductive with anneal-

ing and had a smaller amount of the total voltage dropped across their thickness. This

will be discussed later. For APCVD Si-rich oxides with R0 =3, high temperature

annealing does not affect the injection efficiency very much (6), consistent with the

observations near Ro=3 for the PECVD films of Fig. 8.

Figure 9 shows the I-V reproducibility histograms for 5 tLA (9.6x l0 - 4 A/cm-)

currents on the same series of samples as shown in Fig. 7. For the control sample,

this histogram shows mostly the destructive breakdown field, not I-V reproducibility.

For the samples with Ro<5 Si-rich oxide layers, almost the same histogram was

obtained with a second measurement. Permanent charge trapping in the SiO, layer

during the first ramp will move the histograms observed during the second ramp to

higher electric fields. The electric field at the peak of the histogram was decreased

by adding the Si-rich injectors as compared to the control sample. The average

electric field used in Fig. 9 and subsequent figures is calculated by dividing the

magnitude of the gate voltage by the SiO, layer thickness after corrections of at most

1 V in magnitude for the gate metal-Si substrate work function difference and the

silicon surface potential. No correction for the finite voltage dropped across the

Si-rich oxide layer has been made. and this will be discussed in detail later. I-V

reproducibility is also improved by the Si-rich oxide layer, and it was found to be best

at RO=3. Figure 10 shows the gate voltage at the peak of each histogram as a

function of R.. For the control sample, this plot shows the destructive breakdown
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voltage. The error bar indicates the half width of the distribution for the histogram.

Even taking into account the error bar, the sample with R,= 1 still has a minimum

gate voltage, implying highest electron injection efficiency. Similar results were

obtained for the Al/Si-rich oxide (500 A in thickness)/SiO, (530 X in thickness)/p-Si

structures.

Samples with thinner SiO, layers were prepared to examine the possible use of

PECVD Si-rich oxides in very large scale integration (VLSI). These samples have a

thick field oxide (3500 A in thickness) surrounding the gate area to protect the edge

region of thin SiO, films, and have PECVD Si-rich oxide layers (200 A in thickness).

with various R., deposited on the thin SiO, layer. Figure 11 shows the average

electric field required to produce a current of 1 nA (4.83x 10-7 A/cm2 ) for the

structures with 103, 207, and 530 A thick SiO, layers. Although for the 530

sample the average field is decreased about 40% in magnitude by adding a Si-rich

oxide injector compared to that of the control sample, for thinner oxide samples (103

and 207 A in thicknesses) the decrease of the average field from that of control

samples are only 2% and 10% for 103 and 207 A SiO samples, respectively.

These differences between the structures are believed to be due to the voltage

drop across the Si-rich oxide injector which has been ignored in previous discussions.

The voltage drop across the Si-rich oxide layer, V n, can be shown from electrostatics

to be (7),

qN°(ln + 1I)-XO) qNnxRnl) ]X[ I + nlf I-Vn  I (Vg -fm 1 --'P) + + IxI+ -~ 2 (I)
S Oln efln
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for a dual dielectric system. Here, q is the magnitude of the charge on an electron

(i.6x10-1 9 coul), V. is the gate voltage, 1o (n) is the thickness of the SiO 2 layer

(Si-rich oxide layer), 0ms is the work function difference between the metal electrode

and semiconductor substrate (by convention, expressed in volts), ', is the silicon

surface potential, i0 (') is the centroid of the trapped charge distribution in the SiO,

layer (Si-rich oxide layer) as measured from the Al interface with the Si-rich oxide,

No (N,) is the concentration of the "bulk" trapped electrons per unit area of this

distribution in the oxide layer (Si-rich oxide layer), and c0 (e,) is the low frequency

permitivity of SiO 2 (Si-rich oxide). No can be assumed to be zero since at low fields

(<4 MV/cm) the current injection into the SiO 2 is low enough so that no significant

trapped SiO 2 charge will build up (7), and in is assumed to be approximately I,.

Then equation (1) reduces to

qN, 0  e()n
V (Vg 4Jm "~) + ]x[lI + , -. (2)

Determination of N, is difficult since a reversible space charge builds up in the

Si-rich oxide layer. The build-up of this charge is demonstrated in Fig. 12 where a

point-by-point I-V measurement has been used to minimize capacitive effects and

allow studies of low currents (<510-10 A). The apparent current ledge observed

during the "up" trace from 0 V to -30 V at low voltages in this figure is due to the

space charge build up in the Si-rich oxide injector layer (6). This tends to influence

and hold-off current injection from the contact until a voltage is reached (Z-23 V for

the structure and conditions of Fig. 12) where particle current injection into the SiO,

layer controls the measured current in the external circuit. The current reversal in

this figure during the "down" trace at low voltages is due to this reversible space
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charge in the Si-rich oxide layer flowing back into the gate contact due to its own

internal field (6). For thinner Si-rich SiO 2 layers or layers with a higher conductivity

(more excess Si), this space charge would build up much more rapidly and push the

apparent ledge to even lower current levels.

Reasonable estimates of N, would be in the range from 1012 to 1013

electrons/cm 2 . Substituting these values and Vg=-8.7 V at 1 nA (4.83x 10 -
7

A/cm2), mbn=-0.91 eV, 'I=-0.16 eV, En=9.3×(8.86× 10-' 4  F/cm).

e,= 3 .9x(8.86x l0- 14 F/cm), and the appropriate insulator thickness for the Al/Si-

rich SiO, (200 A in thickness, R 0=l)/SiO, (103 1 in thickness)/p-Si structure in

equation (2) yields values of V,=-3.2 V and -1.3 V for 1012 and 1013 cm- 2, respec-

tively. For N,=0 cm- 2 . Vn=-3.4 V would be obtained. Clearly the effect of the

voltage drop across the Si-rich SiO, layer can be important with very thin SiO. layers

and can influence the injection efficiency.

Figure 13 shows the I-V reproducibility histograms for the samples with

injectors and the destructive breakdown histogram for the control sample with 207 '

of thermal oxide. In this case, both the field enhancement effect and voltage drop

across the injector layer are important as discussed previously. The breakdown

characteristics and the I-V reproducibility are improved by adding the Si-rich oxide

layers. In this case, the best I-V reproducibility is obtained with R,= 1.

C. Breakdown and yield

The yield was defined as the percentage of the capacitors with a current of 5

gA (9.6x10 - 2 A/cm2) at average electric fields larger than 2 MV/cm. Figures 14,
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15, and 16 show the yield as a function of R,, for different dual dielectric structures.

This yield is for the initial (t=O) breakdowns. After the second voltage sweep, the

yield of the control sample goes to approximately near zero due to the destructive

breakdown of the sample. However, for the injector samples almost the same yield

was obtained for the second measurement. For 200 A Si-rich oxide/530 A SiO,

systems (Fig. 14). the best yield is obtained at R,)=3. On the other hand for 500 A

Si-rich oxide/530 A. SiO 2 systems (Fig. 15), the best yield is obtained at R0=10. For

thick (500 A) Si-rich oxides with low excess Si content (R(,=10), the contribution of

the traps (see the hysterisis in Fig. 2) in the Si-rich oxide to yield improvement seems

to become significant. For 200 X Si-rich oxide/thin SiO 2 (103 and 207 A) systems

(Fig. 16). the yield has a maximum at R0=2. The reason for different values of R, at

best yield and injection efficiency between composite structures with thin and thick

gate SiO, layers seems to be due to the difference in structure or to the difficulty of

controling the resistivity of the high excess Si content Si-rich oxide.

V. Conclusion

The yield, I-V reproducibility and injection efficiency of MOS structures using

PECVD Si-rich oxide between the gate metal and SiO, layers were found to be

improved compared to the control samples which have no Si-rich oxide layer. Opti-

mum results were somewhat dependent on the composition of the Si-rich oxide. The

optimum point varied somewhat for the different structures as shown in the Table I

due to either variations in the field enhancement and/or voltage drop across the

injector or due to the difficulty in controling the resistivity of the high excess Si

content Si-rich oxide films. To decrease the voltage drop across the Si-rich oxide, the
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thickness of Si-rich oxide should be thinner (100 A or less). The high dielectric

constant of the PECVD Si-rich oxide should be useful for application to dual-

dielectric storage capacitors in dynamic memories (4).
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Table I

Optimum gas phase ratios for injection efficiency, I-V

reproducibility, and yield for different dual-dielectric

composite structures.

SAMPLE OPTIMUM GAS PHASE RATIO
Si-Rich Si0 2  INJ. EFFI. I-V REP. YIELD

200Z, 530 1 3 3
500 53o 1 3 10

200, 207 2 1 2

200 1 o3 2 1 2
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PECVD Si-Rich

THERMAL 200. 500 A
Si0 2

103, 207.

530 i

. ., - P-Si <100>

02 ( cm

Fig. I Schematic illustration of a capacitor structure with a dual dielectric

composite incorporating a Si-rich SiO, layer on top of thermal SiO,.

10
- 4

0.5 3 5 Ro=[N 20]I[SiH4 ]10-1 .

--
10 Ro=10

z

Il 10 -

-10 -20 -30 -40

GATE VOLTAGE (V)

Fig. 2 Magnitude of the dark current at room temperature as a function of the

ramped gate voltage (I dVg/dt I = 0.5 Visec) for Si-rich oxides with a

thickness of 435 X of various compositions from Ro= 0 .5 to 10 inserted

between the Al gate and the p-type single crystal silicon substrate. The

gate area is 5.19xO - 3 cm-. These samples were annealed in N, at

10000C for 30 min prior to gate electrode deposition.
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10-6(  5 7

eff =1.37 eV
dox=435 A

z

U 10O1

3.6 4.0 4.4 4.8 5.2

1/E (X10 7  CM/V)

Fig. 3 Magnitude of the current density at room temperature as a function of

one over the magnitude of the average electric field for negative gate

voltage for the AI,'Si-rich oxide (R0)=2, 435 A. in thickness)/p-Si

structure similar to those in Fig. 2. The full line represents a least-

squares fit to all plotted InI vs. l/E data. If the measured currents

were due to Fowler-Nordheim tunneling from a planar interface, an

effective barrier height of (Dff1.37 eV is deduced from this data using

a least-squares fit with a tunneling electron mass=O.Sxm() where mo) is

the free electron mass.
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01

ci:

0 1 10 100 1000
GAS PHASE RATIO ([N20]/[SiH4)

Fig. 4 Effective barrier heights for Al/Si-rich oxide/p-Si structures as a

function of R o deduced from least-squares fitting of the I-E data as

described in Fig. 3.

350 CONTROL

LL
300

Wl. R =  0

Z150

-10 -5 0 5 10

GATE VOLTAGE (V)

Fig. 5 1 MHz. small signal (15 mV), capacitance-voltage curves for the

Al/Si-rich oxide (200 X in thickness)/thermal SiO, (530 'A in

thickness)/p-Si structures with different R0 as compared to a control

sample with a 530 A thick SiO 2 layer and no Si-rich oxide layer. These

samples were annealed in N, at lOO0OC for 30 min prior to gate elec-

trode deposition.
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Z - a as deposited-
o annealed

(n 1 2 -
Z ~500A 200A Si-Rich Oxide

0 a
U

-J 8
0J8

0 0.1 1 10 100 1000

GAS PHASE RAT[O (CN201/[SiH4])

Fig. 6 Dielectric constants of the Si-rich oxide films (200 X and 500 X in

thickness) on top of a 530 k thermal oxide layer deduced from I MHz

capacitance-voltage data similar to that in Fig. 5.

RO=CN 2O)/[SiH4)
R0=1

0L5 4 O 5

-6 0
10 I

2/

:!5, ,.CNTROL
3- // . : / 1 5 0

101

0 -1 -210 -30 -'.0 -50 -60
GATE VOLTAGE (V)

Fig. 7 Typical ramped I-V curves for Al/Si-rich oxide (200 A in

thickness)/SiO, (530 X in thickness)/p-Si structures (see Fig. 1) for

various injectors with different R0. The control structure is Ai/SiO2

(530 A in thickness) /p-Si. These samples were annealed at 1000*C in

N, for 30 min prior to gate electrode deposition.
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-40 , *24

> 0
0f.

W -30
as deposited

0%

-2

annealed

CONTROL GAS PHASE RATIO (EN2O]/(SiH4])

Fig. 8 Gate voltages at 1=1I nA (1.92X 10-7 A/cm 2 ) for the same type

structures as in Fig. 7 with and without high temperature annealing

(10000 C - N, - 30 min. prior to gate electrode deposition).

40 1 1 1 1 1 1

R0 =(N 0]/(Sj H4] Ro=3r--

(2 30

LL 20

INTROL
co 10

0246 8 10
FIELD (MV/cm)

Fig. 9 Histograms in 0.5 MV/cm bins of the number of capacitors

(5.19X 10-3 cm- in area) on Al/Si-rich oxide (200 A in

thickness)/Si0 2 (530 A in thickness)/p-Si composite structures (see

Fig. 1) with different R0 and on a control wafer (no Si-rich oxide

injector) with a current of 5x Xl0-6 A (9.6 x 10-4 A/cm2) as a function

of the magnitude of the average electric field in the SiO2 layer. Sami-

pies were ramped with negative gate voltage from 0 V at a ramp rate

magnitude of I MV/cm-sec. These samples were annealed in N2 a'
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-60 2

__-50

-D40f

-J I
o -30

C
0 1 2 3 4 5

CONTROL GAS PHASE RATIO ([N 20]/1SiH4D)

Fig. 10 Gate voltages at the peak of the histograms shown in Fig. 9 as a

function of R0. The error bar indicates the half width of the distribu-

tion for the histogram.

1 0

12 *103 A
s207 A

1) 0

10 0530 A

8 -A

0 1 2 3 45

CONTROL GAS PHASE RATIO ([N2 0J/[SiH4 D)

Fig. I I The average Si0 2 electric field at I nA (4.83xil07 A/cm2) as a

function of R,) for 103. 207, and 530 k oxide samples with Si-rich

oxide injectors of 200 X thickness (see Fig. 1) annealed at 10000 in N2

for 30 min. prior to gate electrode deposition.
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III I

10-8

z -10
W 10

~4

10 2

-30 -20 -10 0
GATE VOLTAGE (V)

Fig. 12 Point-by-point magnitude of the dark current as a function of negative

gate voltage on a Al/Si-rich oxide (R,=I. 200 A in thickness)/SiO,

(530 AO in thickness)/p-Si structure (see Fig. 1) which was annealed at

10000 C in N, for 30 min. prior to gate electrode deposition. In this

measurement the gate voltage was stepped in -2.5 V increments starting

from 0 V every 20 sec with the dark current being measured 18 sec

after each voltage step. The sign of the current flow is is indicated in

this figure. The gate area is 9.23x 10-' cm 2 .
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in R0=[N20O/[SiH4J

o 0

>802o ,I
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40 ;:. 5
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z
00 48 12 16

FIELD (MV/cm)

Fig. 13 Histograms in 0.5 MV/cm bins of the number of capacitors

(4.13x 10- 4 cm 2 in area) on Al/Si-rich oxide (200 X in

thickness)/SiO 2 (207 X in thickness)/p-Si composite structures (see

Fig. 1) with different R0 and on a control wafer (no Si-rich oxide

injector) with a current of 5 AA (1.21 x 10-2 A/cm2) as a function of

the magnitude of the average electric field in the SiO2 layer. Samples

were ramped with negative gate voltage from 0 V at a ramp rate magni-

tude of 1.5 MV/cm-sec. These samples were annealed at 1000 0 C in

N2 for 30 min. prior to gate electrode deposition.
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100 T. ~ ' 28
0 0 0

90 0

800

All Si-Rich Oxide (200A&)/SiO 2( 53O0 )/p- Si
W 70

o as deposited
60 .annealed

4 0 1 10 100 1000
CONTROL GAS PHASE RATIO ([N201/[SiH4])

Fig. 14 The yield for Al/Si-rich oxide (200 A in thickness)/SiO, (530 A in

thickness)/p-Si structures (see Fig. 1) with and without high tempera-

ture annealing (1000'C - N, 30 min. prior to gate electrode depos-

ition) as a function of R,). The yield is defined in the text.

100 0. '

* 0
900

900

~80

Al/Si-Rich Ox ide( 500A)/SiO2( 530 A)/p-Si
W 70

60 o as deposited
60 0 o annealed

4 0 1 10 100 1000
CONROL GAS PHASE RATIO (EN2O)/(SiH4])

Fig. 15 The yield for Al/Si-rich oxide (500 A in thickness)/ iO, (530 A in

thickness)/p-Si structures (see Fig. 1) with and without high tempera-

ture annealing (1000'C - N, -30 min. prior to gate electrode depos-

ition) as a function of R,).
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100 .I

0

90 00

-80

-j ~Al/Si-Rich Oxide ( 20 / Si 2 /P-Si
W 70

0 103 A
60 0 207 A*

0 1 1 10 100 1000
CONTROL GAS PHASE RATIO ([N2OII(SiHjI)

Fig. 16 The yield for Al/Si-rich oxide (200 A. in thickness)/SiO, (103 and 207

A in thickness)/p-Si structures (see Fig. 1) with high temperature

annealing (1000'C - N, - 30 min. prior to gate electrode deposition) as

a function of R0.
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Abstract: The electrical characteristics of off-stoichiometric SiO 2 films have been investigated.
The off-stoichiometric oxide films studied had an excess atomic Si content in the range of 1%
to 6%. Raman spectroscopy and photoconductivity measurements indicate that the excess Si
is present as amorphous Si islands or small crystallites embedded in SiO 2 forming a two-phase
material. These films differ in structure from previously reported films where dual dielectric
layers of stoichiometric SiO and Si-rich SiO with > 13% excess Si were used. These dual
dielectric films were observed to produce electron injection from contacting electrodes via the
Si-rich SiO layer into the SiO2 layer at lower average electric fields. This injection mecha-
nism was believed to be due to localized electric field enhancement near the SiO-2Si-rich
SiO, interface caused by the curvature of the tiny Si islands in the SiO, matrix. The current
vs. voltage characteristics of the off-stoichiometric oxide films which will be discussed here
were found to be highly non-ohmic, showing an increase in conductivity with increasing excess
silicon content in the material. At low fields (< 1 MV/cm). these films have a very small
conductance with leakage current densities smaller than 10 11 A/cm2 at room temperature.
Furthermore, the effect of permanent charge trapping was observed to decrease in these films
with increasing Si content. It is proposed that the electron transport across the film is
controlled primarily by tunneling between the silicon islands with a reversible space charge
region < 150 A in extent near the injecting contact, limiting the current measured in the
external circuit. It is also proposed that the decrease in permanent electron trapping is
associated with this conduction mechanism and/or the possibility of trapped electrons in the
SiO phase tunneling to the Si islands. With the incorporation of these off-stoichiometric
oxides into electrically-alterable read-only-memory devices, extended write/erase cycling (by
at least four orders of magnitude) beyond that normally observed for equivalent devices using
stoichiometric Si0 2 layers is demonstrated due to the reduction in permanent electron trapping
in the oxide layer and its effect on the electric fields.

*Sponsored by Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DoD) ARPA Order No. 4012
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1. Introduction

Permanent charge build-up in SiO 2 layers represents a limitation for the long term

performance and reliability of electronic devices that depend upon charge transfer across thin

oxide films for their operation. This is the case for non-volatile memories such as the

electrically-alterable read-only-memory (EAROM) structures in which charge is transferred to

and from a floating gate through a thin oxide layer.1 Capture of electrons into energetically

deep traps in the SiP, is responsible for the permanent nature of this charge build-up in the

oxide. 2 "7 Extensive studies in SiP 2 films have shown that these traps are-associated with the

presence of water related impurities4
.
5 and/or possibly with non-mobile sodium 6

,
7 in the oxide

layer. The electron capture efficiency in thermally grown and chemically-vapor-deposited

(CVD) oxide layers incorporated in MOS structures is greatly reduced with post-oxidation and

post-metallization thermal annealing treatments. 6 "8
.
9 Similar effects have been demonstrated

with the annealing at 1000*C in N, of the intervening oxide layer in a dual electron injector

structure (DEIS) in EAROM devices.I However, the basic problem of permanent capture of

electrons in the oxide layer has remained unsolved. An alternative approach to solve this

problem has been to reduce the oxide layer thickness ( 70 A but Z 40 ;,) to allow the

trapped charge to tunnel out to the electrical contacts under the influence of its own internal

electric field and/or the applied electric field. 1 This approach has the disadvantage that the

trapped charge relaxation process is slow. Furthermore, the difficulties associated with the

preparation of uniform oxide films in this thickness range makes this solution cumbersome.

Slightly off-stoichiometric oxides (1% to 6% excess silicon) which show a very pronounced

decrease in the permanent trapped charge build-up problem will be discussed in detail in this

article, and they will be shown to offer a better solution to reduce permanent trapped charge

build-up in the oxide layer of devices than any of the above mentioned procedures (thin SiO,

or annealing).

Sections 11 and MU will describe different optical and electrical measurements including

photoconductivity, dark conductivity, capacitance, electroluminescence, and carritr separation

to investigate the physical mechanisms involved in producing the observed enhanced conduc-

tivity and low level of permanent trapping of the off-stoichiometric oxides containing <6%

excess atomic Si. Material characterization tools such as Raman spectroscopy to investigate

the two phase nature (Si and SiO,) of these materials and scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) to investigate surface roughness and uniformity will also be discussed in these sections.

Experiments on capacitor structures with and without electron injector layers" - will also

be described. Electron injector layers are thin layers of Si-rich SiO 2 (> 13% excess atomic Si)

which, when placed in between a stoichiometric SiO, layer an a contacting electrode, give
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field-enhanced electron injection from the irregularly-shaped Si islands into the oxide layer at

moderate average electric fields without destructive breakdown. 13 15 The dependence of dark

currents or photocurrents on temperature, contacting electrode material, and oxide thickness

will be presented in these sections. In section IV, all the experimental observations will be

united into a plausible physical picture which involves dominant electron conduction by direct

tunneling between Si islands in the bulk of off-stoichiometric oxides with reversible space

charges near the contact or injector interfaces at least partially screening the electric fields.

The lack of permanent charge trapping will be related to the conduction mechanism with few

electrons getting into the SiO 2 conduction band and/or the possibility of direct tunneling of

energetically-deep, trapped electrons to nearby Si islands. Finally the use of these materials in

EAROM devices to increase cyclability and to reduce operating voltages will be briefly

covered in section V as an example of the relevance of mixed phase oxide materials in the

electronics industry.

Il. Experimental

A) Sample Preparation

The off-stoichiometric oxide layers were deposited using chemical vapor deposition

(CVD) techniques. 11-13 The excess silicon is introduced by adjusting the ratio (R,,) of the

concentration of N1O to SiH 4 in the gas phase. A 1% to 6% excess silicon content in th.

oxide was obtained by setting the Ro value in the range of 50 to 30. as deduced from Ruther-

ford backscattering (RBS). 1 6 A stoichiometric SiO, film requires R) > 100 while Si-rich SiO

injectors with an excess atomic Si content of 13% to 15% requires R. = 3.13 Film thickness

and refractive index were deduced from ellipsometry measurements using techniques previous-

ly described.11 The samples used for ramp I-V. the point-by-point I-V, flatband voltage.

avalanche injection, electroluminescence, photoconductivity, and photodetrapping measure-

ments were MOS type capacitors involving layers of stoichiometric or off-stoichiometric

oxides, dual-electron-injector-structures (DEISs). or single-electron-injector-structures (SEISs)

deposited on <100> n-type or p-type silicon substrates of various resistivities (2, .2. .001

1cm) appropriate for the measurement. The different types of capacitor configurations are

shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows the two types of device configurations used in this study.

The DEIS EAROM device in Fig. 2a will be discussed in section V. and the off-stoichiometric

oxide field-effect-transistor (FET) in Fig. 2b will be discussed in section IlI-F. This structure

(Fig. 2b) was used to separate hole and electron contributions to the current. The circular

metal electrodes were thermally evaporated aluminum or gold layers with an area of .005 cm"
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or .01 cm2 (for clectroluminescence). The electrodes for those samples used in photodetrap-

ping, photoconductivity, and electroluminescence measurements were 135 A to 250 A thick in

the case of Al and 250 A to 400 A thick for Au electrodes; the rest of the samples had

electrode layers thicker than 1000 A. The structures used for photodetrapping measurements

(Fig. I b) consisted of an off-stoichiometric layer (R.=50 or R,= 10) sandwiched between two

stoichiometric SiO, layers (each 400 A thick), where the bottom oxide layer was thermally

grown on the silicon substrate while the top layer was CVD oxide. The SEIS (Fig. ic) or

DEIS (Fig. Id) stacks consisted of one or two Si-rich SiO, injectors, respectively, with Z 13%

excess atomic Si with an oxide layer which was either stoichiometric or off-stoichiometric. All

samples were annealed at 1000'C in an N, ambient for 30 min. before metallization. unless

otherwise specified. A post-metallization anneal at 400'C for 20 min. in forming gas was

given to all samples except those with thin gold electrodes. The Raman spectra measurements

were performed on 2 aim thick off-stoichiometric oxides (R0 =30) deposited on a sapphire

substrate with no metal counter electrode present.

The EAROM devices (Fig. 2a) were fabricated using a self-aligned, double polycrys-

talline silicon (poly-Si) gate process on 0.5 S2-cm <100> p-type Si wafers. The details of the

device fabrication process have been previously described. 14.15 The device data presented here

were taken on 3-port devices with a floating gate area A, = 2.5 x 10- cm 2 and a control

gate area A, = 1.3 x 10- cm 2 (at the masking level) of n-degeneratively doped poly-Si. The

gate oxide thickness was 650 A and 850 A for devices XDEISII 3-BG-16 and XDEISII

4-B.EG,1-16. respectively. The intervening oxide layers in the DEIS or modified DEIS

(MDEIS) stack were either 300 A or 600 A witn varying amounts of excess Si; wafers

XDEISII 3-G and XDEISII 4-B had intervening stoichiometric SiO, layers with R, = 200

(01%) excess atomic Si), XDEISII 3-B and XDEISII 4-E had oxide layers with R, = 50, (1-206

excess atomic Si). XDEISII 4-G had an oxide layer with R, =- 40 (3-4% excess atomic Si),

and XDEISII 4-I had an oxide layer with Ro = 30 (5-6%) excess atomic Si). The silicon rich

injectors were 300 A and 200 A thick for devices from the XDEISII 3 and XDEISII 4 series

of wafers, respectively. All DEIS or MDEIS stacks were annealed in N' for 30 min. at

1000 0 C after deposition.

The FETs used for the carrier separation measurements used a self-aligned, single

polysilicon gate process on 0.5 12cm <100> p-type Si wafers, similar to that used for the

double polysilicon gate EAROM devices described previously. The n-degenerately doped

poly-Si control gate area of these large devices (MDT-HOTEL I-A,B.E.F.GH-42) was I x

10 - 4 cm 2 at the masking level. The gate insulators were formed from either CVD off-
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stoichiometric R, - 50 (1-2% excess atomic Si) oxides with thicknesses of 300 A or 600 A

for wafers MDT-HOTEL I -G and H, or from the same CVD R(, - 50 layers as on G and H

but with a 70 A thick thermally-grown (at 1000°C in O, with 4.51"o HCI) stoichiometric SiO,

layer between the Si substrate and the thicker off-stoichiometric oxide layer for wafers

MDT-HOTEL I-A and B, or from a 245 A or 670 A thick thermally grown (at 1000°C in O,
with 4.5% HCI) SiO, layer only for wafers MDT-HOTEL I-E and F. All gate oxides were

annealed in N, for 30 min. at 10000 C after CVD deposition or SiO, growth. These devices

also had an Al guard ring over the field oxide region which was usually kept grounded.

B. Measurement Techniques

The photocurrent and photodetrapping measurements 13.17 were performed using a 900

W Xenon lamp that provided a continuous spectrum in the photon energy range from 2 eV to

5.5 eV. The light was passed through a Bausch and Lomb 500-mm grating monochromator

with a reciprocal linear dispersion of 3.3 mg/mm set for a 5-mit bandpass before being

focused on the sample. and cut-off filters were used to remove second and higher order light.

The photocurrents induced in the MOS structures (Fig. la) as a function of photon energy

were measured with a fast picoammeter (Keithley Model 417) for different applied voltages.

The photodetrapping measurements involved an initial electron injection by internal

photoemission 2 into the Si/SiO,/R =50 or 10 off-stoichiometric SiO,/SiO,/mctal structures

(see Fig. Ib) to fill the off-stoichiometric oxide with charge. The photoinjection current was

induced from the metal contact (negative polarity on the gate) using light with photon energy

of 4.1 eV, The amount of charge trapped in the off-stoichiometric oxide was obtained by

measuring the flatband voltage shifts of a high frequency (I MHz). small signal (15 mV)

capacitance vs. voltage curves. Subsequently. a selective photodetrapping of the trapped

charge as a function of photon energy was measured with a point-by-point sequence in which

the light of a given photon energy was focussed on the sample for I min. and then the change

in the flatband voltage was measured. A Boonton capacitance-inductance meter Model 71

A-SI and a voltage tracking circuit were used to monitor the shifts of the flatband voltage. 5 "

The capacitor area (.005 cm 2) was always uniformly illuminated by the larger focused light

spot.

I The ramp I-V measurements were performed by applying a voltage ramped at a

constant rate ( I dV!/dt I n 0.5 V/sec) to the sample. The current through the devices was

measured with a log-picoammeter (Keithley Model 26000). The temperature dependence of

the ramp I-V characteristics was measured using a cryostat coupled with a liquid-nitrogen
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transfer system (Air-products Heli-tran) for temperatures in the range of 80'K to room

temperature (292 0 K). A resistance heated stage was o.-d for temperatures above 22'C up to

300'C. For current measurements where the voltage polarity could drive the Si substrate into

deep depletion, in particular p-Si substrates at large positive gate voltages, the samples were

illuminated with white light. This insures rapid formation of an inversion layer at the substrate

Si-oxide interface, negligible voltage drop across the Si layer, and an adequate supply of

carriers at this interface which can tunnel into the oxide. The white light generates minority

carriers (electrons for p-Si) around the periphery of the opaque gate electrode which flow

laterally into the region under the electrode. However, this white light illumination had little

effect on the conductivity of the off-stoichiometric oxides themselves over the electric field

range of interest.

For studies of the time dependence of the dark currents, a single voltage step was

applied to the gate of MOS-type structures, and the current was measured using a Keithley

427 fast current amplifier and then displayed on a Tektronix 7623A storage oscilloscope. The

voltage polarity used was negative for p-Si substrates and positive for n-Si substrates so that

the Si was always in accumulation during the measurement.

Avalanche injection experiments were performed at room temperature by driving the

Si substrate into depletion using sawtooth-shaped voltage pulses until the Si broke-down,

thereby producing some "hot" electrons by avalanche multiplication in the silicon bulk which

could energetically surmount the Si-oxide interfacial energy barrier. The sawtooth-shapefor

the voltage pulses was used to minimize high field stressing of the oxide layer after the

production of the avalanche plasma in the Si and the subsequent collapse of the voltage

dropped across the Si depletion region. Periodically, the avalanche current into the oxide layer

was shut off and the flatband voltage was measured automatically. The instrumentation for
these experiments has been described previously.8

The luminescence experiments were performed at room temperature using an Instru-

ments for Scientific Analysis (ISA) single-pass monochromator (147 lines/mm grating) with

the entrance and exit slits set at 1 mm. Mirror optics were used to focus the light emitted

from the oxide capcitors or SEISs depicted in Figs. la and Ic, respectively, on the monochro-
mator entrance slit and an RCA No. 31034 photon tube with photon-counting was used at the

monochromator exit slit.
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The Raman spectra were excited by the 5145 A line of an Ar laser at room tempera-

ture and measured using backscattering geometry. The scattered light was analyzed by a

conventional double monochromator and detected using photon counting techniques.

The ellipsometer used to determine film thickness and refractive index was a Roldoph

Research manual ellipsometer with the optical elements arranged in a polarizer-compensator-

analyzer configuration. Two zone measurements were made on - 1000 A thick films deposit-

ed on single crystal Si substrates using the 5461 X wavelength light from a Hg lamp.

The experimental arrangement for the EAROM FET measurements has been described

in detail earlier.1 The drain to source current was measured with a fast current amplifier

(Keithley Model 127) while a ramp voltage was applied to the gate with the drain baised at

+0.1 V. Both gate voltage and drain to source current were displayed on a storage scope.

The measurement was performed in fractions of a second to minimize read-perturb effects.

The write/erase operation of the devices was carried out using square voltage pulses from two

Hewlett-Packard pulse generators (Model 214A).

111. Experimental Results

A. Two Phase Characteristics and Photoconductivity

Raman spectra from annealed (1000'C in N, for 30 min) and unannealed off-

stoichiometric oxides (R.-30) are illustrated in Fig. 3. Both samples show the broad Raman

band near 500 cm - I which is characteristic of Raman scattering from amorphous silicon

clusters in SiO,. IX.1 9 The Raman lines due to the underlying sapphire substrate have been

suppressed in the figure. This result is in contrast with previous work on Si-rich oxides

(Ro-3) with 13% to 15% excess silicon in which the high temperature (Q 1000'C) annealing

of the samples resulted in Raman spectra with a component similar to that from single crystal

or polycrystalline silicon. 199 From the strength of the Raman scattering signal and the fact

that no observable difference exists between the annealed and unannealed samples, it is

suggested that the excess silicon groups in either microscopic crystalline clusters S 30 A in

diameter or microscopic amorphous regions. or both. Recent work by Veprek and co-

workers using x-ray diffraction and Raman scattering techniques" - suggests that there is an

abrupt change from a crystalline silicon phase to and amorphous siliconqphase for Si crystal-

lites smaller than 30 A in stress free films and smaller than 20 A in films under compressive

stress. Recent preliminary x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements also %how
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that there arc at least two distinct phases (Si and SiO,) in unannealed Si-rich SiO, films with
Cxce.s atomic Si from 13-15% (R, = 3) down to 5-6'N. (R., = 30). 23

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) on 500A to 1000A, thick, CVD annealed

(1000*C in N, for 15 to 30 min.) R,) = 30 to 50 (5-6/) to 1-2% excess atomic Si) oxide

films showed no observable Si particles. 24 These samples were prepared by depositing the

films on planar Si substrates and then etching away a portion of the Si substrate, leaving a free

standing film of the off-stoichiometric oxide. Previous TEM measurements on annealed CVD

R,, = 3 (Q13% excess atomic Si) material revealed Si crystallities in these films, with the

largest crystallities having a diameter of z50 A.5 6 The films were annealed at 1000"C to

convert some of the amorphous Si island regions into Si crystallities which could then be

observed using TEM. I
N. 

19 .25.26 Since no crystallities were observed on the R. = 30 to 50

films, it appears that the crystallities are smaller than 50 A. and/or the annealing has not

converted the amorphous Si islands to crystallities. However. the former possibility (Si islands

smaller than 50 A in diameter) seems more likely from various experimental data that will be

presented and discussed in this article.

The presence of the excess silicon in a second phase in the off-stoichiometric SiO, is

supported by the results obtained from photoconductivity and photodetrapping experiments on

this material. The photoresponse Y is obtained from the measured photocurrent ]photo using

the expression

Y = lphoto f (photoclectrons/photon) (1)
SA

where lh is the incident photon energy, A is the device area, and S is the average light

intensity (power per unit area) in the bulk of the oxide layer corrected for optical interference

effects in the multilayer structure and for absorption in the metal electrode and Si substrate. '2

Figure 4 shows the cube root of the photoresponse vs. the incident photon energy for an MOS

structure incorporating a 1200 A thick off-stoichiometric oxide (R0 =50) and a 135 A thick

semitransparent Al electrode (see Fig. la) The different curves correspond to photocurrent

measurements obtained by applying t9 V or t 12 V to the gate. The photoresponse behavior

with photon energy was observed to be relatively independent of the applied voltage polarity

(as shown in Fig. 4). of the oxide thickness in the range from 300 A to 1200 A, or of the gate

metal (Al or Au as seen by comparing Figs. 4 and 5) indicating a bulk rather than interface

limited phenomena. The photoresponse shows two thresholds with photon energy at z 3 eV

and z 4 eV. This spectral response is similar to that obstrved from internal photoemission of

electrons from single crystal silicon into SiO,. 13 "2x '2 9 Therefore, these results suggest that the
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photocurrents observed are generated by optical excitation of electrons from near the bottom

of the conduction band (for 3 eV threshold) or near the top of the valence band (for : 4

eV threshold) of the silicon islands to near the bottom of the conduction band of the SiO,.

Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of the chopped light a-c photoconductivity on a

1200 A Ro0 ,50 off-stoichiometric oxide film incorporated into an MOS capacitor with a thin

Au (400 A thick) electrode under a voltage bias of -20 V. Again the 3 eV and 4 eV

thresholds are seen. These thresholds do not appear to be strongly temperature dependent as

would be expected for excitation from potential wells which are deep with respect to thermal

energy kT (- .05 eV for 300*C), where k is Boltzmann's constant (8.62 x 10 - 5 eV/°K) and

T is the absolute temperature in 'K.

The photoionization measurements of charge trapped on the silicon islands (previously

charged by internal photoemission) in an off-stoichiometric oxide sandwiched between

stoichiometric SiO1 (see Fig. 2b) were performed by grounding both electrodes and illuminat-

ing the sample with monochromatic light in the photon energy range from 3 eV to 5 eV.

Photo-excited electrons are swept out towards the electrical contacts under the influence of

the internal electric field of the trapped electrons. The amount of charge detrapped at a given

wavelength is measured by tracking the corresponding shifts of the flatband voltage VFB. The

shift in flatband voltage can be described using first order kinetics analysis by the expression t1

AVFB(t) =-- AVF13(0) exp [-X(hIW)Z(hW0)t] (2)

where X(fiw) is the convolution of the photon flux with the spatial distribution of the trapping

centers, -E(hw) is the effective photoionization cross section of the trapped charge (i.e., the

convolution of the photoionization cross section with the optically accessible trap distribution

over energy), and t is the illumination time. Figure 6 shows the cubic root of the photoioniza-

tion cross section as a function of photon energy. The charge trapped in the intermediate

off-stoichiometric SiO, layer (R.=50, or R,=10) is treated in this case as a trapping distribu-

tion in the stoichiometric oxide. The experimental data is compatible with the idea that the

silicon islands behave as potential energy wells in the SiO, with optical activation energies of

3 eV and z 4 eV. Notice the similarity of the data in Figs. 4-6.

Although some electric field dependence for either the photoconductivity or photode-

trapping measurements was observed, the magnitude of the effect was relatively weak as seen

by comparing the data in Figs. 4-6. This weak field dependence is consistent with either a

Schottky barrier lowering effect and/or an internal Schottky (Poole-Frenkel) effect where the

applied electric field and either the attractive potential of the image charge in a contacting
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clclrode (Schottky) or the attractive potential of an ionized site (Poole-Frenkel) creates a

reduced energy harrier for an escaping charge carrier. The average electric field or local field

range explored in the photoconductivity or photodetrapping measurements, respectively, was

between -2 x 10" and -2 x 10(' V/cm. The average electric field for the photoconductivity

measurements is defined as E = (Vg - ) ) where V. is the voltage applied to the

gate electrode, os is the difference in work function between the gate material and the Si

substrate (by convention, expressed in volts), ,s is the surface potential for the substrate

Si-oxide interface, and o is the oxide thickness. The local electric field for the photodetrap-

ping (photoionization) measurements where the gate and substrate are grounded was deduced

from measurements of shifts of the flatband voltage produced by the trapped charge in the

intervening off-stoichiometric oxide layer. 3 17 For SEIS or DEIS structures, the average

electric field is still approximately valid since very little of the applied voltage is dropped

across the Si-rich SiO, injectors which are very conductive (except at very low electric fields)

with respect to the oxide layer. Over the electric field range from 2 x 10 " to 2 x 10t' V/cm.

the predicted energy barrier lowering Ab was calculated using AOPF = q (qE/r c ) I 2 for

Poole Frenkel or -s = q(qE/41r cj) 1 2 for Schottky where q is the magnitude of charge on

an electron (1.6 x 10- coul) and ci is the high frequency dielectric permittivity (assumed to

be similar to SiO, where ei = (2.15) x 8.86 x - '0 F cm as discussed in Section Ill-C).

These calculated values for AD were found to be between -. 2 eV and .7 eV for Poole-Frenkel

and between -. 1 eV and .35 eV for Schottky. respectively, over this electric field range. By

extrapolating the quasi-linear portions of data such as those in Figs. 4-6 to a null value of

(photoresponse) 3 or (effective photoionization cross section) . barrier energies for the

range of samples and electric fields discussed here were deduced. A(A4b) values [where A(A(W)

= IP(E,) - A(E,) = *(E,) - b(E,) and the subscripts refer to different values of the

electric fieldi were found in the range of <.1 to .3 eV from these data, consistent with the

predicted values.

B. Electrical Characteristics (Dark Currents)

The current as a function of voltage characteristics for off-stoichiometric oxides

incorporated into DEIS stacks with Si-rich SiO, injectors (see Fig. Id) are illustrated in Fig. 7

for CVD deposited oxides with NO to Sil4 ratios of R,=200. 50. 40 and 30. This ratio

R,,=200 corresponds to a stoichiometric oxide while R,,=30. 40 and 50 corresponds to

approximately 5-611. 3-4%. 1-2% excess silicon in the oxide. respectively, as deduced from

Rutherford backscattering (RBS) measurements. I( The ramp I-V plots shown in Fig. 7 were

generated by applying a constant rate voltage ramp (I dV/dt I - 0.5 V/sec) to the samples
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up to a measured current of the order of 10- to 10- A: the voltage ramp was then reversed

at the same rate. A displacement current (ID = C dV,/dt. where C is the capacitance

associated with the MOS structures) shows as an approximately constant current component at

low applied electric fields. The hysterisis observed in the 1-V characteristics is associated with

permanent charge trapping in the oxide.31 This hysterisis did not recover after periods of days

with the gate electrode floating or grounded on off-stoichiometric oxides in DEIS stacks (Fig.

7) or MOS capacitors with no injectors (Fig. 8). As the excess silicon in the oxides is

increased (R. is decreased) two important effects are observed: i) the permanent trapped

charge in the oxide decreases, and ii) lower electric fields are required to induce charge

transport across the devices.

Current as a function of voltage characteristics for off-stoichiometric oxides with

increasing Si content incorporated into MOS capacitors without Si-rich SiO, injectors (see Fig.

la) showed a behavior similar to the data of Fig. 7, but with all curves moved to larger gate

voltages. This is shown in Fig. 8. Another example of this I-V data using a point-by-point

I-V technique is shown in Fig. 9 for a 1200 A thick off-stoichiometric oxide in an MOS

configuration with no injectors. In this measurement the gate voltage is incremented in 2.5 V

steps. The current at each point is measured after the transient capacitive current associated

with the voltage increment is negligible (- 10 sec after the voltage step). Figure 10 shows

point-by-point measurements on a 300 A thick onf-stoichiometric oxide in an MOS configura-

tion. The behavior of this data is similar to that in Fig. 9 only the corresponding current

levels are achieved at lower voltages. The current values at low fields ( I MV/cm) are

smaller than 10-12 A which is the sensitivity limit of our picoammeter. The dark current data

for the large area (.005 cm ), Al-gated, capacitors in Fig. 9 (Ro = 50. 1200 A oxide thick-

ness) and Fig. 10 (R.=50, 300 A oxide thickness) shows a weak dependence on gate voltage

polarity (Vg4 or Vg'). If the dark current density (J = I/A) as a function of the average

electric field E is plotted and compared for Figs. 9 and 10. only a weak dependence on

off-stoichiometric oxide thickness is observed. The thinner oxide structure (300 A) has a

larger current density (less than a factor of 10 larger) for comparable average electric fields

than the thicker oxide structure (1200 A).

Measurements to determine the time dependence of the currents were performed on

off-stoichiometric oxides (300 - 600 A in thickness with %/ to 6'o, R" = 30 - 50. excess

atomic Si compositions) with or without 200 A thick R,, - 3 (Q 1311, excess atomic SiO

injectors. In these measurements a single voltage step was applied to the gate electrode and

the current was monitored on an oscilloscope. No significant changes (less than a actor of
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five) in the currents were observed for time:from 500 gsec (after the capacitive transients had

decayed) to 20 sec for various step voltages which produced dark current densities from 10"

to 10" A/cm'. These data imply that the reversible space charges in the off-stoichiometric

oxide and injector layers are set-up in times less than 500 Isec, and that the current measured

in the external circuit is near a steady state value for times greater than this.

The electron current induced through a thin off-stoichiometric oxide layer in an MOS

configuration exhibits an exponential dependence on the inverse applied electric field as in the
32.33case of electron injection or conduction by tunneling across an insulating layer. Figure 1 I

illustrates the behavior of the current density over the squared average electric field (J/E 2) as

a function of lIE for the negative gate voltage data shown in Fig. 9. If a Fowler-Nordheim

injection mechanism 3 2 is presumed (that is, J - aE 2 e-h i E where a and b are constants

independent of the electric field E which describes tunneling through a triangular energy

barrier), an effective barrier height leff = 0.60 eV can be calculated from the slope of the

data in this semilogarithmic plot. The details of this calculation will be discussed at the end of

this section.

Although permanent electron trapping into "deep" sites is increasingly suppressed with

increasing Si content in the off-stoichiometric oxide layer, a reversible space charge builds up

on the Si islands near the injecting interface. This is demonstrated in Fig. 12. The flatband

voltage shift in this figure is a measure of the trapped charge near the injecting interface.

which is formed by the 0.2 2cm <100> p-type Si substrate onto which the various off-

stoichiometric layers have been deposited. The carriers (electrons) are injected into the oxide

by an avalanche injection technique in which the hot carriers, which can surmount or tunnel

through the Si-oxide interfacial energy barrier, are created in a high field depletion region of

the Si by carrier multiplication induced by voltage pulsing. As can be seen from this figure

the R - 30 off-stoichiometric layer of the MOS device can be charged or discharged very

rapidly. Injected carriers rapidly thermalize into the potential wells of the Si islands and then

move from Si island to island until they reach the metal counter-electrode. When the ava-

lanche current is shut-off, the charge remaining on the Si islands leaks off to the contacts

(probably mostly to the Si substrate which is nearest). As the excess Si content of the

off-stoichiometric oxide layer is decreased, its conductivity is decreased since there are fewer

Si islands to which carriers can tunnel and the amount of space charge trapped on Si islands

near the injecting interface increases. Compare R, = 30 and R. - 50 oxide data in Fig. 12.

When the avalanche current is shut-off, the discharge rate is slower on the R, = 50 oxide. As

the Si content is further decreased (Ro M 80) the charging and discharging rates dramatically

slow down. When the oxide becomes stoichiometric (R, Z 100) and completely devoid of
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excess Si (and therefore Si islands), the trapping rate and trapped charge level return to that

normally observed for the deep sites in SiO, related to H 20 and to OH bonded to Si. 34

The temperature dependence of the ramp I-V curves for off-stoichiometric oxides

(R,)50) was investigated in the range of 80'K to 572*K. Figure 13 shows the ramp I-V

results for a 1200 A Ro M 50 off-stoichiometric film incorporated into a Al-oxide-Si MOS

capacitor structure under negative voltage bias for different sample temperatures. A shift

towards higher current values is observed with increasing temperature. However. these

variations of the I-V characteristics with temperature are similar in magnitude to those

observed for stoichiometric oxides where the current measured in the external circuit is limited

by Fowler-Nordheim tunneling near the injecting contact-oxide interface which is strongly

dependent on the electric field. 13,
3 2,3

5

Figure 14 shows data similar to Fig. 13 only for a Au-oxide-Si MOS capacitor under

negative gate voltage bias. Although these data shown a slightly larger variation of the current

with temperature than seen for the Al-gated structure in Fig. 13, they are still very similar

implying that there is no pronounced dependence of the I-V characteristics with metal

electrode for temperatures in the range from 80 to 572*K. A temperature dependence of the

I-V data similar to Figs. 13 and 14 was seen for positive gate voltages on similar capacitor

structures. Also for other samples with varying off-stoichiometric oxide thickness (in the

range from 300 A to 1200 A) with or without Si-rich SiO, injectors for either gate voltage

polarity, a similar temperature dependence to that observed in Figs. 13 and 14 was seen for

current density as a function of average electric field characteristics. Figure 15 presents data

like that in Fig. 13 replotted to show that the temperature dependence of the dark currents in

the off-stoichiometric oxide film increases with decreasing average electric field.

The R,, = 50 oxide layers for the MOS structures used for obtaining the data in Figs.

13-'5 were 1200 k thick. As the film thickness is decreased to 300 A a slight dependence on

metal electrode (Au gives less current than Al for Vg) was observed on several capacitor runs.

This ms consistent with the electronic space charge layer (electrons) in the vicinity of the

contact-oxide interface not completely screening the effect of the metal work function

(therefore interfacial energy barrier height) differences for negative gate bias. For positive

gate bias V9+ no effect of the metal contact was seen even for R. , 50 oxides 300 A in

thickness. This implies that holes are not the dominant carrier in these films. "? This point will

be discussed in detail in section Ill-F using carrier separation techniques.
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The dependence of off-stoichiometric oxide current as a function of average electric

field for either gate voltage polarity (V, or V,') also showed no strong dependence on single

crystal Si substrate resistivity in the range from 2 Q2cm to .001 S2cm for either p-type or n-typc

wafers. For 1000 A thick R,, = 50 oxides in an MOS configuration, the largest effect was

seen for positive gate voltage (Vg +) with the .001 S2cm p-type Si substrates. A decrease in the

current measured in the external circuit by less than a factor of 10 for moderate electric fields

as compared to negative gate voltage (Vg,) on this same wafer or for either voltage polarity on

the other wafers (.001 Q2cm or 2 2cm n-type. 2 .2cm p-type) was observed.

Figure 16 shows the temperature dependence at a constant average electric field

magnitude of 2.5 MV/cm under negative voltage bias on Al-gated MOS capacitors with

varying thicknesses (300 A - 1200 A) of off-stoichiometric (R0 = 50) SiO, layers. As seen

from these data, there is no pronounced dependence of the temperature variation of the

conductivity of the off-stoichiometric oxides with thickness. Also, this figure shows no strong

dependence of the current with thickness (less than a factor of 10 change) for a given average

electric field. This weak dependence of the current on off-stoichiometric oxide thickness was

observed for both voltage polarities (V+) over the range of average electric fields (- .5 to 6

MV/'cm) and film thickness (150 A to 1200 A) studied here. It was also observed for

structures with or without Si-rich SiO, injectors for off-stoichiometric oxide compositions from

R,, = 50 (1-2% excess atomic Si) to Ro = 30 (5-6% excess atomic Si).

The dependence on area and perimeter of current density J as a function of average

electric field E for a wide variety of different off-stoichiometric oxide capacitors (see Fig. la)

and FETs (see Fig. 2b) was investigated on structures from the MDT-HOTEL 1 series of

wafers for 300 A thick R0 = 50 (wafer G) and 600 A thick Ro = 50 (wafer H) oxides. The

areas A were varied from 6.5 x 104 cm 2 to 4 x 10- cm 2 and the perimeters P were varied

from I x 10-1 cm to 3 x 10. 3 cm. Correspondingly, the area to perimeter ratios A/P were

varied from 6.4 x 10 . 3 cm to 1.3 x 10 .4 cm. No dependence of J vs. E on A, P. or A/P was

seen for either gate voltage polarity (Vg+ or Vg) on these devices from wafers MDT-HOTEL

i-G or H. This further implies that the dark current observed for off-stoichiometric oxides are

microscopically controlled and not associated with oxide defects or edges of contacting

electrodes. Also, no pronounced dependence was seen for these I vs. E data on gate voltage

polarity or off-stoichiometric oxide thickness which is consistent with data for the larger area

capacitors (.005 cm ) discussed previously.

The effects on the current-voltage characteristics of DEIS stacks incorporating

off-stoichiometric oxides as compared to DEIS stacks with stoichiometric intervening oxides
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for both polarities is shown in Fig. 17. The reduction in charge trapping seen in Fig. 7 for

negative gate bias V,- is also observed for positive gate bias V,, on off-stoichiometric oxide

films as shown in this figure. Figure 18 compares DEIS stacks with off-stoichiometric oxides

in an MOS capacitor configuration (see Fig. ld) with MOS capacitors without the Si-rich SiO,

injector layers of the DEIS (see Fig. la). As seen in this figure, the DEIS current-voltage

characteristic is moved to lower gate voltage magnitudes as compared to the off-stoichiometric

oxide alone in an MOS configuration. This implies the DEIS structure with the intervening

off-stoichiometric oxide is still somewhat sensitive to the localized electric field enhancement

near the Si-rich SiO, injector interface with the intervening oxide layer. and that these

interfaces must influence and limit the currents measured in the external circuit somewhat. 3

Figures 19 and 20 show liE 2 as a function of I.:'E for DEIS structures with off-

stoichiometric oxides (R. = 50) of various thickness (300 - 1200 A) for negative and positive

gate voltage bias. respectively. Again as seen in Fig. 16 and discussed previously for off-

stoichiometric oxides alone, the current-field dependence is not a strong function of oxide

thickness for these structures. The solid lines in these figures are fit using least squares to the

Fowler-Nordheim relationship J = aE 2 e - b E where (FP is determined from b through the

relationship

= 3 q 1 ( 3 )
L 4(2m ) 3

where h is Planck's constant divided by 2ir (1.055 x 10 -  " joule-see) and m" is the effective

mass of a tunneling electron (, 0.5 of the free electron mass3 2). The values of 4y*ff are - .4

eV for either polarity as expected from the data of Figs. 17-18 where little, if any. polarity

dependence is observed. The effective barrier 'eff = 0.6 eV was deduced for I-V characteris-

tics for a 1200 X thick Ro = 50 layer in an Al-gated MOS capacitor structure (no Si-rich SiO,

injectors) as was discussed previously (see Fig. 1 i). Since no strong temperature dependence

was observed on structures without (as seen in Figs. 13-16) or with Si-rich SiO, injectors.

these effective barriers (eaf - .4 eV (with injectors) and ly,,f - .6 eV (without injectors)

cannot be true energy barrier heights. Since field enhancement produced near the injector-

oxide interface is still present (as shown in Fig. 18), it seems as though befr - .4 eV (with

injectors) is influenced somewhat by local field enhancements near this interface. Capacitor

structures with just the off-stoichiometric oxide layer and no injectors also would be expected

to have some field enhancement due to the size. shape, and density of the tiny islands in the

oxide layer. 33 Assuming a field dependence given by a Fowlcr-Nordheim like tunncing
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dependence, the true energy harrier height in the tunneling process would be given by

= x ,fr (4)

where x is an average field enhancement factor. 131 A relative comparison between structures

without and with injectors can be made using Eq. 4 with (D = .6 eV (no injectors) and (b, =

.4 eV (with injectors). From this calculation for R, = 50 oxides. x = 1.8 which is reasonably

close to the values of 1.5 to 2 observed for the average electric field enhancement near Si-rich

SiO, injector interfaces with stoichiometric SiO, layers. 3 1.36 This calculated value for the

average relative field enhancement (~1.8) is consistent with those observed (- 1.5 to 2) by

comparing the voltages of the data of Fig. 18 at a constant current level. The trends in the

values of (P.eff discussed above determined from fitting I-V data to Lt Fowler-Nordheim

relationship for off-stoichiometric intervening oxides with or without injectors was observed

over a range of oxide thickness (300 ,A to 1200 A) and composition (R,, = 50 to Ro = 30)

with the values deduced for 4crf decreasing with increasing Si content (decreasing Ro values).

C. Capacitance Measurements and Dielectri- Constants

Capacitance measurements were used to determine the small-signal static dielectric

constant K, of the off-stoichiometric oxides discussed here. The dielectric constant had values

between those found for stoichiometric SiO 2 (K, = 3.9) and Si-rich SiO- injectors with ,

13"o excess atomic Si (K, ;t: 7.5). Values for Ro = 40 to Ro = 50 oxide materials measured

at I MHz with 15 mV (rms) signals on MOS capacitors biased into accumulation were in the

range of K z 4 to 5. These small signal measurements (15 mV rms) were independent of

accumulation voltage bias (for dark current levels from < 10'.10 Acm 2to 104 A/cmZ) and

independent of measurement frequency from 1 MHz to 10 Hz.

Measurements of the real part of the index of refraction N using ellipsometry were

used to determine the high frequency dielectric constant K i where ci = Ki x (8.86 x 1014

F/cm) = N 2 x (8.86 x 10'14 F/cm). The absorption coefficient K of the complex refractive

index N = N(I-iK) was shown to be very small (< .01 for off-stoichiometric oxides with R,,

> 30) by a variable angle of incidence technique discussed in a previous publication. For Ro
? 30 (5-69/o excess atomis Si). K i was _ 3 which is close to the value of 2.15 measured for

stoichiometric SiO 2.
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D. Electroluminescence

Another implication of the proposed conduction mechanism in off-stoichiometric SiO,

is that the energy distribution of the electrons arriving at the positively biased electrode should

have an average excess energy (EAv), with respect to the collecting electrode Fermi level.

lower than in the case of stoichiometric SiO, where EAv is approximately equal to the

difference in energy of the bottom of the SiO, conduction band and the collecting electrode

Fermi level. The excess energy of these electrons arriving at the counter electrode can be

dissipated through a radiative process which in turn could be used to estimate the electron

energy. Measurements of the light generated are facilitated if relatively large currents can be

passed through the oxides. In order to get large injected current into oxide layers at moderate

to high average electric fields without destructive breakdown, 5 SEIS structures as depicted in

Fig. Ic and 21 have been used. Low field breakdowns which are usually related to the

contact-oxide interface are eliminated by the field screening action of the Si-rich SiO,

injector. 5 With the SEIS under positive gate voltage bias, electrons are injected into the

stoichiometric SiO, conduction band at thermal energies by field-enhanced Fowler-Nordheim

tunneling from the Si-islands in the Si-rich SiO, injector layer.13-15.31 For the MSEIS,

electrons are believed to be injected directly from the Si-rich SiO, injector layer (> 13("o

excess atomic Si) onto Si islands in the off-stoichiometric oxide layer (< 6% excess atomic Si)

from which the electrons can move across the oxide mostly by direct tunneling from Si island

to Si island. These two cases (SEIS and MSEIS) are illustrated in Fig. 21 for a structure with

a thin Au metal gate electrode. Luminescence emission for SEIS and MSEIS structures under

positive gate bias as a function of photon energy are shown in Fig. 22 for thin circular Au

gates (250 A in thickness and .01 cm 2 in area) at an average current of 5 x 10 - A. Results

similar to Fig. 22 were seen up to average current levels of I x 10 - 4 A with the amplitude of

the spectra scaling with current level after electric field dependent effects were taken into

account. For stoichiometric SiO,, a , -off in the luminescence spectrum at : 4.1 eV would

be expected (if there is no electron heating as the carriers traverse the oxide layer) which is

consistent with the interfacial energy barrier height (from the top of the metal Fermi level to

the bottom of the SiO, conduction band) measured using internal photoemission from Au into

SiO2. 2 .3 Most of the luminescence spectrum shown in Fig. 22 for the SiO, structure is believed

to be associated with Au surface plasmons or interband transitions created by the incoming

SiO 2 conduction band electrons, most of which enter the thin metal (: 250 A) layer with

4.1 eV excess energy. 3 Surface plasmons in the metal electrode, stimulated by the incoming

electrons with excess energy due to the barrier step at the metal-oxide interface, can he

effectively coupled out as light only in the presence of surface r&wghness. This roughness in
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SEIS and MSEIS structures comes from the bottom Si-rich SiO, injector layer which will be

discussed in Section II-E. and it can be further enhanced by deposition of the SEIS stacks on

purposely roughened substrates: 7 For constant current conditions this Au luminescence

spectrum was relatively insensitive to changes in the internal electric fields of the SiO2 layer

caused by electronic charge trapping into the "deep" H,0 or OH related sites particularly for

fields < 8 MV/cm. This Au luminescence spectrum would not be expected for comparable

current injection under negative gate voltage, but these experiments were difficult to perform

because of voltage breakdown at comparable current levels when no Si-rich SiO, injector is

present to field-screen Au-SiO, contact irregularities. In Fig. 22 luminescence spectrum for

the MSEIS which incorporates an off-stoichiometric oxide layer (<6% excess atomic Si)

shows very little light output in the blue region of the spectrum from the Au electrode. This

result is consistent with the proposed mechanism for conduction in the off-stoichiometric oxide

films (tunneling from Si island to Si island) where most of the incoming electrons at the

metal-oxide interface would have only ; 1.1 eV excess potential energy (which is the energy

difference of the Au-SiO, barrier height, 4.1 eV, and the depth of the potential well of a Si

island, 3 eV).

The small amount of light output (mostly at red wavelengths, see Fig. 22) from the

MSEIS was also observed to fairly independent of bias voltage polarity (V or V) and the

presence or absence of the single bottom Si-rich SiO, (R,, = 3) iniector layer. This implies

that this luminescence is from the off-stoichiometric oxide itself since for V + electrons enter

the metal electrode while for V _ they leave, and since without a bottom injector layer the

metal surface is relatively smooth and lacks the necessary roughness to effectively couple light

out from surface plasmons (see Section III-E). Some detailed spectral differences were seen

on MSEISs with different metal gate electrodes (Al or Au) due to differences in the metal

transmission properties and the possibility of more light output with Au electrodes below -,

1.1 eV due to surface plasmons or interband transitions, as discussed previously. The detailed

structure (peaks and valleys in the spectrum) of this light output was very different from that

due to the light emission from the Au or Al layers observed only under positive voltage

polarity (Vg ) on SEISs with stoichiomteric oxide layers. A strong increase in the amplitude

of this luminescence spectrum was observed when the off-stoichiometric oxide thickness was

increased from 500 A to 1000 A with the average field and average current held at similar

values. This increase in light output is not due to optical interference effects, since the peak

and valley positions in the luminescence spectrum did not change as the oxide thickness was

increased from 500 A to 1000 A. Smaller differences in the luminescence amplitude on

stoichiometric oxide SEISs with 500 A and 1000 A oxide layers where surface plasmon
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luminescence and metal interband transistions dominate were seen under simil.r conditions.

Also, the luminescence from the off-stoichiometric oxides exhibited an electric field depend-

ence, with the various spectral peaks being effected differently by the field. Most of the red

portion of this luminescence spectrum (< 2 eV) is believed to be due to bandgap or near

bandgap recombination processes on the Si islands, 38 particularly near the positively biased

contact where a reversible positive space charge has been observed to build-up. This positive

space charge could be in part due to holes even through holes were not observed to be the

dominant carrier for these materials as will be discussed in section Il-F. A portion of this red

spectrum, particularly for Au (which has an - I eV larger work function than Al and therefore

an - I eV larger interfacial energy barrier with SiP0) at energies < 2 eV, could be due to

some electrons entering the Au from the conduction band of a Si island with enough excess

energy (see Fig. 21b) to excite some metal surface plasmons or interband transitions.

Thickness undulations (roughness) which will be discussed in section IIl-E could be

argued to account for the current-voltage characteristics of off-stoichiometric oxides (section

I11-B) by a mechanism in which electrons are injected locally at the thin regions via Fowler-

Nordheim tunneling into the SiO, conduction band. However, for the same average current

per unit area. a luminescence spectrum comparable to that for the stoichiometric oxide film in

Fig. 22 would be expected. Also current density-electric field characteristics would be

expected to be a strong function of off-stoichiometric oxide thickness which was not observed

in the thickness range from 300 A to 1200 A (see section Ill-B).

E. Surface Roughness

Scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) were taken on the top surfaces of some of the

various oxide layers used in the capacitors and devices discussed here. SEMs were performed

using an electron beam energy of 35 KV with the samples tilted at a 45" angle with respect to

the incident electron beam direction. All oxide layers were deposited on, 2 Vcm. <100>

orientation, n-type, single crystal Si substrates which were planar with respect to the resolution

of the SEM measurements. All films had a 1000'C anneal in N, for 30 minutes after

deposition to remove H20 and density the films, as was similarly done on all devices and

capacitors used in this study. To minimize charge build-up on the oxide surfaces during the

SEM measurements, all samples were coated with 300 A thick Au films. Figure 23 compares

500 A thick CVD stoichiometric (R,, = 200) and off-stoichiometric (R, = 30 which has

5-6% excess atomic Si) oxide films. The off-stoichiometric oxide in Fig. 23b with R,, - 30

has some slight amount of roughness on its top surface (the largest hillocks are < 200 A high
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with < 400 A bases). Some nearly smooth surfaces were observed on other off-stoichiometric

oxide films with R,, = 50 ( l-21Y% excess atomic Si), even up to 1200 A in thickness. The

stoichiometric oxide surface in Fig. 23a is smooth. It is interesting to note that off-

stoichiometric oxide layers of thickness < 150 A were usually leaky or broke-down destruc-

tively easily at low bias voltages. Figure 24 compares SEMs of stacked layers of CVD Si-rich

SiO, (with > 13 % excess atomic) deposited between the Si substrate and the thicker 500 A

CVD layer of either stoichiometric or off-stoichiometric oxide (R. M 30). This stack is

comparable to a single electron injector structure (SEIS). The density of hillocks in Fig. 24 is

much greater than in Fig. 23b and is consistent with what has been reported previously for

deposited Si-rich SiO, films on single crystal Si substrates. 15 This roughness increases in size

as the Si-rich SiO, layers are made thicker, but the shape remains ; hemispherical.' 5 Although

this roughness could contribute to the injection of carriers from either a top metal contact

interface with an off-stoichiometric oxide film or from an injector-oxide or

injector-off-stoichiometric oxide interface, there is no correlation of this large scale rough-

ness with the magnitude of the current injection 15
.
3 9 (probably due to conformal mapping of

the thin oxide layers). This was seen previously from the invariance of ramped I-V data for

DEIS stacks with stoichiometric intervening oxide layers (400 A thick) but with Si-rich SiO,

injectors of varying thickness from 100 X to 1000 A.39 Results presented in section Ill-B (See

Figs. 16, 19, 20) for off-stoichiometric films of various thickness (150 A - 1200 A) and

composition (R, = 50 to 30) in MOS or DEIS stack capacitors also show little effect of the

large scale roughness on current density - average electric field characteristics for either

voltage polarity. However, electric field distortion from roughness on a much finer scale (<

50 A) is believed to influence the conduction characteristics of off-stoichiometric layers when

they are used in DEIS stacks as the intervening oxide. This roughness is due to the injecting

Si islands (< 50 A in size) in the Si-rich SiO, ( 139, excess atomic Si) injectors of the DEIS

and will be discussed in section IV.

F. Hole Conduction

The results in section III-A through II-D imply that electrons and not holes are the

dominant carrier in the off-stoichiometric oxide films. To obtain a more direct measure of the

relative ratio of electron currents to hole currents. the transistor structures shown in Fig. 2b

under positive gate voltage bias were used to separate the motion of the carriers. In these

structures, holes flow across the oxide to the p-type Si substrate after injection from the

poly-Si gate electrode, while electrons flow across the oxide to the poly-Si gate after injection

from the surface inversion layer of electrons supplied by the source and drain diffusions. All
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measurements were performed in the dark using the circuit shown in Fig. 2b. The gate voltage

was ramped at a constant rate of 0.5 V/sec with all currents being simultaneously recorded by

identical log-picoameters. This technique for separating charge carrier flow in an insulating

layer, originally developed by Weinberg et al. and Ginovker et al., independently, has been

used previously with stoichiometric SiO 2 and Si 3N4 layers by several investigators.4 0-
4 3

Electrons were found to be the dominant carrier in SiO, with a small value for the ratio a =

IP/I n of the substrate to diffusion current (see Fig. 2b) for positive gate voltage polarity. 4
0

However in Si 3N4 , holes were found by most investigators to be the dominant carrier with a

ratio of a ; .5 for positive gate voltage. 42.43 Data in Fig. 25 shows a for various SiO, and

off-stoichiometric oxide (Ro = 50) combinations used as the gate insulator in the n-channel

FETs depicted in Fig. 2b. As seen in this figure, a < 3 x 10' 3 or a < I x 10.2 for the

off-stoichiometric oxide or stoichiometric thermal SiO 2 structures, respectively, under positive

gate voltage bias. The sum of the substrate and diffusion currents always equaled the gate

current (l n + Ip = 1, see Fig. 2b) for all devices in Fig. 25. The ratio of hole to electron

currents in Fig. 25 for devices with off-stoichiometric (R. = 50) oxide layers is approximately

constant for a wide range of average electric field variation across the gate insulator. This

observation seems hard to account for if Ip is really a measure of the hole current injected

from the gate electrode and conducted through the gate insulator because different energy

barriers for hole injection and conduction are expected compared to that for electrons.4 This

will be discussed in more detail in section IV. The possibility that holes strongly recombine

with electrons on Si-islands in the bulk of the oxide or at the substrate Si-oxide interface is a

possibility in explaining the approximately constant value of a over such a large electric field

range.4 2 Few holes would be expected to recombine with electrons in the thin (< 100 A)

inversion layer in the Si near the interface. 40 However, it seems unlikely that bulk oxide or

interface recombination would result in the small values of a observed (a < 3 x 10"3). It is

therefore concluded that lP is probably a measure of a substrate current component of the

injected electron current and that any component of I p due to hole conduction is at least a

factor < 3 x 10-3 of that observed for electronic motion.

Capacitance as a function of gate voltage measurements on capacitor structures similar

to the devices used for the data in Fig. 25 were also performed. For structures with just an

off-stoichiometric oxide layer between the Si substrate and the gate electrode, positive gate

voltage or negative gate voltage stressing produced shifts of the capacitance-voltage (C-V)

characteristic to larger or smaller gate voltages consistent with negative or positive charges

near the substrate Si-oxide interface, respectively. However for moderate negative gate

voltage stressing, the addition of a thin (70 A thick) blocking stoichiometric SiO 2 layer in
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between the Si substrate and the thicker off-stoichiometric oxide layer (See Fig. 2b) caused

the C-V characteristic to shift in the direction of stored negative charges (electrons). These

experiments imply that the positively stored charges seen for negative bias stressing on

metal/"off-stoichiometric oxide/silicon MOS capacitors originate from charge exchange

between the Si substrate energy bands and the off-stoichiometric oxide potential energy wells

caused by the Si islands very near ($ 50 A) the substrate Si-oxide interface, in much the same

way as interface states are observed with stoichiometric SiO, MOS structures.

IV Discussion of Results

The data presented in section III from a variety of experiments (photoconduction. dark

conduction. flatband voltage. Raman spectroscopy, carrier separation using n-channel FETS.

and luminescence) lead to the following conclusions about the conduction mechanism in the

off-stoichiometric oxides:

a) very tiny (< 30 A) Si islands are present in the oxide films for Ro < 100 (- 1-61X

excess atomic Si);

b) These islands modify the conduction mechanism; in particular, electrons appear to be

predominately moving from the metal contact, Si substrate, or Si-rich SiO, injector

interface with the oxide, into potential wells created by the Si islands rather than into

the oxide conduction band. This is depicted schematically in Fig. 26;

c) The strong electric field dependence observed in the external circuit is consistent with

a tunneling mechanism. If a Fowler-Nordheim-like tunneling mechanism (that is.

tunneling through a triangular energy barrier) is assumed, the effective energy barriers

deduced would indicate a stronger temperature dependence than observed for the dark

current and photocurrents;

d) The weak depcndence of the photocurrents or dark currents, measured in the external

circuit, on the injecting contact-oxide interface (oxide-Si. Al. Au) suggests that a space

charge layer builds up in the oxide near the injecting interface and limits the current

injection into the bulk of the off-stoichiometric oxide. This space charge layer is

mostly reversible and is thought to build up on the small Si islands.

e) The lack of a strong dependence of the current density as a function of average

electric field. on oxide thickness in the range from 150 - 1200 A suggests that this
27limiting space charge layer is less than - 150 A in extent. This is further supported
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by the experimental observation that some localized electric field enhancement is still

observed at the injector-oxide interfaces when the off-stoichiometric oxides are

incorporated into DEIS stacks with Si-rich SiO 2 injectors (see Fig. 18). This implies

that the space charge layer cannot totally screen the enhanced local fields created by

the curvature of the somewhat larger Si islands in the injector layer:

f) Hole injection into and conduction through the off-stoichiometric oxides could also

influence the observed currents somewhat. However, from the experimental data

presented here there is no strong support for hole injection and conduction as the

dominant mechanism.

Abeles and coworkers have treated the problem of carrier transport in cermets which

are metal particles such as Ni, Pt or Au embedded in insulators such as SiO, or A120 3.
3 3 The

conductivity is assumed to be controlled by direct tunneling from metal grain to metal grain

with some consideration for electric field distortion caused by the size, shape, density, and

spacing of the metal grains in the oxide matrix.3 3 They show that the conductivity has a low

electric field region which is sensitive to temperature but not field, and a high electric field

region which is sensitive to field but not temperature. The high field region is defined by

E > > kT/qw (5)

where w = s + d (s = metal particle separation and d = metal particle size) is a measure of

the distance between equipotential surfaces in a granular metal (that is, the average distance

between planes of neighboring metal grains). In the high field region the current density was

shown by Abeles et al. to be

E.

J cc E e (()

where Eo is a constant. The functional form of Eq. 6 is almost identical to Fowler-Nordheim

tunneling from near the metal Fermi level through a triangular barrier into the bottom of the

oxide conduction band (i.e.. J = a E2 e b/ E as discussed in section Il-B).

The conductivity in off-stoichiometric oxides (basically, a Si and SiOI cermet) can be

interpreted in terms of the high field region model of Abeles et al. If reasonable values for w

are chosen in the range from 10 A to 50 A. kT/qw at room temperature is between 2.5 x l05

and 5 x 10 4 V/cm which is much less than any of the average fields for the data presented in

this study (for example, see Figs. 9 and 10). Fowler-Nordheim tunneling into the SiO,

conduction band, as discussed previously, seems a doubtful mechanism for these off-
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stoichiometric oxides because of the low energy barriers (S .6 eV) deduced from data fits (see

section Il1-B), the lack of permanent charge trapping (see section Ill-B), and the lack of

luminescence from the metal gate electrode caused by entering SiO, conduction band electrons

(see Section Ill-D). For Fowler-Nordheim tunneling to dominate at the high fields, 1/q z 3

V must be dropped across a distance less than the average Si island spacing s. where it has

been assumed that a 3 eV energy barrier exists between the bottom of the conduction band of

a Si island and the bottom of the SiO, conduction band (see section Ill-A). For a reasonable

range of values for s from 10 A to 50 A, E = 4b/qs is between 3 x 10 V/cm and 6 x 106

V/cm which is larger than any of the average electric fields for the data presented here.

Electron Fowler-Nordheim tunneling from the top of the valence band of a Si island to the

bottom of the SiO conduction band is even less probable since $/q 4 V and would require

electric fields of 4 x 10' V/cm and 8 x 106 V/cm.

In most of the discussion, it has been assumed that the measured currents are dominat-

ed by electrons on Si islands tunneling directly from near the bottom of the Si island conduc-

tion band into an empty conduction band state on neighboring Si islands (see Fig. 26). At

larger electric fields, electrons could tunnel from near the top of the Si island valence band (-

4 cV deep from the bottom of the SiO, conduction band) on one Si island into empty

conduction band states on another island (- 3 eV deep from the bottom of the SiO, conduc-

tion band). However. this process would require fields as large as I x 10' V/cm if - I eV is

dropped between the Si islands which are assumed to be 1 10 A apart, and it would have a

reduced tunneling probability because of the larger energy barrier (4 eV compared to 3 eV)

involved.

In the low field region. Abeles's model predicts

I o e kT (7)

where c is a constant. For temperatures varying between 100'K and 400'K, Abeles el al.

show for Ni-SiO, and Pt-SiO, cermet films with low ratios of the volume fraction of metal (<

.05) a resistivity change by a factor 105 in the low field region. 33 They also show that the

strong temperature dependence diminishes on Ni-SiO, cermets with a .08 volume fraction of

metal at an average electric field of L 5 x 10 V/cm where only a two order of magnitude

change in the resistivity is observed in going from 1.4'K to 300'K. The data presented in

Figs. 13-16 where only one to three orders of magnitude change in J is observed over a

temperature range from 800K to 572 0 K for average electric fields > I x 10" V/cm is

consistent with the model used for cermets by Abeles et al. . Also as seen in Figs. 13-15 the
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temperature dependence of the current decreases with increasing field. As mentioned earlier

in section III-B and seen in Fig. 15, the temperature dependence for the off-stoichiometric

oxide conductivity is similar to that observed for stoichiometric oxides in contact with planar

metal or semiconductor (Si) layers 32.
3 5 or Si-rich Si0 2 injectors (Q 13% excess atomis Si). 3

The temperature dependence for the contact-limited electron injection observed with metal or

Si - SiO2 systems increases at lower average electric fields in a similar manner to that seen for

the data in Fig. 15 for R o - 50 off-stoichiometric oxide MOS structures.

The dark currents appear to have as exponential temperature dependence (that is.

In J m T) as seen in Figs. 15 and 16. The data in these figures do not follow a

In J cc - I1V' dependence (as described by Eq. 7 for cermets) very well over the entire

temperature range studied (77*K to 300 0 C). Also, these data did not give a good fit to a

single straight line when least square fit to a Poole-Frenkel type relationship (that is.

In J c -(T)- I). Any type of thermally activated conduction mechanism such as Poole-

Frenkel (activation from traps) where J a e- O
A
T or Schottky emission (activation from

metallic or semiconducting contacts) where J a T 2e - b/kT would have a much stronger

temperature dependence than observed here (see Figs. 13-15) in going from 80'K to 572°K.

For example, even if ( D .1 eV, J would increase by a factor of Z 105 for Poole-Frenkel and

Z 107 for Schottky emission over this temperature range. For larger energy barriers, the

increase would even be more. Poole-Frenkel conduction is a field-assisted, thermally-activated

process where the currents measured in the external circuit are limited by carrier excitation

from trapping levels to a band edge in the bulk of the insulator. 2 7 Here again, injection from

the contacts is limited under steady state conditions by the trapped space charge near the

injecting interfaces and the bulk conductivity of the material. Poole-Frenkel conduction is

thought to describe the current-voltage characteristics of thick (Q 1000 A) CVD Si 3N4 (an

5.2 eV band-gap insulator) films where both the motion of electrons and holes and their

subsequent trapping and detrapping are important.2 7

The dominant term controlling the field dependence of Poole-Frenkel conduction

comes from energy barrier lowering where D = (D - IOPF with "OPF = q (q E,/1 iE1 ) 2 as

discussed in section III-A. Therefore, it can be easily shown that J a E ePE where /3 - q
(q/ )/2 /kT.30 Least squares fits of J vs E data (such as that in Figs. 9,10.13,14.17 and

18) for off-stoichiometric films (Ro - 50 to 30) to this Poole Frenkel relationship were

performed to deduce values of ci. These numbers deduced for Ei gave values for the high

frequency dielectric constant K i in the range from 5 to 13 which are unrealistically larger than

the actual measured values !5 3 (see section Ill-C). If localized, field enhancement effects

were taken into account (that is the local electric fields near the Si islands controlling the
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measured current are larger than the average electric field E), the values of Ki deduced from

this data fit would be even larger. Poole-Frenkel conduction also seems a doubtful mechanism

to describe the currents measured for the off-stoichiometric oxide films because of the large

energy barriers (3 to 4 eV) measured for the optical activation of electrons trapped on Si
islands to the SiO2 conduction band discussed in section I-A and because of the lack of
luminescence from the metal gate electrode caused by entering SiO 2 conduction band electrons

discussed in section III-D.

Recently Ni and Arnold44 have shown experimentally a low-field temperature depend-
ence that follows a relationship given by J - T e-(Esi/2kT) where Egsi is the bandgap energy

of the Si particles in Si-rich SiO 2 layers with >50% atomic Si concentrations. This model

assumes that at low electric fields conduction in these films is dominated by a bulk limited
process in which carriers (mostly electrons) thermally generated within the Si grains tunnel

through energy barriers formed by intergrain SiO, layers. Egsi ~ 1.1 eV is deduced from the

conductivity vs. I/T data for their films containing 81% atomic Si.44 The films studied here
have much less atomic Si (< 39% atomic Si) and were studied at larger average electric fields

(> I MV/cm). J does not follow a T e-(Ess/2kT) dependence over the entire range of
temperatures (77 0 K to 3000 C). Fitting any portion of the current data such as that in Figs.

15 and 16 to this relationship of Ni and Arnold, yielded low activation energies (the largest

value deduced was Egsi .7 eV from the -12 V data of Fig. 15) consistent with the weak
temperature dependence observed experimentally for electric fields > 1 MV/cm. Also,

currents measured in the external circuit at these electric fields (> I MV/cm) could not be

enhanced by intense monochromatic light from a He-Ne laser (1.96 eV energy) which was
used to increase the number of carriers supplied by bandgap ionization processes of the Si

islands in the off-stoichiometric oxides (< 39% atomic Si).

The discussion has ignored the contribution of hole injection and conduction in the
off-stoichiometric oxide materials. The experimental results presented in section 111-F together

with those from section III-A and B strongly imply that electron conduction dominates the

observed current. This is also consistent with simple energy barrier considerations. Hole

injection from near the top of the Fermi level for Al and Au or from near the top of the
valence band edge for Si (either the substrate or a Si island) into the valence band associated

with a Si island would "see" an u 6 eV (AI). S eV (Au), or 5 eV (Si) energy barrier assuming

the band-gap of SiO 2 is ; 9 eV. Electron injection from near the top of the Fermi level for

Al or Au or near the bottom of the conduction band edge for Si (either the substrate or a Si
island) into the conduction band associated with a Si island would be limited by smaller energy

barriers of u 3 eV (Al. 4 eV (Au), and 3 eV (Si). Since conduction mechanisms involving
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either direct or Fowler-Nordheim tunneling are strongly dependent on energy barrier heights,

this implies that electron conduction should dominate in these off-stoichiometric oxides, as has

been observed.

For 1% to 6% excess atomic Si used for the off-stoichiometric oxide layers, the

average Si islands densities are in the range from -1020 to 1021 cm"3 for 5 A diameter islands

(-3 atoms of Si), in the range from -1019 to 1020 cm "3 for 10 A diameter islands (-26 atoms

of Si), or in the range from -1018 to 10 19 cm"3 for 20 1 diameter islands (-209 atoms of Si).

These densities no would correspond to an average Si island separation s of 17 to 5 A for

densities of 1020 to 1021 cm"3 with d = 5 A , 36 to 12 A for densities of 10'9 to 1020 cm3

with d = 10 A, and 80 to 26 A for densities of 1018 to 1019 cm 3 with d = 20 ' where it has

been assumed that s = (no) " 3 - d. In all cases except for d = 20 A with no = 10 " cm" . the

Si islands are not separated by more than 36 A which is consistent with tunneling distances

expected for measurable current flow through 3-4 eV energy barriers over the electric field

range of interest. For Si island separations < 50 A, coulombic fields from two adjacent sites

could overlap. This overlap would reduce a normally 3 eV energy barrier to < .3 eV for s <

10 A over the electric field range of interest. 30 However, for this to occur would require that

the Si islands maintain a net positive space charge everywhere in the film if electrons are the

dominant charge carriers. Clearly from the photoconductivity and photodetrapping results in

section II-A, the dominant energy barriers are > 3 eV. Also from the results in section Ill,

the off-stoichiometric oxide films have a mostly reversible negative space charge near the

cathode which controls the dark currents measured in the external circuit. Although some

positive space charge can be observed near the anode (possibly due to ionized donor-like

impurities or holes in the Si island regions), it is doubtful from the experimental evidence

presented in Section III that this can significantly control the external circuit currents.

Si islands < 5 A (< 3 atoms of Si) in diameter seem unlikely as the dominant particle

size. The photoconductivity and photodetrapping experiments discussed in section Ill-A (see

Figs. 4-6) showed two optical thresholds at - 3 eV and 4 eV characteristic of bulk Si (more

than I or 2 Si atoms) in contact with SiO. The Raman spectra (Fig. 2) and XPS measure-

ments discussed in section IllI-A are also consistent with most of the Si islands being large

enough (> 5 A) to behave like bulk Si. The limiting case of a cluster of 2 Si atoms should

correspond to an oxygen vacancy in SiO 2. Calculations for the ideal (no-relaxation) oxygen

vacancy in a-quartz gives two levels in the SiO 2 energy gap separated by - 4 eV. 45 These two

levels correspond to the bonding and antibonding state formed by the two Si dangling bonds.

Also for Si island sizes < 10 A. "particle-in-a-box" type quantum effects could force the

lowest possible total energy of a charge carrier in a Si region to be Z .4 cV with respect to a
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Si band edge assuming the mass of the carrier is equivalent to that of an electron in free

space. 4h,47 For example, an electron would always have - .4 eV excess energy, even at T =

00 K. with respect to the bottom of the conduction band of a Si region if that region were ~

10 A in size. These effects, if present, might be detected by experiments such as electrolu-

minescence (see section I1-D) or photoluminescence 46 which probe the physical nature of the

Si islands themselves.

Most of the previous discussion concerning electric fields in the off-stoichiometric

oxides has been in terms of the average electric field Ii.e., E = (Vg - - ''s)/ 1,. The

details of the microscopic fields between the tiny Si islands and how they are influenced by the

size, shape, and density of the islands is clearly beyond the scope of this study. Detailed

treatments of the randomness in size, shape, and separation of the Si particle distribution and

the interactions of the electric fields between neighboring particles is beyond the scope of this

study. Also, if the electric fields are really successfully screened by the Si islands (a net

negligible voltage drop across the islands) a larger fraction of the applied voltage should be

dropped across the stoichiometric oxide poprtions of these Si/SiO, cermets.

A simple model based on quantum mechanical tunneling of a thermal carrier through a

rectangular potential barrier which has a voltage Av dropped across it can be shown to yield

the significant exponential terms in the Abeles high field result (see Eq. 6) and connect the

actual energy barrier heights (b (- 3 eV for Si island conduction band bottom to SiO,

conduction band bottom, see Figs. 21 and 26) with the effective values bff (such as 0.6 eV)

deduced from the data fitting procedures on current-voltage characteristics described in section

Ill-B. A WKB approximation (that is, a high, broad, and smoothly varying potential barrier)

can be used to determine the transmission coefficient T (tunneling porbability) for an electron

moving in the direction of higher potential (back tunneling is neglected) with near thermal

energy E, << b though a rectangular potential barrier with a voltage Av dropped it4 7 '4K (see
Fig. 26). The variation of the potential with distance Ax across the barrier would be given by

V(x) =,x _ Iv (8)q s 8

and the corresponding relationship for the tunneling probability using the WKB

approximation 4 7 4 8 would be given by

4(2m ) [3/2 _ (, _ q Ov) 3  
]

T 3 3ae v s (9)
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If the Si islands screen any fraction of the applied field or enhance the field locally. 1v s > E

where E = (V9 -,, - ,,) , ?, is the average electric field as discussed previously. Using Eq.

9, letting lv, s = iE where 17 > I and assuming J T, it is easily shown

4(2m ) 32
33q

J ~ (10)

where

p3 _ q.v)3 2] 2 l

For q .1v , Eq. 10 reduces to the form of the Fowler-Nordheim relationship for tunneling
E2

through a traingular energy barrier (except for the E pre-exponential factor), as discussed

previously (see section Ill-B), which in this case would be for a Si island conduction band

electron tunneling into the SiO, conduction band (see Fig. 26). For moderate ',alues of 1v in

the range (P > q .1v >> kT, (D f would be a weak function of E and Eq. 10 would reduce to a

form similar to the Abeles high field result (except for the E pre-exponential factor). If the Si

island portions of the cermets have no voltage dropped across them, it can easily be shown

that 17 = I d = wid assuming all islands are similar in size and equally spaced on the
5

average,33 and that the local bulk oxide electric field enhancement due to Si island curvature

or reversible space charge build-up near the contacts is negligible. If field enhancement is not

negligible, ij > w/d. As the Si content of the off-stoichiometric films increases (R,, decreases

in value), q - w/ d will increase 31 and (eff will decrease. This is consistent with the observa-

tions discussed in section III-B. For reasonable values of n (for example, 2 or 4) with + = 3

eV, (beff < I eV for any value of %v < I V (7 = 2) or any value of Av < 2 V (7 -4). T;,;

is also consistent with the results for (beff discussed in section III-B.

By comparing the relationship for current in Eq. 10 due to tunneling with the relation-

ship for a thermally activated mechanism such as Poole-Frenkel conduction 0i a e ' ). it

can be easily shown that for tunneling to dominate over thermally activated conduction

3'2
4 (2m f t (12)

kT 3htqE

This inequality holds for all cases discussed here; for example, even for a worst case situation

where E = I x I06 V 'cm, 4pff = 0.6 eV, T = 300'C, and (P = ,, - .,lDp,, > 1.2 eV.

Another important observation, which is believed to be linked to the Si islands in the

off-stoichiometric oxides and their modification of the conductivity, is the apparent decrease in
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the permanent trapping of injected electrons into the deep (4-5 eV from the bottom of the

conduction band) trapping sites normally found in all stoichiometric SiO, layers. These sites

include traps with densities > 10' cm2 and capture cross sections of 10"  cm . Two of

these larger cross section traps (, 10" 7 and 10- I cm) have been shown to be related to OH

bonded to Si and HO.34 These traps can be reduced by extended high temperature annealing

usually at 1000'C in N, for times : 30 min. However, there are also smaller cross-section

traps < 10-19 cm2 which appear to be unrelated to OH or HO and which cannot be mini-

mized by high temperature annea4ing or other processing variations. 8 Several possible explana-

tions for the minimization of permanent trapped electron build-up on these deep sites depicted

in Fig. 26. consistent with the proposed picture for the conduction mechanism and the Si

inclusions in these films, are the following:

a) Capture of an electron tunneling from Si to Si island in the off-stoichiometric oxides is

expected to be different than capture of a "free" electronic carrier from the conduc-

tion band of an stoichiometric SiO layer. For instance, energetically shallow levels

which may participate during the initial stages of electron capture from the conduction

band will not be energetically accessible to electrons tunneling through > 3 eV deep

wells created by the Si islands, particularly if these tunneling electrons are thermalized

while moving through each Si island (that is. they are not getting "hot" with respect to

a band edge). However, a certain small fraction of the injected electrons still has a

finite probability of getting into the SiO, conduction band. A fraction of these

electrons which can get into the oxide conduction band also would have a finite

probability of traversing the entire oxide film without being captured into the potential

well of a Si island from which the carrier could then move predominately from Si

island to Si island with a small probability of being re-emitted in the SiO, conduction

band. This small fraction of carriers that can get into the oxide conduction band and

move some finite distance in the SiO, still have a probability of being trapped into

deep states. Note some hysterisis in the ramp I-V characteristics (see Figs. 7-8) due

to permanent trapping was observed on the off-stoichiometric oxides with small

amounts of excess Si (< 3%). This trend in electron trapping is also observed when

the off-stoichiometric oxides in DEIS stacks are used in electrically alterable memories

which will be discussed and demonstrated in the next section.

b) Another possible explanation for the minimization of permanent trapped electronic

space charge in the oxide films is the tunneling of carriers trapped on "deep" sites

under energetically favorable conditions to near-by Si islands. This is depict'd

schematically in Fig. 26. Energetically favorable conductions would depend on t.e
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applied electric field and local electric fields which would be influenced by reversible

space charge distributions on Si islands, particularly near the injecting interfaces. The

electric field is necessary to allow carriers which are trapped > 4 eV from the bottom

of the SiO, conduction band to tunnel directly into empty states associated with the Si

island regions which are <_ 3 eV from the bottom of the SiO, conduction band.

assuming that electron affinities for very small Si islands surrounded by an SiO, matrix

are not severely modified from what is observed for thick single crystal, polycrystai-

line, or amorphous silicon layers themselves or in contact with an SiO, layer.Z3 For

this explanation, permanent electron trapping should not occur until very "deep"

trapping sites in the SiO, are filled which can never communicate with the Si island

conduction bands for any electric field condition. Electron capture into these very

"deep" trapping sites would have to have a very low probability.

c) A final possibility which depends on the presence of hole injection into and conduction

through these oxide films via the Si islands would be the annihilation or compensation

by holes of the permanently trapped electron distribution in the oxide layer. A hole

tunneling through the valence band states of the Si islands could have a finite proba-

bility of being trapped during the direct tunneling process. However. since there is no

strong evidence for the motion of holes through these films, this possibility must be

regarded with a certain amount of caution. Compensation of energetically deep

trapped electrons in the SiO, phase of the oxide by mobile holes on the Si islands or

by ionized donor type impurities in the Si phase seems a doubtful mechanism also from

some of the experimental results. As discussed in section 1ll-B (see Figs. 7 and 8).

hysterisis in current-voltage characteristics of off-stoichiometric oxides due to perma-

nent electron trapping in the SiO, phase could not be recovered over periods of days.

If compensation by positive charges on Si islands (for example, by holes) was opera-

tive. this hysterisis should be partially or fully recovered by the motion of positive

charges (holes) into the film via the Si islands to screen the local electric fields caused

by the presence of the trapped electrons. If compensation of bulk trapped electrons

by positive charge near the anode occurred at high fields and currents, then hysterisis

effects in current-voltage characteristics should increase when the structure is returned

to a low field condition for an extended period of time. In this case, the positive

charges on the Si islands near the anode would be annihilated or compensated by

mobile electrons tunneling in from the near-by contact and the full effect of the bulk

trapped electrons on the internal electric field would be ,,en at low gate ,oltagcs.
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This aguin was not .ccn experimentally since the hysterisis effects did not change in

time under either grounded gate and substrate or floating conditions.

Any and all of the above possible explanations could account for the observed

phenomena. Experiments designed to separate these possibilities are difficult if not impossible

to do since the net effect on any of the measurable quantities (current, capacitance, electric

field, trapped charge) using the techniques described here is very similar.

V. Application in EAROM Structures

The use of off-stoichiometric oxides (1-611 excess atomic Si) instead of stoichiometric

SiO, in the intervening oxide layer of a DEIS EAROM structure results in extended cycling

characteristics for these devices.4 9 A schematic representation of a DEIS EAROM is shown in

Fig. 2a. Electronic charge is transferred back and forth from the control gate to the floating

gate by means of the enhanced injection and conduction of the modified DEIS (MDEIS) stack

with its intervening off-stoichiometric oxide layer. This charge transfer is achieved at lower

voltages and powers than a normal DEIS stack with an intervening layer of stoichiometric

SiO, for pulse times > 500 usec. 49 The injector regions of the MDEIS or DEIS structures

contain > 13I, excess atomic Si compared to the to 61% excess atomic Si used in the

intervening oxide layer. Writing or erasing (that is, putting negative charge on or taking it off

the floating gate) is achieved by applying a negative or positive voltage to the control gate

electrode, respectively. 14,15 An MDEIS stack with injectors can be written or erased at lower

voltages as compared to a structure with just an off-stoichiometric oxide alone, as was

discussed in section III-B (see Fig. 18). The threshold voltage V r (that is, the gate voltage at

which the channel of the device turns on 5 ) of the DEIS or MDEIS EAROMs is used as a

measure of the charge state (written or erased) of the floating gate electrode. Figure 27

shows the threshold voltage for the written VT, and erased VTE states as a function of the

number of write/erase cycles for similar EAROM devices involving stoichiometric SiO,

(R(,=200) and off-stoichiometric oxide (Ro=50) as intervening layers in DEIS stacks. The

width of the voltage pulse for the write/erase operation was 500 ;s. The threshold voltage

shift between the written and the erased states A(.%VT) = Vrw - VTF (called the threshold

voltage window) collapses in - 103 cycles from 6 V to - 2.5 V while a similar collapse takes

107 cycles to occur in the structure with off-stoichiometric oxide. The improvement in the

cycling characteristics of these devices results from the reduction of permanent electron

trapping in the off-stoichiometric oxide layer. As some of the transferred electrons are

permanently trapped, they create a repulsive internal electric field which lowers the electric
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field near the injecting interface which in turn controk the current flow to and from the

floating gate. As the interface field decreases, fewer electrons for the same write or erase

voltage condition can be transferred and the threshold voltage shift between the written and

erased states A(AVT) (which is a measure of the transferred charge) decreases. However.

although an improvement of > 4 orders of magnitude in the number of cycles is achieved, the

threshold voltage window still collapses. This implies that permanent charge trapping in the

oxide is still present. It is possible that a small percent of the electrons are still transported

through the intervening oxide layer via the bottom of the conduction band of the SiO, phase

giving rise to electron capture in deep traps (> 4 eV from the bottom of the SiO, conduction

band) as was discussed in section E.

The permanent charge trapping efficiency is further reduced as the excess silicon

content in the oxide is increased. This is illustrated in Fig. 28 where the cycling characteristics

of devices incorporating off-stoichiometric oxides with different silicon content are shown.

The least degradation for a given number of cycles is observed in the device involving an

intervening oxide with the most excess Si content (R,=30). The retention characteristics (that

is. amount of a charge loss off the floating poly-Si gate electrode with time) at room tempera-

ture for a grounded control gate condition on the same series of devices as in Fig. 28 are

shown in Fig. 29. The measurements were performed by charging the floating poly-Si gate of

these devices with injected electrons to produce a threshold voltage of - +8 to +9 V from a

virgin as-fabricated state and then the threshold voltage was monitored over at least a 24 hr.

period. It was observed that as the silicon content is increased in the off-stoichiometric oxides

(Ro decreased) a slight degradation in the retention characteristics is observed. However. if

the curves in Fig. 29 are corrected for read perturb effects (that is. the charge loss induced by

the electric fields needed to determine the threshold voltage), all the data looks similar to the

control structure with the stoichiometric intervening SiO, layer in the DEIS stack.

VJ. Conclusions

The chemically vapor deposited off-stoichiometric oxides with 1 6 to 6"o excess

silicon have highly non-ohmic electrical characteristics that can be summarized as follows: i)

good insulating qualities at low electric fields (< 1 MV/cm) where leakage current densities

less than 10'1 A/cm2 are observed, ii) current injection is achieved at lower electric fields

than those required to induce equivalent current densities across stoichiometric oxide films. iii)

a substantial reduction in the effects of permanent electron trapping normally present in

stoichiometric SiO, is observed, iv) the temperature dependence of the I-V characteristics in
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the range of 800 K to 572'K is similar to that observed for stoichiometric SiO 2,. Therefore.

the use of off-stoichiometric oxides instead of SiO, films in any kind of device requiring

charge transfer across a thin oxide film for its operation will result in a better overall perform-

ance. This has been demonstrated in particular for EAROM devices where an improvement of

more than four orders of magnitude in the cycling characteristics is obtained with only slight.

if any, degradation of the retention characteristics of these devices.

The excess silicon present in the off-stoichiometric oxide groups in clusters, probably

< 30 ,X in diameter. These silicon islands behave as potential energy wells 7 3 eV to ; 4 eV

deep from the bottom of the conduction band of the SiO,. The dominant conduction mecha-

nism appears to be controlled by the tunneling of electrons between silicon islands imbedded

in the oxide. It is this difference in the electron transport mechanism (compared with normal

stoichiometric SiO1 ) that is believed to be one of the causes for the large reduction in

permanent charge trapping efficiency observed in off-stoichiometric oxides. It is possible

however, that a small component of the current is due to electron transport via the bottom of

the conduction band of the SiO, phase. This current component will give origin to permanent

electron capture in trapping centers believed to be located energetically in the bandgap of the

SiO, phase, > 4 eV from the bottom of the conduction band of the SiO_.
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Al OR Au--

CVD SO 2

S i .- OXIOE-

THERMAL SiO2

(a) )

-- AI OR Au-

/9

A,, LSi-RICH SiO; _______:______

IJECTORS

SEIS DEIS
OR CR

MSEIS MOEIS

(c) (d)

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the types of capacitor structures used for many of the

measurements discussed in this paper. (a) Simple MOS capacitor with either an

SiO, or off-stoichiometric oxide sandwiched between the metal (Al or Au)

electrode and the Si substrate (n or p-type <100>). (b) similar to (a) only with a

thermal SiO2/off-stoichiometric oxide/CVD SiO, dielectric stack used in the

photodetrapping experiments. (c) SETS (with an SiO, layer and one bottom

Si-rich SiO 2 injector) and MSEIS (with an off-stoichiometric oxide and one

bottom Si-rich SiO, injector) capacitor with metal (Al or Au) counter electrode

and n-type degenerate (< .001 Qcm) Si substrate used for luminescence experi-

ments. and (d) DEIS (an intervening SiO, and two Si-rich SiO, injectors) or

MDEIS (an intervening off-stoichiometric oxide and two Si-rich SiO, injectors)
capacitor similar to (a) except for the DEIS or MDEIS dielectric layer.
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VOCIFCE S-
DEIS SSC* - 'h... 0'

MIS SYACN LOA f'.0 fti6 GA.09

5ATE S.OZ

SIAThATE

WOOKPIED OCS CAROM 'T AND CMAoT
ORt XIS CAROM c c ARRIE UPS..,ON

Fig. 2 (a) Schematic representation of a three port DEIS or MDEIS EAROM with an

SiG, or off-stoichiometric oxide intervening layer in the DEIS or MDEIS stack,

respectively. The poly-Si control (top) gate and floating (bottom) gate have areas
6 2 6 'V

of 1.3 x 10- cm and 2.5 x 10- cm-, respectively, at the masking level. The
DEIS or MDEIS stack is incorporated inbetween the control and floating gates.

Athermal oxide layer is grown from the Si substrate and used as a gate insulator

inbetween the floating gate and the Si substrate. Not drawn to scale. (b) Sche-

matic representation of the single poly-Si control gate FET and circuit used in the

charge carrier separation experiments. The large control gate area was I x I0-

cm 2at the masking level and the gate oxide was formed from SiO-,. off-

stoichiometric oxide, or a thin thermal SiO, layer inbetween a thicker off-

stoichiometric oxide layer and the Si substrate (the thin SiO, boundary with the

off-stoichiometric oxide is indicated by the dashed line in the drawing). Not

drawn to scale.
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160 1 I1 40
Si-RICH SiO2

140- RO-30, 2 x 10"4 wn

ON SAPPHIRE

120 O

100-

z
z 60-

- 40-

20- b) ANNEALED
WUNANNEALED

0 , I f
100 200 300 400 500 600

RAMAN FREQUENCY (cm 1)

Fig. 3 Raman spectra at room temperature from 2 jim thick layers of R, = 30 oxide on

a sapphire substrate. Curve (a) corresponds to an as-deposited sample while

curve (b) corresponds to a sample annealed at 1000 0 C in N, for 30 min. Both

samples show a broad Raman band near 500 cm- I which is characteristic of

Raman scattering from amorphous Si clusters in Si-rich SiO,. The emission due

to the sapphire substrate has been suppressed from this plot.

I I I i I i I i

2 MLO -41E 7-.

1 35AAI,toXl200 RO=50 Vo

Si/SiO2 , p-Si

< O1Vgz: 9 V
8- A Vgz + 9V

C3 g =+12V

7Vgi 12V

2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

iFig. 4 Cueroot of the d.c. photoresponse at room temperature as a function of the

Ui.

photon energy for a 1200 A thick off-stoichiometric oxide (R,, - 50) layer

incorporated in an MOS structure. The metal electrode was a semi-transparent Al

film (135 A thick). The different curves correspond to applied gate voltage%

equal to ±9 V or +12 V as indicated.
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I II

"' 6 - MLO-41F Vg=-20V ac-CHOPPED I400 0 u, to1200A Ro=50 
iSi/SiO?., p-Si *0o

a: o 25C a
4 46 Z IO0OC J17  "

- ! i oo0c -

3 0200*C 7
z 7 3000 C I0

uJ2 f~'

!- L0

2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

PHOTON ENERGY (eV)

Fig. 5 Cube root of the a.c. chopped light photoresponse as a function of the phvion

energy for a 1200 A thick off-stoichiometric oxide (R = 50) layer incorporated

in an MOS structure. The metal electrode was a semi-transparent Au film (400 A

thick) and the gate bias for all data was -20 V. The different sets of data as

indicated by the appropriate symbols correspond to temperatures of 25'C.

100 0 C, 200 0 C. and 300*C. Note the similarity between this figure and Fig 4.
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C MLO-3301 4004 RO= 10
0 MLO-44C 400 RO:50

A1 MLO-44E 10004 Ro:50g 400A sio2.
E 1.6 -

0 1.2 [
2o S "/S O-

X" ' R0:IO,50

CL z
0.8- 135A Al Vg =0UU. vo

I-AD , I0, 0.

o a L I I I ,I I

3.0 3.5 40 4.5 5.0
PHOTON ENERGY (eV)

Fig. 6 Cube root of the effective photoionization cross section at room temperature as a

function of photon energy for an off-stoichiometric oxide layer deposited between

two 400 ,A thick SiO, layers. Data for off-stoichiometric layers of various

thicknesses (400 A and 1000A) and various excess Si content (Ro = 10 and 50)

are shown. The curves show two thresholds at 3 eV and at 4 eV. Note the

similarity between this figure and Figs. 4 and 5.
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I --.--P6,R o =50
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GATE VCLTAGE (V)

Fig. 8 Magnitude of the dark current at room temperature as a function of ramped gate

voltage (I dVg /dt I = 0.5 V/sec) for SiO, and off-stoichiometric oxides similar

to those in Fig. 7 only with the oxide in an MOS configuration without the Si-rich

S'02 injectors (see Fig. la). A virgin capacitor was used from each wafer. The

behavior observed is similar to that observed in Fig. 7 except that the stoichiome-

tric SiO, MOS capacitor could not be ramped to higher than 10' A without the

oxide breaking down destructively.
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MLO- 41E o
135A Al, tox 1200A RO=50, p-Si o

L 0 Vq- INCREASING
C3 Vg- DECREASING a

1 AVg INCREASING 7O' 7 Vg* DECREASING .

20- 10 10.

10 1
0 10 20 30 40 50

ABS. GATE VOLTAGE (V)

Fig. 9 Point-by-point magnitude of the dark current at room temperature as a function

of the magnitude of the gate voltage for a 1200 A thick R0 = 50 oxide in an

MOS structure with an A] gate (see Fig. la). The leakage currents at low applied

voltages (< 15 V) are below the sensitivity of the picoammeter (10 12 A) (the

actual current value is < 10 .1). The voltage required to obtain a given electron

current across the device is approximately the same for both polarities.

10"4 I I I I I

L MLO-41A a
135 l,tox=300A RO=50, p-Si ft

10-6 0 Vg INCREASING
Q Vg- DECREASING

- a Vg INCREASING
z 7Vg* DECREASINGJI-

S10-8- V7
cc

10-12 0 0 _
0 4 8,,O 8 16

ASS. GATE VOLTAGE (V)

Fig. 10 Point-by-point magnitude of the dark current at room temperature as a function

of the magnitude of the state voltage for a 300 A' thick R,) -50 oxide in an MOS
-. 4*- - r

stutr wit an Al. gae(seFg.6)
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Fig. I I Magnitude of the current density over the square of the magnitude of the average

electric field as a function of one over the magnitude of the average electric field

for negative gate voltage using the data shown in Fig. 9. The linear behavior of

the curve on a semilogarithmic plot suggests a tunneling conduction mechanism.

The full line represents a least-squares fit to the plotted In (J 'E2) vs. i E data.

If the measured currents were due to Fowler-Nordheim tunneling, an effective

barrier height 'beff = 0.60 eV (as deduced from the least-squares fit) would

correspond to this data.
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CONY -5

I. -S,. ' 0,,OO!

P7,R O -30

P6 R. 50

6

2-

P4.nR0 100

AVALAN4CHE TIME ( sac)

Fig. 12 Flatband voltage shift at room temperature as a function of avalanche injection

time under a constant avalanche current of 3 x 10- 7 A for various off-

stoichiometric oxide layers on 0.2 12cm p-Si substrates incorporated into MOS

capacitors with Al gate electrodes (see Fig. 1a). Ro Z 100 corresponds to

stoichiometric SiO, while R. = 30-80 correspond to off-stoichiometric oxides

with between 6% and < 1% excess atomic Si incorporated into the film during

deposition, respectively. The decreasing center portions of these curves corre-

spond to where the avalanche current was shut-off and the metal control gate

electrode was grounded.
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Fig. 13 Magnitude of the dark current as a function of ramped gate voltage (I dVL'dt I

= 0.5 V/sec) for various temperatures in the range from S00 K to 572°K on a

1200 A off-stoichiometric oxide layer (R) = 50) incorporated into an MOS

capacitor with an Al gate electrode (see Fig. la) under negative gate voltage bias.

All measurements were performed on the same capacitor. The return trace which

had a small amount of hystersis due to electron trapping was omitted for clarity.

The I-V curves shift towards higher current values with increasing temperature.

The total variation of the electric current values in this range of temperature is

similar to that observed for stoichiometric SiO,.
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GATE VOLTAGE (V)

Fig. 14 Magnitude of the dark current as a function of ramped gate voltage ( I dVz/dt

= 0.5 V/sec) for various temperatures in the range from 800K to 5720 K on a

1200 A off-stoichiometric oxide layer (Ro = 50) incorporated into an MOS

capacitor with an Au gate electrode (see Fig. la) under negative gate voltage

bias. All measurements were performed on the same capacitor. The return trace

which had a small amount of hystersis due to electron trapping was omitted for

clarity.
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Fig. 15 Magnitude of the dark current as a function of temperature for several negative

gate voltages on the same sample as in Fig. 13. Data for gate voltages between

-12 V and -20 V were obtained from point by point measurements, while data for

gate voltages from -25 V to -50 V were obtained from ramp i-V measurements.

This data shows that the temperature dependence decreases with increasing

clectric field.
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10-6 MLO-41 0

Al, Vj,2.5 MV/cm,p-Si 0 0
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- 0 0

L°
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10-8 ,.,.-
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TEMPERATURE (OK)

Fig. 16 Current as a function of temperature from 80"K to 572 0 K under negative gate

voltage bias with an average electric field magnitude of 2.5 MV/cm across the

off-stoichiometric oxide for Ro = 50 material of varying thickness (300 - 1200 A)

incorporated into MOS capacitors with Al gate electrodes (see Fig. 1a). Note the

weak temperature dependence and similarity of the data for the various oxide

thicknesses.
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Fig. 17 Magnitude of the dark current at room temperature as a function of the magni-

tude of the ramped gate voltage (I dVg/dt I = 0.5 V/sec) for DEIS structures

(see Fig. Id) with either an SiO 2 (Ro = 200) or an off-stoichiometric (R, = 50)

intervening oxide layer which was 300 A thick. The Si-rich SiO 2 injectors (R(, =

3) were each 200 A thick and the gate electrode was Al. Both polarities are

shown with a virgin capacitor ramped for each polarity.
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Fig. I9 Magnitude of the dark current at room temperature as a function of the magni-

tude of the ramped gate voltage (I dVg/dt I = 0.5 V/sec) for capacitors using

off-stoichiometric oxides (R. = 40) with (see Fig. ld) and without (see Fig. la)

Si-rich SiO 2 (R,, = 3) injectors. The oxide layers were 300 A thick, the Si-rich

SiO 2 injectors were each 200 A thick, and the gate electrode was Al. Both

polarities are shown with a virgin capacitor ramped for each polarity.
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Fig. 19 Magnitude of the current density at room temperature over the square of the

magnitude of the average electric field as a function of one over the magnitude of

the average electric field for negative gate voltage for DEIS capacitors (see Fig.

ld) with off-stoichiometric (Ro = 50) intervening oxide layers of various thick-

ness (300 - 1200 A). The Si-rich SiO 2 injectors were each 200 A thick and the

gate electrode was Al. The full line represents a least-squares fit to all plotted n

(J/E 2 ) vs. I/E data. If the measured currents were due to Fowler-Nordheim

tunneling, an effective barrier height of eff = 0.39 eV (as deduced from the

least-squares fit) would correspond to this data.
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Fig. 20 Magnitude of the current density at room temperature over the square of the

magnitude of the average electric field as a function of one over the magnitude of

the average electric field for positive gate voltage on the same series of DEIS

capacitor wafers used for the data in Fig. 18. Similar to Fig. 18, the full line

represents a least square fit to the data assuming the currents measured in the

external circuit are limited by or behave similarly to a Fowler-Nordheim tunneling

mechanism. The effective barrier height deduced from fitting all the data is 't'ff

= 0.36 eV.
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Fig. 21 Schematic energy band representation of an MOS capacitor system [ n-type

degenerate (.001 Skim) Si/Si-rich SiO,/SiO-/Aul used for the luminescence
experiments (Fig. 21a). In certain experiments the SiO 2 layer was replaced by an

off-stoichiometric oxide (- 1-6% excess atomic Si) represented in Fig. 21b which

is thought f. perturb the SiO, bands because ot the presence of small Si inclu-

sions simila, to the Si-rich SiO, injector layers which have > 13% excess atomic

Si.
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Fig. 22 Light output (luminescence) at room temperature as a function of energy for the

MOS capacitor structures (.01 cm gate area) with SiO, and off-stoichiometric

oxides as shown schematically in Fig. Ic and Fig. 21. Injector current was held

constant at an average value of 5 x 10t ' A by circuits which continually adjusted

the positive gate voltage bias. Wavelength was swept from high to low photon

energy (increasing wavelength) These data were corrected for the spectral re-

sponse of the mirror optics. monochromatic grating and the photo tube used. The

Si-rich SiO, injector, oxide layer, and Au were approximately 200 A. 500 A and

250 A in thickness, respectively. The * and A symbols Lorrespond to the lumines-

cence data from structures with stoichiometric SiO- and with R,, - 0 oxideS

(2-3% excess atomic Si), respectively. The Si-rich SiO, injector had > 13",,

excess atomic Si (R, = 3).
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Fig. 24 SEMs using a 35 KV electron beam with the \40S wafer titted at a 450 angle to

the incident electron-beam for (a) 2 12cm n-Si <100>100 A4 CVD Si-rich SiO,

injector (R. = 3)1500 A4 CVD SiO, (R,, - 200),100 A' Au structure and (b) 2

S2cm n-Si <100>/200 A4 CVD Si-rich SiO, injector (R. 3)/500 A CVD

off-stoichiometric SiO 2 (R,) - 30),'300 A Au structure.
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Fig. 25 The ratio of 0.5 f2cm p-type Si substrate current to n+ diffusion current a = IT, In

for the n-channel FET devices (MDT-HOTEL I-AB.E.F,G.H-42) as a function

of the average electric field across the oxide layer. The device geometry and

circuit configuration for the carrier separation measurements are shown in Fig.

2b. All measurements were done in the dark at room temperature. Wafers G and

H had 300 A and 600 A of Ro = 50 (1-2% excess atomic Si) off-stoichiometric

oxides for the gate insulator: wafers A and B had 70 A of thermal SiO,/300 or

600 A of R(, = 50 oxide stacks for the gate insulator: and wafers E and F had

245 X and 670 A of thermal SiO, for the gate insulator. The control gate area

was I x 10. cm. at the masking level. This data shows that little, if any. hole

current was observed over a wide range of average electric fields for positive

voltages.
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Fig. 26 Schematic energy band representation of the Si-rich SiO, injector off-

stoichiometric oxide interfacial region. The dashed arrow shows the electron path

for the localized field-enhanced Fowler-Nordheim tunneling into the SiO, conduc-

tion band for the SiO, portion of the off-stoichiometric oxide layer. The dotted

arrow shows the direct tunneling path between the small Si regions of the off-

stoichiomctric oxide which is believed to dominate the conduction mechanism.

Dot-dash arrow shows the direct tunneling path of trapped electrons on energeti-

cally "deep" SiO, sites which can tunnel to the Si regions in the off-

stoichiometric oxide under favorable electric field conditions.
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Fig. 27 Cycling characteristics for DEjS ,r MDEIS EAROM devices (XDEISII 3-B.G-16)

involving a 300 X thick intervening stoic"ometric oxide (R, = 200) or 300 A

thick intervening off-stoichiometric oxide (R,, = 50) in the DEIS stack. The

write/erase operation of the devices was perrormed with square voltage pulses

500 s in duration at room temperature. The write/erase voltage amplitudes are

indicated in the plot for each case. The device geometry is depicted in Fig. 2a.

The gate oxide is 650 A thick. The control gate and floating gate had areas of
6 61.3 x 10' and 2.5 x 106 cm . respectively, at the masking level. The off-

stoichiometric oxide sample shows a slower collapse of the threshold voltage

window than that observed on the sample with stoichiometric oxide.
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Fig. 28 Cycling characteristics for DEIS or MDEIS EAROM devices (XDEISII 4-

B,E.G,1-16) involving 500 A thick intervening stoichiometric oxide (R,, = 200) or

600 A thick intervening off-stoichiometric oxide layers (R, = 30. 40. 50) in the

DEIS stack. The write/erase operation of the devices was performed with square

voltage pulses 500 jus ir duration at room temperature. The write/erase voltage

amplitudes are indicated in the plot for each case. The device geometry is

depicted in Fig. 2a. The gate oxide is 850 A thick. The control gate and floating

gate had areas of 1.3 x 10
" and 2.5 x 10-6 cm2. respectively, at the masking

level. Better cycling characteristics are observed as the excess silicon content in

the oxide is increased.

2  XOEIS Ir 4-,E,G,:-16
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Fig. 29 Charge retention characteristics (threshold voltage as a function nf time) at room

temperature for a grounded control gate condition on the same series of device%

as in Fig. 28. The initial charge state of the flouting gate electrode was set at V

= +8 to +9 V (stored electrons).
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Abstract:

The use of silicon-rich SiO 2 and thermal SiO 2, dual dielectric in memory
capacitors and FETs was investigated. It was shown that the silicon-rich layer
was conductive and introduced only a small decrease in the series capacitance
of the dual dielectric. Consequently, the capacitance of the dual dielectric
was close to that of the thermal oxide only. The response time of the silicon
rich layer was measured by using FET response time and was shown to be in
the nanosecond range. With this fast response time, it is possible to use the
dual dielectric in memory and logic circuits. Another advantage of the dual
dielectric is the very high yield due to the field screening of the silicon-rich
layer to any non-uniformities in the thermal oxide or at the SiO,-contact
interface. This dual dielectric has the promise of high yield and high capaci-
tance for future VLSI circuits.
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i. Introduction

In VLSI circuits, a high-dielectric-constant gate-material is very desirable.

It can increase storage capacitance in 1-Device dynamic memory cells1 to

increase signal levels and reduce impact of alpha particles 2, increase transcon-

ductance of FETs, and reduce short channel effects3 . Insulators like silicon

nitride 4 and tantalum pentoxide 5 have been proposed and used to give higher

dielectric constant compared to that of thermal oxide. However, the use of

such insulators is still experimental, and their compatibility with standard

polysilicon gate processing and long term reliability are questionable.

Recently, it was demonstrated that silicon-rich silicon dioxide (deposited

by CVD with approximately 13 percent excess silicon) 6 could be used on top

of thermal silicon dioxide for enhanced electron injection into the oxide - .

Furthermore, silicon-rich oxide has a high dielectric constant (approximately

7.5 in the above composition) and such a composite structure has been

demonstrated to have well controlled high field conduction properties9 . In the

low field region (less than 5 MV/cm) where there was no significant injection

of electrons, such a dual dielectric gave higher capacitance compared to pure

oxide of the same thickness and had very few low field breakdowns, giving

high yields 9. It will be shown in this article that under suitable conditions, the

response time of stored charge in the silicon-rich layer can be in the nanose-

cond range, fast enough to be used in most circuits. From a processing point

of view, the use of silicon-rich oxide is only a minor perturbation in normal
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polysilicon gate processing 9 . The process of deposition and patterning of

silicon-rich oxide is compatible with all existing technologies and it can be

processed at high temperature if it is protected by polysilicon from direct

exposure to oxygen. Some field-effect transistors (FETs) have been fabricat-

ed to investigate the use of the composite insulators. The results of the experi-

ment will be reported here.

II. Capacita.lice and transconductance

A total of six wafers were processed with different thermal oxide and

silicon-rich oxide thicknesses. The mask set was a test site with discrete FETs

of different dimensions, together with capacitors and other test structures. A

standard single level polysilicon gate process was used with no ion implanta-

tion. The additional steps needed for the present experiment were the depos-

ition of silicon-rich oxide before polysilicon and the reactive ion etching of the

silicon-rich layer using the etched polysilicon gate as a mask. The silicon-rich

oxide layer can be considered an extension of the polysilicon layer. Table I

shows the oxide thicknesses for wafers A to F. The three wafers with silicon-

rich oxide all have 10 nm thermal oxides. Figure 1 shows the I MHz capaci-

tance (small signal; 15 mV rms) curves for square capacitors 10 mils on a

side. It can be seen that wafers with silicon-rich oxide all have higher capaci-

tance compared to the one with 25 nm thermal oxide. A 40 nm silicon-rich

oxide layer was equivalent to approximately 6 nm of thermal oxide. The

effective dielectric constant of the silicon-rich oxide was determined to be
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between 20 to 30. This was higher than what was reported earlier 7. The high

dielectric constant is due to the conductance of and charge storage in the

silicon-rich layer which was believed to be more conductive in the present set

of samples. The higher conductivity was the result of either higher silicon

content or possibly doping of the silicon-rich layer by phosphorous dopants

from the gate region. The conductivity of silicon-rich oxide is non-linear and

is a strong function of electric field 6. For any finite voltage drop across the

layer, current will start to flow; however, the external circuit current is limited

by the oxide barrier. The conductivity of the Si-rich SiP 2 and charge build-up

in this layer (particularly at its interface with the underlying SiO, layer)

decreases the field in the bulk of Si-rich SiO 2. In the steady state, there is a

small voltage drop across the layer to support the charge redistribution in the

layer. The additional charge stored gives a higher measured capacitance

compared to the case if silicon-rich oxide is insulating and has a dielectric

constant of about 7.5. As a result, more charge is stored in the device. The

change in capacitance under bias has been reported before7 8 by ramp I-V

capacitance measurement. Similar results were obtained recently for a 1 MHz

capacitance measurement 1° . The high capacitance also gave high transcon-

ductance for the FETs, as could be seen in Figure 2. There was a larger

variation of transconductance from device to device in wafer D and E due to

limitations of the atmospheric pressure CVD system which gave approximately

10 percent variations in thickness and silicon content for the silicon-rich oxide
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layer. This could easily be improved by better deposition techniques like

1p'asmui or low pressure CVD processes.

The most important difference betw-en the use of silicon-rich oxide and

silicon nitride which has been proposed is due to the conductivity of the

silicon-rich oxide. The conductivity of the silicon-rich oxide eliminates the

effects of permanent charge trapping which can be large for silicon nitride.

Therefore, it is expected that the electron trapping of the silicon-rich oxide

and thermal oxide composite is simply that of the thermal oxide only. In

conclusion, it is possible to obtain high capacitance even with relatively thick

layers of silicon-rich oxide.

III. Response time

One main concern about the use of silicon-rich oxide is the charge stored

in the layer itself. The charging and discharging of the layer takes a finite

length of time. The response time of the silicon-rich oxide is studied by

examining the change of source to drain current in response to a change in

gate to source voltage. The results for wafer A and D are shown in Figure 3.

Within the accuracy of this measurement, there is little difference in the

response time between the two cases. Similar results were obtained for wafers

E and F. Even wafer F which had 40 nm of silicon-rich oxide did not show

any additional delay due to the relatively thick silicon-rich layer. This very

fast response time of the silicon-rich layer is due to the fact that it is conduc-
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tive. In response to pulses. the silicon-rich oxide is put into a very conductive

regime, giving the fast charging of the layer. Since the conductivity is almost

symmetrical under positive and negative field, the charging and discharging

was very fast and this was shown when the switch off response of the same

devices was examined. It is difficult to examine the response time of the

silicon-rich oxide by measuring single FETs alone. For more accurate meas-

urements, actual circuits or ring oscillators must be fabricated to measure the

limitation of the response time of silicon-rich oxide.

IV. Breakdown and Yield

The breakdown properties of the composite layer have been reported

previously9 and similar results were observed in the present experiment.

Traditionally, breakdown testing was performed with the gate under negative

bias so that the P type substrate was in accumulation. This is actually not the

relevant bias condition for FETs which are biased with positive voltages. But

if the storage capacitor in the 1-Device memory cell is formed by a N +

diffusion, then the negative bias condition is the appropriate bias condition.

Under negative bias, the top gate with silicon-rich oxide is the injecting

contact and the breakdown improvement under such conditions is well

documented 9 . This is due to the screening effect of the silicon-rich oxide on

injected charge from any inhomogeneous high field spots which are responsi-

ble for low field breakdowns in thermal SiO,. The drawback is the field at

which there is significant carrier injection into the oxide is lowered from about
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8 MV 'cm to 5 MV/cm7 if the thickness of the silicon-rich oxide layer is

ignored. In effect, one is trading low field breakdowns and scattered distribu-

tion for a case where the maximum breakdown field is lowered but the distri-

bution is tight and controllable. The results of such measurements on 10 mil

square capacitors are shown in Figure 4. The ramp rate was set at 0.5

MV/cm-sec and the currenf limit was approximately 0.16 Amp/cm 2. The

breakdown events are actual destructive breakdown of the oxide.

The problem of breakdown measurement under positive bias is that unless

there is a source of electrons to supply carriers to the surface, the depletion

region in the silicon limits the current supplied. Any increase in voltage goes

into the depletion region so that the oxide voltage is not increased and thus

there is no breakdown. In the present case, a FET was used for the measure-

ment. The source and drain were tied to the substrate to give the surface

channel a sufficient supply of carriers. In this case, the injecting contact was

the silicon substrate and the silicon-rich oxide did not screen the field at

inhomogeneities directly. Experimentally (Figure 5), it was observed that

there was some improvement, even for this case. The ramp rate was 0.5

MV/cm-sec and the current limit was approximately 1 Amp/cm2. Again, the

breakdown events were actual destructive breakdowns. The exact mechanism

for the improvement is still being studied. In conclusion, the breakdown and

yield of the Si-rich oxide and thermal oxide composite is superior to that of

the thermal oxide only, with the maximum breakdown field lowered in the
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dual dielectric. The impact in the future when very thin gate dielectric are

used in submicron circuits is obvious.

V. Work function and threshold voltage

One interesting question raised by the use of silicon-rich oxide is the

effect of this material on the effective work function difference between the

polysilicon gate and the silicon substrate and how this would affect the

threshold voltage. To first order, silicon-rich oxide is composed of silicon

islands embedded in a silicon dioxide matrix and in this composition range. it

is basically like an oxide. The layer thus would not affect the work function

difference. The threshold voltage should be close to that of straight thermal

oxide only. This was demonstrated when the threshold voltages were meas-

ured. The threshold voltage for FETs in wafer D with 10 nm of silicon-rich

oxide was only 50 mV higher than that of wafer A. Furthermore. the scatter

in the threshold voltage in the two wafers were similar and was basically

limited by the scatter in the thickness of the underlying thermal oxide. A

silicon-rich oxide layer thus would not affect any technique that is used to

control the threshold voltage, and yet results in an improvement in breakdown

and yield. Furthermore, it is even possible to use other gate materials on top

of the silicon-rich oxide that might otherwise damage the gate oxide.
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VI. Discussion

In effect, one can look at silicon-rich oxide as a new kind of gate contact

material. Electrically, in capacitance and transconductance, the silicon-rich

oxide layer behaves like a very thin oxide layer. Physically, one has a much

thicker dielectric layer for the same capacity per unit area. In the present

experiment, the silicon-rich oxide is patterned by the polysilicon layer and is

simply an extension of the polysilicon layer. The two layers can be deposited

one after another in the same apparatus.

There is one important variable which is not optimized in the present case:

the amount of silicon in the silicon-rich oxide. In the present CVD system.

the amount of excess silicon is limited to approximately 13 atomic percent.

The charge stored and response time will further be improved with higher

silicon content. There is of course a limit to the improvement because in the

extreme, this layer becomes equal to polysilicon. It is important to determine

the point at which one still has significant breakdown improvement due to

field screening together with the advantage of large charge storage and fast

response time.

In the long term, the most important question is the reliability of the

silicon-rich oxide and thermal oxide composite. In order to realize the full

potential of additional charge storage, the thermal oxide has to be put under a

higher electric field than is used in present day circuits. All the data on
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breakdown improvement collected so far are obtained from fast ramp techni-

ques. There may be some long term deteriorating effects with the thermal

oxide under a higher stress field (up to 4 MV/cm) that cannot be observed by

such fast testing techniques. Accelerated life test or long time life test has to

be carried out to determine the full advantage of the composite structure.

VIL. Conclusion

In conclusion, the advantages of the use of silicon-rich oxide and thermal

oxide composite have been demonstrated. It can be used to increase storage

capacitance in memory cells and the transconductance of FETs in present day

circuits with a minimum perturbation in the processing. Furthermore. when

the reliability and yield of thin gate dielectrics becomes a problem which

occurs when scaling pushes device dimensions into the submicron regime, such

a composite structure might be necessary.
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TABLE I

Wafer Dielectric

A 10 nm thermal oxide

B 25 nm thermal oxide

C 35 nm thermal oxide

D 10 nm silicon-rich oxide/ 10 nm thermal oxide

E 20 nm silicon-rich oxide/ 10 nm thermal oxide

F 40 nm silicon-rich oxide/ 10 nm thermal oxide
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Figure 2. Source to drain currents as a function of gate voltage with source to

drain voltages held at 100 mV. The source and substrate were

grounded. Each curve is the average over eight devices located

randomly over the wafer. The FETs have gate areas of approxi-

mately 4 mils by 4 mils and have channel width to length ratios of

approximately one. Again, the thicknesses of the dual dielectric for

the different wafers were listed in Table i.
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Figure 3. Source to drain currents in response to 0 to 1.5 volt steps applied to

the gate. The source to drain voltages are held at 500 mV and the

currents are sampled across a 10 ohm resistor. The substrate was

grounded. In each frame, the dashed curve is for the gate pulse with

sensitivity at 500 mV per division. The solid undulating curve is

for the drain current with sensitivity at 20 mV per division. The

undulations are due to reflectance because of improper termination.

The horizontal scale is 2 nanosecond per division. The FETs have

channel lengths of approximately 2 microns and large width to

length ratios. The top trace was for device 8 on wafer A with 10

nm oxide. The bottom traces were for wafer D with 10 nm of

silicon-rich oxide on top of 10 nm of thermal oxide.
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Figure 4. Breakdown histogram for 10 mil square capacitors. The breakdown

current was set at approximately 0.16 Amp/cm2 and the ramp rate

was 0.5 MV/cm-sec.
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Figure 5. Breakdown histogram for FETs described in Figure 2. The source,

drain and substrate are tied together. The breakdown current was

set at approximately 1 Amp/cm2 and the ramp rate was 0.5

MV/cm-sec.
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Abstract: An electrically-alterable read-only-memory using silicon dioxide and silicon-rich
silicon dioxide layers capable of being cycled > 107 times by minimizing electron charge
trapping in the SiO, layers of the device by incorporation of small amounts of silicon is
discussed in detail. Charge transfer to and from a floating poly-crystalline silicon layer from a
control gate electrode is accomplished by means of a modified dual-electron-injector-structure
stack. This modified stack has the intervening silicon dioxide layer, which is sandwiched
between silicon-rich silicon dioxide injectors, replaced by a slightly off-stoichiometric oxide
containing between 1% and 6% excess atomic silicon above the normal 33% found in silicon
dioxide. The operation of the electrically-alterable device structures in terms of write/erase
voltages, cyclability, breakdown, and retention is related to current-voltage characteristics
obtained from capacitors. A physical model based on direct tunneling between Si islands in
the off-stoichiometric oxide layer is proposed to account for the observed increase in the
moderate electric field conductance and decrease in charge trapping in these oxide layers
incorporated into devices and capacitors. This model and the observed current-voltage
characteristics are used to predict device operation for a variety of conditions.
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1. Introduction

For years, many researchers in the field of solid state electronics and device physics

have pursued the elusive non-volatile random-access-memory (NVRAM). This type of

memory would be required to have information storage that could be changed very rapidly (<

I ltsec), changed many times (Q 1010 times), and hold the stored information for long periods

of time (> 1 yr.) without being refreshed. A recent publication' gave some preliminary results

indicating such a memory was evolving from a mixed phase oxide technology involving SiO,

and Si-rich SiO 2 originally developed for a much slower memory (Q I msec) which required

less changes (;5 106 times) called an electrically-alterable read-only-memory (EAROM) 2"5. It

is the purpose of this article to present detailed information on the physics and on the

operation of these memory devices.

The original EAROM memory involved a field-effect-transistor (FET) configuration

which had floating and control gate electrodes with a thermal SiO, layer from the single

crystal Si substrate to the floating gate and a dual-electron-injector-structure (DEIS) in

between the floating and control gates 2-5 as depicted in Fig. 1. This memory was called a

DEIS EAROM, and the FET was turned on by the flow of electrons between source and drain

contacts. Both the floating and control gates were formed from degenerately doped n-type

polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si). The DEIS was formed from a layered stack of Si-rich

SiO 2/SiO 2/Si-rich SiO, where the Si-rich SiO 2 layers had - 139b excess atomic Si in them.

The information storage was performed by putting electrons on the floating gate (called the
"write" operation) or taking them off the floating gate (called the "erase" operation). The

write and erase operations were accomplished at moderate average electric fields by field-

enhanced electronic current injection at either the top or bottom Si-rich SiO,/'SiO, interfaces

for negative and positive control gate voltages, respectiveiy2- 5. The localized field-

enhancement was believed to be due to the two-phase nature of the Si-rich SiO, where Si

islands in the SiO, matrix near the Si-rich SiO,/SiO- interface injected electrons via a

Fowler-Nordheim tunneling mechanism at lower average electric fields than a planar surface

due to their finite curvature 6.7 . Since the Si islands were very small (< 50 A for Si-rich SiO,

with - 13% excess atomic Si) and densely packed compared to the smallest device areas

(Z 10-8 cm 2 ), the current injection appeared to be uniform over the device area 6 7. Since little

f voltage was dropped across the Si-rich SiO 2 layers during write or erase operations due to

their large non-ohmic conductivity relative to the intervening SiO, layer at these electric

fields 6-8, both the thickness of the Si-rich SiO 2 (from 100 A to 1000 A) and the exact

percentage of excess atomic Si (Q 13%) 9 were not critical for reproducible current-voltage

characteristics. This makes the technology a very forgiving one. The information state of the
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memory was determined during a "read" operation by sensing what control gate voltage was

required to turn the FET on. These control gate voltages for reading were less than the

voltages for writing or ,rasing a.10. If a net negative charge was on the floating gate

electrode, a larger positive voltage than for the case of an uncharged floating gate was

required to turn the FET "on" by forming an inversion layer of electrons at the Si-SiO,

interface under this gate. This larger positive voltage was necessary to overcome the repulsive

internal electric field created by the excess stored electrons on the floating gate electrode. For

a net positively charged floating gate due to ionized donors, the opposite was true; that is. a

smaller positive voltage was required due to the attractive internal electric field of the positive

charges on the floating gate electrode.

The number of times the DEIS EAROM could be written and erased (or cycled) was

determined by permanent electron capture on "deep" trapping states in the intervening SiG,

layer of the DEIS stack 2.3.5 . The repulsive internal electric field created by the trapped

electrons reduces the electric fields near the appropriate injecting Si-rich SiO,/SiO, interface.

thereby decreasing the injected current which depends strongly on this electric field. As the

injected current is decreased, the electronic charge which is transferred between the floating

and control gates is reduced, and the device no longer operates as originally specified after

fabrication3.5. Since very little, if any, current passes between the floating gate and the Si

substrate because the electric fields usually are not high enough for planar Fowler-Nordheim

tunneling, charge trapping in the gate SiO, layer is not a problem 3. These SiO, trapping sites

are primarily due to HO related impurities in the bulk of the oxide with capture probabilities

(that is. carriers captured to the total number injected) of between 10-3 to 10-6 and capture

cross sections between 10 -16 and 10- 18Cm- 2 5.7.11-15 Once captured on one of the sites, an

electron can be detrapped optically with light of energy Z 4 eV 16 or thermally at temperatures

Z30 0 'C in ambients containing hydrogen 3.12. The number of water related impurities in the

films can be reduced by extended high temperature annealing (1000 0 C in N2 ) and careful

processing 5. 17 . However, traps with smaller capture cross sections (< 10-19 cm 2) are still

present in the SiOP, regardless of the annealing or processing treatments18 . Very little is

known about these small cross section traps, and they may actually be created during extended

current flow and/or with large electric fields across the SiP 2 layer. They do, however,

ultimately limit the cyclability of DEIS EAROMs to < I07 cycles. Another approach which

was tried to reduce the total number of SiO 2 electron traps and their effect involved making

the SiP 2 layer very thin (40-60 A) so that any remaining bulk-oxide trapped carriers could

tunnel to the contacts. This approach did not prove to be very successful"9 .
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An approach which did prove to be successful in increasing cyclability dramatically to

- 1010 cycles by minimizing the effects of permanent charge trapping involved adding a small

amount of Si (1-6° excess atomic Si) to the intervening SiO, layer of the DEIS stack.

Preliminary observations of increased cyclability out to at least > 10 7 cycles in EAROM

devices using this modified DEIS (MDEIS) with an intervening off-stoichiometric (OS-SiO2)

layer have been reported recently'. The reason for the decrease in permanent electron

trapping is believed to be due to a modified conduction mechanism in the OS-SiO, layer as

depicted in Fig. 2. In the OS-SiO, films, most electrons injected from planar contacting

electrodes or from Si-rich SiO, injectors with Z 13116 excess atomic Si move between the tiny

Si islands in the OS-SiO, films rather than in the conduction band of the SiO, matrix.

Evidence for this conduction mode, except at very large electric fields, using electrolumines-

cence and p-channel FET carrier separation techniques have been recently reported 2° .

Carriers tunneling directly between Si islands would be expected to be more difficult to

capture than "free" electrons in the SiO 2 conduction band because of the reduction in

available states (in particular, energetically shallow states) which mediate the capture

process". Also the Si islands could provide leakage paths for any electrons that are trapped

into deep states. Under the appropriate electric field conditions, these trapped carriers could

tunnel to nearby Si islands and than have the capability of leaving the OS-SiO, film by

subsequent direct tunneling between Si islands. Although both positive and negative reversible

space charges are observed to build-up near the contacting electrodes or Si-rich SiO 2 injectors

uuder appropriate bias voltage conditions, hole currents as compared to electron currents

through the OS-SiO 2 were determined to be at least a factor of 10- 3 less20 . Also compensa-

tion or annihilation of the permanent trapped electrons in the SiO, matrix of the OS-SiO, by

positive charges on the Si islands or in the SiO, itself seems a doubtful explanation for the

increase in device cyclability from previous experimental results2° and from data which will be

presented here.

In this article, emphasis will be given on relating the current-voltage (I-V) characteris-

tics of OS-SiO, capacitors with or without Si-rich SiO, injector layers (see Fig. 3), to EAR-

OM (or NVRAM) operating characteristics in terms of write/erase voltages and times.

cyclability, retention of charges on the floating gate. and destructive breakdown of the oxide

films. The dependence of these characteristics on Si content of the OS-SiO, films, voltage

polarity, area, and temperature will be discussed in Section ill. EAROM device modeling

considerations using current-voltage characteristics as data input will be covered in Section IV.
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11. Experimental

A) Sample Preparation

The off-stoichiometric oxide layers were deposited using atmosphcric-prcvsurt

chemical-vapor-deposition (APCVD) techniques'. The excess silicon is introduced h

adjusting the ratio (R,) of the concentration of NO to SiH 4 in the gas phase. A I'No to 6"'

excess atomic silicon content in the oxide was obtained by setting the R,, value in the range of

50 to 30. as deduced from Rutherford backscattering (RBS). A stoichiometric SiO-, film

requires Ro > 100 while Si-rich SiO, injectors with an excess atomic Si content of 13'" to

15% requires Ro = 36.. Film thickness and refractive index were deduced from ellipsometry

measurements using techniques previously describedN. The refractive index of these OS-SiO,

films varied from 1.5 to 1.8 (1% to 6% excess atomic Si) while the low frequency dielectric

constant varied from - 4 to 5 for the same range of excess Si. The samples used for ramp I-V

and the point-by-point I-V measurements were metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) type

capacitors involving layers of stoichiometric or off-stoichiometric oxides with or without

Si-rich SiO, injectors. Structures with injectors sandwiching the SiO, or OS-SiO, layer are

called DEIS or MDEIS. respectively. All oxides were deposited on <100> n-type or p-type

silicon substrates of various resistivities (2, .2. .001 fQcm) appropriate for the measurement.

The different types of capacitor configurations are shown in Fig. 3. In most cases, the

capacitor gate electrodes were formed from Al with a thickness of > 1000 A and a circular

area of .005 cm 2. For some capacitors, the gate electrode was formed from poly-Si which was

degenerately doped n-type with POC13. For these capacitors the area of the poly-Si gate was

varied from 4x10"7 cm 2 to 6.5xio-4 cm 2. All samples were annealed at 10000 C in an N,

ambient for 30 min. before gate electrode deposition to reduce permanent electron charge

trapping due to water related impurities 5.17. In addition, a standard forming gas (90% N,

/10% H 2) anneal at 400 0 C for 20 min. was performed on all samples after gate electrode

depositions.

Figure 1 shows the basic type of EAROM device configuration used in this wd I;-.

some cases, devices were fabricated with equal-area floating and control gae elNo', T 

. ,

without the Si-rich SiO 2 injectors. For all EAROM device wafer runs. a ,ct ,'I cATA 'tN

monitors were fabricated where the SiO 2, OS-SiO,, DEIS, or MDIFIS wa, sh% hane,'ni'

deposited and processed (with Al gate electrodes) for I-V characteritatioll. 1e F ROV

devices were fabricated using a self-aligned, double polycrystalline ,ilivilsl ti-I',' L oa

process on 0.5 fl-cm <100> p-type Si wafers. The details of the device I~l',i , ti.'.

have been previously described 3 5. Most of the device data presented hre %,,1c i:11,0-11 o'
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3-port structures with a floating gate area of 2.5 x 10-6 cm 2 and a control gate area of 1.3 x

10-6 cm 2 (at the masking level) of n-degeneratively doped poly-Si 5 . These devices were

square FETs with equal channel length and width (1.58x 10- 3 cm at the masking level), and

they include XDEIS II 5-AE,F,GI-16 and DEIS II 2-Cl-lb. For MDT-NVR I-E-7 devices,

the floating gate and control gate areas were both equal to 8.4x 10-6 cm 2 . These devices were

enclosed circular FETs with a channel length of 2.54x l0 - 4 cm and a channel width of

1.62x 10-2 cm 2 at the masking level. An extra masking step was involved in fabricating the

devices with unequal control and floating gates. The gate oxides were thermally grown from

the Si substrates at 1000 0 C in 0, with 4.5% HCI to thickness of either 650 X for the XDEIS

II 5 and DEIS 11 2 series of wafers or 100 A for the MDT-NVR I series of wafers. The

off-stoichiometric oxide layers in the MDEIS stacks (with or without injectors) were either

300 1 or 600 A with varying amounts of excess Si. XDEIS 11 5-E (with injectors) and F (no

injectors) had 300 A thick OS-SiO 2 with Ro=40 (3-4% excess atomic Si.). XDEIS II 5-G, I

and MDT-NVR 1-E all had 600 A thick OS-SiO, with either Ro=40 (3-49b excess atomic Si)

for XDEIS I1 5-G or Ro)=30 (5-6% excess atomic Si) for XDEIS II 5-1 and MDT-NVR I-E.

The control DEIS EAROMS had stoichiometric intervening SiO, (R,=200) in the DEIS stack

which were either 100 A thick for DEIS 11 2-Cl or 300 A thick for XDEIS I 5-A. The

Si-rich injectors with Z 13% excess Si (Ro=3) were either 200 A in thickness for the XDEIS

II 5-AE,F,G,I and the MDT-NVR I-E wafers or 150 A in thickness for the DEIS 11 2-Cl

wafer. All OS-Si0 2 , DEIS, or MDEIS layers were annealed in N, for 30 min. at 10000C

after deposition.

B) Measurement Techniques

The ramp I-V measurements were performed by applying a voltage ramped at a

constant rate ( I dVg/dt I - 0.5 V/sec) to the sample. The current through the capacitors was

measured with a log-picoammeter (Keithley Model 26000). The temperature dependence of

the ramp I-V characteristics was measured using a cryostat coupled with a liquid nitrogen

transfer system (Air-products Heli-tran) for temperatures in the range of 80OK to room

temperature (292'K). A resistance heated stage was used for temperatures above 22*C. up to

300*C. For current measurements where the voltage polarity could drive the Si substrate into

deep depletion (in particular. p-Si substrates at large positive gate voltages), the samples were

illuminated with white light. This insures rapid formation of an inversion layer at the substrate

Si-oxide interface, negligible voltage drop across the Si substrate layer, and an adequate supply

of carriers at this interface which can tunnel into the oxide. The white light generates

minority carriers (electrons for p-Si) around the periphery of the opaque gate electrode which
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flow laterally into the region under the electrode. However, this white light illumination u.-1d

little effect on the conductivity of the off-stoichiometric oxides themselves over the electric

field range of interest.

Point-by-point I-V measurements were performed by increasing the gate voltage

magnitude in finite voltage steps and then measuring the current using a Keithley 616 digital

electrometer after the capacitive current transient due to the voltage step had decayed.

Constant current measurements were performed using a Keithley 417 fast picoammeter with

current suppression and electronic circuits which continually readjusted the gate voltage to

maintain the desired current level.

The voltage breakdown measurements were performed using a computer controlled

automatic tester which ramped a capacitor from 0 V to a gate voltage necessary to draw the

particle current desired, recorded this gate voltage, and then stepped the probe to the next

capacitor. The voltage ramp rate magnitude was 5 V/sec and typically about 100 capacitors

per wafer were tested. Each series of 100 capacitors per wafer were ramped to sequential

current levels of 4xiO4 A/cm2 , lx 10" A/cm2 , and finally 4x iO 4 A/cm2 to test for

breakdown and I-V reproducibility across the 1.25 inch diameter wafers. The doping of the Si

substrate was picked so that the Si was in accumulation for all measurements- that is. n-type

for positive gate voltages Vg+ and p-type for negative gate voltages Vg-. For all current

measurements the Si substrate was held very close to ground potential (0 V).

The experimental arrangement for the EAROM FET measurements has been described

in detail earlier 5. The drain to source current was measured with a fast current amplifier

(Keithley Model 127) while a ramp voltage was applied to the gate with the drain based at

+0.1 V. Both gate voltage and drain to source current were displayed on a storage scope.

The measurement was performed in fractions of a second to minimize read-disturb effects.

The write/erase operation of the devices was carried out using square voltage pulses from two

Hewlett-Packard pulse generators (Model 214A). The substrate was always held at ground

potential (0 V). For retention measurements at elevated temperatures, a heated sample holder

was used.

III Results and Discussion

In this section, experimental results from capacitor current-voltage characteristics using

OS-SiO 2 films as a function of Si content of the oxide, area, temperature, voltage polarity, and

the presence or/absence of Si-rich Si0 2 injector layers will be reviewed. Also, data on

dielectric breakdown properties and I-V reproducibility on large area capacitors using OS-SiO2
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with or without Si-rich SiO, injectors will be presented and discussed. Then the EAROM

device characteristics in terms of write/erase voltages and times, cycling, and retention using

MDEIS stacks with OS-SiO 2 films will be discussed and related to the I-V characteristics.

A. Capacitors

1. Dark Currents

The current I as a function of voltage characteristics for off-stoichiometric

oxides incorporated into DEIS stacks with Si-rich Si0 2 injectors (see Fig 3b) are

illustrated in Fig. 4 for APCVD oxides with [N20] to [SiH 4 ] ratios of R0 =200, 50. 40

and 30. This ratio R0 =200 corresponds to a stoichiometric oxide while Ro=30, 40,

and 50 corresponds to approximately 5-6%, 3-4%, 1-2% excess atomic silicon in the

oxide, respectively, as deduced from Rutherford backscattering measurements. The

ramp I-V plots shown in Figs. 4-7 were generated by applying a constant rate voltage

ramp ( I dVg/dt I = 0.5 V/sec) to the samples up to a measured current on the order

of 10-5 to 10-4 A; the voltage ramp was then reversed at the same rate. A displace-

ment current (D = C - dVg/dt, where C is the capacitance associated with the MOS

structures) shows as an approximately constant current component at low applied

electric fields. Current as a function of voltage characteristics for off-stoichiometric

oxides with increasing Si content incorporated into MOS capacitors without Si-rich

Si0 2 injectors (see Fig 3a) showed a behavior similar to the data of Fig. 4, but with all

curves moved to large gate voltages. This is shown in Fig. 5. This hysterisis observed

in the I-V characteristics which is dependent on voltage ramp rate is associated with

permanent charge trapping in the oxide 7. Since permanent charge trapping occurs in

the bulk of the SiO, 7.11,13.15, reduction in I-V hysterisis similar to that in Figs. 4 and

5 is observed for both negative and positive gate voltages (Vg and Vg+). Decreasing

the amount of the SiO 2 in the two phase matrix of the off-stoichiometric oxide by

increasing the excess Si should decrease the amount of electrons trapped in the SiO 2

regions and therefore the hysterisis. Typically thinner stoichiometric SiO, layers in

MOS capacitors give less hysterisis in ramp I-V characteristics. DEIS or MOS config-

urations (see Fig. 3) with little or no hysterisis (for example, the Ro.M30 DEIS in Fig.

4) had I-V characteristics which were independent of the ramp rate from .005 V/sec

to 5 V/sec. This hysterisis did not recover after periods of days with the gate elec-

trode floating or grounded on off-stoichiometric oxides in DEIS stacks (Fig. 4) or

MOS capacitors with no injectors (Fig. 5). From these I-V. data two important

effects are observed as the excess silicon in the oxides is increased (Ro is decreased):
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i) the permanent trapped charge in the oxide decreases, and ii) lower electric fields are

required to induce charge transport across the oxide layers.

Figure 6 compares MDEIS stacks with off-stoichiometric oxides in MOS

capacitor configurations (See Fig. 3b) with MOS capacitors without the Si-rich SiO,

injector layers of the MDEIS (See Fig 3a). As seen in this figure, the MDEIS

current-voltage characteristic is moved to lower gate voltage magnitudes as compared

to the off-stoichiometric oxide alone. This implies the MDEIS structure with the

intervening off-stoichiometric oxide is still somewhat sensitive to the localized electric

field enhancement near the Si-rich SiO 2 injector interface with the intervening oxide

layer, and that these interfaces must influence and limit the currents measured in the

external circuit somewhat.

Current-average electric field characteristics of capacitor structures with or

without Si-rich SiO2 injectors were observed to show a weak dependence on:

1.) contact electrode material, including Si, Al, or Au

2.) gate voltage polarity, especially when compared to stoichiometric oxide or

DEIS capacitors

3.) time in the range from 500 Asec to 20 sec

4.) OS-Si0 2 thickness in the range from 300-1200 A

5.) gate electrode area (or perimeter) in the range from 4x 10-7 cm 2 to 6.5x 10x 4

cm2 as shown in Fig. 7;

6.) and temperature in the range from 77'K (liquid nitrogen) to 300'C, except at

very low average electric fields (< 1.5 MV/cm) as shown in Fig. 8.

Observations I and 2 imply that a reversible space charge layer of finite

thickness must build up in the oxide in front of the injecting electrode on near an

injector-oxide interface. Observation 3 implies this space charge layer builds up

rapidly, while observation 4 implies that it must have a thickness < 300 X in extent.

Observation 5 implies that the injection into and conduction through the off-

stoichiometric oxide is uniform in a macroscopic sense for the scale of the device and

capacitor areas used here (larger than microns by microns). The lack of a strong

temperature dependence (observation 6) is consistent with quantum mechanical
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tunneling controlling and limiting the currents measured in the external circuits as will

be discussed next.

The I-V data in Figs. 4-7 have a very strong dependence on the average

electric field E. The average electric field defined as E = (V9 - Ons - I';/1 0 where

V. is the voltage applied to the gate electrode, 4@ms is the difference in work function

between the gate material and the Si substrate (by convention, expressed in volts). ,,

is the surface potential for the substrate Si-oxide interface, and eo is the oxide thick-

ness.

The functional form of the current density J (J=1/A) where A is the injection gate

area) can be expressed as

J = a f(E) exp [-b/El (1)

where a and b are constants and f(E) = En (n - I or 2)2 °-22. This type of expression

for J with n- 1 is that expected for tunneling directly between Si islands in the

OS-SiO2. films through a trapezodial energy barrier films at low to moderate electric

fields20 ,2 2. With n=2. Eq. 1 is equivalent to the Fowler-Nordheim expression for

tunneling through a triangular energy barrier from near the bottom of the conduction

band of a Si island to the bottom of the conduction band of the SiO, matrix at very

high electric fields20 ,2 1. Good least squares fits to the I-V data for OS-SiO, films with

or without Si-rich SiO, injectors, such as the data in Figs. 4-7, was obtained using

either value of n. In Section IV, Eq. 1 with n=2 will be used to deduce values of a

and b from the experimental ramp I-V data in order to model and predict the opera-

tion of the EAROMs which will be discussed in Section IIl-B.

2. Breakdown

Statistical studies of ramped current-voltage characteristics on 100 capacitors

of MDEIS and control DEIS stacks with intervening stoichiometric Si0 2 deposited on

2 11cm. <100> orientation, p-Si substratcs were performed. The MDEIS and DEIS

stacks used in the large area (.005 cm 2) circular capacitors with Al gate electrodes

were deposited under the same conditions as some of the corresponding small area

FET devices described in later sections. All 100 capacitors per wafer were ramped at

-5 V/sec (applied to the gate) to sequential current levels of 4x 10-4 A,'cm 2 . I x 10-1

A/cm 2, and 4x 10 4 A/cm 2 and the voltages at which these current levels were

reached were recorded. For 100 capacitors. the subsequent histograms showed <
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10% of the capacitors were shorted initially (mostly near the edges of the wafer) and

< 5% new breakdowns were added with the high current cycling sequence. The

remaining e,90 'o of the devices just demonstrated the current-voltage reproducibility

across the 1.25 inch diameter wafers. These results are consistent with the breakdown

improvement (in particular, the minimization of the low field destructive breakdowns)

reported before for DEIS stacks with stoichiometric SiO 2 layers3.

Figures 9 and 10 show some of the histograms with .25 MV/'cm bins for this

testing sequence on MDEIS capacitors fabricated with the XDEIS II 5 series of

EAROM wafers with 200 A. thick Si-rich SiO, injectors and a 600 A thick intervening

OS-SiO, layer with either 3-4% excess atomic Si (Fig. 9) or 5-6,b excess atomic Si

(Fig. 10). Clearly the I-V rechecks in these figures (frame C) are very similar to the

initial I-V values (frame A) after ramping to high current and electric field (frame B).

Some shift of the histogram recheck run to larger electric field magnitudes was

observed on the control DEIS capacitors due to permanent charge trapping in the

stoichiometric Si0 2 layer during the total voltage ramping sequence. Similar break-

down improvement was observed on capacitors with just the OS-SiO, layer and no

Si-rich SiO, injectors, and on capacitors with OS-SiO, layers deposited on n-type Si

substrates which were ramped under positive gate voltage conditions to the same

current levels in the same sequence. This breakdown improvement was seen on

capacitors with OS-SiO, layers down to thicknesses of 300 A. However, capacitors

with S 150 A thick OS-Si0 2 layers with or without Si-rich SiO, injectors were usually

more likely to suffer destructive breakdown of the dielectric at lower average electric

fields. As discussed in previous publications, the low field breakdown improvement is

believed to be due to electric field screening caused by the reversible space charge that

builds-up on Si islands in the insulator layers near the contacts in either the Si-rich

SiO 2 injectors3, the OS-SiO 2, or possibly both. This space charge screens the effects

of any localized high field spots at the contact/oxide interface due to asperities,

particulate, or defects which would locally cause a high current density injection.

Contact/oxide interface irregularities are believed to be a leading cause of destructive

breakdown of the insulator at low average electric fields23.

The ultimate breakdown strength of insulators such as SiO, is believed to be

related to the electric field strength 24 . For DEIS capacitors, catastrophic breakdown

usually occurs when electric fields exceed -9 MV/cm3 ,7. Breakdown properties of

DEIS, MDEIS, and OS-SiO2 capacitors were tested using constant current conditions.

In these experiments, the capacitors were held under constant current conditions
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(6x 103 to lx 10-' A/cm2 ) using circuits which automatically adjusted the gate

voltage to compensate for changes in the electric field near the injecting interface due

to electron trapping in the SiO 2 regions. Current and gate voltage were monitored as

a function of time until destructive breakdown occurred. For DEIS structures,

breakdown usually occurred after bulk SiO 2 electron trapping forced electric fields to

be > 9 MV/cm. For the MDEIS or OS-SiO 2 capacitors (such as those in Figs. 9 and

10) which operate at lower average electric fields and have much less charge trapping

than the DEIS capacitors, destructive breakdown was usually not observed to occur

under similar constant current conditions and stressing times. Typically DEIS struc-

tures broke down destructively after passing :< 10 coul/cm 2 of electronic charge while

MDEIS or OS-SiO, structures showed no signs of breakdown after passing > 100
coul/cm2 of electronic charge.

B. EAROM Devices

I. Write/Erase Operation

The use of off-stoichiometric oxides (1-6% excess atomic Si) instead of

stoichiometric SiO 2 in the intervening layer of a DEIS EAROM structure results in

extended cycling characteristics for these devices, as will be demonstrated in this

section. A schematic representation of a DEISiMDEIS EAROM is shown in Fig. 1.

Electronic charge is transferred back and forth from the control gate of area A to the

floating gate of area A, by means of enhanced injection and conduction of the MDEIS

stack with its intervening off-stoichiometric oxide layer. The injector regions of the

MDEIS or DEIS structures contain Z 13% excess atomic Si compared to the 1% to

6% excess atomic Si used in the intervening oxide layer. Very little of the applied

voltage is dropped across the injector regions during write or erase operations. Writ-

ing or erasing (that is, putting negative charge on or taking it off the floating gate) is

achieved by applying a negative or positive voltage to the control gate electrode,

respectively 3. The threshold voltage VT (that is, the gate voltage at which the channel

of the device turns on25) of the DEIS or MDEIS EAROMs is used as a measure of the

charge state (written or erase) of the floating gate -Jectrode. More specifically, the

threshold voltage shift

AVT - VT(t)-VT! (2)

where t is the write/erase pulse tim duration and VT is the threshold voltage for a

device with an uncharged floating gate, or the change in the threshold voltage shift
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A[AVT] = AVT(t)-AVT(0) - VT(t)-VT(0) (3)

are the quantities used as indicators of the charge on the floating gate. For write

operations with negative gate voltages, both AVT and A[AVTJ are positive quantities

indicating that electrons are stored on the floating gate during the write pulse. For the

erase operation with positive gate voltages, both AVT and A[AVTJ are negative

quantities indicating that a net positive charge (ionized donors) was left on the

floating gate after the erase pulse. More specifically, the charge transferred AQ -

Q(t) - Q(0) can be obtained from the relationship 4

AQ = -C;"IAVTI - - C; [AVT(t)-VT(0)1 (4)

where C1 = A1(0oEo0  I + Itn/en) -  is the low field capacitance of the DEIS or

MDEIS stack which includes the series contribution of both Si-rich SiO, injectors

which have a low-field, low-frequency permittivity of En ; 7.5x (permittivity of free

space) 3 '4 .7 . 10 and a total sum of thicknesses 1, = I., I.. The intervening oxide

thickness of the DEIS or MEIS is defined by P1 with a low-frequency permittivity of

eol -; (3.9-6) x (permittivity of free space) depending on the Si content from Ro=50

films with 1-2% excess atomic Si to R,=30 films with 5-6% excess atomic Si.

respectively (see section II-A). C, is used because the threshold voltage of the

devices is determined at applied control gate voltages whose magnitude is usually small

compared to the write/erase voltages. During write or erase C,-,.C, = tolA111 0 due

to the increased conductivity of the Si-rich SiO, injectors with respect to the interven-

ing oxide layer which effectively force en to a large value 3 .4 .7 10. However, if the

Si-rich injectors are thin (<200 A) with high Si content (>50% atomic Si) or if the

floating gate is sufficiently overcharged, C;--C 1 even during the read operation. Of

course for OS-SiO 2 EAROMS without Si-rich SiO 2 injectors, C; , C.. Another

important quantity which will be used in latter sections is the average electric field

across the intervening oxide layer of the DEIS or MDEIS during the write or erase

operation, which is defined by4

E0 1(0 x(V5 -0tm-'ns ) + Ci"VT(t)
E ICT

where X = C 2 = e0 2-'1 0/ and CT = C1 + C, for the 3 port structures discussed

here. The gate SiO 2 thickness from the floating gate to the Si sub ,trate is defined by

fo2 with a low-frequency permittivity of e-,, 3.9 x (permittivity of free space).
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Figures 11-15 show data for the change in the threshold voltage shift as a

function of the write or erase voltage applied to the control gate for times varying

from 5 msec to 500 nsec where the initial charge state of the floating gate was set by

the condition VT(O) = 1.7 V. The conclusions which can be obtained from these data

are the following:

1.) OS-SiO 2 MDEIS EAROMs with increasing Si content leads to lower

write/erase voltage magnitudes (see Fig. I1).

2.) OS-SiO 2 EAROMs without Si-rich SiO, injectors require larger write/erase

voltage magnitudes than comparable MDEIS EAROMs with injectors and have

greater asymmetry between the write and erase voltage conditions (see Fig.

12). This was also seen for any write/erase pulse time from 5 msec to 500

nsec.

3.) OS-Si0 2 MDEIS EAROMs are easier to write or erase than comparable DEIS

EAROMs with stoichiometric intervening SiO, layers for long pulse times (Q

500 Asec), but are more difficult to charge for fast pulsing (compare Figs. 13

and 14).

4.) Thinner OS-SiO 2 EAROMs are easier to write than thicker ones (compare

Figs. 11, 14, and 15).

These observations on the EAROM devices are predictable from the ramp I-V

measurements discussed in section III-A-I. For example, conclusion I is consistent

with Figs. 4 and 5. Conclusion 2 is consistent with Fig. 6, even after corrections for

changes in the low field capacitance of the MDEIS stack C; due to the absence of the

injector layers (see Eq. 4). Conclusion 3 occurs due to the OS-SiO, oxides becoming

very conductive at high electric fields. At very high fields, J : af(E) because the

tunneling barrier becomes almost transparent; that is, the exponential term in the

current density relationship approaches - I (See Eq. 1). This will be discussed in

more detail in the Section IV (device modeling), and it imposes certain limitations on

write/erase speed. The roll-off and flattening of the I .I[AVT] I VS. I V9 I data in Fig.

14 is due to the over-charging of the floating gate. For this case after the write or

erase pulse has ended and the control gate is returned to ground, the internal electric
field between the floating and the control gates is large enough to either conduct

electrons off the floating gate to the control gate or vice-versa, respectively.
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Figures 16 and 17 demonstrate space charge effects in the DEIS and MDEIS

stacks of EAROM devices, respectively. The space charge effects in the DEIS

EAROMs have been reported previously 26. These effects are believed to be associat-

ed with the reversible trapped space charge which builds up on the Si islands in the

Si-rich SiO, injector layers of the DEIS stack. This reversible space charge due to

trapped electrons degrades the device operation by building up near the injecting

contact, screening the electric field, and thereby lowering the injection efficiency from

the contact. This phenomenon is more pronounced if the Si-rich SiO, layer is thick

and/or has a small percentage of excess Si so that these trapped electrons can not

move as easily through the Si-rich SiO, layer to the Si-rich-SiO,/SiO, interface and

then be injected into the Si0 2 layer 3.26. In Fig. 16, a longer delay between each pulse

of a string of write or erase pulses gives a larger threshold voltage shift magnitude

since more electrons are put onto or removed from the floating poly-Si layer. This is

because the trapped electrons on the Si islands which block contact injection have had

sufficient time to move back to the appropriate contact possibly having this motion

influenced by their own internal electric field. Fig. 16 also shows that a large number

of pulses of small duration are more efficient than one large pulse of the same total

time duration. Again this is due to the trapped electronic charge build-up on the Si

islands limiting contact injection particularly when there are few delays, delays of

small duration, or no delays between each pulse of the write or erase pulse train. Data

similar to Fig. 16 are also observed for write/erase voltage conditions where smaller

amounts of charge are transferred, indicated by smaller 1.1[I.VT] I values, on XDEIS

1I 5-A-16 devices (the DEIS has a 300 A intervening SiO, layer).

The data in Fig. 17 for an MDEIS EAROM shows a trend in the opposite

direction as compared to that for the DEIS EAROM shown in Fig. 16. Here a single

large 5 msec pulse is more efficient in charging or discharging the floating gate than a

pulse train of shorter duration pulses adding to a total pulsing time of 5 msec. Also

less charge is transferred for increasing delay time between the pulses of a write or

erase pulse train. Data similar to that in Fig. 17 were observed for different amounts

of transferred charge on this device. Other devices with different MDEIS stacks or

just OS-Si0 2 (no injectors) between the floakting and control gates, regardless of

composition (1-6% excess atomic Si) or OS-SiO 2 thickness (300-600 A,) showed data

similar to Fig. 17 for various amounts of transferred charge. Increasing the excess Si

content in the OS-SiO2 layer of the devices, decreased the magnitude of the differ-

ences observed for the various pulse trains as compared to a single 5 msec pulse.
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Devices with injectors (MDEIS EARONIS) had smaller differences than devices

without injectors for the various pulsing sequences. The MDEIS is believed to operate

differently than the DEIS because of subtle changes in the spatial extent of the space

charge on Si islands in the intervening OS-SiO, oxide 1-6, excess atomic Si) near

the Si-rich SiO, injecting layers (Z 13"o excess atomic Si). For the MDEIS. the space

charge is not confined just to the injector, but it moves into the OS-SiO, layer in tune.

The deeper spatially this space charge moves into the OS-SiO,. the higher the local

electric fields in the SiO, matrix portion of the remaining bulk OS-SiO, where there is

probably little or no space charge on the Si islands. Higher fields give increased

conductivity, and therefore more charge is transferred to the floating gate. In more

conductive OS-SiO, films, the :ffect demonstrated by the data in Fig. 17 would be less

pronounced because a steady state condition for the space charge regions would be

reached quicker and the extent of pene ,ation of the space charge would be less in the

OS-SiO, layer.

2. Cycling

One of the main conclusions of this work and the advantage of MDEIS over

DEIS EAROMs is demonstrated in Figs. 18 and 19. In these figures. the MDEIS

EAROMs with OS-SiO 2 can be cycled orders of magnitude more times than compara-

ble DEIS EAROMs with Si0 2 without degradation of write/erase operation. For

these cycling data, devices were written from an erased state or erased front a written

state. These figures show the threshold voltage for the written VT, and erased V r,:

states as a function of the number of write/erase cycles for similar EAROM devices

involving stoichiometric SiO 2 (R0 =200) and off-stoichiometric oxides as intervening

layers in DEIS or MDEIS stacks, respectively. The threshold voltage difference

between the written and the erased states 1[.IVTI = VTw-V-E (called the threshold

voltage window) starts to collapse in - 103 cycles on the devices with stoichiometric

SiO 2 while a similar collapse starts to occur after - 107 cycles on devices with off-

stoichiometric oxides. The improvement in the cycling characteristics of these devices

results from the reduction in the effect of permanent electron trapping in the off-

stoichiometric oxide layer. As some of the transferred electrons are permanently

trapped, they create a repulsive internal electric field which lowers the electric field

near the injecting interface which in turn controls the current flow to and from the

floating gate. As the interface field decreases, fewer electrons for the same write or

erase voltage condition can be transferred and the threshold voltage difference

between the written and erased states (which is a measure of the transferred charge)
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Figures 11-15 show data for the change in the threshold voltage shift as a

function of the write or erase voltage applied to the control gate for times varying

from 5 msec to 500 nsec where the initial charge state of the floating gate was set by

the condition VT(O) = 1.7 V. The conclusions which can be obtained from these data

are the following:

1.) OS-SiO, MDEIS EAROMs with increasing Si content leads to lower

write/erase voltage magnitudes (see Fig. 11).

2.) OS-SiO 2 EAROMs without Si-rich SiO, injectors require larger write/erase

voltage magnitudes than comparable MDEIS EAROMs with injectors and have

greater asymmetry between the write and erase voltage conditions (see Fig.

12). This was also seen for any write/erase pulse time from 5 msec to 500

nsec.

3.) OS-SiO 2 MDEIS EAROMs are easier to write or erase than comparable DEIS

EAROMs with stoichiometric intervening SiO 2 layers for long pulse times (Q

500 isec), but are more difficult to charge for fast pulsing (compare Figs. 13

and 14).

4.) Thinner OS-SiO 2 EAROMs are easier to write than thicker ones (compare

Figs. 11, 14, and 15).

These observations on the EAROM devices are predictable from the ramp I-V

measurements discussed in section III-A-I. For example, conclusion I is consistent

with Figs. 4 and 5. Conclusion 2 is consistent with Fig. 6, even after corrections for

changes in the low field capacitance of the MDEIS stack C; due to the absence of the

injector layers (see Eq. 4). Conclusion 3 occurs due to the OS-SiO 2 oxides becoming

very conductive at high electric fields. At very high fields, J af(E) because the

tunneling barrier becomes almost transparent; that is, the exponential term in the

current density relationship approaches - I (See Eq. 1). This will be discussed in

more detail in the Section IV (device modeling), and it imposes certain limitations on

write/erase speed. The roll-off and flattening of the I -A[AVT] I vs. I V9 I data in Fig.

14 is due to the over-charging of the floating gate. For this case after the write or

erase pulse has ended and the control gate is returned to ground, the internal electric

field between the floating and the control gates is large enough to either conduct

electrons off the floating gate to the control gate or vice-versa, respectively.
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Figures 16 and 17 demonstrate space charge effects in the DEIS and MDEIS

stacks of EAROM devices, respectively. The space charge effects in the DEIS

EAROMs have been reported previously2 6 . These effects are believed to be associat-

ed with the reversible trapped space charge which builds up on the Si islands in the

Si-rich SiO, injector layers of the DEIS stack. This reversible space charge due to

trapped electrons degrades the device operation by building up near the injecting

contact, screening the electric field, and thereby lowering the injection efficiency from

the contact. This phenomenon is more pronounced if the Si-rich SiO, layer is thick

and/or has a small percentage of excess Si so that these trapped electrons can not

move as easily through the Si-rich SiO 2 layer to the Si-rich-SiO,/SiO, interface and

then be injected into the SiO, layer3 ,26. In Fig. 16. a longer delay between each pulse

of a string of write or erase pulses gives a larger threshold voltage shift magnitude

since more electrons are put onto or removed from the floating poly-Si layer. This is

because the trapped electrons on the Si islands which block contact injection have had

sufficient time to move back to the appropriate contact possibly having this motion

influenced by their own internal electric field. Fig. 16 also shows that a large number

of pulses of small duration are more efficient than one large pulse of the same total

time duration. Again this is due to the trapped electronic charge build-up on the Si

islands limiting contact injection particularly when there are few delays, delays of

small duration, or no delays between each pulse of the write or erase pulse train. Data

similar to Fig. 16 are also observed for write/erase voltage conditions where smaller

amounts of charge are transferred, indicated by smaller i .111VT1 I values, on XDEIS

II 5-A-16 devices (the DEIS has a 300 A intervening SiO, layer).

The data in Fig. 17 for an MDEIS EAROM shows a trend in the opposite

direction as compared to that for the DEIS EAROM shown in Fig. 16. Here a single

large 5 msec pulse is more efficient in charging or discharging the floating gate than a

pulse train of shorter duration pulses adding to a total pulsing time of 5 msec. Also

less charge is transferred for increasing delay time between the pulses of a write or

erase pulse train. Data similar to that in Fig. 17 were observed for different amounts

of transferred charge on this device. Other devices with different MDEIS stacks or

just OS-SiO 2 (no injectors) between the floating and control gates, regardless of

composition (1-6% excess atomic Si) or OS-SiO 2 thickness (300-600 A), showed data

similar to Fig. 17 for various amounts of transferred charge. Increasing the excess Si

content in the OS-SiO 2 layer of the devices, decreased the magnitude of the differ-

ences observed for the various pulse trains as compared to a single 5 msec pulse.
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Devices with injectors (MDEIS EARONIS) had smaller differences than devices

without injectors for the various pulsing sequences. The MDEIS is believed to operate

differently than the DEIS because of subtle changes in the spatial extent of the space

charge on Si islands in the intervening OS-SiO, oxide I -61,o excess atomic Si) near

the Si-rich SiO, injecting layers (Z 131%, excess atomic Si). For the MDEIS. the space

charge is not confined just to the injector, but it moves into the OS-SiO, layer in t|ne.

The deeper spatially this space charge moves into the OS-SiO,. the higher the local

electric fields in the SiO, matrix portion of the remaining bulk OS-SiO, where there is

probably little or no space charge on the Si islands. Higher fields give increased

conductivity, and therefore more charge is transferred to the floating gate. In more

conductive OS-SiO, films, the effect demonstrated by the data in Fig. 17 would he less

pronounced because a steady state condition for the space charge regions would he

reached quicker and the extent of penetration of the space charge would he less in the

OS-SiO, layer.

2. Cycling

One of the main conclusions of this work and the advantage of MDEIS over

DEIS EAROMs is demonstrated in Figs. 18 and 19. In these figures, the MDEIS

EAROMs with OS-SiO 2 can be cycled orders of magnitude more times than compara-

ble DEIS EAROMs with SiO 2 without degradation of write/erase operation. For

these cycling data, devices were written from an erased state or erased from a written

state. These figures show the threshold voltage for the written VTw and erased V,.,,

states as a function of the number of write/erase cycles for similar EAROM devices

involving stoichiometric SiO 2 (R0 =200) and off-stoichiometric oxides as intervening

layers in DEIS or MDEIS stacks, respectively. The threshold voltage difference

between the written and the erased states A[AVT] = VTw-VTE (called the threshold

voltage window) starts to collapse in - 103 cycles on the devices with stoichiometric

SiO 2 while a similar collapse starts to occur after - 0"1 cycles on devices with off-

stoichiometric oxides. The improvement in the cycling characteristics of these devices

results from the reduction in the effect of permanent electron trapping in the off-

stoichiometric oxide layer. As some of the transferred electrons are permanently

trapped, they create a repulsive internal electric field which lowers the electric field

near the injecting interface which in turn controls the current flow to and from the

floating gate. As the interface field decreases, fewer electrons for the same write or

erase voltage condition can be transferred and the threshold voltage difference

between the written and erased states (which is a measure of the transferred charge)
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decreases. However. although an improvement of Z 4 orders of magnitude in the

number of cycles is achieved, the threshold voltage window still collapses (see Fig.

19). This implies that permanent charge trapping in the oxide is still present. It is

possible that a small percent of the electrons are still transported through the interven-

ing oxide layer via the bottom of the conduction band of the SiO 2 phase giving rise to

electron capture in deep traps (Z 4 eV from the bottom of the SiO 2 conduction band)

and/or that not all electrons trapped in the SiO, phase of the OS-SiO, can tunnel to

nearby Si islands as was discussed in Section 1.

The permanent charge trapping efficiency is further reduced as the excess

silicon content in the oxide is increased or the OS-SiO, is made thinner (see Fig. 18).

This is consistent with reduction in ramp I-V hysterisis due to the reduction of

permanent electron trapping in OS-SiO, films compared to Si0 2 as discussed in

Section III-A-I (see Figs. 4 and 5). Figure 19 also shows that the cycling collapse is

not as abrupt with the MDEIS as compared to the DEIS EAROM and that > 1010

cycles can be achieved.

The threshold voltage window collapse in the DEIS EAROM with the stoi-

chiometric Si0 2 intervening layer of Figs. 18 and 19 has been accelerated by design.

This is achieved by using thicker intervening Si0 2 layers (300 A) than used in devices

reported in previous publications 2-5 to get more bulk SiO, electron trapping. This is

apparent if the rate of threshold voltage window collapse as a function of oxide

thickness on the DEIS EAROMs is compared for Si0 2 thickness in the range from 100

A to 600 A. However the best DEIS cyclability with thin SiO, would show complete

collapse of the threshold voltage window by < 107 cycles 5.

In Fig. 18, the write/erase pulse duration for the cycling experiments was 500

;Lsec while in Fig. 19 it was 500 nsec. Accordingly, the write/erase voltages increased

in a manner consistent with previous discussions (see Figs. 13-15). To get lower

control gate voltages with faster write/erase speeds as shown in Fig. 20, the gate SiO,

layer from the Si substrate to the floating gate was made thinner (100 A). This gate

voltage magnitude spread from 13 V to 34 V for write/erase times from 5 msec to 5

gsec is quite reasonable. These particular devices (MDT-NVR I wafers) have equal

floating and control gate areas. Further reduction in the write/erase gate voltage

magnitude could be achieved with unequal gate area devices where the control gate is

smaller than the floating gate, such as with the XDEIS mask design. However, there is

a limit to how low the write/erase voltages can be made for single device EAROM
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cells like those discussed here before the voltage associated with the read operation disturbs

the charge stored on the floating gate during the write or erase operation. Two-device cells

which have an additional FET in series with the DEIS EAROM will minimize these "read

disturb" effects and allow even lower voltages than those discussed here. By addressing this

addition FET with the DEIS EAROM gate grounded, the cell can be read by sensing current

flow (erased state) or no current flow (written state) through the two devices in series (see

Section I1l-B-5).

Figure 21 shows that the cycling characteristics for equivalent MDEIS (with injectors)

and OS-SiO 2 (without injectors) EAROMs are fairly similar with collapse of the threshold

voltage window occurring after approximately the same number of cycles. This is expected if

the permanent electron trapping in the SiO2 regions is confined mainly to the intervening

OS-Si0 2 layer and not to the Si-rich SiO, injectors2 ,5. Also as expected from previous

discussions on I-V characteristics (see Sections III-A-I and III-B-I. Figs. 6, 11, and 12), the

write or erase voltage magnitude for similar charging of the floating gate in terms of VT (see

Eq. 4) is larger and slightly more asymmetric for the device without injectors.

As observed previously with DEIS EAROMs26, threshold voltage window collapse in

MDEIS EAROMs due to permanent electron trapping can be recovered by increasing the

write/erase voltage magnitudes. This is shown in Fig. 22 where an MDEIS EAROM is

recycled out to 1010 cycles with near full threshold voltage window by increasing the

write/erase voltage magnitude.

An interesting phenomenon affecting EAROM operation believed to be associated

with the physics of the conduction mechanism in OS-SiO, oxides compared to stoichiometric

SiO is shown in Figs. 23 and 24. For moderate electric fields, the conduction in OS-SiO,

films is believed to be controlled by direct tunneling between Si islands ' ° . The decrease in

permanent trapped charge in the OS-SiO 2 films for this electric field range is believed, at least

in part, to be due to this conduction mechanism since few carriers are capable of being

injected into or captured from the SiO 2 matrix conduction bandil.-20 . At very large electric

fields, carrier separation measurements with p-channel FETs20 show that significant numbers

of electrons can get injected into the Si0 2 conduction band. This occurs probably via a

Fowler-Nordheim mechanism where an electron near the bottom of the conduction band of a

Si island tunnels through a triangular barrier into the conduction band of the SiO, matrix.

The critical field at which Fowler-Nordheim injection into the SiO, becomes important has

been shown to increase with increasing Si content and be in the range of average electric fields

from 4 4 to 6 MV/cm 20 . Local electric fields are probably larger due to field enhancement
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near Si islands and/or due to field screening by the islands which forces more of the applied

voltage across the SiO, regions. Once the critical field is exceeded and large numbers of

electrons can enter the SiO, conduction band as "free carriers" and be trapped more readily

into energetically deep trapping levels in the SiO, a degradation in cycling behavior of

EAROMs is expected. This expected degradation with constant transferred charge was seen

on the MDEIS devices discussed here and is shown for a particular type of device with a 600

A thick intervening OS-SiO, layer with 3-4% excess atomic Si in Fig. 23. The average

electric fields across the OS-SiO, layer, as deduced using Eq. 5, for the devices in Fig. 23 are

-4 MV/cm and -8 MV/cm for 500 usec and 500 nsec pulsing times, respectively, consistent

with the critical field arguments. Even though free electron captured from the SiO, conduc-

tion band can now take place at very large electric fields, electrons captured in deep traps can

still tunnel directly to Si islands under the appropriate electric field conditions. This probably

accounts, at least in part, for the observation that although the threshold voltage window starts

to collapse sooner at higher fields, it does not collapse as quickly as for a DEIS EAROM at

any field (see Figs. 18, 19 and 24). The collapsed threshold voltage window for the MDEIS

EAROM which was written and erased with 500 nsec pulses in Fig. 23 could be partially

recovered with a 400'C anneal in forming gas for 20 minutes. On recycling after annealing, it

collapsed again in a similar fashion. This is analogous to what has been observed for recover-

ing collapsed threshold voltage windows in DEIS EAROMs3, and it is consistent with thermal

electronic discharge of the water-related traps in the SiO, matrix1 12

Figure 24 shows that for a control DEIS EAROM with a 100 A intervening SiO, layer

in the DEIS stack only small differences in the cycling characteristic are seen with similar

variations in the write/erase pulse times and fields. DEIS EAROMs with thicker intervening

oxide layers show a similar effect on the cycling characteristic with write/erase time under

constant threshold voltage window as that shown in Fig. 24. This is expected when the

conduction mechanism is strictly controlled by electric field enhanced Fowler-Nordheim

tunneling near the Si-rich SiO, injector/SiO2 interface. For short pulsing times (< 50 jusec)

and high electric fields, some DEIS stacks actually broke down after significant charge

build-up in the Si0 2 layer (see Section III-A-2). This is indicated in Fig. 24 when the

threshold voltages for the written or erased conditions are equivalent. Also Fig. 24 implies

that to first order there is no significant trap creation in the intervening SiO, layer of the

DEIS stack at the largest average electric fields (:S 10 MV/cm). This is in contrast to high

field trap creation reported by others on planar SiO 2 charge transfer devices27 .28 which do not

have Si-rich Si0 2 injectors and which would operate at approximately twice the average

electric fields used here (assuming planar Fowler-Nordheim tunneling) for similar amounts of
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charge transfer to or from the floating gate electrode 3 . 10.27 . Since MDEIS EAROMs operate

at even lower average electric fields than the DEIS EAROMs. it is doubtful that the enhanced

threshold voltage window collapse in Fig. 23 can be explained by trap creation.

3. Retention

The level to which the Si content of the intervening oxide layer of the DEIS may be

increased is ultimately limited by the degradation in the retention of the device; that is. charge

leakage off of or on to the floating gate storage electrode. Figure 25 shows the retention

characteristics at room temperature for a grounded control gate condition for the same series

of devices as in Fig. 18, after the floating poly-Si layer had been charged from a virgin

as-fabricated state with electrons to produce a threshold voltage of _ +6 to +7 V. Over a 24

hr. period the MDEIS stack, with x 3-4% excess atomic Si in the intervening 600 A thick

oxide layer, has the same retention characteristic as the control DEIS structure with the

stoichiometric 300 A thick intervening SiO, layer. As seen in Fig. 25, adding more Si to the

intervening oxide layer does degrade the retention somewhat. However. it should be pointed

out that read disturb effects (that is, electron removal from the floating poly-Si gate via the

bottom Si-rich SiO 2 injector caused by the applied positive gate voltage used during the

determination of the threshold voltage) are making the retention degradation for devices I and

E in Fig. 25 appear worse than actually occurs in a grounded control gate condition. In fact, a

large portion of the observed degradation over the first 100 sec on devices I and E is due to

the read disturb. In Fig. 26, the retention characteristic in Fig. 25 has been corrected for the

read disturb effects. Other DEIS stacks with 1-2% excess atomic Si in a 300 A thick

intervening oxide layer showed the same retention characteristic as the control structure in

Fig. 25.

Retention degradations similar to those in Figs. 25 and 26 were seen on devices from

the same wafers when electrons were removed from the floating gate, leaving the devices with

an initial threshold voltage of :-1.3 to -1.5 V. This is shown in Fig. 27 where enhanced

retention degradation is seen with increasing Si content. Clearly, there is a trade-off with

these devices between the maximum number of cycles attainable and long term charge

retention due to the added conductivity of the off-stoichiometric intervening oxide layers.

Measurements. of the retention characteristics on devices similar to those in Figs. 25-27. after

at least 107 cycles, produced results similar to those in these figures, indicating no pronounced

degradation or changes in the materials in the MDEIS or DEIS stacks. Fig. 28 demonstrates

this for a device similar to one of those in Fig. 25 with a 600 A thick off-stoichiometric
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intervening oxide with 5-60o excess atomic Si (Ro=30). which was cycled out to 4.3x i09

cycles and had its retention characteristic (after charging the floating poly-Si layer with

electrons to a threshold voltage of 7 V) measured periodically after various amounts of

cycling. Observations concerning the retention degradation with cycling similar to those

discussed previously for an initial threshold voltage of =+6 V to +7 V were made on similar

devices charged to an initial threshold voltage of ;-1.3 to -1.5 V. If the device was cycled

enough times so that some permanent electron trapping in the SiO 2 regions had occurred, the

cycling characteristic actually showed less charge loss or read disturb, at least over times < 104

sec (see Fig. 28). This is caused by the repulsive effect of the internal field due to the trapped

SiO, electrons when the control gate and substrate are grounded. This internal electric field

from the trapped electrons in the intervening oxide layer of the MDEIS or DEIS tends to

block ejection of electrons off of or injection onto the floating gate by lowering the internal

electric field caused by the presence or absence of electrons on the floating gate near the

appropriate injecting interfacial region. Degradation phenomenon in retention characteristics

has been observed in EAROM structures employing Si 3N4 layers, usually called metal-nitride-

oxide-silicon (MNOS) devices29 .

Figures 29-31 show the effect of temperature between 25 0 C and 300 0 C on the

retention characteristics for various MDEIS and DEIS EAROMs with stored electrons on the

floating gate and with the control gate and substrate at 0 V. For temperatures consistent with

normal operating conditions (25°C to 100 0 C). there is little effect on the retention character-

istic. At higher temperatures (>200*C for the structures considered here), there can be

considerable charge loss off the floating gate on structures with OS-SiO, intervening layers

containing Z 3% excess atomic Si in times less than 105 sec (see Figs. 30 and 31). The small

amount of electronic charge loss off the floating gate of the DEIS EAROM (see Fig. 29) at

elevated temperatures is consistent with previously reported results 3. Figure 32 shows the

effect of temperature on the retention characteristic of an MDEIS EAROM with an Ro=40

(3-4% excess atomic Si) OS-SiO 2 intervening oxide in the MDEIS stack under grounded

control gate and substrate conditions which has the floating gate in an initial positively

charged state. The temperature dependence under V =O V conditions for positive or negative

stored charge on the floating gate are similar (compare Figs. 30 and 32).

The effect of control gate bias on the retention characteristics of MDEIS EAROMs for

various temperatures and charge states of the floating gate are shown in Figs. 33-36. For

stored electrons on the floating gate electrode, increasing positive voltages on the control gate

will accelerate charge loss by pulling electrons back to the control gate due to the non-ohmic

conductivity of the OS-SiO 2 in the MDEIS stack. Negative voltages on the control gate will
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opposed the internal field of the stored electrons on the floating gate and minimize their loss

(see Fig. 33). As shown in Fig. 34, the opposite is true for stored positive charges (ionized

donors) on the floating gate where negative control gate voltages increase compensation of the

positive charges by electron injection from the control gate while positive voltages opposite the

internal electric field of the positive charges. Figs. 35 and 36 show that for a constant applied

control gate voltage, field induced negative charge loss (Fig. 35) or positive charge loss (Fig.

36) off the floating gate is accelerated significantly with increasing temperature (particularly

for temperatures Z 2000C) on MDEIS EAROMs with OS-SiO, intervening oxide layers with

>3% excess atomic Si.

The dependence of the retention characteristics of MDEIS EAROMs on control gate

voltage and temperature should be predictable from current density-electric field relationships

of MDEIS or OS-SiO, layers in capacitor configurations like that shown in Fig. 8. However,

the charge integrating ability of the floating gate EAROM devices allows us to calculate the

average current-field relationship from retention characteristics directly. In fact. because of

this charge integrating ability of EAROMs, currents < 10 - 15 A at electric fields < 1 MV/cm

can be easily measured which is difficult, if not impossible, using direct current measuring

techniques on capacitors structures (as described in Section III-A-I). Figure 37 shows the

magnitude of the average current density as a function of temperature for various field

conditions deduced from the data of Figs. 30, 32, 35 and 36. The average particle current

J - CA[AVT]/At was deduced using Eq. 4 and the average electric field across the

intervening oxide layer of MDEIS E, is given by Eq. 5. Since the calculations were done for

small changes in A[AV T ] , E.1 is approximately constant and indicated by the values in Fig.

37. These data show a two to three order of magnitude change in current with temperature

from 25 0 C to 3000C for fields < I MV/cm similar to the low field data from large area

capacitors (see Fig. 8).

DEIS EAROMs with stoichiometric intervening SiO, in the DEIS stack have charge

loss at low internal electric fields and high temperatures (>200 0 C. see Fig. 29). This charge

loss is not limited by the injection of electrons via Fowler-Nordheim tunneling from near the

Si-rich SiO 2 injector/SiO2 interfaces as observed at larger fields3. It is, however, limited by

thermal activation over - 3 eV energy barriers near the n-degenerate poly-Si floating or

control gates for negative charge loss or for positive charge loss by electron compensation,

respectively 3. Thermal activation over energy barriers (which are - 3 eV 3.6,9.11) created by

the Si islands in the OS-Si0 2 films of the MDEIS can also be a contributing mechanism for

loss of floating gate charge on MDEIS EAROMs with low internal electric fields (see Figs. 30

and 31) and high temperatures (>200*C). These energy barriers might be lowered by tenths
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of an electron-volt (by a Poole-Frenkel or internal Schottky effect) if local fields near the Si

islands are very large because of island curvature and/or field screening by Si islands forcing

more of the applied voltage across the SiO, matrix portion of these materials 20.25.30 Further-

more, thermally-assisted tunneling phenomena between the Si islands in the OS-SiO, films
may also be operative in controlling current-field characteristics and therefore charge loss off

the floating gate at low fields and high temperatures 6.31.

Retention characteristics similar to those presented in Figs. 25-36 for similar experi-

mental conditions were seen on several wafer runs besides XDEIS II 5 with. in some cases,

somewhat different processing. For example, devices like those in Fig. 20 with equal floating

and control gate areas, requiring one less masking step. gave similar retention results as a

comparable XDEIS II 5 wafer (see Fig. 31, wafer I) at similar temperature and electric field

conditions of the MDEIS stack.

4. Gate SiO2 - Charge Trapping and Interface States

Charge trapping in the thermally grown gate oxide between the Si substrate and the
floating poly-Si gate and surface state creation at the gate oxide-substrate Si interface was
neither expected nor observed for the EAROM devices. Even for 10i I write/erase cycles

with equal or unequal control and floating gate areas (see Fig. 1) much less than 10- 3

coul/cm2 total electronic charge will pass through the gate oxide. For significant charge

trapping in the gate oxide, 10-3 coul/cm 2 total charge must be transferred through the SiO,

layer for normal amounts of electron trapping centers with densities of Z 1012 cm- 2 and

capture cross sections of < 10- 17 cm 2 5.7.11-15. Surface state generation as measured using

capacitance-voltage techniques on large, equal area control gate and floating gate devices was

not observed for Z 108 write/erase cycles on structures similar to those described here. Also

no distortions in the device drain current vs. gate voltage curves were observed on the same

devices for the same cycling conditions. By decreasing the control gate area with respect to

the floating gate area (as was done on most of the devices described here. in particular the

XDEIS II 5 wafers), even smaller electric fields and therefore smaller leakage currents will

appear in the gate oxides of the devices4,5 .

5. Other Device Configurations

Although the three port (source, drain, and control gate) devices described here with
DEIS or MDEIS stacks placed inbetween the control and floating gates need both negative
and positive voltages applied to the control gate in order to be written and erased, other

device geometries would require only positive voltages4' .5. For example, the addition of
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another larger coupling gate to a structure with the DEIS or MP'1S inbetween the floating

gate and a smaller control gate would allow writing by grounding the smaller control gate and

biasing the larger coupling gate at a positive voltage. Erasing would be obtained by grounding

the coupling gate and biasing the control gate at a positive voltage. Another example would

be for a case where the DEIS or MDEIS stack is placed inbetween a diffusion in the single

crystal Si substrate and the floating gate electrode with an SiO 2 layer now forming the

dielectric inbetween the floating gate and the control gate electrode. This device could be

written by applying a positive voltage to the control gate with the diffusion grounded and

could be erased by applying a positive voltage to the diffusion with the control gate grounded.

To minimize read disturb effects in MDEIS EAROMS, a two device cell with a MOS

FET in series with the MDEIS EAROM could be used with some lost in area. Such cells are

typical of commercially available memory chips, particularly MNOS EAROMs 32* 33. in this

cell once the EAROM is written or erased, its control gate would be be grounded. The read

operation would be performed by addressing the series MOS FET and turning on its conduct-

ing channel with positive gate voltage in the case of an n-channel FET. If the MDEIS is

erased (positive charge on the floating gate), its channel will be turned on (assuming it is an

n-channel device), and current will flow through the series of FETs to ground. If the MDEIS

is written (negative charge on the floating gate), its channel will be turned off, and current will

not flow through the series of FETs. Therefore the two device cell performs a non-volatile

memory function having two information states that can be sensed by current flow through the

FET channels. Since the control gate of the MDEIS EAROM is always kept at or near ground

after information is stored during a write or erase cycle, read disturb effects caused by directly

applying positive read voltages to the control gate of the MDEIS EAROM will not occur.

IV Modeling

Previous modeling calculations which were used to predict values of A[AVT] for

write/erase times from I lisec to 5 msec on DEIS EAROMs used a simple exponential

approximation to the Fowler-Nordheim current-voltage re.ationship 4. This exponential

relationship for the particle current per unit area Jp flowing between the control and floating

gates was given by JP = exp [S(Eo -Eio)] where J' E' and S are constants 4. However

for OS-SiO 2 (no injectors) or MDEIS (with injectors) EAROMs this exponential approxima-

tion does not give a reasonable fit to the AIAVT)] data for write/erase times :. 50 usec. A

closed form relationship for 1[VT] or -VT can be derived using Eq. 1 which assumes a

Fowler-Nordheim like Jp vs. Eo, condition for the particle current and Eq. 5 which gives EoI

in terms of the gate voltage and relevant device capacitances. As was discussed in Section
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III-A-I, the pre-exponential term of the J vs. EoI relationship is not critical as long as the
exp [-biEol term dominates. Therefore, 1p - aEot exp[ - b/Eol]I will be used here.

Also b is not strictly a constant. but can show a field dependence 0 . However. to first order

this will be neglected as will the subtle space charge effects discussed in Section Il-B-I. Since

Jp = (dQ/dt)/A1 3.4. it can be shown using Eq. 4 that

ip = -C;(dVTidt)/Ai (6)

Using the Fowler-Nordheim relationship Jp aE.o exp [ - b/E),] in Eq. 6. one obtains

dV T  -c _ = (.4 aE - C,) exp [ - bEF, ] (7)
dt

Substituting Eq. 5 for E.t in Eq. 7. rearranging terms, and integrating both sides from 0 to t

yields the closed form relationship for AVT(t) 34 ,

-X(Vg--9- ( s )

AVT= +

(8)

CTo Ib/C;

In abt+ exp CVTO

1n[10 1 CT IX(V- _bS_*2l+cI'VTo}]

In the limits of t - 0 or t - . Eq. (8) reduces to AVT = AVT(O) or AVT = -X

(Vg-¢ms-. 'S)/ C1 ' respectively. Figure 38 shows a comparison between A[AVTI vs. Vg data

and Eq. 8 for writing from a VT( 0 ) = 2.6 V state on an MDEIS EAROM. The Fowler-

Nordheim constants a and b were determined from least squares data fitting of ramped

(I dVg/dt 1 =0.5 V/sec) I-V characteristics obtained from capacitors of .005 cm 2 area

fabricated simultaneously with the EAROM devices. As seen in this figure, the predicted

results are in good agreement with the measured data at all write gate voltages except where

A[AVT] becomes approximately constant. This occurs when the floating gate becomes over

charged and electrons leak back to the control gate (as discussed in Section Ill-B-1).

V. Conclusions

The data presented on MDEIS EAROMS in this study demonstrates that the quest for

the elusive "pure" non-volatile random access memory may be ending. OS-SiO, films with or

without Si-rich SiO, injectors used in EAROM type devices give low average electric field
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(and therefore power) operation with a least four orders of magnitude improvement in

cyclability over structures using stoichiometric SiO-. With some of the devices described here.

> 10"4) cycles have been achieved without total collapse of the threshold voltage window due

to electron trapping in the SiO, regions of the OS-SiO. films. A modification of the conduc-

tion mechanism by the presence of the tiny Si islands in the OS-SiO, films in which most

carriers (electrons) move from Si island to Si island by direct tunneling rather than through the

SiO, matrix conduction band is believed to be. at least in part, responsible for some of the

observed improvements over DEIS EAROMs. Further decreases in permanent electronic

charge trapping are also believed to be due to the "stepping stone" nature of the Si islands to

which electrons trapped on energetically deep water-related impurity sites in the SiO, matrix

portion of the OS-SiO, films can directly tunnel under appropriate field conditions.

Although some read disturb effects were seen on certain "single-cell" devices, charge

retention of the floating gate was not effected drastically for the devices studied here for a

grounded gate condition at normal operating temperatures between 25-100°C. For tempera-

tures Z 200 0 C. significant charge loss was observed on devices with thin OS-SiO, layers with

the highest percentage of excess atomic Si studied here (5-6 o). This enhanced charge loss is

believed to be due to the bulk-limited low-field conduction mechanism which is controlled by

thermally assisted tunneling (percolation).

Minimization of low electric field breakdowns was observed due to the field screening

ability of these films, particularly for contact inhomogenities which are believed to be a

leading cause of this breakdown phenomenon. These OS-SiO, films in MDEIS EAROMs

could also be made thicker than SiO 2 films in DEIS EAROMs due to their enhanced conduc-

tivity and lower charge trapping which adds more flexibility to making these layers reproduci-

bly with CVD systems. Also thicker films minimize possible pinhole problems which might

occur in manufacturing.

The EAROM device operation was shown to be predictable (at least, to first order)

from ramped current-voltage data obtained from large area capacitors and a simple physical

model based on quantum mechanical tunneling. At very large average electric fields, some

increased degradation in the cyclability was seen. It was proposed that this degradation was

due to enhanced charge trapping which occurred when large numbers of electrons could tunnel

into and be captured more effectively from the conduction band of the SiO2 matrix portion of

the OS-SiO, films.
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Future directions with MDEIS EAROMs in two device cells using an FET transfer

gate should maximize cyclability and low voltage operation while at the same time minimizing

read disturb. All positive voltage operation from 5 V supplies should be possible for function-

al EAROM or NVRAM chips using these materials.
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CONTROL GATE

' OFF- STIOCHIOMETRIC
-S OXIDE

MODIFIED ........ OEOR
DEIS STACK ' T R

OR #I
DEIS STACK N-LOATING GATE

SOUCTO DRAIN

.. .

GATESi2

SUBSTRATE:-::':.

MODIFIED DEIS EAROM
OR DEIS EAROM

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of a three port DEIS or MDEIS EAROM with an SiO, or

off-stoichiometric oxide intervening layer in the DEIS OR MDEIS stack, respec-

tively. The control (top) gate and floating (bottom) gate are formed from n-

degenerate poly-Si. The DEIS or MDEIS stack is incorporated inbetween the

control and floating gates. A thermal oxide layer is grown from the Si substrate

and used as a gate insulator inbetween the floating gate and the Si substrate. The

source and drain contacts complete the FET portion of the structure. Not drawn to

scale.
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0 DISTANCE

4---

INJECTOR"

Si -RICH'- 
L

Z13% Si K- OFFSTOICHIOMETRIC-------.
OXIDE

1-6 % Si

Fig. 2 Schematic energy band representation of the modification in the conduction

mechanism when the Si0 2 layer of a DEIS stack is replaced by an OS-SiO, layer.

The OS-SiO 2 layer (1-6% excess atomic Si) is thought to perturb the SiO 2 bands

as shown because of the presence of small Si inclusions similar to the Si-rich SiO,

injector layers which have Z 13% excess atomic Si. The dashed arrow shows

normal Fowler-Nordheim tunnel injection from a Si island conduction band to the

SiO 2 conduction band occurring in a DEIS at the Si-rich SiO 2/Si0 2 interface, while

the dotted arrow shows the injection and conduction from Si island conduction

band to Si island conduction band which is thought to occur in the MDEIS. Fowler-

Nordheim tunneling from an injector into the SiO, conduction band can take place

in an MDEIS in regions where the OS-SiO, does not have a Si island within 30-50

I of the interface. The dot-dashed line represents possible tunneling of electrons

from "deep" traps in the S02 matrix of the OS-SiO, film to the near-by conduc-

tion band of a Si island. The magnitude of the large arrows in the figure indicates

that larger currents for the same average fields are observed in MDEIS as com-

pared to DEIS stacks, at least for times Z 500 /sec.
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Al OR n-OEG.
/-POLY-Si GATE

S - Si-RICH SiO2

INJECTORS ( 13%)
-".'.' :..:.. ...?.- :..

OS-SiO2 (l-6%)
OR OS-SiO2 (1-61/)OR

SiO2 (0%J OR
\ 0SiO 2 (0%)

K' ,ORpSi
SU BSTRA E.,

(a) (b)

OS-SiO2  MDEIS
OR OR
SiO2  DEIS

CAPACITOR CAPACITOR

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the types of capacitor structures used for many of the

measurements discussed in this paper. (a) Simple MOS capacitor with either an

SiO 2 or off-stoichiometric oxide sandwiched between the metal (Al) or n-

degenerate poly-Si gate electrode and the Si substrate (n or p-type <100>); (b)

similar to (a) only with a DEIS (an intervening Si0 2 and two Si-rich SiO2 injectors)

or MDEIS (an intervening off-stoichiometric oxide and two Si-rich SiO 2 injectors)

sandwiched between metal or poly-Si gate electrodes and the Si substrate.
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-- *P6,ROu50
--P7.Roz30

0 -10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60
GATE VOLTAGE (V)

Fig. 5 Magnitude of "he dark current at room temperature as a function of ramped gate

voltage (IdV 9/dt I - 0.5 V/sec) for SiO,2 and off-stoichiometric: oxides similar to

those in Fig. 4 only with the oxide in an MOS configuration without the Si-rich

SiO2 injectors (see Fig. 3a). A virgin capacitor was used from each wafer. The

behavior observed is similar to that observed in Fig. 4 except that the stoichiome-

tric SiO 2 MOS capacitor could not be ramped to higher than 2:105 A without the

oxide breaking down destructively.
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i MLO-53, p- Si
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......... E. MoEIs, v*
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Io
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GATE VOLTAGE (V)

Fig. 6 Magnitude of the dark current at room temperature as a function of the magnitude

of the ramped gate voltage (I dVg/dt I - 0.5 V/sec) for capacitors using off-

stoichiometric oxides (R,=40) with (see Fig 3b) and without (see Fig. 3a) Si-rich

SiO 2 (R,-3) injectors. The oxide layers were 300 X thick, the Si-rich SiO,

injectors were each 200 i thick, and the gate electrode was Al. Both polarities are

shown with a virgin capacitor ramped for each polarity.
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Fig. 7 Magnitude of the areal current density as a function of the magnitude of the

average electric field for various gate areas A on a 600 A thick OS-SiO 2 layer with

1-2% (ROM50) excess atomic Si in an MOS capacitor configuration (see Fig. 3a).

The current was obtained on a virgin capacitor for each area indicated at a positive

gate polarity and a voltage ramp rate magnitude of 0.5 V/sec. The gate electrode

was n-degenerate poly-Si. This figure indicates the very weak dependence of the

dark currents on gate area or periphery for OS-SiO2 layers.
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TEMPERATURE (OK)

Fig. 8 Magnitude of the dark current as a function of temperature for several negative

gate voltages on a 1200 A thick OS-SiO, layer (R,=50. 1-2% excess atomic Si)

incorporated into an MOS capacitor configuration with an Al gate electrode (see

Fig. 3a). Data for gate voltages between -12 V and -20 V were obtained from

point by point measurements, while data for gate voltages from -25 V to -50 V

were obtained from ramp I-V measurements. This data shows that the temperature

dependence decreases with increasing electric field.
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Fig. 9 Histogram in 0.25 MV,'cm bins of the number of capacitors (0.005 cm2 area) on

an MDEIS wafer (XDEIS 11 5-G) to draw a current of 4x 10-4 A/cm2 or I x 10-1

A/cm2 as a function of the magnitude of the average field in the 600 A thick

OS-SiO-, layer with 3-4% excess atomic Si (R0 =40). Si-rich Si0 2 injectors were

200 A thick and all samples were ramped with negative gate voltage bias from 0 V

at a rate of -5 V/sec. An initially as-fabricated virgin wafer was put through the

sequence shown by figures A, B, and C in which the same 100 capacitors were

sequentially ramped to current levels of A - 4x 10-4A,'cm 2, B - I x 10-1 A/cm 2 , and

C - 4 x 10-4 A/cm2 .
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Fig. 10 Histogram on an MDEIS wafer (XDEIS 11 5-1) as a function of the magnitude of

the average field. Experimental conditions and sequence are the same as in Fig. 9.

MDEIS wafer XDEIS 1I 5-I is similar to the one used in Fig. 9 (XDEIS II 5-G)

except that the OS-SiO 2 layer contained 5-6% excess atomic Si (Ro=30).
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Fig. I I Change in the threshold voltage shift magnitude as a function of write/erase

voltage magnitude on MDEIS EAROMs (XDEIS 11 5-G, 1-16) with 3-4% (Ro=40)

and 5-6% (Ro=30) excess atomic Si. respectively, in the 600 Ak thick intervening

OS-SiO, layer of the MDEIS stack (see Fig. 1). The Si-rich SiO, injectors were

200 A thick, and the gate oxide was 650 ,A thick. The initial threshold voltage was

1.7 V, and the write/erase pulse time was 500 usec. This figure shows that as the

Si content in the OS-SiO, layer increases the device can be written or erased at

lower gate voltages for times > 500 /sec.
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Fig. 12. Change in the threshold voltage shift magnitude as a function of write/erase

voltage magnitude on EAROMs (XDEIS 11 5-E. F-16) with tE) and without (F)

200 , thick Si-rich SiO, injectors. The OS-SiO. layer of both types of devices was

300 A thick and contained 3-401o excess atomic Si (R,)=40). The gate oxide was

650 A thick. Operating conditions are similar to Fig. I. This figure shows that

EAROM devices with injectors can be written or erased at lower gate voltages

than structures without injectors.

lo- XDEIS 11 5-A-16 5 msec
w 300A R0 22000 9- 500 jFsec
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WRITE/ERASE VOLTAGE MAGNITUDE (V)

Fig. 13 Change in the threshold voltage shift magnitude as a function of write/erase

voltage magnitude on a DEIS EAROM (XDEIS II 5-A-16) with a 300 A thick

intervening SiO, (R,=200) layer in the DEIS stack (see Fig. 1) for various

write/erase pulse times from 5 msec to 500 nsec. The Si-rich SiO, injectors were

200 X thick. and the gate oxide was 650 A thick. The initial threshold voltage was

1.7 V.
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Fig. 14 Change in the threshold voltage shift magnitude as a function of write/erase

voltage magnitude on a MDEIS EAROM (XDEIS II 5-E-16) with a 300 X thick

intervening OS-SiO 2 layer with 3-4% excess atomic Si (R,=40) in the MDEIS

stack (see Fig. 1) for various write/erase pulse times from 5 msec to 500 nsec.

The Si-rich SiO, injectors were 200 A thick, and the gate oxide was 650 A thick.

The initial threshold voltage was 1.7 V.
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Fig, 15 Change in the threshold voltage shift magnitude as a function of write/erase

voltage magnitude on a MDEIS EAROM (XDEIS 11 5-1-16) with a 600 X thick

intervening OS-SiO 2 layer with 5-6% excess atomic Si (R,-30) in the MDEIS

stack (see Fig. 1) for various write/erase pulse times from 5 msec to 500 nsec.

The Si-rich SiO 2 injectors were 200 A thick, and the gate oxide was 650 A thick.

The initial threshold voltage was 1.7 V.
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Fig. 16 Change in the threshold voltage shift as a function of the time delay between write

or erase pulses for pulse trains of various pulse time duration but all adding to 5

msec on a DEIS EAROM similar to that described in the caption of Fig. 13. Each

point was taken by either writing with a voltage of -27.5 V (as indicted by solid

symbols) or. erasing with a voltage of 18.5 V (as indicated by open symbols) using

the number of pulses with the indicated pulse time duration listed opposite the

appropriate symbols. Prior to each write or erase operation the device was reset to

an initial threshold voltage VT( 0 ) = 1.7 V. These data show that for a DEIS

EAROM a sum of pulses of a given total time duration can give a larger change in

threshold voltage shift magnitude than a single pulse.
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Fig. 17 Change in the threshold voltage shift as a function of the time delay between write

or erase pulses for pulse trains of various pulse time duration but all adding to 5

msec on a MDEIS EAROM similar to that described in the caption of Fig. 11.

Symbols have the same meanings as in Fig. 16, but with write or erase voltages of

-20 V or 17.5 V, respectively. The trend in these data is opposite that of Fig. 16

where a stoichiometric oxide layer was used in the DEIS -tack.
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Fig. 18 Threshold voltage after write or erase operation as a function of the number of

write/erase cycles on EAROM devices from the XDEIS 11-5 series of wafers (see

Fig. 1). Write/erase voltages as indicated in the figure were applied for 500 ,sec.

Wafer A has a 300 A thick intervening layer of SiO, in the DEIS stack, while

wafers E. G. and I have 300 A or 600 X thick intervening layers of OS-SiO 2

(containing = 3-6% excess atomic Si) in the MDEIS stack. The Si-rich SiO,

injectors were 200 A thick, and the gate oxide was 650 A thick. These data show

extended cyclability for MDEIS as compared to DEIS EAROMs due to the mini-

mization of permanent trapped electronic charge.

8: XEIS H 5-A.1-16 .o A-300 Ro-200
6 -575 V.500 nsec -600A RO.30

-38V o....o

O 29v -- =

-2 60V

1 ',; ',; ',a ,o ,o. ,o, ,o10 " ,0,
NUMBE OF CYCLES

Fig. 19 Cycling characteristic for EAROM devices (XDEIS 11 5-A, 1-16) similar to that of

Fig. 18 only for a write/erase pulse duration of 500 nsec and the voltages indicated

in the figure. These data show that - 30% of the initial threshold voltage window

is still left after - 4 x 1010 cycles for the MDEIS EAROM ( I ), and that the

window has completely collapsed after - 106 cycles for the DEIS EAROM ( A ).
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Fig. 20 Threshold voltage after write or erase operation as a function of the number of

write/erase cycles on MDEIS EAROMs (MDT-NVR I-E-7). similar to that in Fig.

1 except for equal area floating and control gates, for various write/erase pulse

times from 5 msec to 5 l sec. Write/erase voltages are as indicated in the figure.

MDT-NVR I-E-7 had a 100 , thick gate oxide. 200 A thick Si-rich SiO 2 injectors,

and a 600 A thick intervening OS-SiO, in the MDEIS stack containing 5-6%

excess atomic Si (Ro=30).

8 XMIS I, 5-E.F-16 .o E-2oo Ro-3 .NECTORS/ 300A RO- 40 a a F-NO INJECTORS
6F -56V5t..sec

.. 4-

40

59V o .-

42.5V

0 102 103 104 105 106 107 I08 109  1010
NUMBER OF CYCLES

Fig. 21 Threshold voltage after write or erase operation as a function of the number of

write/erase cycles on EAROMs (XDEIS 11 5-E. F-16) with (E) and without (F)

200 A thick Si-rich SiO 2 injectors. The OS-SiO, layer of both types of devices was

300 A thick and contained 3-4% excess atomic Si (R,1)40). The gate oxide was

650 A thick. Write/erase voltages as indicated in the figure were applied for 5

Isec.
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Fig. 22 Cycling characteristics for an MDEIS EAROM (XDEIS II 5-1-16 as described in

the caption of Fig. 18) containing 5-6% excess atomic Si (Ro=30) in the 600 A
thick intervening OS-SiO 2 layer of the MDEIS stack which was cycled under

conditions similar to those in Fig. 19 to - 4x 1010 cycles and then recycled to

1010 cycles after the initial threshold voltage window was reestablished by increas-

ing the write/erase voltage magnitudes as indicated in the figure.

XDEIS = 5"G-16

600 A Ro-40
6-

4-

* O-77V, 74V; 500 nsc

2- A A -34V, 34V; 500a.*c

0 0_0

-2 -"~- -"

.I , 0 102 lO, I I , 0'= l0,

NUMBER OF CYCLES

Fig. 23 Cycling characteristics on MDEIS EAROMs (XDEIS II 5-G- 16 as described in the

caption of Fig. 18) containing 3-4% excess atomic Si (Ro,-40) in the 600 A thick

intervening OS-SiO 2 layer of the MDEIS stack which were cycled under different

average electric field conditions (as indicated by the write/erase voltages and pulse

times in this figure) from the same virgin as-fabricated threshold voltage window.

This data show that for the same initial charge transferred between the floating and

control gates, the device cycled under a very high field condition builds up perma-

nent trapped electronic charge after fewer cycles.
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Fig. 24 Cycling characteristics on DEIS EAROMs (DEIS II 2-CI-16) containing a 100 A

thick intervening SiO, layer in the DEIS stack which were cycled under different

average electric field conditions (as indicated by the write/erase voltages and pulse

times in this figure) from the same virgin as-fabricated threshold voltage window.

The Si-rich SiO, injectors were 150 A thick, and the gate SiO, was 650 A thick.

These data show little effect of the average electric field on permanent trapped

electronic charge build up in the SiO, layer of the DEIS stack.

12- XDEIS 1E 5-A,E,G,I-16 o A-300a RO200

S10 V9 'OV, 25C a E-300 RO-40
Sv G-600A RO=40

• ., I-6oo Ro,3O
0>v 9

AA

0 4 - 00,

- cc
I& , I A

01 
.

I 10 102 103 10
4  105 106 107

TIME (sec)

Fig. 25 Retention data (threshold voltage as a function of time) for a grounded control

gate condition (0 V) at room temperature (25 0C) on EAROM devices from the

same series of wafers described in the caption of Fig. 18. The devices were

charged from a virgin as-fabricated state to an initial threshold voltage of : 6 to 7

V (written state). No correction for read disturb effects has been made.
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XOEIS H1 5-A,E,G,I-16 o A-300A RO-200
_V 9 0V. v25'.C 0 E-300A %.40

L IE-CORRECTED FOR READ 7 G-600A RO-40
DIST. I-600A RO-30

a 00 v0 Too >

0

1 10 102 |03 104  10 e06 107
TIME (sec)

Fig. 26 Retention data of Fig. 25 corrected for read disturb. This figure shows little

increased charge loss with increasing Si content for the written state.

6- XEIS r 5-A,E,G,I-16

-Vo ,0 V, 25*C o A-300A R0 , 200> a E-300A RO-40

vrG-600A RO-40

2 - 4I-600 A Ro,30

0- 4

-4-

"1 10 102  103  104  105  I04 107

TIME (sac)

Fig. 27 Retention data (threshold voltage as a function of time) for a grounded control

gate condition (0 V) at room temperature (25*C) on EAROM devices from the

same series of wafers described in the caption of Fig. 18. The devices were

charged from a virgin as-fabricated state to an initial threshold voltage of - -1.3 to

-1.5 V (erased state). Read disturb effects were negligible. This figure shows little

increased charge loss with increasing Si content for the erased stete.
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Fig. 28 Retention data (threshold voltage as a function of time) for a grounded control

gate condition (0 V) at room temperature (25 0 C) on a MDEIS EAROM (XDEIS

11-5-1 as described in the caption of Fig. 18) containing 5-6% excess atomic Si

(R 0 =30) in the 600 A thick intervening OS-SiO, layer of the MDEIS stack after

various amounts of cycling similar to that depicted in Fig. 19. This device was

charged from either a virgin as-fabricated state or a cycled state to an initial

threshold voltage of ; 7 V (written state). No correction for read disturb effects

has been made. This figure shows little increased charge loss with cycling for the

written state.

12 02zC XDEIS "1 5-A-16
AI100 "C 300A RO,200

a 200C V9 -0 V
0 V 300 C CORRECTED FOR

READ DIST.

06g

0 I I0 * I i1 I , I

1 10 13 5  i 16?
TIWEs)

Fig. 29 Retention data (threshold voltage as a function of time) for a grounded control

gate condition (0 V) at various temperatures (25 0 C to 3000 C) on DEIS EAROMs

(XDEIS II 5-A-16 as described in the caption of Fig. 18) containing a 300 A thick

intervening SiO, layer in the DEIS stack. The devices were charged from a virgin

as-fabricated state to an initial threshold voltage of I 6 to 7 V (written state).

The data were corrected for read disturb. These data show increased electronic

charge lost for the written state with increasing temperature.
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a 1009C 600A Ro , 4 0
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Fig. 30 Retention data at various temperatures under identical conditions to Fig. 29 on

MDEIS EAROMs (XDEIS II 5-G-16 as described in the caption of Fig 18) con-

taining 3-4% excess atomic Si (R,=40) in the 600 A thick intervening OS-SiO,

layer of the MDEIS stack.

12 0 250C XDEIS It 5-1-16
a 100*C 60A R0 .30

0 a o0c v2ov
1V 300C CORRECTED FOR

READ DIST.

000000 0

&A~ ~ A 2200

10 102 103 10* 103 106 107

TIME (s)

Fig. 31 Retention data at various temperatures under identical conditions to Fig. 9 on

MIDEIS EAROMs (XDEIS 11 5-1-16 as described in the caption of Fig. it,, ;on-

tamning 5-6% excess atomic Si (R,-30) in the 600 A thick intervening OS-SiO,

layer of the MDEIS stack.
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Fig. 32 Retention data at various temperatures under similar conditions and on MDEIS

EAROMs similar to those in Fig. 30 for devices which were charged from a virgin

as-fabricated state to an initial threshold voltage of -1.3 to -1.5 V (erased state).

These data show increased positive charge lost for the erased state with increasing

temperature. XDEIS I 5-G-16

O V -OV 600 A Ro-40
12 _ AVq-4V 250C

v. eCORRECTED FOR
0 Vg -4V READ DIST

I-

-J 00

000W 4

2 0

1 10 I02 I03  104  105  106  I07

TIME s)

Fig. 33 Retention data (threshold voltage as a function of time) for the control gate biased

at various stressing voltages (-4 V to 8 V) at room temperature (25'C) on MDEIS

EAROMs (XDEIS 1I 5-G-16 as described in the caption of Fig. 18) containing

3-4% excess atomic Si (Ro=40) in the 600 A thick intervening OS-SiO, layer of

the MDEIS stack. The devices were charged from a virgin as-fabricated state to an

initial threshold voltage of = 6 to 7 V (written state). The data were corrected for

read disturb. These data show increased electronic charge lost for the written state

with increasing positive gate voltages. 225
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Fig. 34 Retention data at various stressing voltages under similar conditions and on MDE[S

EAROMs similar to those in Fig. 33 for devices which were charged from a virgin

as-fabricated state to an initial threshold voltage of 2 -1.3 V (erased state). These

data show increased positive charge lost for the erased state with increasing nega-

tive gate voltages.
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Fig. 35 Retention data (threshold voltage as a function of time) for the control gate biased

at 4 V at various temperatures (25 0 C to 300'C) on MDEIS EAROMs (XDEIS ii

5-G-16 as described in the caption of Fig. 18) containing 3-4% excess atomic Si

(R 0 =40) in the 600 A thick intervening OS-SiO, layer of the MDEIS stack. The

devices were charged from a virgin as-fabricated state to an initial threshold voltage

of , 6 to 7 V (written state). These data were corrected for read disturb. These

data show increased electronic charge lost for the written state with increasing

temperature with a 4 V stressing voltage applied to the gate electrode.
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Fig. 36 Retention data for the control gate biased at -4 V at various temperatures on

MDEIS EAROMs similar to those in Fig. 35 for devices which were charged from a

virgin as-fabricated state to an initial threshold voltage of = -1.3 to -1.5 V (erased

state). These data show increased positive charge lost for the erased state with

increasing temperature with a -4 V stressing voltage applied to the gate electrode.
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Fig. 37 Magnitude of (he average current density as a function of temperature for various

low electric field conditions deduced using the retention characteristics of MDEIS

EAROMs (XDEIS II 5-G-16 as described in the caption of Fig. 18) containing

3-4% excess atomic Si (Ro=40) in the 600 A thick intervening OS-SiO, layer of

the MDEIS stack. Calculations were performed as described in the text (see

Section III-B-3) using the data from Fig. 30 ('). Fig. 32 (0), Fig. 35 (-). and Fig.

36 (0).
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Fig. 38 Comparison of model calculations described in Section IV with experimental data

for the change in the threshold voltage shift magnitude as a function of wr-,e

voltage magnitude on a M1DEIS EAROM (MDT-NVR l-E-7 as described in the

caption of Fig. 20) containing 5-6% excess atomic Si (110 =30) in the 600 A thick

intervening OS-SiQ2 layer of the MDEIS stack. The write pulse was applied for

various times (5 msec to 5 j~sec) from an initial VT(O) = 2.6 V condition which

corresponds to the floating gate in an uncharged state.
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Ellipsometry Measurements of Polycrystalline Silicon Films

E. A. Irene" and D. W. Dong*
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ABSTRACT

This study shows that visible light ellipsometry can be used to measure the thickness of polycrystalline silicon
films that have been deposited on oxidized Si slices. The measurement hinges on obtaining a value for the complex
index of refraction. 9. for the polycrystalline silicon films. An empirical method has been found which gives usable
values for R. The limits of application of the ellipsometric technique are shown. Also, it is shown that discontinuous
polycrystalline silicon films can be detected using ellipsometry. Finally, although theoretically possible, the accurate
measurement of oxide grown on polycrystalline silicon surfaces is not practical.

The use of elipsometry to measure the film thickness for poly-Si. Since commercially available high quality
of polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) films and silicon ellipsometers can routinely measure a and k to better
dioxide films grown on polycrystalline silicon (poly- than 0.1 ° , instrumental accuracy is not considered in
OX) has been reported (1, 2). Dell'Oca (3) has listed this study. The real problem is to have an accurate
three major drawbacks with the use of ellipsometry for
poly-Si film measurements. First, the ellipsometric reproducible measurement of N for poly-Si The pres-
period for poly-Si is small (about 80 nm for 632.8 nm
light) and therefore the poly-Si thickness must be
known to L 80 nm for 632.8 m light and even closer
for shorter wavelength light. Second, poly-Si films are I
usually deposited on SiO2 films and therefore the SiO2.
film thickness must be accurately known. Third, poly-Si
surface roughness may alter the polarization state of
the reflected light and thereby render the system too

complex for straightforward analysis. In the presentstudy we have found that while all of Dell'Oea's points__iI ,I.....

have some merit, successful measurements of poly-Si
film thickness can be made using ellipsometry. It will ,
be demonstrated that the first essential task is to mea- 1 I

sure the complex index of refraction, N, for poly-Si. I 1
An empirical method will be shown to yield reliable

values for N. Next, the limits and applications of the i
measurement of poly-Si films will be presented in I

terms of annealing effects, thickness effects, and oxida-
tion behavior.

With reference to Dell'Oca's first point above, elip-

sometric periods for poly-Sl (using N obtained later) K ,
do not repeat identically in %, *, space. Figure 1 shows a '
plot of a and p for poly-Si film thicknesses up to about 1& ,o )0 0 V W
600 nm. It is seen that the ability to discriminate be-
tween ellipsometric periods depends on the ability to F 1. Theoretcul plot of delta and psi as a function of poly-Si

measure A and 0 accurately and the knowledge of N thickness (large dots are 5 nm Poly.-Si thickness) on 90 nm SiOt am

* Leetroehemitel Society Active Member. a single crystal Si substrate. N for poly-Si is taken to be 4.06Noey wor&: visible lips e~lpont", im thickness, difeontinu.

am at"lms, ow"aUot. (1-0.012) for 4318 nm light and an angle of incidence, o, ef 70'.
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ent study is directed toward this measurement. An The relevant ellipsometric relationships are obtained
empirical procedure is employed which is then tested "by first considering the polarization states of single
and the limitations discussed. waves reflected frovm a sample surface that is covered

A single ellipsometric measurement yields values for with one or several films and then the total reflected
the two parameters a and ,. Therefore, two other pa- amplitude, R, of many waves 'a detailed treatment can
rameters of the measured system are accessible via be found in Ref. (8)].
calculation. For the typical case of a poly-Si film on an For reflected waves paralel (p) and perpendicular
SiO2 film all on a single crystal Si substrate, the mea- (s) to the plane of incidence, the complex Fresnel co-
sured .i, value can be used to obtain two desired efficients can be written as
parameters providing all the others are known. For
the Si substrate surface and each film, there exists a arp -r.1 e , 9 []

complex refractive index N as rs =Irsi ets. (2]

= N(I - i) where Ir! is the amplitude ratio and 6 is the phase shift
upon reflection. For many waves the sum of all rp and

where N is the refractive index and x is called the ab- r, components emanating from a number of surfaces
sorption index. Additionally, for each film there is the yields Rp and Rs of the same form. Reflection ellip-

optical path length or film thickness. The values of N sometry endeavors to measure the ratio
for single crystal silicon and SiO2 films are well known. p = Rp/R [3]

Therefore, if N for the poly-Si film is known, then both This ratio is also conveniently written as
SiO0 and poly-Si film thickness can be obtained from
a single ellipsometric measurement and Dell'Oca's sec- P = tan eJ- [4]
ond objection can be overcome. In practice, it will be where

tan= (5]
shown that a usable value of N for poly-Si can be and

obtained, but the error associated with N will be larger "1 = AV -- ]

Thus, and .a are related to changes in the amplitude
than the errors of N for the substrate or the Si0 2 film and phase of the incident waves upon reflection. 0 and
and, therefore, an independent measurement of the .1 are measurables in ellipsometry and they are ob-
thickness of the underlying SiO2 film is desirable so as tained from polarizer, compensator, and analyzer in-
to over specify the system. It would also be useful to strumental settings in a straightforward manner. Of
use ellipsometry to measure the film thickness Of SiO02 particular relevance is the relationship of the ellip-
films grown via oxidation of poly-Si (herein these ox- sometric measurables, and i, to the desired optical
ide films are referred to as poly-OX). Such ellipsome- properties of the film-substrate combinations. These
tric measurements have been reported in the litera-
ture (1), but the specific procedures and limitations of desired properties are the refractive index N and thick-
these measurements were not discussed. From mea- ness d for each film and the index for the substrate.

This relationship is obtained from the explicit form for
surements of the SiO2 underlying poly-Si, N for poly- the reflection coefficients [see for example Ref. (8)].
Si, and the poly-Si thickness, the poly-OX thickness The result is summarized by the relationship
can in principle be measured. However, the question
arises of the effect of surface roughness on ellipsometric
measurements. It is known that the poly-Si surface is tano eA M, d(, o, 0 [7]
rough due to grain growth and this surface becomes where N, and d, are the various complex indexes and
considerably rougher upon oxidation (4. 5). In the film thicknesses for each film. o is the angle of inci-
present study, poly-OX thickness measurements are dence, and ). is the wavelength of the incident light.
compared to a theoretical calculation. It is shown that Equation [71 is inverted using McCrackin's program
deviations from theory can be accounted for by both (7). It should be observed that with only two actual
errors in poly-Si thickness and surface roughness. measurables. only two optical properties are directly

Experimental Procedures obtainable. Therefore, for the case of multiple films on

Silicon films were deposited by chemical vapor depo- a substrate one measurement (at a constant o and )

sition (CVD) at 650°C onto oxidized single crystal sill- will not yield all the d and N values. It should also be
con slices. At that temperature. we have found that
the silicon films are composed of small crystals in an noticed that for absorbing films. K is nonzero and N
amorphous silicon medium (4). Later annealing treat- for such a film has two parts. This means that a single
ments at 1000*C for a few minutes converts the silicon measurement for an absorbing film (at constant o and
to polycrystalline silicon. The oxide grown on the X) cannot yield all the optical properties. N, K, andd,
single crystal silicon was grown at 1000°C in dry 02. for the film. However, empirical estimates to obtain
The single crystal silicon slices were commercially additional properties from a single measurement can
available, (100) oriented, chem-mechanically polished be made and one such estimation procedure is de-
2 a-cm, device quality silicon. scribed below.

The ellipsometric measurements were made using In order to confirm a number of the ellipsometric
either a Rudolf Research Type 43603-200E thin film measurements made during this study, two other con-
ellipsometer using 546.1 nm light and equipped with a ventional film thickness measurement techniques were
quarter-wave plate or an automated ellipsometer (6) used: the normal incidence interference technique and
using 632.8 run light. Both of these instruments have the mechanical step height technique.
a capability of 0.01" accuracy in polarizer and ana-
lyzer settings. In practice, we found that the overall Experimental Results
precision based on repeated thickness measurements
using the manual ellipsometer was always be,ter than Measurement of N.Numerical values of N for poly-
2% and about 3% for the automated ellipsometer. Si films were obtained by an empirical procedure. For
Theoretical ellipsometric calculations as well as calcu- this measurement. silcon films of various approxi-
lations based on experimental data were made using mately known thicknesses were deposited on S102 films
McCrackins program (7). with previously ellipsometrically measured film thick-
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ness all on Si single crystal substrates. These samples posited at 650°C strongly suggest that the films possess
were annealed at 1000°C for 30 min in N 2 to insure
crystallization of the silicon films, and any surface th different and irreproducible values of N as com-
oxide grown on the poly-Si films as a result of anneal- pared with samples annealed above 700°C. An illustra-
ing was removed by a few seconds dip in HF. The tion of this annealing effect is shown in Fig. 4 where it
justification for the anneal to insure crystallization is is seen that samples grown in the same CVD run and
treated separately below. The experimentally measured therefore having about the same film thickness (65-70
-1 and values for the poly-Si films were then plotted nm) have a, .1, values not only substantially different
along with theoretical .1, ; curves for the layered struc- for each sample but also to the left (lower r ) of a
ture under study as a function of poly-Si thicknesses, theoretical curve calculated using N derived previ-
Figure 2, a through e, shows the essential features of ously. However, upon annealing these samples at
this type of curve fitting where the theoretical curves 1000°C in N 2 for about 15 min the samples fall in a

were calculated for various values of N. For 632.8 nm small grouping very near the theoretical curve. As was
light, a best fit was seen at N = 4.06, K = 0.012 (Fig. demonstrated in a previous study (4), the silicon films
2b). It is seen that for too low a value for N, the data deposited at 650°C are composed of rather small crys-
does not lie on any theoretical curve, but for too high tallites embedded in an amorphous silicon matrix.
N, the data falls on or near second and third period Since it is known that amorphous silicon has both
theoretical curves. Independent film thickness mea- larger N and K values than crystalline silicon, it would
surements (optical interference and mechanical step be useful to determine if the lower values of .1 and 4
height) established that the film thicknesses were all and for some samples somewhat higher i values for
less than 160 nm. A similar procedure for measure- the as-deposited material are a result of the larger N
ments taken with 546.1 nm light yielded values of N - and K values. The results of calculations in Table II
4.30 and K = 0.024. As a further check whether this show that as N increases. A% decreases substantially

while * increases slightly. For an increase in c, both %
empirical procedure leads to usable values for N, a set and ip decrease. Therefore, it is likely that the smaller
of poly-Si samples on oxide were grown from 70 to values of - for the as-deposited silicon is due to the
450 nm thick. The measured .i, * values are plotted higher K values for this nearly amorphous material.
along with the theoretical curve in Fig. 3. All the sam- The scatter in .1 for unannealed samples is not explain-
pies up to 200 nm are close to the theoretical curve able at this time. For some CVD runs, we have noticed .

values larger, sometimes the same. and sometimesthereby confirming that usable values for NK are ob- smaller than the annealed values. There may be a
tained, relationship between the -1 values and the exact prep-

For the measured value of N for poly-Si, it is seen aration conditions; however, this has not been ade-
that adjacent ellipsometric periods are about 2* apart quately investigated.
in (see Fig. 1 or 2). Therefore, better than V ac- Discontinuous poly-Si films.-Up to this point, the
curacy in k is needed to reasonably locate the period, present study has shown that a reasonable measure-
The instruments used in the present study, when prop-
erly aligned and calibrated, can measure .1 and - to ment of N could be made on poly-Si films thereby en-
better than 0.P. Therefore, the location of the proper abling the measurement of film thickness for thin
period will in large part be a function of how good was poly-Si films. In order to determine the minimum

thickness that could be detected, very thin poly-Si
the selection of N. To demonstrate the effects of possi- films were deposited on already prepared SiO2 films on
ble errors associated with the empirical curve fitting, Si. Thickness estimations were obtained by extrapola-
Table I was calculated. Table I shows the effect of dif- tion based on the CVD times needed to grow thicker

films. %. i data for films estimated to be as thin as 2ferences in N values as :- 10% in N and = 10% and nm and thicker are shown along with an SiO2 on Si
-t 20% in r (= 100% for N = 4.06) on resultant poly-Si curve and a poly-Si curve in Fig. 5. The SiO2 and poly-
film thicknesses. It is seen that errors in a of 20% hardly Si curves intersect at the Si02 thickness which exists
affect the film thickness, d, and 10% errors in N affect under the deposited poly-Si but the 10 sec run would
d by about 10%. It is clear from Fig. 2 that errors of correspond to 70.5 nm of SiO2 rather than the 57.5 nm
less than 10% in N and 100% in c are made. From Table of starting SiO.. From points corresponding to 20, 30.
I, errors in the film thickness for these deviations are and 60 sec CVD runs, it is seen that the data scatter
about 10% or less. Therefore, we can conclude that this near the theoretical curve. For the 180 sec and longer
procedure is adequate to better than 10% in terms of runs, the data fall on the theoretical curve. Therefore,
the resultant poly-Si film thickness, although K values it appears likely that the coverage of the film between
may be in greater error. 10 and 180 sec is less than 100%. To confirm this result,

Annealing behavior of poly-Si films.-The A, . mea- TEM was performed. Figure 6 for a 2 min run shows
surements made in this study on the silicon films de- that this film has less than 100% coverage, although it

was found to be electrically continuous as is evidenced
by the connectivity of the poly-Si islands.

Table I. The effects of .10% variation in N and -t20 and Oxidation of poly-Si filrs.-With a knowledge of the
±1l00% variation in K on poly-Si film thickness thickness of a poly-Si film on SiO2, it is also possible to

measure the growth of an oxide film on poly-Si usingCalculated
film thick.

N 9 nes (nm Table I. The effect of changes in N and K on 1 and ' values

3.65 0.0108 56.2
0.0120 56.2 N 9 , ,
0.0132 86.2

4.47 0.108 45.0 4.0 0 163.3 30.8
0.120 44.9 0.1 186.1 24.5
0.132 44.0 0.2 153.1 21.0

4.06 0.0060 49.9 4.1 0 130.0 31.0
0.0120 49.8
0.0240 49.6 4.2 0 153.9 31.2

Conditions: 30 nm poly-SI on s0 nm Sio0 on Si, \ - 546.1 m, Conditions: 50 nm poly-Si on 10 nm Slo on SI, - m4.1 'i.

# -70, a ISO.'22, , 30.M2. * - ?0.
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Fig. I. Delta, psi plot for poly-SI film. tiIcknuss on 52 am Sl02
3w(638 am llht, IV70) on an Si substrate for various values of

N. Each paint is 1 am and the crosses are experimental data. (a)

--- -- 4.06 (1 -00060), (b) N=4.06 (1-0.012i), (c) N=4.06 (0.

_______ 080,) (d) N=4.2 (1-0.0121), Ca) N=3.17 (1-0.0120).
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0350 1 -, 3

250 Poly-Si ON S0 2 ~

M490410 330 250 170 90 ON Sra15

Pig. 3I Theoretical delta, psi plots for paiy-5i film thicknesses on

53 am SiO2 (632.8 nam light, o = 70-) for N=4.06 (1-0.0120). sc0
Wac point is 1 mm.on the theoretical curve. The letters indicate

experimental data: a = 72 am, b = 85 nm, c = 142 nam, d
204.sm,o 310 am, f =324 are,and9 =455 arn. 0 1 0 3 05

PSI

Fig. 5. Theoretical delta, psi plots of poly-Si on 57.5 nm SiO 2 on

Si with N=1.465 01*-00 for 56.! unm light. The experimental
points (crosses) are for sequentially longer poly-Si deposition times:

T I = t0 sec, 2 = 20 sec. 3 = 30 sec. 4 = 60 sec, 5 = 180 sec,
and 6 =300 sec. All samples were annealed at 1000'C, 10 min,
N2 after deposition and briefly dipped in buffered NP to remove

_______surface oxide.

4- 4h

. . . . .. . .

Fig. 4. Theoretical delta, ps 1lo0t for 106 nma SiO 2 ON Si (solid , 1'4.

curve) with data points for unannealed poly-Si films (open circles) ~~~.. . -
ad annealed (1000*C, 30 min, N2) poly-Si (crosses). The two sets ~ ~ ~
ofdata appear for unannoaled Samples due to a degeneracy in the

computation. .$
lip

ellipsometry. In order to accomplish this measurement, 6
the following algorithm was employed. First, the oxide .~.' ~
that will underlay the poly-Si is thermally grown on ",ft
a single crystal SI substrate and measured by elip- *- 'E..'--

sometry. Then the poly-Si is deposited on this oxide, ar~..
annealed, HF dipped to remove any surface oxide, and 4, '

the poly-Si thickness is measured as described above., ,I-

The sample is then placed in the oxidation furnace of
an automated ellipsometer [previously described in -4

Ref. (8) 1 and brought to oxidation temperature in N2. . ... ' -s

After the sample is thermally equilibrated, A~, # data
are taken as the initial value of the oxidation run. The Fig. 6. TEM micrograph ot 120 sec deposited poly-Si film on SiOl:
ambient Is switched to oxygen and a. 0, are taken at
regular time intervals. After a desired oxidation time.
the sample is returned to room temperature in N2 and density values for Si and SiO2, (9). the molar voltme
a final .%, p value is measured. The poly-OX is removed ratio is calcuated to be 0.456. Considering about 517
in HP and the remaining poly-Si film thickness is inca- error in the poly-Si and poly-OX Measurements and
sured. From this measured poly-Si value and the final variability in density values, the measured land calou-
.%, ,. value taken before the poly-OX was chemnicallyre lated ratios are in excellent agreement. Now, for .h
moved, the final poly-OX thickness is calculated. From first measured %1. -k value after 02 was turm~l on. w.e
the starting and final poly-Si film thicknesses and the used the initial value for the poly-Si thickness and the
poly-OX thickness, the molar volume ratio for poly-OX measured %~. -j, value to calculate the first value for
is calculated to be for SiiSiOs = 0.44. From published poly-OX thickness. From this value for poly-OX and
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the molar volume ratio, the next value for poly-Si is
calculated and is used along with the next A, -p value to 300i
calculate the next poly-OX, etc. This process continues
until all the measured , 4 values yield poly-Si and 275i
poly-OX thickness values. This method is easily . ,- '--s
checked since the final calculated values must compare - 7
with the final measured values where the final poly-Si 250,
value was measured independently. Agreement was al-
ways found to be better than 10%. 2

Figure 7 shows a plot of the oxidation data obtained 225
as a result of the above calculational procedure. The
increase in poly-OX and the decrease of poly-Si film
thicknesses is seen. The procedure used to calculate 200
these thickness-time relationships is likely to be quite
accurate at the end and beginning of the oxidation, 175
since individual film measurements are made. However,
intermediate measurements depend on the measured 4, .

-

0 (which is in general quite precise) and the adherence I5o "POiy-Si
of the progressive oxidation to a theoretical curve. Be- ,. OXIDATKON i
low is a discussion of these intermediate measurements.

Figure 8a shows the changes in A and 4 as poly-Si is 250 10 20 30 40 50
being oxidized. It is seen that at the beginning of the psI
oxidation the experimental data lie close to the theo-
retical curve. As oxidation proceeds, however, the 300
data deviate from the curve and when oxidation of the
poly-Si is nearly complete, the experimental points ap-
proach the SiO2 theoretical curve. Figure 8b shows four 280
theoretical poly-Si oxidation curves plus experimental ,
data. One poly-Si and oxide curve is calculated for an 260 / -- sio
initial poly-Si thickness of 44.5 run (which corresponds /
to the real sample) and the others for deviations of the 240
initial poly-Si in 2.0 nm increments of starting poly-Si. 2401
It is seen from this figure that a 2.0 nm difference in
starting poly-Si thickness translates into a rather large _ _2_o__,_'.

change in the theoretical curves for the oxidation of 220
poly-Si. The theoretical curve for an initial poly-Si
thickness of 44.5 nm fits the experimental data best 200
prior to and after complete oxidation. During oxida-
tion, the 46.5 nm curve fits closely. The conclusion is Po y-S
that the error limits of about ±t 10% in poly-Si thick- leX0 O
ness translates to quite a large error in the oxide in OD I
poly-Si measurements. Since the experimental data __0
seem to be somewhat asymmetrical with respect to the 0 10 20 30 40 50
theoretical poly-Si oxidation curves, other factors such
as surface roughness caused by intergranular oxidation Fig. 8. Theoretical delta, psi plots of the oxidation of poly-Si
(4, 5) are likely to be affecting the measurement, and for 5102. (a) Undoped poly-Si, 44 nm thick on 140 nm S0..
Whatever the cause, we believe that since the measure- The crosses are experimental data. (b) Doped poly-Si, 45 nm thick
ment of poly-Si is no better than :- 10%, and since the on 90 nm SiO 2 (crosses). The four poly-Si theoretical curves are
measurement of poly-OX depends on a precise poly-Si for 2 nm differences in starting poly-Si thicknesses: 40.5 (triangles),
thickness, the measurement of poly-OX appears to be 42.5 (circles), 44.5 (squares), and 46.5 (diamonds).
in error by substantially more than 10%.

Conclusions

OXIDATION OF PolyS 900, 02) Visible light ellipsometry can be used to measure the
thicknesses of poly-Si films on oxidized silicon slices.

The measurement hinges on the knowledge of N for the
so- - silicon film. For annealed poly-Si films, N is obtainable= = :by an empirical procedure. For large poly-Si thick-

- .nesses, errors in N will prevent accurate measurement,
40-1 but for films less than several thousand angstroms, the

U,4-)= ellpsometric technique is usable. The ellipsometric:: a /poly-Si

technique can be used to detect less than 100% film
coverage without resorting to destructive techniques-such as TEM. In principle, it should be possible to mea-

20- sure the oxidation of poly-Si since the poly-Si thick-/7 ness can be measured. However, the combined effects
of errors in the poly-Si film thickness and intergranu-
lar oxidation, which roughens the poly-SI surface,
obfuscates the measurement
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Silicon Oxidation Studies: Measurement of the Diffusion of
Oxidant in SiO Films

E. A. Irene*
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York 10598

ABSTRACT

A method for the measurement of the diffusion of oxidant through a grow-
ing SiO2 film is presented. The procedure is based on so-called lag-time diffu-
sion methods in which the time to achieve steady-state oxidation is measured
using in situ ellipsometry. Two different modes of oxidant transport were ob-
served over the range of temperatures investigated (600°-1000°C). At tempera-
tures of 900°C and below, no lag-time was observed, and steady-state oxida-
tion was seen at the outset of oxidation. At 1000°C, a lag-time was measured
which yielded a value for the diffusion constant, D = 2.3 X 10- 13 cm 2 /sec for
dry 02, and this value increased to 2.4 x 10-12 cm 2/sec for 1000 ppm H 2 in 02.
This study provides clear evidence for different dominant modes of oxidation
at higher and lower oxidation temperatures.

The thermal oxidation of silicon is generally believed data and then an interpretation is presented. The ap-
to proceed by a process that encompasses a steady state plication of this lag-time technique has enabled the
of both diffusion of oxidant through an SiO2 film and measurement of D associated with oxygen transport in
reaction of this oxidant with Si at the Si-SiO2 inter- SiO 2 at l000°C and has shown that a lag-time is not
face. This notion of the mechanism of oxidation of sili- observed at 900oC and below. In addition, it was dis-
con is primarily due to the success of the linear-para- covered that linear parabolic kinetics obtain at the
bolic oxidation model (1) in correlating the silicon outset of oxidation for temperatures of 900oC and be-
oxidation data (see for example early reports in Ref. low. even for films 1000 nm thick. These experimental
(2 and 3)J. Virtually every worker in this field has results lead to considering alternatives to pure Fickian
reported parabolic-like behavior, Le., a decrease in the diffusion as the dominant mode of transport of oxygen
thermal oxidation rate of silicon with time. This plus through SiO 2 films at the lower oxidation temperatures.
the several studies that show that oxidant rather than
silicon is the primary transported species (4-6) sup- Experimental Procedures
port the diffusion-reaction model. The statistical treat- Sample preparation.-The experimental technique
ment of copious oxidation data demonstrate reasonable utilizes SiO2 films grown by the oxidation of single
predictability (less than 10% error) of this model crystal silicon. The starting silicon wafers were com-
(7-9). However, this model is largely phenomenologi- mercially available chem-mechanically polished 2 in-
cal and therefore contributes only little to the under- cm p-type with (100) orientation. The silicon was
standing of the details of the oxidation mechanism. cleaned by a previously outlined procedure (7) and the

The present study is aimed toward a better under- starting SiO2 films were prepared via thermal oxidation
standing of the details of the transport of oxidant in dry 02 at I000°C.
across the SiO2 film. To probe this transport process, Ellipsometry.-The automated ellipsometer used for
the well-known lag-time diffusion technique (10, 11) the present study, as well as optical constants and
for thin membranes has been adapted to measure the procedures, was previously described (7, 17). The
oxidant transport during oxidation. Basically, the ellipsometer can measure oxide growth while the sam-
oxidation process is followed using in situ ellipsometry. ple is under oxidation conditions. A typical experiment
The analytical technique assumes Fickian diffusion of is started by placing a previously grown SiO2 film of
oxidant through the growing oxide film, i.e., transport about 104A on an Si wafer in the oxidation furnace of
in response to a concentration gradient, and can there- the automated ellipsometer. The sample is then heated
fore be used to test for true diffusion as the dominant at 1000'C in either N2 or Ar for about 20 hr. The film
mode of oxidant transport, thickness is periodically measured to check the quality

In the literature, there exists diffusion data for of the N2 or Ar and to provide baseline initial oxide
oxygen in fused silica (12-15). These studies report thickness data. At some arbitrary time after outgas-
divergent values for both the diffusion constant, D, sing, the temperature is adjusted and equilibrated at
(several orders of magnitude) and the activation en- the desired value and the ambient is switched to oxy-
ergy for diffusion (a factor of more than three). Diffu- gen. Before and after this ambient change. SiO2 thick-
sion data for oxygen in thin films of SiO2 has to my ness is measured continuously. The experiment is usu-
knowledge not been reported. Since it is known (16) ally continued for more than 40 hr after 02 is turned
that the precise method of preparation (temperature, on to insure that steady-state oxidation is achieved.
impurities, etc.) of amorphous materials determines In order to insure that any change noticed by ellip-
many of the physical properties of the material, it is sometry is due to a change in Si0 2 thickness and not
likely that part of the spread in the existing data is perhaps a change in optical absorption, a separate ex-
due to differing samples. Therefore. in order to under- periment was performed. A disk of optical quality
stand the oxidation of Si to form SiOg films, it is im- fused silica of about 0.64 cm thick and 2 cm in diam-
portant that the measurement mf diffusion be done for eter polished on one face and purposely frosted on the
thin SiO films. other face was placed in the ellipsometer furnace. The

The present study presents the lag-time method us- polished surface was monitored by ellipsometry and i
ing ellipsometry. Second, the method is used to obtain and ,*, data were taken at various temperatures between

600' and 1000'C before and after switching the am-Slectwochenucal Society Active Member. bients. No change in the optical constants of the fusedKey wor l: steady-state oxidation. oipsometry, oxidant trans- silica was observed. Therefore, any change observed
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fur the thick SiO2 films on Si would be attributed to a aC, (ac\
real change in the SiO2 film thickness. As is shown - = D [3]
below, this lag-time experiment performed at or xfo
below 900'C yielded initial oxidation rates equal to Now substituting (&C/&X)x=,, from above and solving
final rates. i.e., no lag-time. Without the experiment for the concentration, C,, by integration the resultant
above, this observation could possibly be trivially ex- equation is
plained by a difference in the optical constants of the
oxide in N., or O, when the ambient is switched. On C D(C 2 - CI)t

the other hand, the rapid attainment of steady-state C - L
oxidat.on at the lower experimental temperatures has
mechanistic implications and this is covered in the 2L /C 2 COS MEr - \ / -Dn 2

a
2
t\Discussion section. 2 C Cos 1-ex 1--C

The temperature range 10000 -600*C was explored; . > n2  
L 2 '

higher temperatures could not be attained in the pres-
ent equipment. 4CL 1 D (2m 2 2

Lag-Time Method - (2m 1) 1 exp L2
The lag-time method (10,11) is based on the exist-

ence of a time delay for the transport of a gas through [4]
a membrane that initially has zero concentration of the This concentration will increase toward a steady state
gas. The time delay is measured from the time the as t-. x and Cg approaches the line
temperature-equilibrated membrane contacts the gas
(t = 0) to the time the gas appears in the other side

of the membrane as a steady-state flow. LD 1 ) 2L 2  ( C2 COM-- CiThe lag-time analysis due to Daynes (10) and C = (C - - 2
Barrer (11) is herein adapted to the Si-SiO2-oxygen
system. The key equations and boundary conditions are
reproduced below with some modification from the 41 1
published detailed analysis (10,11). For the Si-SiO2- - TD no (2m ) [5]
oxygen gas system, the boundary conditions are shown
in Fig. and the general solution for concentration is D' CoL2 1

D (C2 -C0)t --C-L2 CILs [
= L L 6D 3D +  2 J

X cos -C
C = C1 - (C2 -CL)-- C C M The intercept of this line with the time axis yields the

in-. lag-time. r

ex p -Dn2t~2)t C 2fth = 2 - C L2 [7
sin-- )x _" -Z T-- =TC;_C-) Ik'-'' + 7D_ -2D

If the actual experiment commences with no oxidant in
(2m + 1):X e -D(2m + 1)2.12t ' the film C. = 0, and if the reaction at Si-SiO2 interfacen L2 is fast relative to tranport then C - 0. then the lag-

time expression reduces to the equation
where C is the concentration of oxidant at any time.
At the Si-SiO2 interface, X = 0 and 6-8

ac =2 -- [

T x= L The condition of C0 = 0 is achieved by a thorough out-
gas of the sample at 1000cC overnight and it is as-

2 ( _Dn2,r 2 t sumed that the network oxygen does not contribute to
oxidation. The condition C1 - 0 is consistent with the-,- (Cz cos tut - C)e L2  
linear-parabolic model.

4C =" -D(m + 1)2 2t The steady-state condition is observed by the con-
+ jexp _ ( L "I) [2] formity of the thickness-time data to the linear para-

L ~ L2 bolic rate law
The rate at which gas, C,, emerges from a membrane of t = AL + BL2 [9]

unit area at X = 0 is given as where t is the oxidation time for a film thickness L,
and A and B are the reciprocals of the linear and
parabolic rate constants, respectively.

This simplified linear-parabolic equation can be
C2  used to test for linear-parabolic kinetics in the present

study. However. where the values of the rate constants
are of interest, it is necessary to utilize the physical

Si SiO2  02 model related equation (2,7)

t - to = A (L - L,) + B (L2 - Lo2) [10]
_ _ _ _ where L, and t, define the lower limit of applicability

0 L for the linear-parabolic model or an oxide of thickness

L. at the start of an experiment
CC, AT X-0 FOR ALL t Equation [9] is easily linearized and I;.iear least*C AT X • L squares analysis of the t and L data according to L vs.t/L yield slope and intercept values that are used to
CCo FOR 0 4 X< L AT t.0 extrapoate to the t,me axis at the initial oxide thick-

Fig. 1. Pictorial representation ot Si.SiO-0 2 system with bound. ness value. This in:ersection yields the v value used
ory tonditions, with the average L value in Eq. (8] to obtain D.
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To insure that steady state is achieved, oxidation is Table II. Comparison of initial and final rates of oxidation
carried out for more than 40 hr. Thickness-time data
from the last 10 hr are analyzed as steady-state values. Oxidation rates iA. hr)
However, prior to any data analysis, the overall L, t
data is sampled in the first and second hours of oxida- T (. 1st 2nd 2Dl i ,,2 4(50
tion and then after 20, 30, and 40 hr. If the lag-time
method is applicable, the oxidation rates should be ini- 1000 :33 ;7 -Is 14

900 2 18 2 0 2 1 ;:
tially low and then increasing toward steady state. This 0u lu 9 '1 J
information provides the basis for the lag-time anal- 7o0 2 2 - 3 .1

600 0 7 0.3 0.4 u's " jysis.

Results and Discussion by the linear-parabolic model and this was also typical
In order to assess the range of possible lag-time for the 900 . 700' , and 600-C data. The 1000 C data

values, r values were calculated from the divergent D show the expected deviation for shorter times which is
values of Norton (12) and Williams (13) and the re- indicative ot the existence of a lag-time. The 1000-C
suits are shown in Table I. It is seen that if Norton's data were analyzed by linear least squares fitting of
values for D are applicable for SiO., films, then t is L vs. r/L at long times and then finding the intersec-
virtually unmeasurable by the present technique down tion of this line with the t/L axis. The intersection is
to 800'C and marginally measurable down to to 600°C. r/L,, where L0 is the starting oxide thickness. t is then
However, based on Williams' data. t can be easily mea- used in Eq. [8 to calculate a value for the diffusion
sured at 1000°C and below. Therefore. if the measured constant. D = 2.3 < 10 - I cm-'/sec at 1000-C in dry 0,.
D values for oxidant in the SiOL films used for this This value 's about one order of magnitude larger than
study are near Norton's (12) values, we would expect Williams' "13) value at 1000 C. The value for the lag-
to see no lag-time for the higher temperatures while if time is T = 8490 sec. It is interesting to compare this
Williams' (13) D values obtain, a lag-time would be value for T with the value of 8804 sec calculated from
observed for all temperatures, and for both sets of D the formula derived by considering the approach to
values the T values would be larger for the lower tem- steady-state flow through a plane sheet by Crank (19)
peratures. The experimental data which consist of
thickness-time measurements on films with starting Dy
thickness of about 104A were first surveyed to deter- L2 0.45 [11J
mine whether lag-times were observed. As previously
stated, this was done by comparing the rates of oxi- From the relationship between permeability, P, dif-
dation at the beginning of the experiment to rates at fusivity. D, and solubility, S
the end. At least two data sets were obtained at each
experimental temperature with substantially the same S = P L12I
results. Table II lists the rates from one data set at D
each temperature for the Ist. 2nd. 20th. 30th, 40th hours
of the experiment. It is clearly seen that only at 1000"C which applies when Henry's law is obeyed. the solu-
is true lag-time behavior observed, i.e.. the rate of oxi- bility can be calculated. The permeability is the steady-
dation increases to a steady-state value. It is also in- state oxidant flux which is calculated from the rate
teresting to note that a steady-state rate of about 41 of oxidation. At 1000'C the permeability is about P =
A/min at 1000°C for 104A SiO2 can be calculated from 2.7 X 10-12 0:'s cm-- sec - ' for I atm 02 pressure.
the derivative of Eq. [10] and already published data This yields a value for solubility of S = 1.2 x 10--
(18). Given that there could be a maximum of about cm - : which is considerably higher than Deal's (2)
10% error in the reported rate constants (7), the rates value of 5.2 x 101 crr- 3 calculated using the relat:on-
for the first 2 hr are below the steady-state rate. This ship
calculated result is in agreement with the experimental kP aR 2.25 x 1022

result to follow and also the steady-state rates of the S = Z13]
present study agree with the published values. For the 21)
lower temperatures, the initial rates are at least equal and Norton's (12) value for D. where kPAR is the para-
to the final rates. There is some data that show a slight bolic rate constant. The reason for the large difference
trend toward the initial rate being larger than the final in S values in the present study and Deal's study (2)
rates. However, this type of behavior is anticipated is due primarily to differences ;n D. Using the value
based on linear parabolic kinetics. Representative SiO2 for D obtained in this study and Deal's kp.a (2). S is
thickness vs. oxidation time data is shown as Fig. 2a calculated to be 1.6 x 1021 cm - .
and 3a for 1000* and 800"C, respectively. The solid To determine the effect of HO on D. 1000 ppm was
lines on these plots are drawn to illustrate the change added to dry 0, by a previously outlined procedure
in the slope of the data and are obtained as average (20). The data at 1000'C showed a lag-time. and a
slopes calculated from the data for a number of the value of D = 2.4 x 10-12 cm 2/sec or about a tenfold
initial and final data points (see Table II). The 1000*C increase in D with 1000 ppm H,O was obtained. From
data have a smaller initial slope than for long times previous studies of the affect of HO on the rate of Si
and the opposite is true at 8000C. oxidation (20). we reported less than a twofold in-

Figures 2b and 3b show plots of L vs. t/L at 1000' crease in rate with 1000 ppm H20 in 02. From Eq. [12],
and 800'C. respectively. The solid lines on these plots if D increases by a factor of 10 and P by a factor of 2
are the result of fitting the steady-state data to Eq. then the solubility of oxidant in the presence of 1000
(9]. It is clear that the 800°C data are well represented ppm 112O must actually decrease by a factor of five.

Table I. Literature values of 0 and calculated values for the lag-time, T

T (*C)

1000 900 800 700 600

D (cm/see), from Norton (12) 6 * I3-' 3 x 10- 9 x 10.' 3 , 10-" 3 , i0-
r(e) for I* SiO7 0.3 0.6 2 7 32D cm'lsec;. from Williams (13) 2 I0-' 9 X 10- ' 3 x 10-3 7 ( 10-14 1 10-'
t(see) for losI O, I0 2 x 103 Sn XO" 2 x 104 2 10'
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Fig. 2. Thickness, L, and time, t, oxidation data for dry 02 at f I1( 00"C: (, top) as L vs. t, (b, bottom) L s. tL.

This result may indicate that, although trace amounts
Of H20 enhance diffusion of oxidant so that the rate of
oxidation increases, the H20 ties up many active sites I1000-
in SiO2 thereby lowering the solubility Of 02

In terms of the mechanism of oxidation, the present
results demonstrate the existence of a change in the
dominant mechanism for oxidant transport near
1000C. Above this temperature, the transport can be

considered Fickian with undissociated oxygen as the 1090C0 5 0 15

likely transported species. This latter contention is tt

based on the observation that Henry's law is obeyed at
high temperatures (2). Thickness, L, and time, t, oxidation data for dry 02 t

transported species are charged is not addressed in this 800C: (, tp) as L s. t, (b, bottom) L v. t/L

study. Further evidence for the change in predominant
mechanism of oxidation was obtained from an earlier Such a mechanism does not require long distance mi-

study (18) in which considerable curvature in Ar- gration of oxygen to initiate oxidation. Rather, when

rhenius plots involving both linear and parabolic rate one atom of oxygen is taken into the network at the

constants was reported. In that study (18), he higher gas-SiO2 interface, an atom then becomes available at

temperatures yielded a lower activation enegy for k, the Si-SiO interface for oxidation. This process takes

in aieement with earlier studies (2) that also e- place on a time scale of atomic vibrations and would

phasized oxidation temperatures above 1000C. The therefore explain the rapid attainment of steady-state

lower temperatures yielded activation energies for kp behavior. However, the recent tracer studies of Rosen- t

more than 50% larger (18). The mechanism for oxida- cher e( a. (21) and Pfeffer and Ohring (22) demon-

tion below 1000eC is likely to involve a superpoition strae that oxygen is transported across the oxide with

of F (ckia n which is predominant at higher little or no interaction with the network. Another

temperatures with at least one additional mode of possibility s to consider the flow of oxidant in mcrh-

transport. Excluding models which involve charged pores. If micropores exist in sufficient numbers and if

species, two kinds of mechanisms come to mind which the pores pe netrate to the Si-SiO2 Interface then very

would explain the rapid attainment of steady-state slow diffusion at low temperatures may be short ir-

oxidatuon. One model o sders the migration of atomic cuilted by the flow of oxidant in micropores. Previous

oxygr. from network position to network position, studies on thin SiO2 films yielded some indl:ect evi-
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dence for the existence of micropores in SiO2 films (23) Manuscript submitted Jan. 13, 1981; revised manu-
and recent transmission electron microscopy studies by script received Aug. 4, 1981. This was Paper 518 pre-
Gibson and Dong (24) have shown micropores of about sented at the Hollywood, Florida, Meeting of the So-
10A to exist in dry 02 grown SiO2 films. Further work ciety, Oct. 5-10, 1980.
on a micropore model is necessary and in progress, but
it is interesting to note that if Knudsen-Poiseuille flow Any discussion of this paper will appear in a Dis-
is considered in micropores (25) in steady state with cussion Section to be published in the December 1982pte JOURNAL. All discussions for the December 1982 Dis-
linear surface kinetics a linear-parabolic type rate law cussion Section shouid be submitted by Aug. 1, 1982.
can be derived. The fact that lower oxidation tempera.
tures yield higher density SiO2 (26, 27) probably also Publication costs of this article were assisted by IBM
contributes to a decrease in the importance of simple Corporation.
diffusion and perhaps renders a different transport
mechanism dominant at lower oxidation temperatures. REFERENCES
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